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ABSTRACT

The Third Joint Panel Meeting of the United States - Japan Panel on Natural Resources
(UJNR) , Fire Research and Safety, was held at the National Bureau of Standards in

Gaithersburg
,
Maryland, from March 13-17, 1978. The meeting consisted of in-depth

technical sessions on detection and smoke properties, modeling of fire, and toxicity
of fire gas. Progress reports briefly covered human behavior, building systems, and
smoke control. The proceedings include the technical papers presented at the meeting
along with the ensuing discussion and the summary reports prepared by each session
chairman

.

The first meeting of UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety was held in Washington,
D.C. from April 7-8, 1976, where the current activities in the United States and
Japan on fire research and safety were introduced. After this exchange, the follow-
ing six topics were selected for initial cooperation: toxicity, building systems,
human behavior, smoke control, detection and smoke properties, and modeling of fire.

The participants at the third meeting resolved that the next meeting, to be held in
Tokyo in February of 1979, will cover the following topics in-depth: (1) human
behavior in fires, (2) building systems and smoke control, (3) fire and smoke retardants
and (4) fire investigation techniques. Progress reports will be submitted in the
areas of toxicity, detection and smoke properties and fire modeling.

Key words: Building fires, conferences, fire detection, fire investigations, fire
models, fire research, fire retardants, flame retardants, human behavior,
smoke, toxic gases, toxicity.
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Agenda, Continued

Wednesday, March 15 Session Chairman - Dr. A. Watanabe

3:30 p.m. Technical Session Lecture Room B

"Toxicity of Fire Gas"

4:30 p.m. Adjournment

Thursday, March 16

The Panel Meeting will be held at the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) in Laurel, Maryland.
A bus will leave for APL at 7:40 a.m. from the lobby of Building 225 on the Bureau's campus.

The bus will also stop at 7:45 a.m. at the Holiday Inn in Gaithersburg
, Maryland, to pick up

the Japanese visitors and anyone else staying there.

9:00 a.m. Presentation on APL Fire Programs Applied Physics Lab.

Laurel, Maryland
9:45 a.m. Session Chairman - Dr. A. Watanabe

Technical Session
"Toxicity of Fire Gas"

1:00 p.m. Lunch

2:00 p.m. "Toxicity" Continued

5:30 p.m. Reception

6:30 p.m. Dinner

8:30 p.m. Bus departs from the Applied Physics Laboratory for the Holiday
Inn, Gaithersburg, Maryland, and Building 225, National Bureau
of Standards.

Friday, March 17 Session Chairman - Dr. J. W. Lyons

9:00 a.m. Open Technical Session Lecture Room B

10:30 a.m. Coffee and Tea Break

10:45 a.m. Resume Technical Session

12:30 p.m. Lunch Dining Room C

2:00 p.m. Session Chairman - Dr. K. Nakano Lecture Room B

Closing Joint Session
Reports of Technical Sessions
Resolutions

4:30 p.m. Adjournment
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Third UJNR Meeting

Minutes of the Opening Session:

Dr. John W. Lyons, chairman of the United States delegation, opened the joint session
by welcoming the delegation to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) . He then
reviewed the United States' and Japanese experience with unwanted fire, referred to
the successes of the UJNR Wind and Seismic Panel, and discussed the formation of the
Fire Research and Safety Panel. The six topics agreed upon at the first Joint Panel
Meeting at NBS in April 1976 were discussed at the second Joint Panel Meeting in
Tokyo in October 1976. The Tokyo meeting was called very useful and productive by
Dr. Lyons. He noted that the Joint Panel had agreed to a third meeting in about 18

months at NBS and to review three of the topics in detail - toxicity of fire gases,
detection and smoke properties, and modeling - and the other three only in brief
progress reports. The present meeting is being held in response to those decisions.
Dr. Lyons pointed out that in the time between the second and third panel meetings,
one exchange of a professional had occurred, namely, Prof. Terai of Kyoto University
visited for a considerable time in the United States in the summer of 1977 under
auspices of the panel and had spent a portion of that time at NBS.

Dr. Lyons noted that Dr. Shirayama, the first chairman of the Japanese delegation,
had retired from the Building Research Institute (BRI) in Tokyo and is now teaching
at Tsukuba University. Dr. Lyons welcomed the new chairman of the Japanese delegation,
Dr. K. Nakano, the present Director of BRI, and observed that Dr. Nakano is no stranger
to NBS, having been here earlier as a member of the UJNR Wind and Seismic Panel.

Mr. Nagara, Scientific Attache of the Japanese Embassy in Washington, D.C. responded
first for the Japanese delegation. He reviewed events leading to the formation of

this panel, discussed the Wind and Seismic Panel, and reported that a new UJNR panel
on predicting earthquakes was established last fall. Dr. Nakano stated his pleasure
at the arrangements and said that the Japanese delegation was looking forward to a

very useful meeting. The delegations were introduced by their chairman. (See list
of attendees in preceding section.)

Elections were then conducted with the following results: Dr. J.W. Lyons to be
chairman of the opening session, Dr. K. Nakano to be chairman of the closing session,
Dr. W. Berl and Mr. A. Watanabe to serve as the resolutions committee.

The minutes of the second Joint Panel Meeting in Tokyo were approved as printed in

the Proceedings, Vol. 2. Dr. Lyons indicated his pleasure with the appearance of the
two volume proceedings of the second Joint Panel Meeting. He stated that the United
States will undertake to publish the proceedings of the third Joint Panel Meeting.

The agenda for the week was then reviewed in detail and approved with minor modifications
Procedural details for the sessions were discussed fully.

The opening session adjourned after the foregoing discussions were completed.

x



SMOKE DETECTOR DESIGN AND SMOKE PROPERTIES

Richard W. Bukowski and George W. Mulholland

The importance of a reference photometer and reference ioni-
zation detector in improving the reliability of smoke detectors is
discussed. Recent developments in smoke detector technology are
highlighted and theoretical as well as practical experience in
regard to detector performance is summarized. Comparison of the
theoretically predicted response of smoke detectors as a function
of particle size with measured values is given. A monodisperse
aerosol generator, an electrical aerosol analyzer with a size
sensitivity from 0.01 to 1 ym, and an optical particle counter
are described. The size distribution, mass and number concentra-
tion, optical density, and coagulation frequency for smoke from
burning heptane and smoldering cotton lamp wick are presented. It
is shown that a Junge type size distribution provides a good fit to
the measured size distribution for both fresh and aged smoke.

Key words: Aerosol generators; detector testers; fire detectors;
ionization detectors; light-scattering detectors; particle size
distribution; smoke; smoke detectors.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper consists of two parts. The first part concentrates on smoke
detector design (sections 1-8) and the second part consists of recent research
on smoke aerosol properties pertinent to smoke detection (sections 9-14) .

Smoke detectors, particularly the residential variety, have undergone an
extremely rapid growth in sales to where they are currently being compared
with digital watches, pocket calculators, and citizens band radios in popu-
larity. In the last five years, residential smoke detectors have grown from
annual sales in the U.S. of less than a few hundred thousand to a market level
of twelve to fourteen million in the calendar year 1977. You will note in
figure 1 (which gives actual sales estimates prior to 1977 and our projections
for 1977 and beyond) that the 1977 sales were two million units ahead of our
projection made in May of 1977.

Because NFPA records indicate that approximately 75% of the U.S. fire
deaths occur in residences and because studies [1]^ have indicated that almost
half of these residential fire deaths could be prevented by the widespread use
of residential smoke detectors, it is obvious that the impact of these sales
on the reduction of U.S. fire losses can be great.

The vastly increased sales volume as well as technical developments in
electronics have resulted in greatly decreased prices in the marketplace. For
example, in 1971 residential smoke detectors cost an average of $125 per unit.
Currently, a number of detectors are available for under $20 per unit retail

This paper was presented at the Third Joint Panel Meeting of the United
States and Japan Natural Resources (U.J.N.R.) Panel on Fire Research and
Safety, March 1978.

Numbers in brackets refer to the literature references listed at the
end of this paper.
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($25 average - figure 2). While decreased cost, extensive consumer interest,
and large-scale national advertising have all contributed to this increased
sales volume it can also be readily understood that the performance and
quality of the devices is critical in achieving the projected impact on fire
losses. For this reason, the National Bureau of Standards, Center for Fire
Research is deeply involved and committed to work which will provide a

better understanding of the design, performance, and proper use of smoke
detectors

.

II Hi 1977

NO.UNITS

SOLD
50,000 12-14 MILLION

UNIT

PRICE
$ 125 $ 25

Figure 2. Comparison of smoke detector sales and average
retail cost — 1971 and 1977.

2. POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS

Identified problem areas with residential smoke detectors can be divided
into three broad categories. These are false alarms, performance and design,
and reliability.

The primary cause of false alarms in residential applications is cooking.
Technically, this is a difficult problem to overcome since the cooking process
produces particulates of similar size ranges and concentrations to those seen
in hostile fires. Our feeling is that, for most applications, optimum choice
of type of detector and placement within the dwelling can preclude most false
alarm problems from cooking. Also, a recent survey [2] has indicated that the
false alarm problem with residential detectors may not be as large as was
originally thought. Survey data indicate that, of the people contacted who
own residential detectors, 96% rarely or never experienced a false alarm.
Also, 97% of those people contacted indicated that they were completely
satisfied with the device purchased.

With regard to design and performance, the problems are more complex.
As the market has grown, many companies have begun manufacturing residential
detectors. Some of these companies have invested little in research and have
designed detectors strictly by trial and error. This has led to marginal
designs and marginal performance. More recently, a number of semi-conductor
manufacturers [3] have begun marketing smoke detector integrated circuits
containing all necessary electronics except for the sensing chamber, power
source, and sounding device (figure 3). Two manufacturers are producing
ionization chambers which can be connected to these smoke detector integrated
circuits, which essentially eliminates the need for any research and develop-
ment on the part of the final manufacturer. Thus, more and more dependence

3



manufacturer
a model

1A LI

ION PHOTO

SILICONIX SM 110 X X

GENERAL INSTRUMENT MEM 4962

MEM 4963

X
X X

MOTOROLA MC14461P/14462P X

SUPERTEX SDIA

SD2A

X
X X

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR LM1801 X

a) RCA has also introduced an integrated circuit for smoke detectors
(model CA3097)

.

Figure 3. Current smoke detector integrated circuits [3].

is being placed on the role of the approving laboratory for assurance that
marginal or poorly performing units are not marketed. Thus, the need for
strict approval standards which assure a fairly high minimum level of
performance has become increasingly important.

Another complicating factor in the poor design and performance area has
been the cost competition in the marketplace. Price erosion has resulted
in a great deal of "value engineering" being used in smoke detector designs.
Minimizing production cost and very large production volumes have increased
the impact of performance problems which do not show up until the detector
is in the field. This situation has led to three major smoke detector recalls
in this country in the last two years and the possibility that additional
recalls may involve millions of units instead of the hundred thousand or less
involved in the first three product recalls.

The third problem area of reliability is again a complex factor. Based
on current failure rate predictions, the average residential smoke detector
is expected to last on the order of 15 to 20 years before it has to be replaced
It would be desirable to design a detector such that any failure which would
prevent its detection of a fire would be indicated to the homeowner by some
type of trouble signal. Taken to the extreme, this would result in an
extremely expensive unit. Thus, the approach taken has been to try to
maximize the reliability of the device without significantly impacting its
retail cost. Attempts are being made to devise a realistic method by which
the failure rate of a given smoke detector design can be predicted mathemati-
cally. While this project is still in its initial stages, we hope to have
some answers to this question by the end of 1978. Figure 4 shows a general
curve of the variation of failure rate with time, valid for most electronic
products [4] . Our goal is to have point A when the unit leaves the factory
and point B at 25 to 30 years after sale.
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3. PHILOSOPHY OF APPROVAL STANDARDS

As was mentioned earlier, the product approval standards for residential
smoke detectors are becoming increasingly important due to the large numbers
of units and designs available. In the past, the philosophy of the U.S.
approval standards has been essentially to try to duplicate the conditions
of a few specific fires to which the detector might be exposed. While this
philosophy has worked fairly well in the past, we feel that the philosophy
used by the European approval standards would be better. This philosophy is
not to duplicate a few specific fires at random but to design tests which
exaggerate the differences between the units tested and which expose the
detector to a bracketing range of conditions that might be expected but not
necessarily any specific "real life" fire type. With regard to the detection
performance testing of smoke detectors, for example, one would design a set of
full-scale tests which expose the detector to a range of particle sizes, number
concentrations, and refractive indices so that the reaction of the device to
any particular combination of these variables within the extremes tested could
be estimated.

4. REFERENCE INSTRUMENTATION

Both the increasing popularity of the use of smoke detectors and the
increasing desire for additional knowledge about their performance has resulted
in a large amount of testing being conducted by various organizations. More
and more data are being generated which can be highly useful in expanding our
knowledge of the subject. But, the increase in the numbers of people conducting
tests has demonstrated the problems in comparability of the data obtained from
different sources.
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Basically, the comparability problems arise from the large variety of
instrumentation being used to take smoke measurements in the tests. For
example, the lamp color temperature and receiver spectral sensitivity of most
photometers is not consistent or even specified. Therefore, we have developed
a specification for a reference photometer (figure 5) which we are proposing
as one such instrument. This photometer consists of a tungsten filament
light source (figure 6) of a specified color temperature transmitting a
collimated beam of light through a one-meter path length to a receiving
element (figure 7) with a spectral response matching that of the human eye.
By using the human eye response we hope not only to have a reference instru-
ment by which to relate smoke detector response but also to be able to take
measurements which relate to human visibility through smoke. While these
measurements would not take into account the irritability of the smoke, we
feel that the measurements will be meaningful in estimating the amount of
time available to people in a fire area for escape or rescue.

In addition to the reference photometer, we are evaluating a reference
measuring ionization chamber developed by a Swiss firm (figure 8) . Since the
photometer is not responsive to particles smaller than about 0.3 micrometers
in diameter, the photometer will not correlate well with the output signal
from an ionization chamber. Thus, where such correlations are necessary, some
type of reference ionization chamber is necessary. This Swiss design is being
evaluated by us and others in this country and in Europe and it appears to
be the best design thus far proposed.

Another instrumentation problem that we are working on is that of refer-
ence test aerosols. Many people in fire research agree that the combustion
generated aerosols now used for small-scale test purposes are too variable.
Such parameters as material, density, moisture content, thermal history,
ambient conditions, and others, have a great effect on the characteristics of
the aerosol generated. Thus we feel that a mechanically generated aerosol is
the only practical solution to eliminating or minimizing these variables.
To this end, we are developing two types of aerosol generators. One will be
a highly precise generator for laboratory use in small-scale test compartments
the other will be a less precise, but easy to use, portable unit for testing
installed smoke detectors in the field. The field unit could be used to
determine the sensitivity of an installed detector instead of just determining
whether or not it is operating as is now done. A description of these aerosol
generators is given in sections 11 and 14 of this paper.

5. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Many technical developments have been made over the last few years in
smoke detector design. Battery operated residential detectors which initially
used special batteries which were expensive and hard to obtain are being
replaced by designs using common batteries which are more available and
inexpensive. Also, new concepts in the circuitry that monitor the battery
condition have been made. Several detectors now on the market monitor the
battery for both terminal voltage and internal resistance build-up which
could prevent the operation of the sounding device in a fire situation.

Detector enclosure and chamber designs are making more use of basic
theoretical parameters with great improvements in detection performance being
seen. New types of sounding devices are being investigated which have better
frequency characteristics for audibility, higher reliability, and lower power
consumption

.

Ionization detectors are being produced with less radioactive material
and a new detector using a beta source is now being marketed for commercial
applications. Designs of some newer ionization detectors exhibit increased
sensitivity to larger particles. The lack of this capability has been a
performance drawback in the past.
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Photoelectric detectors are almost exclusively using long life light-
emitting diode (LED) light sources, more efficient scattering angles, and
light receivers and circuit designs which minimize time constant problems
which had been encountered in earlier LED designs. More photoelectric
detectors are using electronic ambient light rejection which eliminates the
need for restrictive light-tight chambers which slow their response to fire
produced aerosols. Photoelectric detectors in particular are also making
better use of mechanical or electrical test features which allow testing of
the entire detector circuit (including basic smoke sensitivity) simply by
pushing an external button. This has come a long way from the original test
buttons which did nothing more than connect the horn to the battery.

6. THEORETICAL WORK

Considerable emphasis in the Center for Fire Research (CFR) has centered
on obtaining a better theoretical understanding of aerosol properties and design
parameters which can affect the response of smoke detectors. To this end, the
following summary of such theoretical considerations has been assembled from
open literature reference sources, from results of tests conducted by CFR
staff and others, and in some cases from observations by the authors.

7. IONIZATION DETECTORS

The general operation of an ionization chamber can be described in the
following way. The chamber consists of a source of ionizing radiation
positioned between two electrodes across which an electric potential is
maintained (figure 9) . The radiation source emits alpha particles (helium
nuclei) or beta particles (electrons) at relatively high energies (e.g. 5.48
Mev for americium 241 alpha particles) , creating positive ions by removing
electrons from gas molecules along their path. The low energy electron released
rapidly attaches to a neutral gas molecule which becomes a negative ion.

These ions are then drawn to the electrodes (positive ions to the negative
electrodes and vice versa) where they give up their charge. This charge

transfer represents a small (~10
1

1

A) current flow through the air space
between the electrodes.

There are two ways in which an ion can be prevented from reaching the
electrode and give up its charge. These are by recombination (random collision
with an oppositely charged ion) or by being carried out of the chamber by
convective airflow before reaching the electrode.

Some amount of recombination takes place in most ion chambers but is
self-limiting. That is, the recombination rate is related to the ion density;
the greater the density the greater the chance of a random collision. Thus,
any chamber will have an equilibrium condition where the recombination rate
and ion density will be constant.

Normally, the ion velocities are high enough and the convective flow
rate low enough so that most ions reach the electrodes. When smoke particles
enter the chamber, these particles capture ions, reducing their velocity by
several orders of magnitude due to the increased mass of the particle-ion
pair (figure 10) . This reduced velocity allows the pair to be carried from
the chamber before reaching the electrode, reducing the charge transfer and
thereby the chamber current. It is this reduction in current which is used
to trigger the alarm.

An alpha particle leaving the surface of americium 241 (Am) will create
an equal number of positive and negative ions for a distance of about 4 cm
(the mean range of an alpha particle of this energy in air at STP) [5] . If
the electrode spacing in the chamber is 4 cm or less, a bipolar chamber results
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(figure 11). That is, ions of both polarities exist in the entire chamber.
If, however, the electrode spacing is greater than 4 cm, a unipolar chamber
is created (figure 12). The unipolar chamber has one region where both ion
polarities are present (in this case in the first 4 cm from the source) and
a region where ions of only one polarity are present. These two regions are
separated by a space charge region which acts to stabilize the ion concentra-
tion in the unipolar region.

Another way of producing a unipolar chamber is to reduce the travel
distance of the alpha particles to less than 4 cm by increasing the thickness
of the outer gold plating on the americium. A gold thickness of 6.6 pm will
reduce the alpha particles range to 0.4 5 cm in air [5].

7.1 Particle Size

Hosemann [6] derived a semi-empirical equation for the relative chamber
signal of a bipolar ionization chamber. Scheidweiler [7] expressed this
equation as follows:

Nd
I

2n

//Nd \
2

s = —£ + i —^ l+i (i)

and n = - ^SL = chamber constant (2)

C

where S = relative chamber signal =

o

N = number of particles of size d
* P

d = particle diameter
P

a = recombination coefficient

q = ion generation rate

C = Bricard capture coefficient

Litton has developed a detailed mathematical model for an ionization chamber
[8] and finds that Hosemann 's semi-empirical equation agrees within a few
percent with his model results for all values of the quantity Nd / n . For low
concentrations of a smoke aerosol equation (1) reduces to: ^

S <=c Nd (3)
P

That is, the output signal is proportional to the number of particles times
the particle diameter. In this relation, the proportionality constant is a
function of the chamber design parameters and would thus be slightly different
for different chamber designs.

Equations (1) and (3) are for monodisperse aerosols. For polydisperse
aerosols, equation (3) is simply summed over the particle size distribution
as follows:

d
Pi
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When using this general relation, one must keep in mind that an aerosol
particle size distribution is dynamic, varying with time and distance from
the generation source. The particle diameter will tend to increase due to
coagulation effects which are related principally to time and concentration.
Also, particularly in combustion aerosols, the particle size distribution
being generated can change as a function of temperature of combustion,
material and its density, moisture content, and other factors.

When one looks at coagulation of liquid aerosol droplets or aerosols
composed of solid nuclei with condensed liquid exteriors it can be seen that
the number concentration for a fixed mass concentration is inversely propor-
tional to the diameter cubed. Thus, if the aerosol diameter doubles, the
number concentration would be reduced by 1/8 so that the overall effect would
be the reduction of the relative chamber signal by a factor of 4. The effect
of coagulation will be discussed in more detail in section 13.

7.2 High Air Velocities

Since the basic principle of operation of the ionization detector involves
a small flow of current created by the transfer of charge across the chamber,
any factor which interferes with this charge transfer will affect the chamber
current and therefore the response. The effect of high air velocities is to
blow the charged ions from the chamber before they can reach the electrodes
and give up their charge. Since, under these conditions the charge transfer
would be reduced, the chamber current would also be reduced, moving it toward
alarm. This would have the effect of enhancing the sensitivity but can also
cause a false alarm if the velocity is sufficient to remove enough ions. In
his convective model, Litton [8] derived the following relation for the limits
of convective flow in the chamber:

< V
c

<
|
yE | (5)

mobility of charged smoke particle

average electric field

convective velocity in the chamber

mobility of an ion.

Design factors which can compensate for this effect would be velocity
shielding by mechanical means, increasing the ionic velocity (and therefore,
the ionic momentum) through the use of higher electrode collection potentials
or the use of the unipolar type chamber design. Since the unipolar chamber
contains a space charge region, this region tends to act as a buffer,
releasing more ions into the unipolar region when the ion concentration falls
below equilibrium. This essentially stabilizes the chamber performance over
a much broader range of air velocities than with a bipolar chamber design. A
comparison of the change in chamber current with increasing air velocity was
given by Scheidweiler [7] and is shown in figure 13.

7.3 Low Air Velocities

Equation 5 also shows that the effects of low air velocities are almost
a converse of the high velocity effects. That is, low velocities can allow
charged smoke particles to reach the electrodes and discharge before the con-
vective flow through the chamber can move them out of the chamber. This

Z E
P

where Z
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Figure 13. Influence of wind on a unipolar and a bipolar
ionization chamber.

condition can result in an increase in chamber current and a corresponding
loss of sensitivity. This effect may be a partial explanation (along with
increased particle diameters and decreased number concentrations) of the
apparent loss in sensitivity of ionization detectors to smoldering fires.

7.4 Chamber Design

7.4.1 Source Strength

The chamber constant (eq. 2) is a function of the volumetric ion genera-
tion rate, q (which is established by the source strength), the recombination
coefficient, a, and Bricard's capture coefficient, C. The ion generation rate
(q) is the only parameter which is affected by the detector design, the other
parameters (a and C) being determined by the properties of the aerosol and
ions

.

From equations (1) and (2) in the limit of low particle concentrations
it is seen that the detector sensitivity is inversely proportional to the
square root of the ion generation rate and thus the source strength. In
practice the advantage of the increased sensitivity with decreased source
strength must be balanced against the reduction in the signal to noise ratio
as the source strength is reduced. This effect can be seen in the new 0

source detectors which operate at very low source strength and chamber currents
(several orders of magnitude below typical a source detectors). The 6 detector
will detect the extremely small particulates from burning alcohol to which
most a detectors will not respond. The 6 detector, however, has had to
incorporate extensive RF shielding and, in addition to the normal sensing and
reference chambers a third (balance) chamber is used to obtain acceptable
stability

.
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7.4.2 Electrode Spacing

If the chamber electrodes are closer than the alpha particle path length,
the alpha particles will not produce the maximum number of ion pairs possible.

If the electrode spacing is greater than the alpha particle path length,
a unipolar chamber results. When determining proper electrode spacing, one
must keep in mind that the thickness of gold outer foil plating of the ioni-
zation source greatly affects the alpha particle path length. ^s was explained
earlier, an unplated source will have an alpha particle path length of 4.04 cm
in air (at STP) . Addition of a 6.6 pm thickness gold foil reduces the alpha
particle path length to 0.45 cm. From this it can be seen that the plating
thickness is extremely critical and that very small nonuniformities in the
plating thickness can have great effects on the uniformity of chamber ioni-
zation.

Simon and Axmark [9] investigated the effect of electrode spacing on the
ion chamber response both experimentally and theoretically for a parallel
plate electrode design. The detector sensitivity, AI/I , was measured as a

function of electrode spacing, D, for a fixed value of the ratio of potential
difference <|> , to electrode spacing, <)>/D = constant. ^s the plate separation
was increased from 3 cm to 5 cm, the sensitivity increased by approximately
100%. For this experiment the range of the a particle was 3 cm so in one
case the chamber is bipolar while in the other, there is a unipolar region in
the chamber. The model calculation, which includes the effect of space
charge in the field equation, was found to agree with the experimental results.

7.4.3 Electrode Bias Voltage

As shown in equation (5) , if the bias voltage on the chamber electrodes
is low, the ion velocity is low and there is more chance of recombination
with opposite ions before the electrode is reached. ^lso due to lower ion
momentum, the velocity at which captured ions can be blown from the chamber
is reduced.

If the electrode bias voltage is high, there is less chance of recombina-
tion and less chance that captured ions can be blown from the chamber; but
the radioactive source strength must be increased to maintain proper ion
densities. This can be a problem in countries where maximum source strength
specifications are set by law.

In the first case, the effect is an ion chamber inordinately sensitive
to air movement. In the second case, the effect is to reduce the sensitivity
of the chamber (unless the source strength is increased)

.

Litton [5] has studied the effect of the electrode bias voltage on the
chamber performance. He finds that equation (2) is valid provided the
chamber current is low compared to the saturation current (I/I < 0.4). As
the current increases above this ratio, the chamber response depends on the
electrode bias voltage as well as the source strength. For a given source
strength and electrode geometry Litton found that there exists an optimum
bias voltage for which the current difference is a maximum. He also found
that an increase in the source strength S a will shift the electrode bias $>

at which AI is a maximum approximately as the square root of S .

7.4.4 Outer Shell Design

The design of the outer chamber shell relates to the high and low aerosol
velocity effects. If the shell is too open, the higher aerosol velocity
problem is enhanced and if too restricted, the low air velocity problem is
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enhanced or the aerosol stream may take the path of least resistance and
by-pass the chamber completely.

7.5 Detector Enclosure Design

The outer enclosure of the detector can also be critical. If too open,
the unit may be susceptible to false alarm at high airflows and if too
restricted, the unit may alarm slowly due to delayed smoke entry. This
effect was demonstrated in an experiment conducted by MBS a few years ago.
Two detectors (A and B) , identical except for their enclosures, were tested
for sensitivity to smoke at varying air velocities. One unit (A) would not
alarm for any smoke concentration at a flow of 0.076 m/s (15 fpm) , while the
other (B) showed only a small decrease in alarm point at this velocity.
Conversely, one unit (B) would give a false alarm at a flow of only 1.5 m/s
(300 fpm) while the other (A) was stable to much higher velocities.

In addition to velocity effects, the following factors should also be
taken into account in a proper enclosure design.

1. The electric fields generated in the peripheral detector circuitry
can affect the chamber operation.

2. Current leakage paths on high impedence components or on
insulators in the sensing chamber can cause false alarms or
non-operation

.

3. Adhesion of charged aerosol particles to external plastic parts
that have acquired a static charge can reduce the number of the
small particles reaching the sensing chamber.

8. PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS

Most photoelectric detectors in common use operate on the light-scattering
principle. The sensing chamber contains a source of light and a light receiver
at some angle to the light beam arranged so that the receiver does not normally
receive any of the transmitted light (see figure 14) . When smoke particles
enter the scattering volume (the volume of space which intersects both the
light beam and viewing region of the receiver) , light is scattered onto the
receiver. This increase in luminous flux on the receiver is proportional to
the concentration of smoke particles and is used to trigger the alarm.

Early light-scattering detectors used short lived incandescent lamps (1-

5 year average life) and photoresistive receivers. Newer designs use light-
emitting diodes as the light source (30 year or more life) and silicon
receivers (photodiodes , phototransistors , and silicon cells). Newer designs
have also eliminated the need for a darkened sensing chamber (to eliminate
effects of ambient light) by using pulsed LED ' s and electronic circuits which
reject the ambient signal. Elimination of this chamber has greatly improved
the performance by allowing much freer entry of smoke to the sensing optics.

8.1 Particle Size

The output signal from a scattering type detector optical assembly is
affected by particle diameter, complex refractive index, scattering angle,
scattering volume, light wavelength, and particle shape. In general, the
basic theory of light scattering is only well defined for spherical particles.
Some limited calculations are available for a few other shapes such as
cylinders and ellipsoids.
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The effect of particle size falls into three regions defined essentially
by the ratio of particle size to light wavelength [10]. These three regions
are given below:

Rayleigh Region d^ < 0.1

Mie Region 0.1 A < d^ <4a

*
Bricard Region d^ > 4 a

Limit varies with refractive index.

In the Rayleigh scattering region, the output signal is essentially propor-
tional to the 6th power of the particle diameter.

The upper limit of the Mie region is not clearly defined as it varies as
a function of particle refractive index. ^t the Mie-Rayleigh boundary,
the chamber output signal is proportional to the particle diameter to the 6th
power and can oscillate in a damped sinusoidal manner until at the Mie-
Bricard boundary it is proportional to d squared. The frequency of
oscillation is a function of the refractive index of the particle.

For particles larger than about 4 A the theories of geometric optics
(Bricard, Fraunhoffer diffraction) predominate. In this region the signal is
essentially proportional to the particle diameter squared.
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8.2 Scattering Angle

The angular intensity distribution of light scattered by particles varies
with particle size (dp) > shape, and refractive index (M) . An example of such

an angular distribution is given in figure 15 [10] . This is for Mie scattering
(particle diameter greater than one tenth of the wavelength) for a narrow band
polydisperse aerosol with M = 1.33 (water vapor). While the distribution will
vary with the above mentioned parameters for other size ranges, the same
general characteristics are observed. That is, the greatest intensity is in
the forward direction, decreasing to a minimum around 90°-100° and increasing
again to a final value less than the initial value in the back scatter area.
Only in the case of perfectly reflecting spheres is back scatter intensity
greater than forward scatter.

From this characteristic one can deduce that a small, forward angle
exhibits the best signal levels for most aerosols while angles around 90°

would generally give the lowest signal levels.

8.3 Particle Shape

The effects of complex aerosol shapes are largely unknown. One can
empirically determine the effective scattering cross section of a complex
shaped particle but this parameter can change continuously as the particle
tumbles randomly in an aerosol stream. If the aerosol concentration is high
enough, it is valid in many cases to assume a random distribution of particle
orientations

.

0.001 1 I i
i I i I i I

20° 60° 100° 140° 180°

SCATTERING ANGLE 0

Figure 15. Mie scattering by polydisperse spheres,
refractive index 1.33, compared with diffraction,
refraction and reflection.
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8.4 Refractive Index

Particle refractive index is a complex variable of the form:

M = M (1 - iK) (6)o

where M is the real part of refractive index
o

K is the absorption coefficient.

One should note that absorption is the imaginary portion of the term and the
particle refractive index is only real where absorption is 0.

8.5 Wavelength

The principle effect of wavelength is to define the boundaries of the
three scattering regions. Since the signal produced by an aerosol is strongest
in the Mie and Bricard regions, wavelengths should be as short as possible so
that a majority of the aerosol sizes to be measured are in these regions.
This was not as much a problem when incandescent light sources were used since
they are polychromatic and produce light over most of the visible spectrum,
especially if driven at a relatively high color temperature. With the change
to light-emitting diodes, however, red and infrared wavelengths became more
common due to decreasing quantum efficiency of LED ' s at shorter wavelengths
[11]. More recently, some improvement in yellow and green LED efficiencies have
been made but new combinations of base materials may be necessary before these
devices are usable at these shorter wavelengths.

8.6 Design Parameters

8.6.1 Entry

Ease of smoke entry into photoelectric detectors has improved greatly in
the last few years. Careful study of low velocity flow dynamics and the more
recent elimination of light-tight labyrinths by means of electronic ambient
light rejection have been the principle causes of this improvement. It is
now possible to actually scatter light from an aerosol outside of the detector
enclosure. This obviously eliminates entry completely.

8.6.2 Circuit Time Constants

The change to light-emitting diode sources in photoelectric detectors
also created time constant problems. This is because the total luminous flux
from light-emitting diodes is only about 10% of that with incandescent sources.
Thus, more sensitive photoresistive (Cd S or Cd Se) cells were necessary as
light receivers. But the time constant of these photoresistive cells (to a
step input) is inversely proportional to its luminous flux sensitivity. At
normal LED light levels, time constants on the order of 5 minutes are common.

These time constant problems can and have been eliminated by the use of
silicon devices such as photovoltaic cells, photodiodes or phototransistors

.

These devices, however, require more circuitry since they have no inherent
gain and can increase the cost of a detector by as much as 30% over those
using the photoresistive receivers. Hopefully, the cost savings associated
with the newer large-scale integrated circuits now being designed for photo-
electric (and ionization) detectors may offset the additional costs and result
in better operating detectors with higher reliability.

"
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9. SMOKE RESEARCH GOALS

Above we have discussed the general behavior of smoke detectors. From
this point on we focus on properties of the smoke. In the United States there
is interest in smoke properties for several applications in the field of fire
protection

:

1. Early detection of smoke to alert occupants.

2. The blockage of vision caused by smoke produced by the combustion
of building materials.

3. The radiative heat transfer from smoke in the development of a fire
up to flashover.

The major emphasis in smoke research at the National Bureau of Standards has
been on the first application, which will be the focus of our discussion. The
general goal of our research is to provide some of the basic data necessary
for the development of improved smoke detectors and improved detector test
methods. The first half of our presentation on smoke research will be con-
cerned with the application of recently developed aerosol measurement techniqu
and aerosol generation methods to the determination of the sensitivity of
smoke detectors as a function of particle size. The second half will be
concerned with the properties of smoke aerosols used in testing detector
performance. These properties will include size distribution, optical
density, and the aging of smoke.

10. AEROSOL INSTRUMENTATION

The measurement of the size distribution of smoke aerosols is a difficult
experimental problem. Smoke aerosols encompass a broad size range from on the
order of 0.005 ym for particulate from a propane torch to as large as 5 urn for
well aged smoke Cjenerated from a smoldering source such as urethane foam. The
three orders of magnitude in this size range are equivalent to the change in
size extending from the diameter of a pin to the diameter of a beach ball.
The order of magnitude range in particle concentration is even greater. The
particle concentration of smoke drawn through a cigarette may be as high as
10 10 particles/cm 3 while the concentration of an aged smoke may be as low as
10 k to 10 5 particles/cm 3

. In addition to the difficulty of measuring such
wide ranges in particle size and concentration, there is also the problem that
an aerosol is a dynamic, unstable suspension. As an illustration of the
dynamic nature of smoke, the number concentration of smoke will drop by a

factor of ten from an initial concentration of 10 8 particles/cm 3 in two
minutes as a result of coagulation.

No single instrument is capable of handling the range of concentrations
and particle sizes encountered in smoke analysis. We shall describe two
instruments that we have found to be quite useful for smoke characterization
at low concentrations, 10 3-10 6 particles/cm 3

. Special emphasis will be
placed on the calibration of these instruments. In our work we find that
perhaps half of our time is devoted to instrument calibration. Even with this
effort, it was found that a measurement accuracy of + 30% is about the best
that can be obtained.

The principal instrument used in our study is the electrical aerosol
analyzer developed by Liu, Whitby, Pui and Clarke [12,13] to measure the size
distribution and concentration of aerosols in the size range 0.01 ym to 1 ym.
This instrument is similar in principle of operation to the ion mobility
counter described by Watanabe at the 1976 UJNR panel meeting. As shown in
figure 16 it consists of three major parts: aerosol charger, mobility
analyzer, and electrometer current sensor. During a measurement, the aerosol
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Figure 16. Electric aeroscl analyzer,

is first sampled into the aerosol charger to expose the particles to unipolar
positive ions produced by a corona discharge. The charged particles then
enter a mobility analyzer where they are deflected through a laminar air
stream in a cylindrical condenser. For a given voltage on the center rod,
particles above a certain critical mobility (smaller than a certain critical
size) are precipitated, while those with lower mobility (larger particles)
escape and are sensed by the electrometer sensor. By changing the voltage on
the center rod and measuring the corresponding electrometer current, the
mobility and thus the size distribution of the aerosol can be determined.

A series of experiments was performed at the University of Minnesota and
at the National Bureau of Standards [14] to determine the accuracy of the
electrical aerosol analyzer (EAA) for the measurements of aerosol number
concentration and volume concentration by comparison with a condensation
nuclei counter (CNC) and a filter gravimetric method, respectively. A
comparison of the total number concentration as determined by the two methods
is shown in figure 17 for a polydisperse sucrose aerosol generated by an
atomizer. It is seen that there is approximately a linear relationship
between the number concentration determined by the two methods over the
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Figure 17. Comparison of the number concentration as determined by
the electrical aerosol analyzer and the condensation
nuclei counter for sucrose aerosols with various
geometric mean number diameters [14]. (Two nominally
identical electrical aerosol analyzers (EAA 1 and
EAA 2) were used for the measurements. The dashed
line corresponds to perfect agreement between the two
instruments, while the solid line represents a least
square fit of the data.

)

concentration range 10 3 to 10 5 particles/cm 3
. The data can be conveniently

fitted to the following functional form:

Log NEAA
= Log (const) + Log N

CNC (7)

From a least square fit of the data to equation (7) it is found that the
constant equals 1.3, which means that the EAA overestimates the number
concentration by about 30%.

The size dependence of the volume measurement by the electrical aerosol
analyzer is presented in figure 18 for dioctyl phthalate aerosols generated by
a nebulizer. The most significant feature about the data is the rapid decreas
in the ratio V

EAA/
V
E ilteR Part ^ c -'-e s i zes larger than 0.4 pm. There are

two likely reasons for this discrepancy. First, particles larger than 1.0 pm
will contribute to the aerosol volume collected on the filter, but will not
contribute significantly to the aerosol volume measured by the electrical
aerosol analyzer. Secondly, the mobility versus particle size characteristic
of the aerosol analyzer is rather flat in the 0.4 to 1.0 ym diameter size
range, precluding the possibility of making accurate size distribution measure
ments in this range.
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Figure 18. The effect of particle size on the ratio of
the aerosol volume as determined by the EAA
and filter collection method [14].

Particles with diameters in the size range 0.5 to 5 pm were measured by
an optical particle counter that counts individual particles. In this instru-
ment, a beam of light is focused into a small viewing volume through which the
airborne particles pass one at a time. The amount of light scattered from
each individual particle is measured by a photodiode detector. The detector
signals (pulse height), which are related to the size of each particle, are
then sorted and stored in channels of the multichannel analyzer of the
instrument

.

The conventional method of calibrating optical particle counters is with
an aerosol formed by nebulizing a suspension of latex spheres of known particle
size. This method was used in calibrating the optical particle counter.
Later in this paper a new method for calibrating optical particle counters
involving the laser doppler shift spectrometer will be described.
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11. DETECTOR SENSITIVITY TO MONODISPERSE AEROSOLS

As was mentioned earlier, the particle size is an important parameter in
determining the sensitivity of a smoke detector. In order to obtain accurate
data on the size sensitivity of ionization and light-scattering type detectors,
a joint National Bureau of Standards University of Minnesota study was
initiated making use of the excellent capabilities at Minnesota for the
measurement and generation of aerosols [15].

A major concern in the selection of an aerosol generation system was that
it provide a stable, steady-state output to allow time for the smoke concen-
tration in the detector to reach a steady-state and to allow time for the
measurement of the concentration and size distribution of the aerosols. The
aerosol generation system that was finally developed for the detector sensi-
tivity measurements is illustrated in figure 19.

An atomizer was used to generate a polydisperse dioctyl phthalate aerosol,
which was then made monodisperse by passage through an evaporation -

condensation column. Next, the aerosol passes through conditioning equipment
which controls the aerosol concentration, humidity, and charge, after which
it enters the smoke detector chamber.

The resulting aerosol was quite monodisperse with a geometric standard
deviation, a , about 1.25. By varying the concentration of dioctyl phthalate

in solution with isopropanol, it was possible to generate monodisperse aerosols
over the size range 0.05 pm to 1.3 pm. The concentration range was about two
orders of magnitude (2 x 10 k to 3 x 10 6 particles/cm 3

) for the generator. The
concentration and particle size output of the generator were determined by
the electrical aerosol analyzer, the optical counter, and by a filter gravi-
metric method.

The concentration dependence of the analog detector output is shown in
figure 20 for particle sizes ranging from 0.15 pm to 0.57 pm. The detector
is a light-scattering type with a nominal scattering angle of 21° and an
infrared light-emitting diode with spectral peak around 940 nm. Over the
concentration range studied, the analog signal was proportional to particle
concentration and the sensitivity increased rapidly with increasing particle
size. This detector did not respond to a particle size of 0.10 pm or less
at concentrations as high as 3 x 10 6 particles/cm 3

. The alarm voltage
labeled in figure 20 corresponds to the detector signal produced by a poly-
disperse smoke aerosol with an optical density of 0.056 m as measured in
the Underwriters' Laboratories test chamber, which will be described in the
next section. This value corresponds to the maximum threshold standard set
by the Underwriters' Laboratories.

The detector sensitivity for the light-scattering type detector (S-2)
and for an ionization type detector (R-2) are plotted versus particle size
in figure 21. The detector sensitivity is defined as the detector output
minus the background reading divided by the particle concentration and is
expressed in the units pV-cm 3

. The uncertainty in the determination of
sensitivity is estimated to be + 30% and is primarily attributed to the
uncertainty in the measurement of the number concentration.

It is of interest to compare the experimental sensitivities with theore-
tical predictions. For the light-scattering type detector, the sensitivity
is found to have approximately a six power dependence on particle size for the
smaller sizes. This is in agreement with the theory of Rayleigh scattering,
which is valid for particle sizes small compared to the wavelength of light.
Qualitative agreement over the entire size range was obtained between the
experimental sensitivity and the scattered intensity as calculated by Mie
theory [15]

.
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Figure 19. Monodisperse aerosol generation system [15]
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Figure 21. Detector sensitivity versus particle size
for a light-scattering type detector (S-2)
and for an ionization type detector (R-2) [15]

.
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The ionization detector sensitivity data can be correlated with particle
diameter by using a linear fit to a log-log plot as shown in figure 21. This
indicates a power law relationship between detector sensitivity and particle
size with the empirical relationship being:

S = 6.7 D
1 * 1

(8)

where S is the sensitivity and D the geometric mean number diameter. Thus
it is seen that the detector sensitivity is nearly a linear function of
particle size rather than being linearly related to the surface area of the
particle or to the volume of the particle. This result is in qualitative
agreement with Hosemann ' s theory [16], which predicts a linear relationship
between sensitivity and particle size for low particle concentrations (see
equation ( 3 ) )

.

It is seen in figure 21 that the ionization type detector is the more
sensitive for particle sizes smaller than about 0.3 vm, while for larger
particle sizes the light-scattering detector is the more sensitive. This
difference in sensitivity has important practical implications. There is
evidence from work at Georgia Institute of Technology by Bankston et al. [17]
that smoke generated in the flaming mode of combustion for Douglas fir,
polyvinylchloride , and rigid urethane foam is generally smaller than 0.3 pm
while the same materials undergoing combustion or pyrolysis in the non-flaming
mode produce particles larger than 0.3 vm. Thus one would expect that the
ionization detector would be more sensitive to smoke generated from flaming
materials and that the light-scattering detector would be more sensitive to
smoke generated by non-flaming materials. This expectation has, in fact, been
demonstrated in the testing of smoke detector response to various small-scale
fires by Consumer's Union [18] and to large-scale fires by IIT Research
Institute and Underwriters ' Laboratories under contract to the National
Bureau of Standards [19].

12. SMOKE PROPERTIES

In this section we shall concentrate on the properties of those smokes
used in smoke detector testing: smokes generated from smoldering lamp wick
and punk (imported from the orient as incense sticks) and the black soot smoke
generated from the diffusion burning of heptane. The properties of interest
will be the number concentration, mass concentration, optical density, and
size distribution. The aging properties of smoke will be discussed in the
next section. A more extensive discussion of the properties of these smokes
can be found in a report by Lee and Mulholland [20].

The measurement of smoke properties was made in the Underwriters'
Laboratories (UL 217 standard) smoke detector evaluation chamber which is used
for the testing of residential smoke detectors for approval. The detector
evaluation chamber is essentially a 50 x 50 x 170 cm closed horizontal box in
which the smoke detector is mounted on the center of the top surface as shown
in figure 22. The chamber is partitioned into a top and bottom - half sections
by a platform extending almost the full length of the chamber. Smoke generated
in the lower section is circulated through the box in the direction indicated
by the arrows in figure 22. A constant circulation velocity of 0.18 m/s is
maintained

.

A photometer which measures the optical density of the circulating smoke
has a path length of 152 cm and a beam width of 5 cm. It consists of an
incandescent lamp (GE-4515) source operating on 2.4 V (2370K + 50K color
temperature) and a photovoltaic cell (Weston 594 RR) detector.
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In these measurements, a smoldering lamp wick or a heptane diffusion
burner was placed in the burner end of the chamber and was withdrawn when the

smoke reached a desired optical density level, ranging from 0.005 m~
1

to
0.08 m . After allowing about thirty seconds to insure uniform mixing, the
aerosol was sampled by the analyzers.

The dependence of the optical density on mass concentration is shown in
figure 23 for both smokes. The mass concentration for the lamp wick smoke and
heptane smoke were determined by using the quartz crystal mass monitor [21]
and the filter gravimetric method, respectively. The mass monitor was not
effective in measuring the mass concentration of the sooty heptane smoke. The
vertical bars in figure 23 represent the shift in optical density during the
three- to four-minute sampling period required for collecting sufficient
heptane smoke for precise filter weighing. Only a 20-30 second period was
required for the mass monitor for the lamp wick smoke. The ratio of optical
density per meter to mass concentration, termed the particulate optical
density (POD) , is an intensive property independent of concentration, at least
over a certain range of concentrations. The POD for heptane smoke is 3.4 m 2 /g
and for cotton lamp wick smoke the value is 1.5 m 2 /g. In an extensive paper
reported at the Sixteenth Symposium on Combustion [22] , Seader reports the
dependence of optical density as measured in the NBS-AMINCO smoke density
chamber [23] on mass concentration for high concentrations of smoke generated
from the following materials for both flaming and non-flaming combustion:
rigid polyvinylchloride , red oak, polystyrene, a-cellulose, Douglas fir, rigid
urethane , and polyacrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) . All of the flaming
combustion data can be approximately correlated by a linear plot with a POD of
3.3 m 2 /g and the non-flaming combustion data, which appears to have somewhat
more scatter, can be correlated by a linear plot with a POD of 1.9 x 10 m /g

.

Thus, both from our study of low concentration smokes and the work of Seader
at high concentrations, the light-obscuring property of many smokes to white
light can be placed in two categories depending on the mode of smoke generation

flaming or non-flaming. It should be stressed that the measurements were
made under specific flaming conditions and specific non-flaming conditions;
for example, the non-flaming combustion data reported by Seader are based on
exposing a given size sample to a flux of 2.5 W/cm 2

. It is not known whether
the POD is independent of changes in exposure conditions such as radiant flux,
sample size and ambient temperature.

The size distributions for the lamp wick smoke and the heptane smoke as
determined with the electrical aerosol analyzer are presented in figure 24.
The quantity AN represents the number of smoke particles in the particle
diameter size range log D^ to log D^ + A log D . The A presentation was used

because data obtained from the measuring instruments were based on the average
within each discrete range.

Two convenient parameters for characterizing the size distribution are
the geometric mean number diameter, D , as a measure of the average particle

size and the geometric standard deviation, a , as a measure of the breadth
of the distribution.

log D
AN. log D.

i=l
(9)
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where N represents the total number of_ particles and n represents the number
of size classes. Both smokes have a D between 0.1 and 0.2 urn; however, the

g
heptane smoke seems to have a somewhat narrower size distribution than lamp
wick smoke. A summary of all of the smoke data is presented in table 1. The
values of a found in our work for smoldering lamp wick smoke are significantly
larger than^those reported by Watanabe at the 1976 UJNR panel meeting (1.6 and
1.7 versus 1.4). It is known that the size sensitivity of the instrument used
in measuring the size distribution, the electrical aerosol analyzer, decreases
for particle sizes over a few tenths of a micrometer [24] and this may be
responsible for the difference in the values of a .

g

As discussed in a previous section, the electrical aerosol analyzer has
been evaluated for the measurement of the number concentration and volume
concentration. Its sensitivity to monodisperse aerosols has also been
examined [24]; however, there is no comprehensive study regarding its perfor-
mance for polydisperse aerosols such as smokes. While we cannot be certain of
the size distribution in absolute terms, the instrument is very useful in
detecting relative changes in size distributions. For example, the effect of
exposure condition on the size distribution of smoke generated from the com-
bustion of a-cellulose is shown in figure 25. In one case a small a-cellulose
disc was ignited by a premixed flame while in the other it was in contact with
a metal surface maintained at 500°C. The particle size distribution peaked at
less than 0.01 ym for the flaming mode compared to 0.075 ym for the smoldering
mode. The effect of time on the size distribution of the smoke, which is
termed smoke aging, is another process that can be studied with the electrical
aerosol analyzer and will be the subject of the next section.

Table 1. Measured and derived parameters of
smokes in the UL 217 chamber test

UL 217 PMM-/ EAA-/ c/EAA CNM—

Instrument Optical

m

density
1

Mass concentration

mg/m 3

Number cone

.

10 6 cm"
3

D
g
ym

'g

Lamp wick 0. 066 42 21 3.4 2.5 0 14 1.7

Lamp wick 0 015 10 6 1.4 1.0 0 12 1.6

Heptane 0 017 5*/ 5 0.9 0.3 0 16 1.5

— Piezoelectric mass monitor
K /— Electrical aerosol analyzer, unit density assumed
c/— Condensation nucleus monitor

— Filter gravimetric measurement
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13. SMOKE AGING

The behavior of smoke particles is dynamic from their formation to their
transport to the walls or their dilution in the atmosphere. An experiment
performed by K. Mniszewski at IIT Research Institute demonstrates the effect
of aging of smoke detectors in the Underwriters' Laboratories test chamber.
His data on the responses of a light-scattering type detector with a near
forward scattering angle and of an ionization detector are plotted versus
time in figure 26. The optical density of the light beam decreased about 5%
during the eight-minute aging period. During this same time, the ionization
detector response decreased by about 25% while the light-scattering detector
increased by about 10%.

In a series of similar experiments at the National Bureau of Standards
during which the number concentration and optical density were monitored
versus time, a rapid decrease in number concentration occurred in a few
minutes while the optical density remained essentially constant. This rapid
drop in number concentration can be explained by the phenomenon of coagulation,
which is simply the coalesence or attachment of aerosol particles as a result
of collisions. The basic equation describing the rate of change of number
concentration with respect to time is given by:

dN „2
dt =

"
r N

Integration yields

N/N 1/(1 + r n
q

t) , (12!

where N
Q

is the initial concentration. For smoldering punk smoke, the
coagulation frequency r equals 4.0 x 10 cm 3 /s. Substituting this r into
equation (12) one finds that an initial concentration of 3 x 10 6 particles/cm 3

decreases by a factor of two in 14 minutes.
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Figure 26. The effect of aging on smoke detector response.
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The coagulation phenomenon creates two opposing effects on detector
response. The decrease in the number concentration tends to decrease the
detector output while the increase in particle size accompanying particle
coalescence tends to increase the detector response. Which effect will predomi-
nate is determined by the size sensitivity characteristic for the detector.

The effect of aging on the size distribution of punk smoke is shown in
figure 27. The smoke was generated in a 1.25 m cubical chamber and was allowed
to age for up to 16 hours. The peak in the number distribution decreases by
over two orders of magnitude while the particle size increases by about a factor
of two. Coagulation is the dominant mechanism during the initial aging, but
the mechanism of wall loss becomes the dominant process for the well aged, low
concentration smoke.

All of the size distribution data in the previous figures plus the size
distribution of punk smoke exposed to an air stream moving at a velocity of
2 m/s have been plotted in terms of Friedlander ' s self-preserving variables
[25] and n in figure 28. The number distribution is reduced by the total
number of particles in the size distribution N(t), and the diameter is reduced j.

by a quantity related to the average diameter for the size distribution, (V/N) ,

for that particular smoke. Thus

* = N
(13)Alog N(t)

n = D N(t)/V 1/3
. (14)

The data includes fresh smoke as well as aged smoke, smoke generated in both
the flaming and smoldering modes, whitish smoke and black sooty heptane smoke,
and smoke generated under different airflow conditions. There is qualitative
agreement in the shape of the size distribution curves for all the data,
especially for larger values of n- From the data for small n, it appears that
the heptane smoke has a narrower distribution than the others.

Also shown in figure 28 are a reduced Junge like size distribution and a
reduced log-normal size distribution.

* = 1.38 n
3

(n
3 + 0.2)" 2

, Junge like (15)

1.73 exp I" In (1

L 0.7

.23 n )

44

2

, log-normal with a=1.7. (16)

Equation (15) is a reduced version of the number distribution equation given
in the 1976 UJNR panel meeting (p. 262). It appears that both the Junge like
distribution and the a =1.7 log-normal distribution fit the data. It has

g
y

been shown by Mulholland, et al. [26] in a coagulation calculation that the
reduced algebraic distribution is only weakly affected by aging due to coagu-
lation as is the case experimentally (see aging data in figure 28) . This means
that the algebraic distribution could be used as a model size distribution not
only for a variety of smokes but also for smokes at various stages of aging.
It is not known whether the log-normal size distribution also has this property.

14. LOOKING AHEAD

In our previous studies of smoke aging, we considered the highly idealized
case of a perfectly mixed smoke. Our current theoretical work is concerned
with the dynamics of smoke in a buoyant plume. To date our theory includes
the effects of coagulation and of air entrainment in the plume and enables

_
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the calculation of the number concentration, mass concentration, and size
distribution of the smoke particulate as a function of height. The relative
significance of coagulation versus air entrainment on the particulate number
flux is determined by a single dimensionless constant which we term the plume
constant, A. Besides depending on the total rate of heat release and the
rate of mass release, A also depends on the coagulation frequency, height and
the number concentration at this reference height. For values of A greater
than or equal to 0.1, coagulation becomes an important effect. In the
future, we plan to include the mechanism of aerosol formation including
nucleation and condensation in our study and to initiate an experimental
study

.

A second project of high priority is the development of a simplified
version of the monodisperse aerosol generator for testing the sensitivity of
installed smoke detectors. A prototype version of the tester is shown in
figure 29 [27]. Some of the major design features are a repeatable, steady-
state aerosol source; adjustable aerosol concentration over a range from
10 to 60 mg/m 3

; mass median diameter of about 0.5 pm; and formation of the
aerosol from the atomization of the pure liquid dioctyl phthalate.

A third project in progress is the absolute calibration of our optical
particle counter using a laser Doppler size spectrometer developed by Chabay
in the NBS Analytical Chemistry Division [28] . The principal of operation for
the instrument is illustrated in figure 30. Light scattered out of a horizon-
tally propagating laser beam by falling particles is collected at one angle
in the vertical scattering plane. Beat frequencies in the photocurrent of the
detector due to the Dopper shift of the radiation scattered by the settling
aerosol are analyzed to determine particle velocities. The slip - corrected
Stokes law settling velocity gives the particles size for a known particle
density, while the amplitude of the beat frequency contains information on
the number of particles of that size. The technique has a sizing accuracy of
£0.16 m diameter for measuring particle sizes over the range 2 to 20 jjm.

The Berglund-Liu vibrating orifice generator [29] is being used for generating
monodisperse (a ~ 1.05) dioctyl phthalate particles for the calibration.
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SMOKE DETECTOR TESTER
PROTOTYPE

Figure 29. Smoke detector tester [27]
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FALSE ALARM OF SMOKE DETECTORS

by

Jun Miyama* and Akio Watanabe**

Fire Alarm Committee, the Illuminating

Engineering Institute of Japan

The causes of false alarm of smoke detectors are described

together with the standards for device and installation of smoke

detectors, and the means to avoid false alarm are presented.

INTRODUCTION

In Japan, several millions detectors are yearly manufactured

and installed, and then, there are not a few statistics on the

production of fire detection systems"^ However, after the in-

stallation, the responsible executive of the building does not

like to report the actual performance of detectors even when the

system is properly operated. For this reason, it is pretty hard

to collect an objective information on facts which gave false

alarm or failed to give alarm. We can easily prove the high

reliability of the devices themselves, but a statistical analysis

on effectiveness of fire detection systems will be a matter of

considerable difficulty without knowledge on negative aspects of

the system such as design inadequency, human-initiated error and

down-time

.

The statistical data which have so far been reported concern

mostly with thermal detectors. But, recently, the Fire Alarm

Committee, the Illuminating Engineering Institute of Japan received

interesting information on the false alarm of smoke detectors. The

authors wish to summarize the reports.

REQUIREMENTS

The smoke detectors are tested by the Japan Fire Equipment
2 )Inspectxon Corporation according to the technical standards

Professor of Sophia University (Chairman of the Committee)

Chief of the Third Research Division, Fire Research Institute
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The .standards are provided by the Ministry of Home Affairs, and

include the following function tests of smoke detectors;

— Ambient temperature test in which the function is ascertain-

ed after being subjected to the temperature of - 10°C and 50°C for

a period of 1 h, respectively,

— Aging test in which the detector is kept at 50°C for 30 days,

— SC^ corrosion test,

— Endurance test in which the detector operates 1 000 times,

— Vibration test in which the detector is subjected to 1 000

cpm vibrations of 4 mm peak-to-peak amplitude for 1 h under unenergi

ed condition, and to vibrations of 1 mm peak-to-peak amplitude for

10 min under energized condition,

— Impact test in which a detector is subjected 5 times to a

shock equivalent to 50 times the gravitational acceleration,

— False alarm' test to confirm that the detector does not

operate when subjected to the illumination of 5 000 lux for 5 min

or to the air current of 5 m/s, and,

— High temperature test in which detectors are exposed for 3 0 s

to the air current having a temperature of 15 0°C and velocity of

1 m/ s .

The smoke detectors are divided into photoelectric type and

ionization chamber type by the detecting principle, and into three

classes by the sensitivity; the typical detector operates at the

light-obscuration of 10 %/m when smoke is generated by smoldering

a filter-paper at 500°C.

The testing consists of a 'type test 1 of several samples from

the first production lot, and a 'factory test' which is carried

out at the time of shipment. The type should be finally approved

by the Minister of Home Affairs

.

Fire detection systems are obligatorily installed in the

buildings for specific uses having a floor area above a certain
3 4)

value according to fire law and ordinances 5
. Local fire depart-

ments or other authorities inspect fire detection systems at the

stage of planning and after the installation.
3-5)

Japanese fire law and ordinances require that smoke de-

tectors should be installed within 6 0 cm beneath the ceiling surface

and that they should not be placed within 60 cm from the walls and

beams, or within 1.5 m from air-inlet openings but rather near the

openings for outgoing air.' Although the rooms where smoke detectors
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must be used are limited to those in underground floors, floors

exceeding 11th floor and windowless buildings, it is also noted

that the maximum coverage area of a typical smoke detector should
2 2be 150 m for a ceiling-height less than Urn, 75 m for the height

2between 4 m and 8 m, and 40 m for the height between 8 m and 15 m.

As for other spaces which should be protected by smoke detectors,

the detectors should be placed at a travelling distance up to a

maximum of SO m for corridors and gentle ramps, and at a vertical

distance up to 15 m for stairways, steep ramps, and escalators;

smoke detectors should be also used at elevator-shafts and vertical
2pipe-shafts having a cross-section of larger than 1 m_ .

Smoke detectors having sensitivity other than that of typical

one are used for protecting space with high ceilings and for trig-

gering rolling shutters, but the false alarm of such detectors is

not included in the next paragraph.

FALSE ALARM OF SMOKE DETECTORS

Since 1972, the Association of Fire Alarm of Japan and the

Tokyo Fire Alarm Maintenance Corporative Association have investi-

gated false alarm of smoke detectors in response to the request of

the Fire Defence Agency and the Ministry of Construction. The
t

factors relevant to false alarm were examined to facilitate statis-

tical tabulation. At present, the factors include the cause of

false alarm, occupancy, building construction, maximum number of

stories, the floor and specific area giving alarm, month, hour,

weather, detector-type, detector-sensitivity, maintenance interval,

action taken for solving false alarm, down-time, etc. Both associ-

ations collected 2 787 reports on false alarm and analyzed
6

)

statistically them . Among the finding, Table 1 shows the causes

of false alarm, which occurred between 1973 and 1975 in Capital

Region. In the table, the causes of about a half of false alarm

are still unknown, but it is noted that false alarm caused by

meteorological factors and artificial factors accounts for 31 %

and 27 %, respectively.

By comparison of false alarm of ionization detectors with

that of photoelectric detectors, we can find that the percentages

for many causes almost agree, but false alarm caused by defective

photoelectric detectors is out of proportion to that of ionization

detectors; this may be attributed "to the use of incendescent lamps,
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and this tendency is decreasing by the use of LED light sources.

The out-put of smoke detectors between 1969 and 1974 is 2 511 488

for ionization type and 390 018 for photoelectric type, while the

numbers of the reported false alarm are 1 010 for ionization type

and 112 for photoelectric type. From these figures, it can be

said that the frequency of false alarm of photoelectric detectors

may be about the half of those of ionization detectors.

By comparison of the figures in Table 1 with those of 1 648

reports on false alarm occurred in 1972 in the whole land, it seems

that false alarm due to the externally-induced transient voltage

on power supply line and due to the insects reduced remarkably.

Figure 1 shows a change of the frequency of false alarm with

month. A dotted line in the same figure shows the mean monthly

humidity in Tokyo. Humidity in July is the highest as in the

figure due to the rainy season. Figure 2 shows a change of the

frequency of false alarm with hour. As will be seen from both

figures, humidity and human activities seem to affect the number

of false alarm.

There is a doubt that this report might not include all the

false alarm in premises where smoke detectors are installed.

Therefore, more detailed analysis would be the subject of future

research

.

For reference, the statistics of false alarm on heat detec-
7 )tion systems will be described here. In 1967, 485 reports on

false alarm were submitted to the Tokyo Fire Alarm Maintenance

Corporative Association from the responsible executives of the

buildings. The devices from which false alarm was initiated were

given as follows ; heat detectors 72 % ; manually-operated devices

12 % ; wiring 14 % ; control boards 1 % and unknown 1 %. The

causes of false alarm by thermal detectors were ; rapid change of

meteorological factors such as temperature, wind and atmospheric

pressure 44 % ; leakage of water 17 % ; mechanical damages 9 %
;

change of sensitivity 30 %. It was revealed through these statis-

tics that 95 % of false alarm due to leakage of water and 97 % of

false alarm due to mechanical damages occurred in spot type detec-

tors. Based on these facts, the standards for devices and their
2

)

installations were revised m 1969
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MEANS TO AVOID FALSE ALARM

Based on the above statistics, what kinds of the means have

been selected to avoid false alarm?

In Japan, most smoke detectors now in use are the products

made in 1969 or after, and the manufacturers have made a constant

effort to improve the performance of smoke . detectors . For example,

Mr. Iwami, a research member of a private company reported the

combined effect of humidity and dirts on electric insulation of

polymeric materials.

The Fire Defense Agency revised the technical standards of
2smoke detectors according to the report m the preceding paragraph

and added the following tests;

(1) Dust test in which a detector is exposed for 15 min to

dusty atmosphere having light-obscuration of 20 %/ft,

(2) Transient voltage test applying the following 100 pps

(pulses per sec) pulses to the detector for 15 s, respectively;

-- a peak voltage of 220 V with a width of 1 ms applied by the

pulse generator having an internal resistance of 600 ohms,

-- a peak voltage of 500 V with a width of 1 jJis applied by the

pulse generator having an internal resistance of 50 ohms,

and

-- a peak voltage of 500 V with a width of 100 ns applied the

pulse generator having an internal resistance of 50 ohms,

and

,

(3) Humidity test in which the energized detector is exposed

for 4 days to moist air having a relative humidity of 95 % at a

temperature of 4-0°C.
8 9 )Fire Defense Agency also revised the maintenance standards '

it is prescribed in the notification that operation test using

smoke from joss sticks and appearance check shall be performed

every six month and that the sensitivity of smoke detectors shall

be checked every year by a qualified person.

The figures obtained by statistical analysis may differ from

these in USA, because they are influenced by the sensitivity and

placement of the detectors, climate, type of building construction,

the way of handling heat and so on. However, tne above means to

avoid false alarm will be useful to determine proper sensitivity

and to decide placement of detectors.
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TABLE 1. CAUSES OF FALSE ALARM

CAUSES OF FALSE ALARM
TOTAL

No.

Ionization
type %

Photoel ectric
type %

TOTAL 1139 (210.5) (218.1

)

(177.8)

KNOWN 541 100 100 100

UNKNOWN 598 (110.5) (118.1 (77.8)

Design Considerations

1 oca t ion

sensitivity'

15 2.8 3.2

14

1

2.6
0.2

Engineering Work 1.1 1.1 1.6

connection
insul ation
installation
others

0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4

Device 37 6.8 3.9 30.2

Local Factors

seaside district
corrosive gases

1.1 1 .3

0.4
0.7

Meteorological Factors 166 30.7 33.0 23.8

strong wind
high humidity
atmospheric pressure
1 ightning

90
61

1

14

16.6
11.3
0.2

2.6 }

17.5
12.3

3.2

14.3

9.5

0

Environmental Factors 52 9.6 8.9

T.3

7.6

11.1

~ 4.8

6.4

insects
condensation of steam
air conditioning system
mouse
others

11

6

8

1

26

2.0
1.1

1.5

0.2
4.8

1

Artificial Factors 144 26.6 24.0 19.0

intentional mischief
smoking
mechanical damage
portable heater
smoke
steam
bon-f ire
combustion gases
others

6

27

1

1

59

19

4

10

17

1.1

5.0
0.2
0.2
10.9

3.5
0.7

1.8
3.1

0.4
5.2

"1

V18.4
7

3.2
3.2

12.6

Maintenance 82 15.2 14.5 11.1

Building Management 26 4.8 4.5 1.6

remodel 1 ing

leakage of water
change of building use
ignorant manager
others

Others

3

15

1

4

3

0.6
2.8
0.2
0.7

0.6

1.3 5.6 1.6
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Fig. 1 Change of the Frequency of False Alarm with Month

Solid line, Values between 1973 & 1975 in Tokyo area:

Chain line, Values in 1972 in whole land;
Broken line, Mean monthly humidity in Tokyo
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Solid line, Values between 1973 & 1975 in Tokyo area;

Chain line, Values in 1972 in whole land
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PREFACE

The countermeasures to smoke produced in fires of buildings
are very important for the safety of people. An effective design
for fire safety is required to establish the reasonable counter-
measures based on the knowledge of characteristic of smoke
released.

There may be two categories for countermeasures of smoke in fires.
That is, one is to control the generation of smoke and the other
is to control the flow of smoke released in buildings.

The methods of the study of the former subject are essentially
different from those of the latter
The cooperative studies between the two categories have been
carried out for many years by fire research people.

The committee of Japan Association of Fire Science and Engineer-
ing involves a subcommittee which studies on smoke and toxic
gas load relating to the countermeasures to smoke in fires.
Information on mechanism of generation, property, and quantity
of smoke from various materials in fires have been exchanged
and the fundamental studies on characteristic of smoke have
been studied for many years at the subcommittee.
The smoke behaviour in compartment fires have also been studied.

This report is the summary of some main reports which have been
discussed at the subcommittee on mechanism and generation of
smoke from materials and smoke generation in compartment for
the contribution to the 3rd Panel Meeting UJNR Panel on Fire
Research which involves Technical Session on "smoke property
and detector".

The main reports have been presented by the members of the
subcommittee under Japan Association of Fire Science and Engi-
neering.
The members are as follows.

Chairman : F. Saito

T. Jin

H. Suzuki

K. Endo
K. Oguni

A. Takahashi

T. Nagashima

T. Hirata

A. Takemoto

Building Research Institute,
Ministry of Construction
Fire Research Institute,
Ministry of Home Affairs
Building Research Institute,
Ministry of Construction
Nohmi Bosai Kogyo Co. Ltd.
Takenaka Technical Research
Laboratory
Takasago Thermal Engineering
Co. Ltd.
Science University of Tokyo
Department of Chemistory
Government Forest Experiment
Station, Ministry of Agri-
culture and Forestry
Fire Research Institute,
Ministry of Home Affairs
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STUDIES OK CHARACTERISTIC OF SMOKE

1. GENERATION OF SMOKE

1.1 Behaviour of Smoke and Measuring Methods

Various kinds of methods have been taken for the study on smoke which

are produced from organic building materials when heated. Smoke dealt

in this report was generated in some experimental electric furnaces,

burning a small amount of various organic materials, which were devised

for the fondamental study of smoke particles. l)-8)

Sedimentation method is more useful for the measurement of such small

particles as those from cigarett than usual optical microscope.

Electron-micro scopic methods were used by Suzuki. Smoke particles

were collected on glass plates coated with oil layer or collodion

membrane uping cascade impactor by Jin, and then were counted with

naked eyes on the photoes which were taken by optical microscopes.

(Fig 1)

The scattered light at an angle of 90° to the beam by smoke particles

was measured with "Royco Particle Counter" shown in Fig 2 and the

experimental light scattering apparatus shown in Fig 3 for taking the

size distribution of smoke particles when materials were burned in an

electric furnace, or another furnace controlled by a high-frequency.

Disymmetric method was used for the measurement of the changing of

light intensity scattered by smoke particles during combustion.

An experimental electric furnace shown in Fig h has been used for

the generation of smoke and an optical microscope has also been used.

For the mesurement of invisible particulates of smoke, an ion mobility

counter was used as shown in Fig 5.
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1.2 Behaviour of Smoke

Smoke generated in an experimental electric furnace controlled by a

high frequency shown in Fig 6, contains various kind of products —

gaseous, liquid and solid, however, only liquid and solid products

have been treated as smoke particulates in this paper. Smoke parti-

culates during smoldering at lower temperatures before catching flame

are mainly round and lightly coloured.

The colour of smoke could be regarded as that from smoke particles,

because normally gaseous products are colourless.

Even the furnace is controlled at a fixed temperature, the temperature

of a material in it is always changing by the conduction of heat by

the combustion of the outer part of the materials. Therefore it would

be difficult to get the uniformalized particles by combustion of

materials. Colour of particles may depenu on the chemical structures

of the materials and on the temperature in the furnace, however most

particulates generated are coloured in light yellow or light brown at

the lower temperatures. Then the colour turns into brown or dark brown

and black at the higher temperatures.

The colour changing during combustion mainly depends upon the dehydro-

genation of the materials, affects the indexed of the refraction and

also affects on the scattering of the light on the surface of particles.

The oxygen concentration will also affect the colour of the smoke parti-

cles. When the combustion is completed in the innert atmosphere, the

smoke particles will much lighter in their colour than in a oxygen

rich atmosphere. The colour of smoke particles from wood is gradually

changing from light yellow to dark yellow, light brown, dark brown,

gray and black when particles collected on filter papers after the

combustion at the fixed temperatures as 350 °c, ^00°c, h^0
c

c, 500 °c,

550
c
c, 600*c.
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Fire retarded wood with ammonium bromide and ammonium phosphate will

release much darker particles than untreated wood.

1.3 Estimation of Smoke Density by the Light Obscuration Coefficiency

Smoke density can be represented in various expression. One of the

popular methods is to measure the light obscuration in a box where

smoke density can be estimated by the following formulae,

I = I exp (-Cs-D

Cs = (1/L) m(i
0
/D

C = Cs x V

Where I 0 is the initial light intensity in the box which does not

envolve smoke, and I is the experimental light intensity. L is the

light path (m), V is the volume, Cs is the extinction coefficient

(nf
1

) and C is the amount of smoke.

The results obtained in the relation between weight loss of materials

and amount of smoke (C) are shown in Fig 7, 8, 9, and 10. 7)

These tendency is the same as Suzuki's results. 6) Sugahara

has also studied with evaluation of smoke as the same principle. 8)

The smoke density in a chamber seems to be proportional to the weight

loss of materials, although the total amount of smoke produced depends

on the conditions where a material was burnt.

The relation between the amount of smoke (C) and weight loss is

experimentally shown as follows.

C = K (T) W + A

Where K (T) is the smoke generation coefficient, W is the weight loss

and A is the time log of smoke diffusion at the initial stage in the

chamber.

The relation between smoke generation coefficient ( K ) and the ambient

temperature (T) is written as follows.

K (T) = A - B T
n
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The smoke particles produced under the lower temperatures mainly consist

of liquid particulates while the ones obtained under burning with flame

contain soot.

The burning rate (r) of materials depends on the temperature and is

supposed to have the following relation.

r =
It

= KoWo exp (_
1t )

Where Wo is the weight loss of a material, R the gas constant, E the

activation energy, T the absolute temperature and Ko the coefficient.

The Arrhenius plots on the smoke generation are shown in Fig 11.

The rate of smoke generation (Csk) is written as follows.

Csk = K* r

= (A - BT
n

) x (KoWo exp (- E/RT))

and shown in Fig 12.

l.k The Procedure of Generation, Growth and Decrease of The Average Number

of Smoke Particles

Smoke particles generated by smoldering of wood are coagulated each

other and grown to increase the diameter.

This phenomena in a box filled with smoke, shown in Fig 13, will continue

for hours. The coagulation rate will depend on the initial concentration

of smoke in the collection box.

The number of smoke particles has a linear relation to the extinction

coefficient (Cs), therefore the declination of smoke will be described

as follows

.

dCs ._ i

" at" ' ftc*

or
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Where Cso is the concentration of smoke in the box at the initial

stage (at arround 3 minutes after the generation) and
ft

is the

coagulation coefficient.

The changing of the coagulation coefficient can be calculated by the

above formula (l).

In the case of smoldering 1 of wood, the coagulation coefficient ( j3 )

could roughly be considered as a constant value of 0.09 in the range

of over 1.5/m as shown in Fig ih.

The difference of the values of will not give a big difference to

the result, although is changable in a small range due to the

initial concentration (Cso). The results from calculation concerning

the particles from plastics at their smoldering are given in Fig 15.

The value of /% obtained from plastics seems to be a little bit

smaller than that from wood. This means that smoke particles from

wood may apt to coagulate than that from plastics.

In order to pursue the behaviour of smoke particles at production,

Z value, scattered light intensity ratio of I
,3f« and I 45o , was used

Smoke particles produced from wood and commercial rigid polystyrene

in an electric furnace controlled by the high frequency, were lead

into light scattering apparatus by vaccum as shown in Fig 6.

The Z value obtained from scattered light by particles which are

released during combustion of wood is continueously changing as shown

in Fig 16.

The Z value is influenced by the initial temperature of the furnace.

The phase (l) at a furnace temperature of Uoo' c cannot be seen at U50 *c

in Fig l6, and the phase (2) starts instead of phase (l). Likewise

at 500"

c

The Z value is also influenced by the oxygen partial pressure of the

atmosphere

.
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The change of Z value are basically caused by the following reasons.

1. Change of the size of particles by oxidation in the atmosphere

2. Change the refraction indexes

3. Initial diameter of particles released at the temperature in the furnace.

Fig 17 shows the diagram of the Z value from wood at an innert atmosphere

of 0.1 of partial pressure of oxygen.

The Z values become smaller in the innert atmosphere and the period of

production of smoke are extended.

The Z values obtained from plastics, and commercial rigid polystyrene are

shown in Fig 18.

The shapes of the curves in Fig 18 are different from those of wood shown

in Fig l6 and IT.

1.5 Size Distribution by The Sedimentation Method

The modal diameters of smoke particles are obtained by the measurement of

the falling velocities in a smoke chamber using a experimental cell which

involves 3 windows for light beam for detector and for inlet of smoke with

2 plates of platinum inside. The 2 pieces of plates are located in the

cell with the horizontal distance of 2mm between them. Combustion products

are generated by heating 0.5 or 1 gramme of thin speciment in a furnace

controlled at a constant temperature or a constant rate of temperature rise.

The chamber (lm3) was filled with smoke until the extinction coefficient

(Cs) become lm~^.

The observation of smoke particles which were led into the cell by vaccume

have been made using high pressure mercury arc being cut off the infra-red

reagion.

The particle size are obtained by sedimentation method using the formula by

Stokes-Cunningham
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and. the light scattering method for visible smoke particles and an

experimental ion mobility counter for "invisible particles. The size

distribution diagrams obtained by counting particles for ten minutes

in the chamber are shown in Fig 19. The modal diameters of particles

produced from Japanese cedar, pine, filter paper, melamine resin and

polyurethane at various conditions were between 0.6 and 1.0 urn.

The size distribution obtained again with the same method for 10 minutes

between '22 and 32 minutes after the initial stage of the measurement at

the furnace temperature of 3^0 t does not show any change with filter

paper, but Japanese cedar increased the diameters of particles by 0.12

um. The mean specific gravities of particles has been obtained to be

between 0.95 and 1.15, as the number of electrons on particles are

estimated from the electric field necessary for balancing a particle

between the electrodes.

1.6 Size Distribution by The Scattered Light Intensity by Single Particle

at 90

The concentration of smoke in the chamber was measured by light extinction

at the same height as smoke inlett port. Combustion products are gene-

rated by heating of 0.5 or 1 gramme of specimen in an electric furnace

controlled at a constant temperature or at a constant rate of temperature

rise. The combustion products were collected in a chamber, 1 m , and

then led to the Royco particle counter to be counted the size and number

of particles.

The size distribution curves obtained were approximated by Junge's

formula when smoke was diluted by one fifth of the original concent-

ration. The Fig 20 shows the isopleth of the relative concentration

counted in number.

These diagrams represent the following phenomena.
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i) The diameters of particles increase themselves relating to the

increase of concentration of smoke in the chamber,

ii) The floating particles, about 0.3 ym in diameter, which were

recognized in the initial stage of smoldering decreased,

iii) Particles of 0.3~0.9 ym in diameters increase in their numbers

during the furnace temperature between 50 °c and 160 "c when filter

papers were heated at the constant rate of the temperature rise, then

total number of particles .decreased until 250 °c.

Fig 21 shows the size distribution diagrams obtained.

At the initial stage of collecting the smoke in chamber, the size dis-

tribution diagram corresponds to normal or lognormal distribution, and

at the later stage lognormal.

The medium diameter of particles increase with smoke density.

The particle size distribution obtained may correspond to such situation

as stages when smoke floats in a room for minutes or travel long distance

through escape routes, l.h of geometric standard deviation was obtained

as the size distribution diagrams in the chamber in which extinction

coefficient is 0.1 m .

The effect of smoke density to particle size is shown in Fig 23. The

size distribution was represented by the percentage of the number of

particles of 0.35 ^m in diameter to the total number of smoke particles.

The relation between P35 and the concentration of smoke (Cs)i was shown

in Fig 2k, in which more than 70% of P35 decrease rapidly and less than

60% of them show the milder decrease curves at their tail than the

reciprocal diagram of kth power to the number.

If smoke is extreamly diluted with clean air in the collection chamber until

the particles do not change, the modal diameters of various smoke produced

have fallen to 0.3 urn or less.
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Modal diameters like these are likely to be real diameters for thin smoke

or for smoke at the initial stage of smoke generation. The dense smoke

will not only due to the growth of particle size, especially for smoke

obtained from cellulosic materials heated at a low temperature.

1.7 Measurement of Invisible Particulates

Ion mobility distribution has been determined by an ion mobility counter

which is a cylindarical condenser with an inner electrode subdivided into

two parts, then it has been converted into size distribution diagrams.

In most cases of the experiments, alph-ray has been radiated in order to

charge the neutral particles.

The voltage applied has been changed in every 9 seconds, in order to obtain

the size distribution whose mobility spread in wide range.

The valtage between the electrode are controlled in the stage which is

determined by being graded into 19 stages by the logarithm scale over the

range between 0 and 200 volts

.

The measurement has been done in every other stage in the above 19 condi-

tions .

The density of ion to the every unit of mobility measured has been obtained

by the method which has been presented by E C Whiple 6) with a hypothesis

of not changing for 9 seconds while the voltages applied were changed in

every 9 seconds.

Fig 25 shows the results of the size distribution of the particles which

were counted at the second electrodes by its intensity of the electric

current

.

The more invisible particles were counted in their number at the stage

of production of smoke than at the latter stage where smoke particles

are decreasing.

The size distribution curves obtained show some peaks between 3 ym and

200 ym in the diameter of particles and these curves change with time.
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The results on invisible particles are summarized in Table 1.

The diagrams presented in number of particles charged in either

positive or negative are shown in Fig 26.

Each area involves the same concentration represented in number,

(a) in Fig 26 shows the each concentration with 10% of deviation from

filter paper burnt at 500 c. Others in Fig 26 are shown in size dis-

tribution f(d) in number.

1.8 Coagulation of Smoke by Corona Discharge and Particle Size Distribution

Possibilities in developing the technique of eliminating smoke by corona

discharge have been explored at Nohmi Co. in collaboration with Handa,

Kaneko at Tokyo Science University and Suzuki at Building Research

Institute 6). Therby, the evaluation on the efficiency has been

pursued by the reduction of the turbidity which has been endorsed by

the change in the size distribution of particulates in smoke for the

in-depth study. The outline of the research is as follows; Single set

of corona discharge apparatus made of 10 electrodes with each aperture

of 25 cm and with the supplied voltage of 25 Kv, is placed in the full

scale corridor (L=150m, B=3.3m, H=1.65m). For the smoke generation,

0.5 Kg of PVC, 0.5 Kg of polyurethane , 0.5 Kg of FR. polyurethane with

each 100 cc of methanol for the ignition source, and 1.2 liters of

gasoline for the fuel have been used as the flaming fire source,

respectively. The size measurement of particulates have been pursued

at every 12 sec. for smoke before and after corona discharge by the

submicron size optical counter (Hitachi laser dust monitor TSI 500)

covering the range of particulate's diam. from 0.1 pmto 10 ym and by

the microscope photographic observation of particle diam. above 5 ym

to 50 ym for those deposited on the glass plate. Because of the dense

concentration of the particulates in the system, the particle number

counted by the counter has been corrected for the coincidence loss and
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cross-channel sensitivity above 10 ^-/m^. From the preliminary experi-

minary experiment, it is confirmed that there is no indication of any

obvious changes in the size distribution of the aforesaid smoke during

the travelling. However, very remarkable changes have been recognized

in the size distribution of smoke before and after corona discharge

and it is particularly enhanced in smoke composed of soot as represented

by the smoke from the burning fuel in Fig 27. It should be mentioned

that the technique is characterized by two different methods regarding

the processing after discharge to eliminate the coagulated smoke. The

one concerns with the ordinary method in terms of the collecting

electrodes, while the other concerns with the deposition of the co-

agulated smoke particulates by water sprinkling. Therefore the size

distribution shifts to the larger diam. by the intense of corona

discharge. As illustruted in Fig 27, the former can eliminate all

particulates except those with diam. below 1.0 ym, while the latter

can eliminate the larger particles induced above ca. 8 ym by coagula-

tion, especially those coagulated ones with their maximum of hO ym.

The corresponding change of the extinction coefficient are illustrated

in Fig 28. The change in the size distribution of particulates of smke

from various burning polymers (PVC, FR polyurethane , Polyurethane)

before and after discharge are illustrated in Fig 29 and Fig 30,

respectively. The expected elimination efficiency of smoke volume or

weight on both methods are shown in Table 2. The practical apprication

of smoke elimination to the full-scale buldings have been pursued by

T. Ueno of Tokyo Fire Department. 11

)
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2. SMOKE LOAD AND COMBUSTION BEHAVIOUR OF FIRE RETARDED MATERIALS

2.1 Introduction.

The main factors of fire spread in building are fire load and its

ignitability. The air supply ratio and an oxygen partial pressure

of the atmospher also control the fire-spread. 12), 13), lM , 15)

On the basis of the above general conceptions, the building materi-

als are regulated in buildings by Japanese Building Standard.

The above purpose is to be decreased smoke-road from the materials,

for the easy escape.from fire in buildings and to protect buildings at

the early stage of fires.

The ignitability, combustibility and smoke concentration accumulated

in the smoke chamber are evaluated by the fire tests which are used

for grading of materials.

High-rise buildings are also enforced to install smoke evacuating

facilities

.

Through the basic study on the combustion behaviour, heat release

and smoke-load, the correlation amongst the factors are introduced

concerning fire retarded materials and the dynamic combustion

behaviour is also discussed.

2.2 Experimentals

.

The longitudinal type of furnace was designed to control the

temperature of hot-bath, the flow rate of the air-supply and

the oxygen partial pressure of the atmosphere. 21) The test

furnace consists of an electric heater, air supply pump, air-

N^ gas mixer, and smoke chamber as shown in Fig. 31.

The weight loss of samples were measured by the combination of

a chemical balance and a strain gauge, the smoke concentration

was evoluated as the extinction coefficient by the trans-
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mission of light pass-length of 50 cm using a tungsten lamp and

detector of CdS cell.

The smoke in the chamber was stirred by a small fun. The tempe-

rature distribution of test furnace along the vartical direction

and the hot-bath near the sample boat located in the middle of

the furnace were measured by using CA thermocouples.

All of the informations were recorded on the charts by recorders.

The filter made by a felt was placed on the top of the chamber

for keeping a constant pressure within the chamber.

Smoke released in the chamber was collected on the glass filter

and then the weight was measured.

Smoke particles were also collected on a glass plate in the bottle

as showed in Fir. 31.

After collection of smoke particles on the plate, the size of

smoke particles was observed by the optical microscope. The size

... . .3
distribution of smoke and number of smoke particles per unit m

were measured by an experimental He-Ne Gas LASER Dust Monitor.

2 . 3 Samples

.

The behaviour of smoke from plastics, carpets, furnitures may

take place one of the most important role during building fire.

Hence, in this report, polypropylene, polystyrene and the other

typical plastics and those treated ones by various fire retardants

were used for test species as follows.

1) Polypropylene (PP) and fire retarded one (FR-PP) with 30

parts of bromine (2,3-dibromo-pentabromophenyl ether) and

Sb^O in various Sb/X weight ratio from 1/9 to 1/1.

2) Polystyrene (PST) and fire retarded one (FR-PST) with Br -

f

RBr
2

.

3) Phenol resin and fire retarded one with 7.5 W# of TCP.
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h) Beech and ft -ray irradiation W.P.C treated by Vinyliden

Dichloride on the basis of beech.

Smoke Behaviour from Fire Retarded Materials.

The extinction coefficient from PST and plywood representing

a typical plastic and wooden materials were showed in Fig. 32

under the various hot-bath temperatures respectively. Those

materials represented clearly combustion modes from oxidative

thermal decomposition process to flaming combustion process.

Fire retarded wooden materials decreased smoke and tended to

become noncombustible.

However, fire retarded materials based on plastics did not

decrease smoke even if it became flaming combustion based on the

original materials. In particular, polyvinyle chloride which is

one of the most effective fire retarded materials showed a linear

increase of the extinction coefficient accompanied with the increase

of hot-bath temperature. 16)

The extinction coefficient per unit area (CA ) and burning rate decreased

in the reverse relation with the amount of inorganic fire retardants as

shown in Fig 33.

C
A

= ^ log / j ^ [Dimensionless]

Where £ is the light path, Io and I are intensity of light at

initial and final stages, respectively, V is the volume of smoke

chamber and A is the area of specimen heated.

FR-PP is one of plastic materials which shows clear flaming and

smoldering combustion. The extinction coefficient from these

materials was illustrated in Fig. 3^-. The weight of smoke gene-

rated from the same materials corresponding to a physical measure-

ment were showed in Fig. 35 under the various hot-bath temperatures.
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Specific weights of smoke on the basis of PP (Ws/Wspp) change

depending on the amount of fire retardant as showed in Fig 36.

However, from the evidence of above results about the specific

smoke concentration (Cs/Cspp), the increase of smoke concentration

is considered to show a fire retardant effect on the micro-

scopical observation. Therefore, the optimum and effective amount

.of fire retardant may be able to estimate as illustrated in Fig. 37.

While, a constant gasification factor is apparently defined at the

each material. The correlation between the weight of smoke from

PP and PST and the initial weight of samples (Wo) were illustrated

in Fig. 38. Moreover, the smoke evolution characteristics of fire

retarded phenol resin treated by TCP was showed in Fig 39.

The linear relationship between the extinction coefficient (Cs) and

weight of smoke (Ws) from various fire retarded materials was

showed in Fig. kO (a), (b), and (c).

The extinction coefficient (Cs) was proportional to the weight of

smoke and the initial weight of samples. l6), 18)

However, the extinction coefficient (Cs) is expressed as a function

of the scattering cross section area, number of particles and the

scattering coefficient. Weight of smoke is exactly expressed as a

function of number, volume and density of smoke particles. 18), 19)

Therefore, it was necessary to measure the size of smoke particles

and number of particles and to evaluate the scattering coefficient

as a function of color of smoke and size of particles.

2.5 Correlation among the Size, Number of Smoke and Optical Smoke

Concentration

.
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The utility of fire retardant for materials was already estimated

from the increase of the extinction coefficient in the smoke

chamber. From the information of the optical microscopic obser-

vation, the size of smoke particles from fire retarded materials

vas recognized to become smaller than that from the untreated

materials. l6), 20)

For example, the correlation between the mean surface volume

diameter of smoke from PP and FR-PP and the mean scattering co-

efficient estimated, from the following relation on the basis of

the optical microscopic observation was illustrated in Fig. Ul(a).

16), 18), 20).

y'k.d^N.
=

f A.
L—\ l l

d^ : Diameter of smoke particles (m)

N. : Number of smoke particles (-)

PL : Scattering coefficient of each particle (-)

k : Mean scattering coefficient (-)

m : Relative refractive index (-)

V : Volume of smoke chamber (m )
s

f : Density of particles (gr/m )

F : Shape factor (F=l) as spherical particles (-)

From the same analysis of smoke particles, the correlation between

the size of particles and mean scattering coefficient was obtained

in the same oder of value as showed in Fig. Ul(b). The nice coin-
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cidence of mean scattering coefficent for the size parameter on

the basis of mean surface volume diameter of smoke particles vas

recognized. 16), 18), 19), 20)

A size of smoke particles from fire retarded materials become

bigger by the coagulation to be proportional to the number of

particles at the earlier stage of generation by Smolnch Owski relation.

However, after this, the growth of smoke particles was inhabited

by an electrostatic force, so it was considered that the extinction

coefficient from fire retarded materials increase it in the smoke

chamber. 16) The above behaviour of smoke particles was recognized

by the aging of size distribution of smoke particles using the previous

LASER Dust Monitor. 19) The time dependent changes of smoke concen-

tration from PP and FR-PP in the smoke chamber was showed in Fig h2.

The aging of the size distribution of smoke particles and number of

particles from PP and FR-PP at the various sampling time was obtained

by the LASER Dust Monitor as illustrated in Fig U3(a) and (b),

respectively.

In comparison the aging of smoke particles of PP with FR-PP,

the smoke from FR-PP was distinctly recognized the inhibition of

the growth of smoke particles under the smouldering was recog-

nized in the lower oxygen partial pressure of the atomospher.

16), 20), 21)

Mechanism of Effect of Fire Retardant

The consumption mechanisum of fire retardant was pursued by the

detection of HBr in gas phase and by a chemical X-ray analysis

for the smokes and residues in solid phase.
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As illustrated in Fig. UU(a) and (t>), the released amount of

HBr detected in gas phase (W_ ) showed the complicated* HBr, gas

changes accompanying with the increase of the initial weight of

Br in the sample (Wo, Br) for PP-dibromopropylpentabromophenylether-

ShgO^ and illustrated its maximum of Sb/X ratio at ca. 1/h and

1/3 with W
Q >-Qr

of 50 mg and 17 0 mg per unit weight of samples

W , respectively. On the other hand, the released amount of Br

detected in the smoke, most HBr was adsorbed onto smoke and partly

combined with Sb, and increased linearily accompanying with W
q ^

irrespective of the change of Sb/X ratio as illustrated in Fig.

44(a) 22)

However, Sb detected in the smoke (W0 , , ) behaved differently
Sb , smoke

from W „, . The linear increase of W„,
, was observed for

o , Sb Sb , smoke

the series of FR-PP at the definite Sb/X ratio of ca. 1/3.

W„, , from the series of FR-PP with variation of Sb/X ratios
Sb , smoke

from 1/9 to l/l showed a maximum at Sb/X ratio of ca. 1/3

accompanying with the increase of the Sb/X ratio as illustrated

in Fig. 44(b) and (c). This suggested that Sb was released from

the sample only in the form of SbBr^, while Br was released in the

form of HBr and SbBr^ via multiple reaction cycles among Sb^O^,

SbOBr, Sb,0 rBro , Sb o0,Br, SbBr_ and HBr. 22)
' 4 5 2' 3 4 ' 3

Following reaction scheme as illustrated in Fig. 45 was suggested

by these evidences and by taking into consideration of the results

of X-ray diffraction analysis on the form of Sb remained in the

residue (Sb
2

C>

3
, SbOBr, Sb^0^Br

2
, etc. 23)) and on the products of

the model reaction of Sb^O^ with HBr at the hot bath temperature

of 400 "c.

By the same method, the consumption mechanisum of phosphate in fire

retarded phenol resin is being pursured.
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2.7 Correlation between Combustion Parameters and Smoke-load.

The reverse relation between the smoke concentration (Cs) from

the FR-PP and the heat release in gas phase was illustrated in

Fig. h6. 9), 21) This relation was generally known as Burgess

Relationship. The role of HBr gas is to inhibite flaming combus-

tion in gas phase or' reaction interface and to be cycled success-

fully Br compounds in solid phase as illustrated in Fig. 1+5 •

The characteristics of combustion behaviour about the fire

retarded materials was arranged as the linear relation of the

extinction coefficient (Cs) per unit weight loss and Ca per unit

weight loss. 2k) , 25) As showed in Fig. U7, the constant

gasification factor under the smouldering and flaming combustion

was also recognized from the dynamic analysis. 16)

Therefore, the smoke-load from materials was evaluated by the

inclination angle or the smoke weight coefficient obtained from

the above analysis.

The extinction coefficient is proportional to the weight-loss.

Hence, the linear relationship between burning rate of samples and

smoke released rate will be obtained when mean relative refraction

index and scattering coefficient are constant or the changes of

those depending on time is negligiblly small during combustion

process. The co-relation among the released rate of weight of

smoke, (1-f) ,, and maximum extinction coefficient C were
dt s

summarized in Fig U8. Therefore, it was considered that the

following relation would be discribed, 16), 20)

(i r) ™ - 2P
l- xK±~ T)

dt 3 Fm^k
X

T3

iU djNi

f : Gasification factor (-)
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Dvs : Mean Volume surface diameter (-)

T3 : Time-lag for smoke evolution (sec)

2.8 Correlation between Oxygen Partial Pressure in the Atmosphere and

Smoke Concentration.

The correlation between the oxygen partial pressure in combustion

air and smoke concentration have been pursued for the connection

from the study of material-level to the one of compartment fire.

From the results of the aging of smoke particles under the various

oxygen partial pressure of the atmosphere, the smoke concentration

from materials enhanced generally. The evidence of the above

consideration was recognized as illustrated in Fig. 1+9.

The changes of the smoke concentration measured by the extinction

coefficient were illustrated in Fig 50. 19) It was known that air-

fuel ratio for combustion in a fire room was small in actual fires.

Therefore, the smoke generated from building materials in the room

without openings increase very much.

The above problems have been studied in different sections.

Finally, the many studies on the smoke-load of the various

building materials will be necessary to obtain the optical

smoke-load for the smoke control technology.

In particular, it is convenient that those informations are summa-

rized as the weight of smoke or weight-loss vs smoke ratio, burning

rate vs initial weight of samples and burning rate vs smoke con-

centration from the various materials by a test furnace modifying

full scale fires.
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Fig. 1 Impactor for sampling of smoke particles

Fig. 2 Apparatus for measurement of light scattering.
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A: electric furnace, B: smoke chamber, C: parti-

cle counter for visible smoke, D: ion mobility

counter, E: outer dilution chamber, F: pump,

G: smoke density meter, H: head for combustion

products analyser, /: air flow meter, and J'- radio-

isotope

Fig. 3 Apparatus for particle size measurement

500
(1000)

scale mm

to recorder
So
8g

1 lamp

2 CdS Cell

3 test spenmen

U specimen holder
(Quartz)

5 strain gauge

6 recorder

7 thermocouple

8 smoke chamber

Fig. h Test apparatus
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Fig. 5 Ion mobility counter
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outside diameter of inner electrode: 50.7mm

length of first or second inner electrode: U50mm

or 150mm, respectively-
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light scattering
apparatus

camera
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7
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smoke box ( 175*0

photo multiplier

vs " " -» / light obscuration
detector

H pump

Fig. 6 An Experimental apparatus for production of smoke
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Spruce

Fig. 7 Relation between C and W

O Weight Loss(g)

Fig. 8 Relation between C and W

Fig. 9 Relation between C and W

o

weight Loss (g ) —

Fig. 10 Relation between C and W
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o Flaming

• Smoldering

Fig. 11 Arrhenius plot of cellulosic materials
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Fig. 12 Rate of smoke generation accrding to empirical
formulae

Parlicie size ^DiamaterJ

Fig. 13 Particle size distribution of smoldering wood smoke
(Heating temp. 500 C).

Cso' Initial smoke density in smoke chamber
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Fig. lh Relation between apparent coagulation
coefficient and extinction coefficient for

smoldering wood smoke
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Fig. 15 Relation between apparent coagulation coefficient and
extinction coefficient for various smoldering plastic
smoke
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Fig. l6 Changing of the Z value at various furnace temperatures
in the atmosphere of 0.2 of oxygen partial pressure
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Fig, 17 Changing of the Z value at various furnace temperatures
in the atmosphere of 0.1 of oxygen partial pressure
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Fig. 18 Changing of the Z value at various furnace temperatures
in the atmosphere of 0.1 and 0.2 of oxygen partial pressure
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N: relative number of particles, D: the diameter

of particles, P: the mean specific gravity, and n

number of observed particles.

Broken lines represent the result obtained by
microscopic photograph (Jin, 1971)

Fig. 19 Size distribution measured by sedimentation method

™

—

u ~— particle size is shown by contour and shadings. extinction coefficient for natural logarithm per

(m j n )
(a) and (b) : opened a side wall of chamber. meter, and AF indicates the output of combus-

( b ) (c)> (d) and (e) : shutted closely. tion products analyser. Same symbols used

throughout all figures.

Fig. 20 Time variation of size distribution of filter paper

smoke measured with light scattering-type particle

counter (Dilution ratio: 10

)
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Fig. 21 Particle size distribution vs. smoke density
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Fig. 22 Particle size distribution of various smoke vs. the

extinction coefficient of 0.1m (Diluted by a large

quantity of clean air)
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Fig. 23 Effect of smoke density to particle size distribution
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Fig. 2h Relation between smoke density and the percentage of
the number of particles 0.35 Um in diameter to total
number of smoke particles
open symbols : the values for fresh smoke
solid symbols : those for aged smoke
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burning condition: filter paper 300°C

open symbol: positive-charged particles

solid symbols: negative-charged particles

D tnm) D Inml

Fig. 25 Variation of number concentration (width of + 10% of

the diameter) n with time and smoke density

t (min) t (min) t (min)

(c) Filter paper T = 300°C;f(d> (d) Padding cotton (e) Gasoline f(d)

T=300"C;f(d>

Fig. 26 Dynamic size spectrum
The number concentration of positive-or negative-charged
particles measured is shown by contour and shadings in
the same figure.
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filter or glass plate

pump
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Fig. 31 Outline of the longtudinal
type test furnace for the analysis
of the weight loss, heat evolution
and the smoke evolution in various
ratio of O2/N2. Apparatus for co-
llecting the smoke particle.

Fig- 32 Fig. 33

Fig. 32 Relation between smoke extinction coefficient (C
s )

and hot-bath temperature in various samples.

Fig. 33 Relation between smoke generation per unit area (C^)
and added amount pf WH^Br, where

Ti Plywood; using melamine resin as the adheisive agent.
T2 Plywood; using urea resin as the adheisive agent.
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Fig. 38
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Fig. 38 Correlation between the weight of smoke vs. initial weight of
sample. ( PP, PSt )

Fig. 39 Relation between the weight loss of sample and the weight of
smoke. ( Phenol resin )

Fig. 1+0 (a) The relation between the extinction coefficient (Cs)
and the weight of smoke. (Phenol resin treated by TCP

)

Fig. hO (b) 'tfie relation between the extinction coefficient (Cs)
and the weight of smoke. (PP-Br 5-<f>-0RBr2-Sb 2 03 systems)

Fig. h0 (c) The relation between the extinction coefficient (Cs)
and the weight of smoke. (PP-Br5-<J>-Br5-Sb 2 03 systems)
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Size Parameter a

Fig. Ul(b)

Fig. Ul(a) Changes in the mean scattering coefficient and the particles
number vs. the mean volume-surface diameter of the smoke
perticles. 0 A:PSt per of 1 gr. 0 A:FR-PSt (10%) of 1 gr.

Fig. Ul(b) Changes in the mean volume-surface diameter of smoke particles
and the scattering coefficient vs. added amount of the fire. -

retardant
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Fig. U3(a) Time history of the particle size distribution of smoke from PP.

Fig. U3(b) Time history of the particle size distribution of smoke from

fire retarded PP.
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Fig. kk Substantial balance and release pattern of Br and Sb from PP-dibromopropylpentabromophenylether-
' Sb2 0 3 . Correlation among WHBr gas ,

WHBr smoive and WQ ^ Br (a), o, d, 0 etc on solid line and

* etc on broken line — refer to WHBr totat .
O, °, 0 etc referred to Sb/X = 1/3, », •, © referred to

various Sb/X. The height among O, O, o on broken line or — and those on thick solid line—
across the shaded area referred to WHBr gas . (b) Correlation among WSb smoke ,

WR Sb and WQ Sb .
a,

®, etc on broken line — • — and those on — referred to WR Sb and WSb smoke ,
respectively, o,

referred to Sb/X = 1/3 and others », •, a> etc referred to Sb/X of various values, (c) Release pattern of Br

for system of 30 parts add-on with various Sb/X. Sb and HBr in the shaded area meant the fraction of

retardants and HBr emitted directly excess to Sb by Sb and Br balance.

Fig. U5 A scheme of the Br release mechanism.
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Fig. U6 Reverse relation between the heat release and the smoke
extinction coefficient from fire retarded PP vs. added
amount of the fire retardant.

Fig. *+7 Relation between the weight loss and smoke generation (plywood).
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Fig. h& The smoke generation rate by weight (l-f)dW/dt vs. the maximum
smoke extinction coefficient Cg^AX plots for PSt, the fire-
retarded PSt and plywood at the various Pq

2
and to of k^O'C

OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE OXYGN PARTIAL PRESSURE

Fig. ^9 Changes of weight loss rate and smoke extinction coefficient
vs. oxygen partial pressure of atomosphere.
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Fig- 50.. Canges of weight loss rate and smoke extinction coefficient
vs. air supply.
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Table 1. Summary of results on invisible particles

Burning
condition

Measured
size

(nm)

ot-ray

ionisa-

tion

No.
burnt

/v In nup
(nm)

nud
(nm)

7.

(X lO'/cc)

Cs max
(m"')

Padding
cotton
300°C

3-50 O 2
0.59
0.68

5, 12, 34 (3), 13,64

1.3

1.5

0.6

0.01

5-100 o 2

2.5*

1 62
1.04

2.6

2.9

0.79

0.12

Joss

• stick
5-100 o 2

1.14

1.00 (5), 13, 18 48, (91), 24
1.9

2.0

0.56
0.28

Tobacco 5-100 o 1 1.13 (5), 34, 13 64,9,(5) 3.7 0.16

riiter

paper
300°C

5-100 X 3 1.13

1.17
(5), 9,13 64, (91), 48 2.0-2.8 0.18-1.12

J —JU 1 U. / 7,(3) 34, 0), 48 Z.l £

5-100 o 4
1T4 5,(91), 13 34, (91), 48 1.5-4.1 0.23-1.95

Newspaper
300°C

3-50 o 1 1.23
5, (3), 13 24, 18

0.6 0.18

5-100 o 1 0.76 2.7 1.04

Linen
300°C

3-50 o 2
0.94
0.78

(3), 7, 13 64, 34, (3)

0.9

0.8

0.33
0.03

5-100 o 2
1.30

1.48
3.7

1.9

1

0.2

Acrylic

fibre

300°C

3-50 o 1 0.94
5, 34, 24 9, 13,(91)

1.0 0.19

5—100 o 1.74 A 4*t.*t

Lauan
300°C

5-100 X 1 0.94
{j), y, 13 34, 64, (91)

2.0 0.33

5-100 o 1 0.76 2.1 0.99

Filter paper
400°C

5-100 o 3
aver

1.81
(5), 18, 13 34,64,9 0.5-2.8 0.012-0.84

Filter

paper
500°C

Perfect

combus.
3-50 o 1

2.2*

1.05
5 7 (3) 34, 9, 5 0.9 0.2

Imper-
fect

combus.

5-100 X 1
7.1*

7,9, 18 34,9,(5) 2.5 0.31

3-50 x I 1.66

5,9, 7 34,9, 15
4

5—100 o 3
aver

1.43
4.2-15.6 0.15-1.9

Linen
500°C

3 --50 o 1 0 62
(3), 7, 9 64, 24, 9

24 0 56
5-100 1 0.49 3.3 0.92

Lauan 500°C 5-100 X 1 1.94 (5), 24 18,(91) 3.9 0.17

Cedar 500°C 5-100 o 1 1.87 (18), 5 64,47 4.0 0.84

Gasolene tray

burning

3-50 X 1 1.55
10, (3), 24 89,45,25

2.0 0.8

9-200 X 1 0.82

3-50 o 1 0.72
(3), 10, 24 89, 24, (180)

2.6 0.78

9-200 o 1 1.56 12.2 0.8

5-100 o 3
aver

1.24
(5), 13 34,47 4.9-7.7 0.8-0.86

Notes
Af//V_ : Ratio of number of positive-charged particles to that of negative-charged particles.

Dp or Dfj : Diameter, being apt to appear peak or dip on size distribution curves f(d), shown in order of
frequency.

Zj : Estimated total number concentration in region described in "Measured size"

C S m»x ' M3""1111111 extinction coefficient

A circle or cross shows the presence or detachment of radioisotope, respectively, and a value obtained at the
appearance of smoke is marked with an asterisks.
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Table 2 Smoke particle elimination ratio after above 8//m, Uyum,

l^m particle size dime was eliminated respectively.

Gasoline F. R . Polyurethane Polyurethane P.V.C

8 y£/m 0.97 0.98 0.7^ 0.75

h /Am 0.9^5 0.95 0.60 0.73

1jum 0.95 0.87 0.81 0.U8
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DETECTION AND SMOKE PROPERTIES SESSION

Bukowski-Mulholland Presentation

Handa: I would like to ask Mr. Bukowski to talk to us about "Detection and Smoke Properties.
I would like to ask what is the standard in the United States on Figure 15. I see on the
American side you have a figure of 4 meters. In Japan I think it's about 1.5. I would like
to know, what is the standard—if you have any such standards. It's about Figure 15 from
your presentation.

Mulholland: there are no numbers here

Handa: Dr. Bukowski has the 4 meter figure. In Japan it's 1.5 meters; but what is the
American standard that is used in getting the air velocity at the time when the units for

the (cannot distinguish) degree? Now what would be the distance there? What has been
developed here?

Mulholland: I'm afraid I don't know that one.

Bukowski: We've got various detector design theories. The formulas from Litton quantify the

range of convective air flow through the sensing chamber for which ionization theory holds.
This will be a function of the outer enclosure design and the shell design of the chamber it-

self so this will vary from detector design to detector design.

Mulholland: Professor Handa, are you asking, "Is there a specified airflow at which the

ionization detectors are tested in the U.S.?"

Handa: Yes.

Mulholland: I see.

Bukowski: The maximum air velocity used in the detector testing is 150 ft/min.

Handa: What is that in terms of meter?

Mulholland: about three-quarters of a meter per second. .75.

Handa: Is the aerosol used, paraffin? What is it based on (that figure)? Is it aerosol?

Bukowski: That is the aerosol used in the Underwriters' Laboratory test which is the

smoldering cotton lamp-wick.

Watanabe: I would like to ask a question of Mr. Bukowski about the obscuration meter. On
the average, at NBS in the Fire Detection Group, the meter that has been used here and the

ones that are used by the Smoke Generator Group, I think that the same kind of meter has

been used. But what is the relationship between those two meters? In fire research I see

that there is a handicap in using a different kind of meter. I personally think that if

the same meters are not used, I think that there is a handicap being experienced. Mr. Gross,

I think, used a voltage of 134 volts. I think you used 1.5. I think it was a very small

one. I would like to know if you check Or exchange opinions between the two groups on what
kind of an electric current has been used in the different research groups.

Bukowski: Yes, I agree completely with Dr. Watanabe's comments. We have just recently

developed the extinction photometer which I mentioned and we are hoping that all the organi-
zations in this country and around the world would consider this instrument for these appli-

cations. All of the work done in the detection area now uses this meter design, and we hope

to change the meters used in the other groups within the Bureau to this design, also.

Rockett: In relation to this question, I would like to emphasize that the work of Mulholland
makes it very clear that in using any broad spectrum meter which measures total obscuration

only, the results will be extremely complicated to interpret if you do not know the spectral

-transfer function of the meter and if you don't know something about the smoke that you're
measuring. Without some kind of smoke distribution knowledge it is very difficult to make

any meaningful comparison between these instruments.
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Chaiken: I would like to make a comment with regard to the use of any smoke detector and

this relates to the phenomena of being able to detect the desired thing which is a fire at

a very early stage. Here, we have to be concerned with, not so much sensitivity in the true

sense, but the signal to noise ratio and have a device which is quite sensitive but may false
alarm at a very high rate due to atmospheric particles and particles having nothing to do
with the thing that they're trying to measure. And at this point, I'm not sure any of the

discussion I heard was given to that point.

Handa: On Figures 16 and 17. These concern the two Figures 15 and 17. Figure 17 is on the

scattering angle. The dotted broken line on the bottom of that figure. I would like to ask

if this is a flickered line. Is this the actual light collecting angle? I would like to

know what is the actual light collecting angle in this case?

Bukowski: In this diagram the data was calculated for Mie theory and this is the solid line;

and the dotted line is the comparison with the calculated defraction-refraction-reflection

components at various angles. It's basically all calculated data.

Handa: What is the actual light collecting angle?

Bukowski: All of the different angles in the range shown were used in the calculation.

Handa: I think there is a misunderstanding. I would like to explain further. I'm not
talking about the observation angle. I would like to know what is the actual light collect-
ing angle, not the observed collecting angle. Can you give me what that is?

Mulholland: I'm not sure I understand. Figure 17 is a theoretical calculation and I guess
your question is, in doing the theoretical calculation, what range of angles do they average
for each of these points? Is that your question?

Handa : Yes

.

Mulholland: And I think the answer is that Dick and I don't know, in this calculation, what
range of angles were averaged to get this curve. Dick, do you know^

Bukowski: No. This is not NBS data. This was taken from a book on aerosol properties.

Handa: Thank you very much.

Watanabe: There was a question from the American side for smoke detectors. If you look at
smoke detectors from a person who is selling such things, I think he said that it is some-
thing in the area of signal to noise ratio. In the case of Japan, we think that the standard
of the heat system is about .5 to 1. In the case of smoke detectors this becomes SN, S to N.

Signal to noise becomes very bad. However, I think that it should be taken to about 3.1.

The ratio of signal and noise should be about 3 to 1 minimum. That means that if it's too
sensitive, in Japan, if there are many detectors in one building then there are cases of

false alarms. This is my opinion that was expressed earlier on smoke to noise ratio.

Chaiken: I concur with that, and that was the point I was trying to bring up. I would like
to say that Figure 17 in the NBS paper may be a good example of part of the problem. One
would say from looking at this figure that you would perhaps like to look at the light
scattering in the forward direction since it has the highest scattering tendency coefficient.
The little experience I've had with forward angle scattering is that—that is the area where
background scattering from your optical system is also the greatest and find it is sometimes
better to discriminate the signals by going to side angle scattering or even back-scattering.

Jin: I would like to ask a question of Mr. Mulholland. In Figure 17, you said these were
calculated values. Are these values calculated based on actual burning? I have done some
kind of experiments that are very similar and, according to my experiments in the case of
flaming and smoldering, I have seen a big difference between the two cases. And I think that
this is also related to the sensitivity of photoelectric detectors. I would like to know if

you have compared the values in the case of smoldering fires and flaming fires. Do you see
any similarities or do you see a big difference between the two values of the two cases?
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Mulholland: First, for clarification—Is Dr. Jin referring to Figure 17? Figure 17 is not
for smoke aerosol. It's for water droplets so that the effect of the imaginary part of the
refractive index from a black soot smoke to a transparent smoke is not indicated. This is

just water drops which have no absorption coefficient (imaginary part of refractive index
is zero)

.

Jin: I would like to know if you have the results from actual experiments that you con-
ducted on different materials.

Mulholland: My colleague, Tom Lee, has some data at 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150° for
smokes generated at various situations. It has not been a comprehensive study. Perhaps I

should let my colleague comment on the problem.

Lee: If you will talk to us later we'll be glad to explain this work. We do have data.

Jin: I have some data, also. However, my data is in Japanese. So perhaps we cannot discuss
it directly but I would like to exchange data with you.

Rockett: For the rest of the group's information, the measures in gathering polarized light
in the parallel and perpendicular planes for a variety of angles we have data on the scattered
intensity on the two types of polarized light for a limited number of angles.

Handa: On Figure 24, in the evaluation chamber what is the maximum wind velocity in the
United States when you use this? What is the maximum wind velocity in your researches?

Bukowski: 150 ft/min. 3/4 meter/sec.

Watanabe: In Mr. Bukowski 's presentation, I was not able to follow it completely. If there
is less radiation source, did you say that there is less sensitivity? When we see the

researches in Japan, I think that sensitivity increases. 10 . The problem is the ratio
between 10 and AI. If 10 is less then sensitivity increases. I have seen such a reverse
relation so I would like to make this point clear because in your presentation I understood
that its sensitivity decreases. However, in my experience its sensitivity increases.

Bukowski: Our experience is similar to yours. As the source strength is lowered, the sensi-
tivity increases; but this must be balanced against the problem of electrical noise and
external influences as the chamber current is decreased to smaller values.

Handa: On Figure 26, the curve on this figure is something spectacular! For values of over
1.2 microns and if coagulation is present, I think that perhaps there is another peak if we
compare this figure to Figure 30. Do you have any detailed researches that have been made
in this respect? If you compare the results in Figure 26 and Figure 30, I would like to know
if there is another curve or—in this kind of concentration—that there was no such kind of

coagulation present? Did such coagulation take place in this kind of concentration? Is that

why there is no more curve—an additional peak? I'm not criticizing your researches at

all. It's just a question I had in mind.

Mulholland: Professor Handa asked a good question. In Figure 27 and also those in reduced
form in Figure 28 the size distribution is determined for particle sizes up to 1 micrometer.
We do not have data for the particle data for particle sizes greater than 1 micrometer. We

have difficulty using the optical particle counter which saturates at higher concentration.
We would be very interested in your results for particle sizes larger than 1 micrometer in

finding out whether or not the reduced size distribution is universal.

Miyama: We have about 10 minutes more for questions and answers. I would like to take up

one more question from the Japanese side to that presentation Mr. Jin.

Jin: On Figure 24 you used a punk-type of incense and you have said that reproducibility
was very good. Do you think that this is the best way to make research so that we can pre-

vent fires in fire research? I would like to know if the usage of this incense type

stick is the best way, the most appropriate way for research, in* fire research.
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Bukowski: We feel that the punk method is a good method in the present but it also suffers
from many of the flaws of other combustion generated aerosols. We feel that the optimum
method of generating test aerosols, particularly in small scale tests such as this, is the

mechanically generated artificial aerosol. These artificial aerosols will give us much less

variation of the basic aerosol parameters than any combustion generated aerosol could. The
cotton lamp wick, for example, used by Underwriters' Laboratories in this country has a

severe problem with moisture. The cotton being very hygroscopic, the aerosol changes con-
siderably with very small fluctuations of the relative humidity. While the punk sticks are

less hyperscopic, they still suffer from problems in variations in density from punk stick
to punk stick and also our not knowing from what they are actually made.
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Watanabe Presentation

Benjamin: I was struck by the large difference in sales between photoelectric and ioniza-
tion detectors and I'm wondering, no. 1, if you have any reason for this? The second
question I would ask is whether you feel the amount of data for the photoelectric does
give a basis for comparison of the two detectors?

Watanabe: Thank you so much for your question. There are not too many photoelectric
detectors in Japan. First of all, there is the question of patent. There are various
patents existing for the detectors for fire prevention and the patent problem seems to
interfere with the effective sales of such detectors being installed. The second reason
is that the photoelectric type has not been mass produced in Japan, therefore it is more
costly than the ionization type detectors. As for the second question regarding the data,
there are abut 5,000 reports of false alarms just taking place in my demonstrator today.
In Japan the fires defense agency is rather powerful and they do have a large influence
and therefore if they try to exert their influence then we can collect more data, so we
have about 5,000 reports concerning the false alarm.

Benjamin: I observed in the paper of Dr. Watanabe that there were only 112 reports of

the photoelectric type.

Watanabe: I feel that is quite a considerable number of false alarms in order to look
into the causes of the false alarm. If you can see the figure which is cited in the report,
the number of detectors already being installed amount to 3 million, the main body of data
is about 70,000 detectors.

Einhorn: I would like to ask a question of Dr. Watanabe. Do you have information as to

whether the number of false alarms increase over a period of time— 3, 4, or 5 years?

Watanabe: There is some data for 1972. The figure for 1972 is for the products which were
manufactured right after the smoke detectors were developed and therefore there were more
false alarms and more failures for those which were newly marketed. However, in Japan that

type of new introduction type of failure decreases as time passes. It reaches a certain
stage where there won't be that much increase or decrease in the number of failures. I

feel that the detectors should be maintained. The maintenance should be conducted before we
have revised the standards for the maintenance. I have felt that at least once a year there

should be a checking conducted for detectors so that would exclude the ones that are not
operative.

Einhorn: Do you have any studies or information pertaining to fire injury? If an alarm went
off - failed to go off, as compared to if there had been no alarm? How effective in reducing
loss of life or serious injury? Can you comment on this type of information?

Watanabe: Thank you. Perhaps during the course of discussion on the building system we
might go into that area. Of course it is only a part of the research that I have been con-

ducting in this field. Regarding the fire detector, we have taken into account 4,000 incident:

and we looked into the effectiveness of the detectors based on these 4,000 incidents. However
this research is still in progress and, therefore, I might not be able to give you the detailei

figures. But roughly speaking for those buildings with the fire detectors about 10% of the

incidents have failed to detect the fire, that is, the detector did not go off. The discovery
of the fire is not limited to the detector. Human detectors are also one of the means of

detecting a fire and, therefore, when we look at the fire system we have to take into consider-

ation not only the mechanical detector but also the human detector. Although there has been a

10% failure it does not mean that there would be 10% more injury or 10% more damages done

because of the fire.

Handa: I would like to add a few words to the presentation. At the initial stage of the

development there are of course more failures in the case of the ionization type as far as

I have found out. Unlike in the United States you have a good insulation. For instance there
is a Hydesol Company. There has not been that type of material in Japan. Japan has very high
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humidity and thecprotection for the MOSFET has not been appropriate and therefore there has
been a lot of failure at the beginning. I'm doing work in the semiconductor area on MOSFET'

s

and all these electronic companies use the Hydesol material for insulation and this has more
or less stabilized the detector; but until we start manufacturing that material for insula-
tion we have more cases for failure or false alarm.

Bukowski: I have a question for Dr. Watanabe. In his presentation he mentioned that the
rate of false alarm for photoelectric detectors was greater when they used incandescent lamps.

Does this mean that in Japan a lamp failure of an incandescent lamp results in a false alarm
of the system?

Rockett: You had a correlation of false alarms against the time of day, which I believe
peaked very strongly at around 8 o'clock in the morning. Have you examined behavioral pat-
terns that would explain why this strong peak would occur at this time of day?

Watanabe: Electrically speaking, all the electrical appliances start working around 8 o'clock.
For instance, at the department store all the lights go on at 8 o'clock and this will create
noise. Further, there is the fresh air being introduced before the human beings start moving
around or at the outset of putting on the heaters and other air conditioning facilities which
would introduce very tiny dust. Perhaps this would be one of the reasons. Therefore, at the
time when people start moving around this particular human behavior seems to trigger more
false alarms.

Mulholland: In the United States I suspect that cooking is a significant contributor to

false alarms. I was looking through the list of causes of false alarms that Watanabe has,
and found cooking to be omitted and I wonder if that's because of the different habits of

the United States and Japan.

Watanabe: Within the Japanese figures about 10.9% is from cooking related factors. I think
there are various patterns of cooking. First, what amount of vapor would be released from
cooking or the heat—what amount from that would be the contributing factor to the false
alarm? When we look into these itemized causes it is difficult to generalize it as just
being cooking. Therefore, because of that fact, we have conducted heated discussion on what
should be the optimum cause of the actual false alarm. These generalized items of cooking
have been omitted but we have to look into the ultimate cause of the false alarm rather than
just giving the general terms of cooking. We have calculated the vapor which is emitted from
cooking and we have also looked into the heat which is actually generated from cooking.

Mulholland: What is the Japanese distribution of detectors installed in offices, public build-
ings, and private residences?

Handa: First of all, the residential figures are very low. In Japan the house is smaller
than in the United States; therefore if you cook at home that would trigger the false alarm.
Secondly, the Japanese just love bathing and this practice does create an enormous amount of
vapor and steam, and as well in the cooking area, we eat lots of Chinese dishes and therefore
lots of grease deposits on the detector. Recently Japan has set a standard for the residen-
tial detector. What you have seen on the slides are the standards on the office building
and on the public facilities such as department stores, etc. where a large number of people
go in and out. In the case of private residences the detector is limited to the high-rise
apartment. And this is the thermal detector rather than any other type of detector that we
install for the high-rise apartment buildings.

Lee: I am interested in your data on detector failure, you mentioned 10% of all reported
fires are due to detector failure.

Watanabe: The figure 10% as I have mentioned earlier includes the human initiated error and
therefore as far as the reliability of the equipment itself is concerned we do not take into
consideration what kind of interplay is seen between the equipment and human aspect and whether
the equipment will work or not. We just don't look at the equipment itself when we look at
the reliability of the equipment.

Bukowski: Is the fire defense agency in Japan keeping data on failure rate of detectors?
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Watanabe: Are we talking about the reliability portion of the equipment when we talk about
the failure rate or are we just talking about the actual situation of the alarm not going
off?

Wukowski: Yes, the reliability of detectors.

Watanabe: The fire defense agency has conducted the failure rate research or the follow-up
study of the detectors which are installed in areas which might induce that type of failure
and therefore we have that type of failure. However, the figures for the detectors which
were influenced by environment which might induce the failure we have to really reduce or

bring it over to the general condition in order to get more appropriate reliability rate.
Therefore, what kind of figure we should take for K, the function right, would be quite a
problem. When we talk about just the reliability as we mentioned by R's as the humidity
rate goes high the failure rate would be about 4 times more. And therefore with regard to
the reliability forecast conducted in the United States, we have to really compare our notes
regarding what type of conditions we are using in order to compare notes with you.

Einhorn: Since our last meeting in Japan we have studied approximately 40 fires in the
Salt Lake City area. Of these 40 fires there were 15 cases where detectors were installed
in homes. Of these two were cooking fires, two were TV fires, and 11 were cigarette fires,
where the presence of the detector actually awakened someone who had been sleeping. We feel
detectors contributed in preventing injury. There were 3 fires where there were no detectors
present, where we think that in 2 of the 3 fires detectors would have saved lives. In both
cases the fires were TV fires where one or more parents had gone to sleep and within 40 to

50 minutes the fire occured and they smelled smoke and came downstairs and went back upstairs
to take the children out. In the case of a double fatality the mother was carrying one
child and the two young ones following turned around and she was not able to go back and
rescue them. And a similar case happened where we lost one life. We felt if we had had 3

or 4 minutes more warning we would not have had a loss of life.

Watanabe: As I have mentioned earlier, we do not believe from looking at the actual statis-
tics that the fire alarm would work perfectly when it is needed. The fire should occur
under the normal conditions but it all goes on under the abnormal conditions and under ab-
normal conditions lots of things happen. There is one unique case. For instance there is

one person who did not pay his electric bill, so the electric company stopped the electric-
ity but the battery would be exhausted in 3 or 4 days. And therefore they used the candle-
light. This might create fire, so the actual cause of the fire is not normal. These are
abnormal situations which create the fires. For instance the cigarette fire starts when
someone visits you and leaves the cigarette in the places that you would never think of

leaving cigarettes. So this is the kind of environment where the fire occurs and there-
fore the 10% failure. If we really look into the details, the ultimate reasons for such
failures are various things that contribute to that type of figure and we cannot just say
it failed 10% of the time.

Handa: Dr. Watanabe talks from the supervisory position or the supervisor side. I talk
from the side of the detector manufacturing company. As Dr. Mulholland pointed out earlier,
cooking is one of the main factors in the United States for false alarms.. In Japan, until
recently, the law has not stipulated that residential homes require smoke or fire detectors.
However, in the case of the high-rise residential buildings or apartment buildings, the
biggest single factor contributing to the fire is the cigarette left in the conference
rooms. Including myself, we have a fond taste for cigarettes. For instance, if anyone
should make a request to hold a conference at the fire defense agency, we request them to

submit what kind of detector they have within the facilities where they hold conferences.
However, as it has been mentioned by Dr. Watanabe, we have a biological sensor being a human
being and therefore I don't think it is asking too much to ask for a report. In the case of

other high-rise buildings, I am very often asked by manufacturing companies what the state
of affairs is at the moment or the fire from the cleaning area, as well as the top floor
restaurants from cooking seem to be the big causes and therefore recently our thinking
regarding the false alarm has been changing and we have been thinking along the same line
as the United States, more so now. I am sure that in the near future more and more residen-
tial homes will be installing detectors. And, unlike the United States, Japan has very high
humidity and therefore we have to use some resin that has a very high insulation rate.
Unless we come up with the material which would give adequate insulation we would be creating
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more false alarms at the residential homes. American detectors, I have looked into some of

the imported ones in Japan. The cheapest kind the protection of the MOSFET does not seem
to be adequate for Japan. This seems to be because the humidity in the United States does

not seem to be a problem. But the MOSFET would not work in Japan because of the high
humidity. In the case of residences, installing these detectors in the residential home
would cause one single problem.

Benjamin: I would like to find out if Professor Handa maybe has has not seen some parts
of the U.S. where we have over 80% relative humidity all year round. I an thinking particu-
larly of the area around Houston and Galveston and so forth. So, yes, we do have a

problem and, indeed, there was a detector on the market which had to be recalled because
it wasn't working when the humidity went above a certain level. So we do have areas like

that in addition to areas like Arizona where the humidity is always below 30%.

Handa: Thank you very much.

Robertson: We know I think that in Japan there has been a long term concern about fires
in the homes and I think we have considered it a criminal offense to have fire in your
homes. But I wonder if the loss records that you are collecting now really justify the

emphasis on industrial and office use of fire detectors. In our country we think that
most of the life loss is in the home residential occupancy. Is this not so in Japan?

Watanabe: There does not seem to be much difference between the United States and Japan
in the causes of fire which might result in a casualty. In order to minimize the casual-
ties, the Tokyo Fire Protection Agency about 8 years ago had created a campaign to promote
installation of fire detectors at home. Unfortunately the detectors at that time were
still very primitive. It was the photo-electric simple type detectors. Therefore after
the installation there have been lots of failures as well as the false alarm cases.
Because of the high frequency of these incidents, it has not been successful. The wishes
of the installation of the detectors is on the part of the government rather than the
general public, so this did not work too well. Therefore we did not see the results we
wanted to see. Because of the high failure rate this has created strong criticism among
the general public and it required 3 years for us to calm down the people and correct the
criticism which was created by our campaign. Because of the failure we had, we are aller-
gic to the residential type detectors. There is a different environment existing in the
United States and Japan. Therefore we feel we have to put every effort to develop a

detector which would be suitable for home use. However, unlike in the United States where
the husband would do the Sunday carpenter-like work of installing the detector himself,
Japanese are not too keen on do-it-yourself type affairs. Therefore it might be difficult
to promote the installation of the detectors in Japan. Perhaps we should learn from the
United States as to how best we could create initiative on the part of the general public
to install detectors at home. I would like to add to that statement, even in the United
States, how often do you repaint the walls? Will the detectors get very dusty? And
beside the fact that we know we have to repaint the walls a number of times every so often
—you seem to go without maintenance for 20 years or 30 years. This seems to be just an
understatement. It is difficult for us to understand why you would let them go without
the maintenance for that long period of time. If I may add I would like to give you a

more concrete figure regarding the question which was raised earlier. In 1977 there were
63,953 cases of fire. The building fires amounted to 39,286 cases. Residential houses,
16,445 cases. According to the occupancy rate the residential fire seems to be the
highest out of the total figure. Of 1,909 about 105 people are dead because of suicide
and there are the people that were killed because of the fact that someone wanted to commit
suicide. For instance someone would release the city's gas and then set fire to it. Not
only the person who wants to commit suicide but also the people around that person will be
involved in the incident. Perhaps there are more people committing suicide in Japan, but
there might be more arson cases in the United States. For instance, in Washington, D.C. and
New York there are cases where arson is commissioned on certain types of buildings.

Chaiken: Thank you, I'd like to make a comment in regard to possibly an extreme example
of how environment will affect the use of these smoke detectors. We at the Bureau of
Mines are interested in detecting fires in underground mines and as far as a hostile
environment goes, probably the worst example of an environment for a detector. A couple of
years ago we had a contract for research with Gillette here in Maryland to carry out a study
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of all available commercial detectors for possible use in a mine or mine environment. I

don't have specific data to give you but the conclusion of the study was that there is no
commercial smoke detector other than possibly one—the ionization detector manufactured in
South Africa for the use in South African mines. Not one of these commercial smoke detectors
here in the United States would be suitable in a mine environment because of failure, false
alarms or whatever. One assumes that a home environment is a fairly clean one and the mine
environment is a very dirty one. The detectors that may be suitable for one environment are
not going to be suitable for the other and since we have a whole range of office and indus-
trial activity between say those two extreme environments, we may have to discriminate
between what is effective in what places. There may not be a universal detector.

Benjamin: I feel there is a basic philosophical difference between the American approach
and the Japanese approach to the detector. It is our intent and our goal to develop detectors
that will essentially be maintenance-free for a period of maybe 30 years. We do not feel
that it is practical to maintain a residential detector. We don't have 30 years' experience
We do have maybe 10 years of experience in many cases, where we've had detectors with no
maintenance. Now I don't think it's because the American homes are any cleaner. In fact,
if you would ask my wife she would say the walls should be painted every year. In fact,
in certain parts of the country, particularly in the Mid-West during the drought period,
one could walk around and actually taste the sand and dirt blowing. So we have dust, we
have dirt in some places, we have other pollutants and yet we are striving for about 30 years'
maintenance-free. We feel that it is realizable and this is obviously in great contrast to

the approach that I hear the Japanese talking about. I think this is something that we
can't discuss now but should be discussed in greater detail as to why we have this conver-
gence.

Lyons: Is it still the policy of the government in Japan not to recommend or approve ion
chamber detectors in private residences?

Watanabe: There is no law which states you can not use the ionization type detector at

home. I do not know if I can answer your question. Recent requirements in the home detectors
show that the radiation from that detector should be less than 1 microcurie. As you will
know this figure was decided last June in connection with the OECD conference. If I remem-
ber correctly, during the course of the OECD conference, it was decided that the home detec-
tor should be less than 1 microcurie. I think the United States has decided not to keep
the standard for their existing detectors which have already been installed.

Einhorn: During our visit to Japan we noticed the wide utilization of detector/suppression
systems in public hearings. Not having the chance to visit hospitals and health care

facilities, are detectors and/or suppression systems required in such facilities?

Watanabe: When we look at the causes of fire—if I can give you the figures again. In the

case of residential areas, about 42%. The next one is schools, according to the high
occupancy rate, followed by hotels. In the case of the British Fire Research Institute, in

the hospitals and so forth, the comparison to Japan has a high frequency of incidence of

fire than in Japan. I do not remember the exact figure but in comparison to the figure
which was given by the British authority the intervals of instances is longer for Japan
by about 5 to 10 times. Although this is of course a very important topic for the handi-

capped people it is true we have already installed the detectors in these facilities and

the large hospitals are now equipped with the automatic sprinkler systems. However, the

smaller version of the hospitals like clinics and so forth— this is not within the frame-

work of the laws and regulations.

Miyama: One last question. Just two last questions.

Handa: Since in the position quite contrary to Dr. Watanabe' s and more on the side of

the manufacturers than the authority, we are trying to develop a detector that would last

for at least 15 years and unless we can develop something like that it will be difficult
in an actual situation to install them at home. It would be almost impractical to con-

duct inspections for the home installed detectors. Dr. Chaiken has mentioned earlier gas

sensors and ion sensors. These are combined for the detector to have dual sensing capa-

bilities in order to prevent the explosion type fire as well as the suicide type fire that

we have been mentioning. We hope we can develop that type of sensor that would be in-
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stalled in residential areas. However, the traditional type detector, because the heating
plate consumes a large amount of electricity. And therefore, we are trying to develop and
use semi-conductors which would be able to control the voltage without having to use the

heating plate. This does not consume too much electricity and because of the fact that

there would be on digit voltage decrease when the carbon monoxide is introduced, perhaps
in the very near future we might make this type of detector available. Thank you.

Chaiken: Again, referring to the work the Bureau of Mines has carried out on fire
detection, particularly with work done in Great Britain dealing with fire underground.
There are two approaches. One is to have multi-point detectors at various locations
and the other a point called a two bundle concept, an atmosphere sampling device you
can sample the atmosphere from various points and bring the atmosphere to a single point
for detector purpose. There would be some cost benefits and depending on how many
detectors are required to detect, and whether you go to the multi-detector or to the
sampling. I personally think that for something like a high-rise building or a large
office or hospital complex where you have to examine or protect many rooms, the concept
of sampling and bringing in gas to the same point has some very real advantages in terms
of reducing the reliability control and you can get rid of a lot of problems that local
environment might impose upon a detector. One other comment I would like to make is in

regard to residential, this is my personal view. It seems to me that the biological
sensor is very good and you really have to protect the home when you are sleeping. I

don't think that consideration with regard to cooking is very important at this point
in time. This poses another series of constraints or design criteria that you can have
on a residential detector. Whereas for an underground mine detection system or in a

large office building you probably would want to be able to protect unattended areas by
a local sensor. That is another set of design criteria. I guess this refers to the
fact that one should not necessarily strive to develop the universal detection system
for every condition in every environment.

Miyama: Thank you so much for the very lovely discussion. I hope that you would con-
sider having more discussions during lunch. Thank you so much.
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Saito Presentation

Einhorn: Do you know why the increasing amount of treatment fire retardants? And you
also showed the relationship of changing amounts of smoke. Do you see a change in the kinds
of smoke evolution? And if you do, do you find that this comes out rather rapidly and then
levels off?

Saito: I hope Dr. Einhorn asks me on speed of the smoke generation is that it? (yes) As
for the speed of smoke generation, it depends on the smoke generation coefficient and it is

times the smoke generation coefficient times the burning rate. These two factors have to be
multiplied. Therefore, if a material is chemically treated, the burning rate comes down and
is decreased and thus the smoke generations speed also comes down. And in many experiments
we have seen this.

Einhorn: If you have a polymer the temperature at which vaporization starts in our studies
is earlier and a lower temperature. We see on many materials that we will have a lower de-
gradation temperature which we find initial products of decomposition and then a more rapid
rate which forms more or less a parallel, maybe lower, then a material that is not treated.

Saito: I think it depends on the materials that are used. We do see this kind of phenomenon
according to some kinds of materials. The coagulation of smoke occurs and when temperature
is higher as termperature increases an electric phenomenon takes place. A charged induced
coagulation takes place and I think that when this takes place the charring of materials or
decomposition is governed by the decomposition rate and charring rate.

Mulholland: A comment and a question regarding figure 40. As I look at the figure 40A,

there is a flux on one axis, the weight of smoke. I interpret this to be the mass concen-
tration of the smoke particulates. And the other axis, the optical density. The log of the
transmitted light— that's correct? (yes) Then my comment is, there has been work at NBS,

also work at the University of Utah by Professor Einhorn and Professor Seador on the depend-
ence of the optical density on the mass concentration and the qualitative conclusion that
one can divide smoke into two classes, depending on the mode of the combustion. One mode
is a flaming mode. The other, a smoldering mode. The studies at NBS and Utah were restricted
to specific combustion conditions in terms of the heat flux and the size of the sample that
was being exposed. I wonder whether in your measurements you see a similar correlation in

terms of the qualitative behavior of these two different classes of smoke, or whether you
see many different types of correlation depending upon specific combustion conditions.

Saito: On the question that was just raised. The group led by Dr. Handa did make such ex-

periments. This chart is rather insufficient. I think it was on page 38, yes, figure 40.

These are the values that were taken, or the results conducted on that apparatus the value
is 0.3. Sample weight was 0.3 grams and this was put into a box 0.125 cubic meters. I

think therefore that we really have to correct or adjust some of the figures. In Japan
building materials are being tested and in many cases the temperature taken as a parameter
and we use an electric furnace and so at NBS and also in research conducted by Dr. Einhorn.

I think that the units used are not the same and perhaps they have to be viewed differently.

Smoldering and flaming have not been correlated in our cases.

Chaiken: With regard to the types of smoke that are produced during combustion, our experi-^"

ence in corridors or tunnels lined with wood suggests that the combustion phase can also be

classed by the two types of smoke generations. And it seems to be directly related to oxygen

concentration in the propagation of the fire along a simulated mine logging or wood mining

tunnels. As the fire propagates from some ignition source at one end the rate of generation
of volatile matter increase greatly with aerodynamic throttling of the intake air, this is an

under force ventilation with a fan. At that point in time there is a very remarkable and

drastic increase in smoke production which relates to a fuel rich burning condition and at

that time in a 9" tunnel you actually prevent all optical transmission across the tunnel.

The same observations have been seen in larger scale tunnel fires; an 8 foot wide tunnel,

several hundred feet long. Not only would temperature be an important aspect of quantities

of smoke but also the amount of oxygen. These results are for charring materials like wood

and coal.
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Saito: I do understand your point very well. When we think about fire I think that we should
take another approach. There is more smoke that is generated from these materials when it

happens at a lower temperature. However, when a real fire takes place what is most important

is the rate of generation of smoke. Which means that the heating composition rate I think
is an important factor. So in other words, I think that because of a large combustion taking
place, then there is more flame generated too. I think this is the point of view that should
be taken into account. I would like to entertain one more question.

Einhorn: May I use the blackboard? If we take douglas fir, which is a given type of wood
which is used quite often. As we consider that a range from 1 to 10 watts per centimeter
square and the corrected optical density at a 10 rate with a pilot flame of about 1.2 we are

#1100, #550, and #250. These are corrected optical density 2.5, this is approximately 5.5,

5.7 ignition, 6.3. So we have smoke down and the weight could be plotted another way in flux
one through ten. We have increasing and then decreasing. This is pre-ignition, ignition,
and past ignition. Now there are some very interesting underfactors that come in. If we
look at a material first of all with no pilot flame, we will find if we plot 5 watts, 2 1/2

watts. This will be 37,000 PPM C0
2

and this will be about 750 PPI. If we look at CO we see

virtually no CO we have a pilot, let's make this pilot point. If we have a flaming ignition
the C02 drops drastically and so one sees in the early phases as if we have no flaming, but
only smoldering. High this is 5 - 2.5 CO and we have very high aldehydes, that an aldehyde
may be at the level of 160 parts and 2 1/2 may be 70 parts. Actually another very interest-
ing point, I should point out just a little bit. There is an induction period on the CO if

you look at animals, this is very important because this is a CO generation which is slow in

time, but in class of physiological response, such as blood pH, it drops drastically, the
oxyhemoglobin drops drastically long before CO comes up. When we look at the CO hemoglobin
the animals are incapacitated here, but then out here the CO's hemoglobin at a rate as if

the aldehyde should not have been present. So in wood very early incapacitation in a smolder-
ing mode is due to the aldehydes. And then CO loading and this relates between the ignition
and the smoldering changes. We'll talk more about it tomorrow.

Saito: Perhaps my explanation was not enough. I would like to add a few words to what was
just explained. As you pointed out there is such a relationship, when there is a flaming
burn the quantity of smoke comes down that is true. However, what I am trying to say is that
the issue is that when we take weight loss here and CSXV (observation) coefficient, this is

the smoke generation coefficient K. I think that these are the values. If there is a fire
in a room and there is a flashover taking place, then this comes down. But I think the issue
is the temperature profile inside the room. Depending on the place in the room this K is

different, changes when this becomes larger. It means that the space where the fire is taking
place has been enlarged also. When this value is smaller if the space is larger then there
will be more smoke that has been transmitted to outside the room.

Handa: I would like to explain to you again about 40A. I think that something is missing
here. I would like to add to it. In the electric furnace that we use sometimes we do use
radiation but in this case we changed the temperature from 400C to 600C. There is a window
here and we put this in. The specimen. The curve of the temperature of the specimen goes
down and then goes up. This is the actual scattering cross section. This is time we measure
this in Japanese experiments. Dr. Einhorn said that the temperature changes go up and then
come down. In size distribution surface volume diameter has the same kind of curve. The
number of particles is very high. Why does this phenomenon happen? When this comes down the
other goes up. By using an optical counter or optical pulse counter we have counted and seen
these results. However, when we consider building materials we do not consider size distri-
bution. We only think about the results from these experiments. Charged induced coagulation
is taken into account more when we consider smoke generation. We take into consideration
the differences in charges. We treated with fire retardant boite and inside the smoke the
fire retardant is in proportion in a straight line. The fire retardant is not treated in
this way. HBR is in the gas phase, this occurs in a radical fashion. We have had a very
active participation in the discussion and I would like to thank all of you for your very
active participation. As chairman of this meeting I would like to make a summary of the
discussion that took place this morning and this afternoon. And if necessary I would have
to contact you personally and re-check on what kind of questions you raised and if I should
go to you personally to ask what questions were raised, I would like to ask your full coop-
eration. I am sure you have more questions on your minds. If that is the case, I would like
the presentors of the reports and those participants to get in contact with each other, pri-
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vately and have more active discussions on these issues. At this time I would like to close

this gathering of this technical session of Detection and Smoke Properties.

Thank you very much.
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The progress report on Human Behavior reflects the intensive and increased

activity on human behavior in fire situations which has occurred since the

second United States-Japan Panel on Fire Research meeting in Tokyo during

October, 1976. There were two meetings at which a number of papers relating

to human behavior were presented. At the Fifth International Fire Protection

Seminar in Karlsruhe, West Germany, September, 1976 three interesting papers

related to human behavior were presented. Probably the most significant

meeting since Tokyo, was the Invitational Seminar on Behavior in Fires,

at the University of Surrey, Guildford, England, conducted from March 23

to 25, 1977. This meeting was arranged by the human behavior fire research

group in the Environmental Psychology Department of The University of Surrey.

A second invitational seminar is currently being planned by the Program for

Design Concepts of The Center for Fire Research to be held at the National

Bureau of Standards, from October 30 to November 1, 1978.

The subject areas currently under intensive development related to human

behavior in fire situations primarily involve evacuation studies, the

investigation of the behavior of occupants of buildings in fire incidents,

and the development of interaction models to relate the human behavior to

the fire development. It appears more academic interest and international

cooperation is developing toward the study area of human behavior in fire

situations. It is to be expected this intensive study leading to the

development of descriptive models from the case study observations of human

behavior will result in the formulation of models in agreement with current

concepts. The essence of such model formulation as developed at the Center
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for Fire Research to enable the examination of the individual's action

related to the fire development is attached as Figure 1.

Research projects which have been completed at the Center for Fire

Research since October, 1976 involve the areas of emergency communications,

behavioral response in fire situations, design implications of human behavior

in fire situations, and an assessment of the technical literature related

to emergency egress. Additional studies not completed involve the development

of computer simulation models, sleep arousal and response to alarms, and the

determination of behavioral response patterns in fire situations.

The research projects which have been completed are identified below

with a summary of the project.

NBS-GCR-77-94 Smoke as a Determinant of Human Behavior in Fire
Situations, (Project People) . J. L. Bryan, University of Maryland, Fire
Protection Curriculum, NBS Grant No. 4-9027, June 30, 1977.

The study involved the interviewing of 584 participants in 335 fire

incidents, primarily involving residential occupancies. Variables related

to the occupancy, amount of smoke spread, time of the fire, height and the

previous alarms in the building were compared to the participant variables

of age, sex, occupation, previous fire training and experience, location in

the building, means of awareness of the fire, the response actions of

participants, and the belief in the safety of the building. The study

provided verification of many of the results of previous investigations and

provided data on the differences between British and American populations.

NBS-GCR-77-102 Vocal Emergency Alarms in Hospitals and Nursing
Facilities: Practice and Potential . John P. Keating and Elizabeth F.

Loftus, University of Washington, Department of Psychology, NBS Grant
no. 6-9106, July, 1977.

The project reviewed the usage of vocal emergency alarms in nursing

homes and hospitals in the State of Washington. The project developed

guidelines for the development of fire alarm messages and a sample message.

The project recommended the vocal messages be: specific and directed exclusively to

staff, disguised or coded, specifically directed to nursing staff, as simple and as
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brief as possible form of tbe message be focused on the fire situation, the code to

be standardized, and the entire staff be alerted from the initial alarm. The

project recommended the usage of the code: "Nurse Blaze".

NBS-GCR-77-106 People in Fires

:

A Manual For Mapping . Lars Lerup,
University of California, Berkeley, Architectural Life Safety Group,
NBS Grant no. 5-9016, 1977.

This project was a manual prepared for the fire investigator and presents

the theoretical and technical procedures involved with the adaptation of this

mapping technique by the fire investigator. The technique presented is

useful as an analysis tool in developing a sequence of the fire and smoke

development, as related to the behavioral actions of the participants. The

procedures developed appear to be most valuable in relating the interaction

between the physical environment of the building and the social environment

of the occupants of the structure.

NBSIR-77-1313 An Assessment of the Technical Literature on Emergency
Egress From Buildings . Fred I. Stahl and John Archea, Center for Building
Technology, National Bureau of Standards, October, 1977.

The study involved a technical assessment of the literature related to

the current emergency egress regulations utilized by the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration. The following three research areas were identified:

The carrying capacity of exitways; The design and use of signs, lighting,

and visibility through smoke; and The research on occupant response and

experiences in building fires. It is indicated the research on the behavioral

responses in the fire incidents must also include data on the building arrangement

and exit facilities, to be of value in the development of emergency egress

regulations for buildings.

NBS-GCR-76-73 Mapping of Recurrent Behavior Patterns in Institutional

Building Under Fire : Ten Case Studies of Nursing Facilities . Lars Lerup,

David Greenwood, and John S. Burke, University of California, Berkeley,
Architectural Life Safety Group, NBS Grant no. 5-9106, May, 1976.

This study involved the development of the mapping technique for the

behavior of the occupants and the developmental stages of the fire.
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The project involved a case study approach for ten nursing home fires in the

United States. The procedures and techniques developed were utilized to

illustrate the man -environment relations in the dynamic fire situation. The

techniques initiated in this study were refined and futher developed in

NBS-GCR-77-106 and NBS-GCR-77-93

.

NBS-GCR-77-93 Human Behavior in Institutional Fires and Its Design
Implications. Lars Lerup, David Cronrath, and John Koh Chiang Liu, University
of California, Berkeley, Architectural Life Safety Group, NBS Grant no. 6-9013
February 28, 1977.

This project was an examination in further detail of the relationship

between the actions of the personnel in nursing homes and the physical environment

of the home during the fire incident. The human behavior was examined in

sequences of behavior identified as episodes and was related to the developmental

stages of the fire. Two recurrent types of behaviors were identified: The

staff called the fire department even when it had already been notified, and

investigated to verify the existence and severity of the fire.

The progress report also included the preliminary attempts at model formulation

to indicate the interaction between the intervention strategries and the human

behavior as developed at the Center for Fire Research and shown as Figure 2.

NBS-GCR-77-92 Simulating Human Behavior on High-Rise Building
Fires : Modeling Occupant Movement Through a_ Fire Floor from Initial
Alert to Safe Egress . Fred I. Stahl, Design Research Consultant, Order
Number 512223, June 26, 1975, publication date August, 1977.

A Markov-based model has been developed to simulate the occupant movement

patterns in response to life threatening situations on a single floor of

a multi-floor office building. The factors influencing occupant movement

in the model include: The location of the fire incident in both time

and space; the occupants knowledge of egress routes; the occupants'

perception of the location and severity of the fire threat; the occupants'

perception of available alternatives; the occupants' threat-reducing
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experience prior to the current movement decision; and the interjection

of sudden interruptions to the occupants goal-directed behavior.

The research reports, NBS-GCR-77-94 , NBS-GCR-77-102 , NBS-GCR-77-106

,

NBSIR-77-1313, and NBS-GCR-77-92 , were distributed to the members of the

Japanese delegation. Following a presentation of slides describing the

Beverly Hills Supper Club fire, copies of the National Fire Protection

Association report, Reconstruction of a Tragedy , was also distributed.

A bibliography of 192 citations was prepared and distributed to all the

participants at the meeting.
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Progress Report on "Human Behavior" in Japan

S. Horiuchi, T. Jin

Studies on the "Human Behavior" in Japan are classified into

the following three parts.

(A) Evacuation behavior through the analysis of investigations

of real fires.

(B) Dynamic evacuation by computer simulation.

(C) Experiments of evacuation behavior.

However, although about each of the above items studies have

been made intensively, exchange of information among workers has

not been so active because of few opportunities for contacts.

In this report, we can only list concerned papers and reports

published in the past year.
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CURRENT U.S. SYSTEMS ACTIVITIES
IN FIRE SAFETY DESIGN

Harold E. Nelson

Third Joint Panel Meeting
UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety

Progress Report
General Reports, Topic 2-Building Systems

Background

The subject of Building Systems was covered by general reports numbers
3 and 4 at the Second Joint Panel meeting.

Report number 3, "Directions to Improve Application of Systems Approach
to Fire Protection Requirements for Buildings" by Harold E. Nelson
(U.S.) briefly reviewed the background of fire safety systems approaches
in the U.S. and discussed a potential approach based on the states
transition model.

Paper number 4, "What Should be Architectural Safety Planning Against
Fire," T. Terai (Japan) outlines fault tree and other event logic
analysis approaches to an analytical fire safety evaluation of building
systems. Professor Terai emphasizes the formal concepts of Failure Mode
and Event logic and reliability theory.

Work in amplifying and applying the approaches discussed in both of these
reports is underway. As with the two papers most of the present work
continues to be the development of methodologies. Implementation of

the methodologies however requires either the application of extensive
judgment or the development of significant new data.

The work on the mathematical modeling of fire growth, the simulation
of human behavior, and other deterministic modeling will eventually
provide an improved data base. In the meantime existing data must
be incorporated with experience and professional judgment in the appli-
cation of any of the probabilistic approaches covered under the general
title of Building Systems.

Organization of Report

This report consists of brief abstracts and source references for 16

ongoing activities related to the application of probability systems
in evaluating the level of safety or determining the fire safety require-
ments for buildings. In order to organize the scope of the ongoing efforts
and their relation to each other, Figure 1, a matrix comparing the purpose
of the effort against the type of analysis system has been prepared.
The definition of each matrix title follows:
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1. Purpose . Sphere or areas of use most appropriate for the appli-
cation of the product or systems approach involved.

a. Broad policy (technology assessment ) . The evaluation of

the impact of policy decisions affecting many facilities, locations,
products, or activities. Frequently the questions involved relate
to the impact of a single subordinate requirement (e.g. the combusti-
bility of furniture, provision of detection, requirements for emer-
gency drills, etc.) on an otherwise uncontrolled or varied inven-
tory of facilities.

b. Code or regulation preparation or analysis . The evaluation
of the overall impact of a comprehensive fire safety code or set
of regulations on the inventory of all buildings so regulated.
This concern differs from the technology assessment impact in that
the concern is normally for the complete spectrum of requirements
prescribed by a code type document.

c. Design or renovation of individual facilities . The develop-
ment of the maximum design flexibility and discovery of all potential
satisfactorily safe alternatives available to the designer. The
objective may be to discover alternatives that meet the minimal
legal requirement or may be a search for the most cost effective
means of optimizing fire safety.

d. Evaluation of existing facilities . Mechanisms for evaluating
either the actual or comparative level of safety in an existing
structure

.

2. Type . The data and probability handling approach involved.

a. Decision analysis . This covers formal decision probability
approaches of the type described by Howard Raiffa in his book "Decisions
Analysis, Introductory Lectures on Choices under Uncertainty."* This
approach has the capability of combining technical, economic, social,
and any other factors of uncertainty in a single decision tree. The
approach eliminates all factors that do not vary between the alter-
natives being considered regardless of their individual impact.
This approach requires that the alternatives to be compared are fully
described before designing the specific decision tree or executing
the concept.

b. Event logic analysis . This may be described as fault tree,

reliability analysis, or fire safety decision tree analysis. The
approach is designed to either determine all of the available alter-

* Raiffa, Howard, Decision Analysis, Introductory Lectures on Choices
under Uncertainty; Addison Wesley; Reading, Massachusetts; 1968.
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natives or to describe all of the potential mechanisms for failure.
This approach initiates with either a description of the objective
level of safety or a description of the event (fault) to be avoided.

c. State transition . This approach is primarily designed to

utilize potential outputs from event logic analysis or other sources
and to relate them to the envisioned state by state (realm by realm)
growth of fire.

d. Evaluation (grading) systems . Pragmatic, stochastic, or
other approaches directed at producing an answer based on the measure
ment of arrangements or conditions and a relative simplified grading
system.

e. Input data . Approaches at establishing the variables and
other inputs required for the probabilistic systems. In general
this report omits mathematical modeling approaches in view of the
extensive coverage elsewhere in this joint meeting. The modeling
approaches will eventually provide the base for the development of
the most accurate system inputs.

Abstracts of Current Building Systems Projects

The following is a list of abstracts of ongoing projects in the area
of application of probability concepts to building systems. Those selected
are felt to be of current significant importance. The relationship of
these projects to each other in terms of their purpose and type of approach
is shown in figure 1. The numbers shown in figure 1 correspond to the
subparagraph numbers listed below.

1 . Upholstered Furniture Fire Losses Project ; B. Buchbinder and

S. G. Helzer, Center for Fire Research, National Bureau of Standards
and F. L. Offensend, S.R.I. International . This is a pilot project
to evaluate the worth of decision analysis techniques in determining
the impact of major regulatory or code decisions on the U.S. national
cost plus loss impact of fire and the cost of protective measures. The

initial analysis compares continuance of current regulations with the

impact of a mandatory cigarette ignition prevention requirement for
upholstered furniture or mandatory smoke detector requirements in all
residences. The report of the first phase has been published. The re-

port title is "Preliminary Report on Evaluating Alternatives for Reducing
Upholstered Furniture Fire Losses", Buchbinder, B.; et. al. (NBSIR-77-381)
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., 1977.

2 . Evaluation of Automatic Residential Fire Suppression Systems ;

Rolf Jensen and Associates, Inc. The Jensen firm has as part of a con-

tract to evaluate the potential of automatic sprinklers and other ex-
tinguishment systems for residential facilities produced a decision tree

analysis of the variables involved. Principle drafting of the tree
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and production of the variables was by Peter L. Yukonis . This project
uses a complete event logic tree as a mechanism of determining broad
policy impact. Two trees were developed, one for property protection
impact and one for life protection impact. Both trees are very extensive
and are supported by approximately 150 probability distributions. About
half of these distributions are presented as input data and about half
are derived from functions in the trees. These trees propose mechanisms
for combining dis-similar elements in a single risk probability state-
ment. The final report has been submitted to the National Fire Pre-
vention and Control Administration but it has not yet been published.

3 . National Fire Protection Association Committee on the Applica-
tion of Systems Design to Structures ; Henry Roux, Chairman . This NFPA
committee has been an important element in the development, encouragement,
and distribution of information and concepts on systems approaches to fire
safety in the U.S. The committee has produced the "NFPA Decision Tree"
a widely used event logic tree. The committee also has operating
task groups working on projects to relate existing standards and regu-
lations to the NFPA decision tree, to develop and promote education
in basic systems concepts, to identify and evaluate other systematic
approaches to probability analysis to fire safety aspects of structures,
and the development of the probability of events described in the tree.
The Event Probability Task Group is attempting to both develop the basic
concepts and requirements for determining event probability from data
of all types. A specific objective of this task group is the use of the

technical committees of NFPA as judgment cells that will combine data and
information with judgment and experience to produce estimated probabi-
lities of events. The NFPA decision tree is available from the National
Fire Protection Association, Boston, Massachusetts. The other activities
of the committee were most recently reported in the Technical Committee
Reports of the NFPA Fall conference, Atlanta, Georgia, November, 1977.

4 . Fire Protection Engineering Systems Design, the State-of-the-
Art ; Society of Fire Protection Engineers under grant from the National
Fire Prevention and Control Administration. This project, initiated
in 1977 is directed at the development of a general fire protection
engineering design text book. Phase I, now underway, will be primarily
directed at the presentation of one basic methodology of applying fire
protection engineering principles to determine building requirements or
evaluate fire safety of existing facilities. The basic approach planned
by the SFPE editors is derived from the concepts of the goal oriented
systems approach as modified through the experience of the editors and
other sources. The editorial staff consists of Dr. Robert Fitzgerald,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, principal editor; Rolf Jensen, Rolf
Jensen and Associates, review editor; and Rexford Wilson, FirePro, Incor-
porated, review editor. The Phase I textbook on the methodology is

targeted for completion during 1978. The project monitor is Mr. John
Ferguson, National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, Washington,
D.C.
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5 . The Study of Fire Safety Effectiveness Statements ; University
of Maryland under grant from the National Fire Prevention and Control
Administration, Mr. Jack Watts, Principal Investigator . The contract
target completion date is October 1978. This study deals with the

development of guidelines for preparing fire safety effectiveness
statements as charged by the Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974.
The first step is the definition of such statements in terms of the his-
torical development of the concept, and proposed scope and objectives.
The next step is to identify the variables which are significant to fire
safety. This will be undertaken in the sequence of enumeration, nominal
classification, ordinal classification, quantification and selection.
Following this, the various approaches which appear to have potential
for creating the statements will be evaluated. These are presumed
to fall into the categories of analytical, probabilistic and simulation
approaches. These approaches will be compared to the identified key
variables for their comprehensiveness. Selected approaches will be fur-
ther evaluated in terms of facility for application, cost/benefit and
legal ramifications.

6 . A Theoretical Rationalization of a Goal Oriented Systems Approach
to Building Fire Safety ; Jack Watts, University of Maryland . This pro-
ject conducted under grant from the Center for Fire Research undertakes
a methodological analysis of GSA Goal Oriented Systems Approach to develop
a more theoretically based probability approach to fire safety in struc-
tures. The final report is now in preparation. This report will include
a review and an analysis of an existing goal oriented systems approach
in terms of recognized operations research concepts. The author has
developed revised models that he believes enhance and improve the approach.
He has also examined distribution forms, sensitivities, and various princi-
ples of parameter estimation. A final report including the proposed
revised model is targeted for the first half of 1978. It is expected
that it will be published as a contract grant report by the Center for

Fire Research. An interim report covering both background explanations
of the present goal oriented systems approach and an appendix describing
that approach in detail is currently available. This report is NBS-GCR-77-103

,

The Goal Oriented Systems Approach, Jack Watts, University of Maryland
issued by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC.

7 . Learning from Fire, A Fire Protection Primer for Architects ; Lars

Lerup , David Cronrath, and John K. C. Liu; Architectural Life Safety Group ,

University of California, Berkeley . This primer prepared by the Architec-
tural Life Safety group for the NationalFFire Prevention and Control
Administration presents a qualitative, graphic model and analysis
of fire growth in residential space. It is principally directed
at architects, public officials, and others who are interested in
the concepts of fire growth rather than specific quantitative measure-
ments. The primer describes fire in a state transition concepts using
the event logic tree to explain fire development at each state (realm)

of fire development. The report has been published by the National
Fire Prevention and Control Administration.
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8 . Development of Engineering Models and Design Aids to Predict
Flame Movement and Fire Severity Within a Room ; Dr. Robert W. Fitzgerald

,

Worcester Polytechnical Institute . This is the report of a grant to

Dr. Fitzgerald from the Center for Fire Research. The report describes
a framework of an engineering model approach developed by Dr. Fitzgerald
for determining the probability of flame movement and fire severity
within a room. The material is directed at producing probability pre-
dictions as needed for the goal oriented systems approach or other event
logic and state transition models. Dr. Fitzgerald does not provide the

mathematical modeling or any other deterministic approach to the establish-
ment of specific numerical relationships between variables or the actual
calculation of probable spreads or severities. Instead Dr. Fitzgerald
lays out an approach for analyzing the impact of the existant physical
conditions using best available data in combination with formal academic
and engineering committees as a final judge. He uses the development
of civil engineering as the model to be followed. Report of Dr. Fitz-
gerald's work is currently being printed and will be issued as a contractor/
grant report by the Center for Fire Research in the near future.

9 . Risk Management and Reliability ; Myron J. Miller, Factory Mutual
Research Corporation . Mr. Miller presented a paper which is published
as part of the proceedings of the Third International Systems Safety
Conference sponsored by the Systems Safety Society and held in Washington,
D.C. in October, 1977. Mr. Miller analyzes the use of probability in

fire safety design from the standpoint of major industrial risks. His
area of concern is high-value, highly-protected risks. The basic premise
of Mr. Miller's paper is that mechanical or man induced failures of auto-
matic fire control systems is the overwhelming determinant of fire risk
management in such facilities. Mr. Miller develops a much more numerical
approach (as compared to other work in probability systems) by concentrating
on the system reliability factors and obtaining data from fire loss
statistics

.

10 . An Introduction to the Measurement of Fire Safety in Buildings ;

Rexford Wilson, FirePro, Inc. The current work and concepts of Mr.
Wilson in application and use of the goal oriented systems approach
were presented in the subject paper and published in the Proceedings
of the Third International Systems Safety Conference. Wilson has pro-
gressed extensively in the development of worksheets and guides for

handling and manipulating the variables in the probabilistic approach.
It is expected that significant portions of this presentation will
reappear in the SFPE text book covered in item 4 above.

11. Fire Safety System Approach Courses . Over the past several
years Dr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Wilson has conducted a total of 19 courses
for both graduate and undergraduate engineers in the goal oriented sys-
tems approach. Approximately 400 students have completed the course.
It is understood that a number of graduates who are engineering pro-
fessors have included fire safety systems probability concepts in their
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course work. It is felt at this stage that the impact of these courses
has been intensive in at least the qualitative aspects of improving
understanding the concepts of event logic trees and their application
to the fire safety design of buildings.

12 . Fire Safety Systems Analysis for Residential Occupancies ;

National Fire Protection Association . The National Fire Protection
Association's Research Division is undertaking evaluation of fire safety
systems analysis and their application to residential and other types of
structures under contract from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The first report of the project has been published in
two volumes with the subject title by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. (HUD-PDR-268-2 November, 1977). The work of the
NFPA has been one of the lead activities in developing the states transition
concept as discussed in Nelson's paper at the Second Joint Conference.
The approach of the NFPA research is multi-directional. Currently
the model studies both the development of fire in a spatial (realm)

and temporal (time in realm) probability analysis. The model attempts
to simultaneously handled the variables of space and time. Test

runs of the model have concentrated on predicting the extent of fire
spread against time and the rate of obstruction of egress routes from
fire or other fire caused effects against time. A strong emphasis
is being placed by the NFPA Research Division on analysis of statistical
fire incident data and fire test data to select the form and parameters
of the best fit distributions at each potential fire transition (i.e.:

from realm to realm.) One of the principles of the NFPA model is to

separate data which may take various forms and have various levels of

confidence from the actual working model. The project director for

the NFPA is Mr. Joe Swartz, the principal investigator is Dr. Jeffrey
Berlin, the monitor at the Department of Housing and Urban Development
is Mr. William Werner.

13. RFIRES Model (IITRI, Ron Pape, Principal Investigator ). This
model is primarily a mathematical model of fire development and as

such will be more extensively covered in the mathematical modeling
section of the joint meeting. The model however is designed to handle
probabilistic distributions of burning rate inputs. The model is de-

signed to handle either deterministic to probabilistic data. This

is currently available in the existing computer code for the model. The

concept of the model is a state transition concept. It is equipped to

handle only a single environmental condition at a time. It is therefore

primarily suitable for evaluating specific detailed environments. While

several preliminary reports of the model have been published it is in

a constant state of development. Any interested parties should contact
Mr. Pape directly at IITRI.
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14 . Fire Safety Evaluation System for Health Care Facilities ; Center
for Fire Research, National Bureau of Standards . This rating system is

being developed to evaluate the relative equivalency of different arrange-
ments of recognized life safety features in buildings that do not necessarily
conform with the specific requirements and allowances of specific codes.
The approach involves a combination of data and a focused consensus
on the specific relative worth of individual protection sub-systems com-
pared to other approaches. Equivalency is judged to exist where the total
impact of risk factors and compensating safety features produce a level
of safety equal or greater than that achieved by rigid conformance to

the specific requirements of a code. The criteria for equivalency is

measured in both of terms of overall safety impact and depth of redun-
dancy. The product is visualized as an applicable system distinctly
advanced beyond current code concepts but still within the range of
present technology and reasonable judgment decisions. The initial
approach addressing health care facilities is in an advance state
of completion. The final working package consisting of the necessary
forms and manual along with a background report to support the approach
is targeted for completion in the third quarter of 1978. Harold Nelson,
Center for Fire Research is the responsible program officer.

15 . Analysis of the Technological Base for Evaluating the Rate
of Growth of Fire Risk Versus Egress Time in the Workplace ; Center
for Fire Research . This work is part of a project studying egress
hazards being conducted for the Occupational Safety and Health Admini-
stration. It is directed at developing the best statement of the cur-
rent technical knowledge and fire growth theory presently available
to either determine the rate of growth of fire risk or to assist those
responsible for filling technical gaps with judgment decisions. The
areas of prime interest include both the development of fire within
the room of origin and the spread of fire and fire effects from that
room. This project is a partial attempt at undertaking the organization
and expression of knowledge proposed by Nelson in his paper at the
Second Joint Conference. The initial phase is targeted for completion
in the fourth quarter of 1978. The responsible program officer is

H. E. Nelson.

16 . States Transition Modeling ;
University of California, Berkeley

,

Dr. R. Brady Williamson . Dr. Williamson has proposed a series of states
transitions based on his observations during room fire tests conducted
at the University of California and elsewhere. He has proposed that
establishment of the time between these points of transition should be
a recorded item in each test. The collected distribution of times
would then have the potential of providing a frequency distribution
that could be used to determine the probable time of realm transition
in a states transition model. Dr. Williamson proposes that the impact
of variables such as ignition source, fuel, room volume, ventilation,
and the thermal characteristics of the bounding surfaces be varied
and that a distribution be established for the variables. Dr. Williamson's
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concepts are reported in his paper entitled "Quantitative Fire Hazard
Analysis" published in the Proceedings of the Conference on Designing to

Survive Severe Hazards sponsored in November of 1977 by Illinois Institute
of Technology Research Institute in Chicago.

Conclusions

There is a significant amount of activity in the U.S. centered around
several different approaches to probabilistic and analytical system
approaches to building design. In general the more sophisticated and
detailed approaches have concentrated on qualitative overviews and
the methodology involved in quantitative measurements. For the most
part these systems have either used hypothetical values for the varia-
bles to produce examples or have used the judgment of "experts" in es-
tablishing the values of the input variables.

While progress is being made and the various system approaches are having
a degree of impact on fire safety design in U.S. they generally face
problems related to:

A. Proofing of the inherent appropriateness and internal consistency
of the systems elements, arrangements, and system calculations. Proofing
of such systems is difficult and there is no existing protocul or guide
for this.

B. Obtaining sufficiently valid event probability data. Many of

the building design systems demand data that either does not exist or

is of less than varifiable quality. The softness of the data tends to

erode confidence in the results. Currently most calculated systems
approaches are considered to be supplemental design assistance rather
than an individual and unique determiner.

C. Understanding the meaning of the outputs. In many systems
the results are expressed in probabilistic terminology. The meaning
and relevance of such probabilistic statements to the economic socio-
logical goals of fire safety building design is vague. There is a

need to examine and rationalize the expression of fire safety objectives
and risk management goals in terms that are meaningful to both the re-

sponsible administrators and to the systems concepts.
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PRESENT STATUS OF RESEARCH
ON

FIRE SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR BUILDINGS

K. Kawagoe
Y. Morishita

I . Introduction

An outline of the recent research conducted in Japan on

fire safety systems for building is presented in this paper,

which is centered on the studies done by the Committee of Fire

Safety Systems founded in April 1977 in the Japanese Association of

Fire Science and Engineering. The Committee of Fire Safety Sys-

tems is a committee aimed at the development of a General Evalua-

tion System for the fire protections of buildings and is the

first organized research group to conduct research of this field.

In addition to the discussions that are being carried out on the

method of composition of fire safety systems and the concept of

safety, this committee has done studies with regards to the method

of evaluation of subsystems such as the smoke control system and

fire extinguishment system, etc. with several successful results.

Further to the results of these research conducted by the

Committee of Fire Safety Systems, the studies carried out by the

Committee of Fire Safety Performance of Houses arranged by the

Ministry of Construction on the evaluation of fire safety perfor-

mance of houses are also introduced in this paper. In this

research, attempts are made to grade the risk of fire into several

steps, thus calling for deep interest as a method of evaluation

of the degree of fire risk of houses.
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II . Background of the Research

It may be meaningful to discuss the background of the

necessity for these research on the fire safety systems for

buildings in Japan, prior to the discussion of their results,

in making a clear view of the aim of these research.

When looking back at the research so far carried out in

Japan on fire protection, one could see that researches are

made on subdivided field such as the combustibility of materials,

fire endurance of structures etc., and the results of these

researches are applied in actual design of buildings only by

applying the results in each field to the each regulation for

the specification of planning.

However, very few studies is made on the interrelationship

among the research on each field and how the safety is maintained

as a whole and therefore, the regulations are formed by the

accumulation of regulations for the specifications of planning

in each field. Under these present circumstances, the construc-

tion of buildings is done to satisfy the regulations with respect

to fire safety, but without having a knowledge of the degree of

danger against fire as a total system. Such stiffened regula-

tions relevant to fire safety have become a hindrance to the

flexibility of design and recently, a tendency is seen that the

architectures are demanding to give the interchange-

ability to fire safety measures. In addition to the anxiety of

the architectures for research on fire safety systems, 1) admini-

strative intention to systematize the regulations with scientific

backing and 2) anxiety for the systemat ization of fire safety
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research and there by to confirm the direction of future research

are considered to exist potentially.

As a reply to the interests shown with respect to such

research, Toshio TERAI has already done studies on the topic

"What should be the architectural safety planning against fire?"

while Yoshio MIMURA has made a study "On an acquirement of fire

safety in buildings". These studies were already published at

the UJNR Second Joint Session held in October 1976. Be the

matter what it may, very little research has been carried out

in Japan regarding fire safety systems, and with the establish-

ment of the Committee of Fire Safety Systems of the Japanese

Association of Fire Science and Engineering, it can be said that

a start is given to the research on this subject.

Ill . Research by the Committee of Fire Safety Systems

"Research on the General Evaluation System of Fire Protec-

tion of Buildings"; April 1977 -

This Committee was founded by the Japanese Association of

Fire Science and Engineering in April 1977 for the development

and research of general evaluation system for fire protection,

and consists of six working groups as shown in the figure 1.

The four groups, namely, Compartment Fire Group, Smoke

Control Group, Detection and Extinguishment Group and Evacuation

System Group carry out research on the composition of fire pro-

tections within each subsystem and the quantification of system,

while the remaining two groups of Total System Group and Main-

tenance System Group conduct research on the composition method
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of subsystems and the goals of fire safety.

In starting with the research, the method of evaluation

was not unified among these groups, so separate evaluation

systems were prepared by each group. For example,

the Smoke Control Group makes an attempt to evaluate the Smoke

Control System from the sequences of main causes and their

results and from the probability of generation of these sequences

while on the other hand, Evacuation System Group makes an attempt

to evaluate with the ratio of evacuable persons as the scale

using a deterministic simulation, showing little resemblance anon

the evaluation methods of the subsystems. However, considering

the fact that fire hazards are multifarious, development of

these various systems are rather desired, and by discussing the

problems that were made clear during the development procedure

of these systems, knowledge of fire hazards as a whole could be

deepened and further, it may be possible to arrange finally as

a total system.

The results of the research carried out by each group are

described below.

(1) Total System Group

This group conduct research centered on the two topics;

a) How to assemble the subsystems as a whole, b) How to

establish the goals of fire safety.

With regards to a) , consideration is made on the already

available research on total system and systems that are

considered possible to be developed in the future. The
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types of total system were categorized into (i) Decision

Three System* 1
, (ii) Sensitivity system* 2

, (iii) Category

Value System*3
r (iv ) Sequence System* 4 and (v) Stochastic

System*^, and the characteristics and problems of each

system were observed. It is considered that in addition to

these systems, their combinations also could be taken up as

total systems.

*1. A general evaluation system for fire protection developed

by G.S.A. , N.F.P.A.

The probability of success of the total system is

determined by probabilistic calculations from the static

probability of success with respect to each event.

*2. After graphical representation of the composition of

elements with respect to the total system, the relative

importance of the elements is calculated by comparing

the variation of elements with the variation of total

system.

*3. A score is given to each element that composes the

total system and the score of total system is determined

from the score of elements by a predetermined calculation

method

.

*4. The sequence of uncertainty factors within the systems

is first assumed and then the system is evaluated by

adding up the products of the output (for example,
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success or failure) of the system with respect to

the sequence and the probability of occurrence of the

sequence

.

*5. A stochastic model is prepared with respect to evacuation,

smoke movement, fire spread and extinguishment, and

simulation is repeated many times as much as required,

using the values obtained from the probability distri-

bution of the parameters of this model as the input

data

.

With regards to (b) , a questionnaire survey was done as to

how the people evaluate loss of life and loss of property.

Results of the survey made clear that (i) some people have

psychological resistance towards the comparison of human

life with money, (ii) more than half of the people evaluate

the magnitude of the disaster by the number of lives lost,

(iii) some people evaluate the size of disaster considering

both the loss of life and the loss of property. From these

results it is concluded that most important in the evalua-

tion of disaster is the human life, that this is a basis

for evaluation convinced by more than half the people, and

further, that pecuniary losses also should be considered

to a certain degree as a factor in the evaluation.

Maintenance System Group

This group studied the methodological problems in making

a fire safety system and suggested the following as the

steps for the preparation of a fire safety system.
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(i) Clarification of the frame, constituent elements and

input of the system, (ii) development of the evaluation

method, (iii) standardization of the inputs for the system,

(iv) clarification of capability of the system, (v) clarifi-

cation of reliability of the system, and (vi) application of

the evaluation system.

Further, this group has pointed out the following with respect

to the maintenance problems of the fire safety system.

[1] The problems related to fire incidents are not neces-

sarily caused by the imperfection of engineering system in

the planning, but rather by careless mistakes in the main-

tenance. [2] Therefore, a standard maintenance conditions

are to be established first and the system is to be planned based

on these conditions. On the other hand, the reliability

of the maintaining of these standard maintenance conditions

becomes the most important point in a practical system.

Compartment Fire Group

This group has made an attempt to evaluate the fire spread

taking the development of fire phases as the measure. In

other words, compartment fire is categorized into five

phases, namely, (i) Ignition Source Phase, (ii) Primary

Ignition Phase, (iii) Partially Burning Phase, (iv) Whole

Compartment Burning Phase and (v) Inter-compartment Burning

Phase, and the evaluation is made by taking the transition

probability from one phase to the next as the measure. The

transition probability from one phase to the next is
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calculated by the procedure shown in the figure 2.

Out of these steps, the part showing the making of a

mathematical model of burning is the principal object of

the immediate work, and currently, the preparation and

improvement of mathematical model of burning and mathemati-

cal model of materials temparature rising is being carried

out

.

Smoke Control Group

This group is making a study to determine a value corres-

ponding to the capability of smoke control system using

the possibility of smoke entering the stairs area. To

put it concretely, by assuming a highrise building with

50 floors, sequence of various factors such as season, wind

direction, wind velocity, floor where the fire started etc.,

that govern the smoke movement , and the probability of these

sequences are calculated. Further, a method is adopted by

which a judgement is given whether or not the smoke enter

the stairs area with respect to each of these sequences

based on the results of the calculation of smoke movement.

According to the results of calculations, the probability

of smoke entering the stairs area is 50% when there is no

forced smoke control and it reduces to 19% when there is

forced smoke control.

Detection and Extinguishment Group

The aim of research carried out by this group is to determine
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quantitatively the system effectiveness of equipments for

fire extinguishment, as function of hardware capability

of the equipments and human reliability. In this case,

statistical methods are adopted based on data relevant to

inquiries of fire incidents.

First of all, a total of 120,000 cases of building fire in

the whole country were subjected to a preliminary analysis of

the extinguishment activity in early stage of fire spread.

From the results of this analysis, it was clarified that

there is a difference in means to report according to the

reporter and the region which cause several problems in a

statistical analysis, showing that there is necessity to

determine the effectiveness of the equipment for fire

extinguishment based on a fire survey conducted by the same

authority by the same method. Therefore, this group is now

working to determine the hardware capability and human reliability of the

equipment for fire extinguishment based on data of 4,000

cases of fire, for which the operational conditions of

equipment for fire extinguishment were investigated and

reported by a single authority. Further, when data are not

available or not sufficient for the operational condition

during actual fire period, the effectiveness

of the equipment is determined by a technique for

prediction of equipment reliability based on data of ordi-

nary times. For example, in the case of smoke detectors

for which data are not sufficient, the effectiveness was

estimated by two methods of prediction and it was found

that their failure rate is 2.6 - 7.5/10° hour.
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( 6 ) Evacuation System Group

This group is preparing an evaluation system by which the

escape routes can be evaluated using a deterministic

simulation of evacuation. In this case, ratio of persons

who could evacuate to the safe zones such as the stairs

area without being involved in smoke gives the measure in

the evaluation system. In other words, by taking the

velocity of smoke spread, number of occupants, walking

velocity, and floor area as the evacuation conditions and

assuming the number of exits from the room, their disposi-

tion and width as the variables that could be adjusted at

the stage of planning for evacuation, comparison among

several plans is made by simulation using the ratio of the

number of persons who could evacuate without being involved

in smoke as the measure. At present, an evaluation system

is ready with respect to the evacuation from the floors of

fire occurrence in buildings with wide space, such as

department stores and offices.

Above is the present state of development of research done by

each working group. As mentioned earlier, the methods used

by these groups are not necessarily the same, so it is necessary

to debate how these results of research done by each group could

be arranged in a single total system in order to make a general

evaluation of the fire protection of buildings.
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IV . Research by the Committee of Fire Safety Performance Houses

"Research on the evaluation of fire safety performance of

houses" April 1974 - March 1978.

The Ministry of Construction arranged this committee in

1974 in order to develop a method of evaluation of fire safety

performance of houses with the aim of providing houses to the

users after clearly distinguishing the grade of fire risk. The

Committee is expected to report the results of their work in

March 1978, and at present a draft for the evaluation system of

fire safety performance of houses is being prepared.

In the preparation of this evaluation system, factors that

are related to the fire risk are evaluated in individual stages,

namely,. 1) Ignition stage, 2) Early stage of fire spread (before

flash over), 3) Fire propagation stage in whole house, 4) Inter-

houses propagation stage and 5) Evacuation stage, and the results

of the evaluation gives the data for grading fire risk. For

example, at the 1) Ignition stage, the heat sources are evaluated

with the ratio of annual rate of outbreak of fire in the subject

to the average rate of outbreak of fire in a house as the measure

and the results of this evaluation are then graded. 2) In the

Early stage of fire spread, scores are given to the interior

finishings, live fuel and equipments for fire safety according

to their type with due consideration given to the fire risk, and

the total score obtained by a certain calculation method is

graded. 3) In the case of fire propagation stage in whole house,

the elapse of time of the fire propagation in a house is deter-

mined after establishing the relationship between the fire
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propagation time and the factors such as live fuel, fire pro-

tection performance of partitions etc. , that are related to the

fire propagation risk between rooms, and the results thus

obtained are then graded. 4) In the case of inter-house propa-

gation stage, the fire protection performance of outer walls,

insides of eaves, openings etc., are graded and further, based

on this grading, the required distance between two houses is

specified. 5) In the evacuation stage, the reliability of

passages, doors, windows etc., that compose the escape route

are first established and the reliability of a given escape

route is then calculated and the results thus obtained are

finally graded.

In addition to the preparation of a draft for the evaluation

system, this committee carried out research on the statistical

analysis of fire incidents, fire tests of furnitures and mathe-

matical model of fire, in order to obtain the fundamental studies

for the preparation of the system. Out of them, the fire test

of furnitures were conducted on 27 types of furniture and appli-

ances that are generally used in houses and the burning rate,

smoke density, temperature distribution in plume, and the wind

velocity in plume were measured in these tests. The results of

the tests are now being analyzed. The main results of the statis-

tical analysis of fire incidents and mathematical model of fire

will be reported in the Session for Fire Modeling.
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Progress Report

Smoke Control

Irwin Benjamin

1 . Design Developments

The generation of new building designs with smoke control systems
reflects the growing interest of the mechanical engineers in such
systems and their willingness to experiment. The philosophical approach
that was used is discussed for each of several of the buildings which
were completed in this past year.

Of interest are 3 hotels done by the same design engineer, using dif-
ferent approaches to the pressurization. The Peachtree Plaza hotel in

Atlanta is 74 levels high, claimed to be the tallest hotel in the world.
This building has a sprinkler system throughout and is of concrete
structural frame. One stair in the building was made into a smoke proof
tower, by imposing a negative pressure on the vestibule at each landing.
The vestibule was built with a deep soffit and a exhaust slot on top of

the soffit which empties into a shaft running along side the vestibule.
A fan on top of the shaft maintains the negative pressure in each
vestibule.

A hotel by the same designer, opened in 1977 in Detroit, used pres-
surized stairways. In this case the building has a scissor stairway
near the central core; and there are two separate pressurization systems,
one for each stairway. They used a separate blower to maintain pressure
in each stairway. The building is fully sprinklered.

Another hotel, opened in 1977 in Los Angeles, uses a combination of a

vented and pressurized stairwell. No vestibule is used. In this case
pressure is fed in from the bottom and exhausted at the top when the
pressurization system goes into operation. These three hotel buildings,
with the three different solutions, illustrate the range of approaches
that is currently being used in the U.S. on pressurization of stair-
wells.

As examples of office buildings: a new one which opened in 1977 is the

34 story Bechtel Office Building in San Francisco. This building has

both a total sprinkler system and a smoke control system. Because of

the City of San Francisco requirements the building used a vestibule at

the entrance to each landing. The stairway pressurization system was
designed to maintain a positive pressure by having a 600 cfm input and
300 cfm output for each door opening. In addition, the vestibules were
maintained with 60 air changes per hour supply and 90 air changes exhaust,

to maintain negative pressure in the vestibule. Both the stairwell
system and the vestibule system are separate systems from the rest of

the building. The stairwell pressurization system uses multiple blowers
and multiple injection levels to get more even distribution of the

pressures. The balance of the building is designed to develop pres-
surization in case of fire. In time of fire the system can be switched
over manually so as to provide 100% exhaust from the fire^ floor and 100%

input to all floors other than the fire floor. The use of a manual
change over rather than automatic was at the request of the fire de-
partment .
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Another office building is the IDS Center in Minneapolis. This building
was built in 1971 and was retrofitted in 1977 to provide a pressur ization
system. The stairwell is 58 stories high and was divided into 4 separate
vertical compartments with a normal fire rated partition and door dividing
each stairwell compartment. The air is introduced near mid-height in

each of the compartments. This design did not use any vestibules. The
design of the blowers is based on the assumption that a maximum of 3

doors would be opened at any given time. The stair pressurization is

manually operated by the fire department. The stair compartment has

been measured to have about .06 inches of pressure at the doors. In

addition to the pressurization of the stairwells the building itself is

pressurized. At time of alarm the dampers all close, shutting off the
perimeter induction units below the fire floor level and shutting off
the interior supply at the fire floor. The rest of the supply system in

the building, other than below the fire floor is maintained on.

In general, the stair pressurization systems which have been used have
basically been designed on the assumption that 3 doors would be open at

a time. This requires a zoned alarm so that only the fire floor and the
one above and below is evacuated. In a general alarm all the doors
would be open and the pressurization of the stairwell would be defeated.
There also seems to be a trend to get away from an automatic switch over
of the pressurization system and back to a manual control operated by
the fire department. However, both types are being used at this time.

Some designers have also noted that the inclusion of motorized dampers
for energy conservation purposes, reducing night time flows, has made
possible the use of a pressurization system for smoke control with
little additional cost.

2. Field Studies

Work continued at NBS on field studies to measure both smoke movement
and effective pressures and leakage in buildings. A report by Dr. Fung,

Smoke Simulation Correlations in a Dwelling (in draft), studied the
movement of smoke in a typical two-story residence building. This
report studies the effect of the forced draft heating system on movement
of smoke in the residence. It also correlated the SF-6 technique, which
has been used extensively by NBS to measure smoke movement, with actual
smoke generated by real fires. The correlation showed good qualitative
agreement. Direct quantitative agreement is not possible since the SF-6
provides a step function input to the smoke system, whereas the normal
smoldering fire has a long slow incubation period during buildup. One
of the important results of the experiment was the indication that the
effect of bedroom doors in a single family residence, either in the open
or closed position, is immaterial if the heating system is in operation;
since the major mode of smoke distribution is by the heating system,
rather than through convection or dispersion.
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Additional field studies were done on a Federal office building in

Roanoke, Virginia, and at the National Institute for Health Clinic in

Washington, D.C. In both of these cases SF-6 was used to measure smoke
movement throughout the buildings. These measurements were then cor-
related with analytical studies on the computer and have been used as

the basis for suggestions on modification of the building designs.

3 . Code Developments

Although some of the building codes in the United States now require
smoke control systems there are no criteria generally accepted for the
design of such systems. For this reason the buildings mentioned above
and other buildings which have been designed with smoke control systems
are still being designed on an individual basis, with the judgement of

the designer being the major criteria. The NFPA (National Fire Pro-
tection Association) Committee on Air Conditioning has revised the

standard 90A to include general information on smoke control systems in

an appendix. The TC 5.6 Committee of ASHRAE (American Society of

Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers) has drafted a

design guideline for smoke control systems and has suggested its adoption
to several local jurisdictions. However, the draft has not been adopted
as a document by ASHRAE at this time and is still in the evolutionary
stage. The model code groups, which provide the guide for many local
building codes, have changed their standard to state that when mechanical
ventilation is used the system should provide a minimum of one exhaust
air change each 10 minutes.

4 . Analytical Studies

Development work has continued on the analytical model for predicting
behavior and movement of smoke in buildings. This model was reported at

the last meeting of the panel and has been further developed. The
major change to the model has been the addition of an unsteady thermal
state routine. This work is an extension of the approach which has been
used by Wakamatsu. In this program the building is divided into 3

areas: a burn room, rooms adjacent to the burn room, and rooms separated
from the burn room area. In the burn room area a temperature program or

rate of burn program can be introduced to develop a temperature profile
for the burn room. By using a heat balance equation the temperatures of

the air leaving the room and entering a corridor or adjacent connected
spaces is then calculated. The smoke in the burn room is superimposed
as a step function on the temperature rise within the room.

For the non-fire rooms connected to the fire room the model uses a heat

balance equation which represents the heat conduction from the volume of

hot air to the walls, floor and ceiling of the space.

For those spaces not connected to the fire space a simpler model is

used, in which the thermal properties of the walls and ceilings are
neglected

.
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In addition, improvements have been made to the air movement part of the
program, and the smoke concentration model has been made compatible
with the air movement program. At this time the model does not handle
stratification of smoke in the corridors adjacent to the fire room.

Neither does it handle diffusion in a large space, since it assumes that

any compartment is homogenously polluted. The model can be used for an
atrium, and will handle the vertical movement of smoke in the atrium.
However, if the atrium is very large it will not handle the horizontal
movement. This would require a horizontal diffusion model which is not

presently available. However, no additional work is planned at this
time on development of the model.

In summary, we believe we are now reaching the stage where the shift is

being made from conceptual theory and analytical development to generating
field experience with the design of various types of systems. Much of

the future work will be on design guides and on evaluating experience
with various designs.
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Japanese Progress Report on SMOKE CONTROL

Prepared for

Third Joint Panel Meeting

UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety

As reported at the 2nd joint meeting, the studies on smoke control

in Japan have advanced with the main object of developing design

methods of smoke control systems, and those have been supplemented

by large scale field. tests.

In order to prepare an appropriate or optimal smoke control system

for a building, as we have already argued elsewhere, it will be

indispensable to assess the validity of the systems proposed for

the building through quantitative predictions of the movement of

.smoke under possible fire situations, taking account of various

conditions required in the building other than those concerning

fire safety matters. As important part of the work necessary

for attaining this goal, a series of studies has been performed

to develop calculation methods. Up to now, three calculation

Models different with precision and simplicity have been developed

and the accuracy of each model has been confirmed, comparing the

results attained from full scale tests or those from other modeis

,

In summary, we may regard the calculation methods for predicting

the smoke movement as developed enough for the practical applica-

tion to assessment of smoke control systems.

By the way, a smoke control system should without doubt be vali-

dated in correspondence with the environmental conditions under

which the system may be operated. The conditions consist of the

external ambient air, fire situation and severity, temperatures

and flow resistances throughout the building and so on. So, if

we evaluate a smoke control system by taking account of the occur-

rence probability of the sets of the environmental conditions

under which the smoke safety may be ensured by the system, the

next subject we should do is to calculate the probability and to
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develop a method to advance the validity of the system perspicu-

ously. While the problem how to determine the standard or goal

of the probability defined above will be left still even by those

studies, it is evident that the above-proposed subject occupies

anyway the essential part of smoke safety planning.

The smoke safety probability in the sense of the former paragraph

can be obtained basically by the computer simulations for the

movement of smoke on the whole sets of the environmental condi-

tions supposed, the judgement of their results and the multipli-

cation of the occurrence probabilities of respective sets. As

such an approach may require innumerable calculations because of

enormous number of the cases or environmental conditions supposed,

the way to research the critical conditions for smoke safety that

permit us to omitt the simulations for evidently safe or danger

cases should be developed. Besides, a proper optimization method

will be necessary for practical designing of smoke control systems.

Consequently, there remain several problems to be solved for apply-

ing the calculation methods of the smoke movement to the assess-

ment or designing of smoke control systems, even though the validit

of the calculation methods have been enough verified already. Here

we summarize the recent progress of the studies related to those

problems mentioned above.

1) Quantitative Assessment of Smoke Control Systems

This study compares the calculation results qf the smoke safety

probabilities for the case with a properly designed smoke control

system and the case without it in consideration of the fire floor,

condition of fire room, reasons, and wind conditions as factors

of the environmental conditions in the sense mentioned formerly,

and proposes a way to make such an assessment perspicacious.

The building here studied is a 50 storied sky scraper*^, and the

environmental conditions are assumed to be distributed discretely.
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The judgement upon smoke safety is made, after the simulation for

the smoke movement, by whether the smoke generated in fire com-

partment would enter into staircases or not. The calculated

smoke safety probability for the case with the smoke control

system is 90% by a possible fire situation, whereas that for the

case without any smoke control equipments is about 50%. In the

study introduced above, the calculation was made for about 600

sets of the environmental conditions for each of the two cases.

A trial and error method to estimate the critical conditions for

smoke safety is also proposed for the purpose of decreasing the

cases to be computed and calculating the probability efficiently.

Provided that the result of a simulation for a certain environmen-

tal condition is judged as "safe", it is not necessary to simu-

late the smoke movement for the sets of conditions that are evi-

dently safer than it. While the stack effect, wind pressure

effect and some other effects will count among the factors that

have major influences on the smoke safety of a building, the

value of the pressure difference due to the stack effect that may

be a cause of the smoke flow from fire compartment into the shafts

through corridors is adopted as the major factor for smoke safety,

and the critical sets of the conditions that have influences on it

like seasons, the elevation of fire floor or opening condition of

vertical shafts are searched in a trial and error method. If only

the sets of the conditions are classified into two categories,

namely safety side and danger side, the judgement on smoke safety

can be performed by summing the occurrence probabilities in each

region, and so the number of the cases on which we should make

calculations will be considerably decreased.

2) Analytical Studies on Smoke Control Equations

This study purposes to generalize the optimization and the assess-

ment method of smoke control systems.

Even if the result on a certain environmental condition is judged

as "safe", the smoke safety may be broken easily by the change of
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some capricious factors like the conditions of doors. In this

sense, the safety under a certain environmental condition involves

always some vagueness, which should be assessed as one of the

indices of the adequacy of smoke control systems.

On the other hand, so as to make optimizations of smoke control

systems, it is important to attain the insight what devices will

result in the most effective advancement of smoke safety from a

calculation result.

In order to make such detailed and concrete studies as those intro-

duced above, it will be efficient to obtain supplementary informa-

tions like the sensitivities of parameters on smoke safety as

well as direct results like flow rates out of a simulation result.

As common bases to those studies, the sensitivity equations for

smoke movement equations are deduced and the parameters that cor-

respond to the environmental conditions are classified and norma-

lized according to the sorts of vagueness.

*1 Wakamatsu, T. "Calculation Methods for Predicting Smoke
Movement in Building Fires and Designing Smoke Control System"

FIRE STANDARDS AND SAFETY ASTM/NBS
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INTRODUCTION (J. de Ris)

Preface

Comprehensive mathematical models of fire growth need to draw upon infor-
mation from a wide range of research specialties. To foster communication
between builders of comprehensive fire models and specialists in other areas
of fire research, the subprogram subcommittee has prepared this state-of-the-
art review of the specialized fire research areas. In each case the topic
reviews are generated by experts in the areas from the standpoint of providing
essential information to builders of comprehensive fire models. It is envisioned

that individuals from each of these specialized areas will eventually prepare
algorithms (computer subprograms (or simple algebraic formulae), data and
concepts) which can be directly used by comprehensive model builders. An
important outcome of these reviews are their recommendations for assembling
existing knowledge or obtaining new concepts and data needed for comprehensive
model predictions.

The status for each referenced work is categorized as follows:

A. At least a Fortran listing and enough description of the logic so

that a typical user will not have to rewrite the program. This
should include a table of Fortran variables, separate specification
of input and output parameters, and a test case. Documentation
explaining the physical-chemical model used in the code should be
provided.

B. Published or broadly distributed technical report.

C. In progress with a definite projected date of release.

The remaining part of this introduction provides some overall comments
on: (1) the importance of more basic flammability research and (2) the relatior

ship between field and zone models for predicting enclosure fire development.
This is followed by John Lloyd's State-of-The-Art Review of Field Models. The

final section provides brief summary reviews for each zone model subprogram
research area.

Some Remarks on the Importance of Fire Growth

At the present time, computer models of enclosure fire development appear
capable of predicting the time to flashover and other quantities of practical
importance provided the model is supplied with the initiating item's empirical
rate of fire growth and the effect of external radiation on this rate of fire
growth. However, at present, we cannot predict the initiating item growth
rate due to our relatively poor understanding of basic combustion mechanisms.
Indeed we cannot even predict the rate of burning of a constant area (i.e.

non-spreading) fire of hazardous scale in terms of basic measurable fuel
properties. This is clearly the most important fundamental problem in the
field of fire research.
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In recent years, considerable progress has been made in predicting burning
rates. We now can accurately predict the burning rates of small laminar fires

for a wide range of geometries (vertical, sloping, and downward facing single

surfaces as well as vertical parallel surfaces) . These predicted laminar
burning rates depend primarily on the fuel's convective B number. Recently
such calculations have been extended to include turbulence effects; but upon
comparing the results with experiment, we have found that the burning is

dominated by the radiative heat transfer and does not correlate solely with
the convective B number. Generally almost all fires of hazardous scale are
controlled by their flame radiation. This is unfortunate since we have a

relatively poor fundamental understanding of radiation from turbulent diffusion
flames. Current investigations of this flame radiation suggest that it can

usually be described in terms of: (1) the effective flame radiation temperature,

(2) the mean flame absorption-emission coefficient (per unit length), and (3)

the overall time-averaged flame geometry. Surprisingly little data exists for

these crucial quantities.

We still must perform much more research before our treatment of fire

growth rates can match our present understanding of the rest of the enclosure
fire development problem. In particular: (1) we must develop convenient and
reliable techniques for measuring flame radiation temperatures and absorption-
emission coefficients; (2) we must gather and correlate such flame radiation
data in terms of fuel combustion and chemical properties; (3) we must obtain
accurate correlations of flame shapes for the many fuel geometries of practical
interest; (4) we must develop convenient formulae for describing flame radiation
heat transfer and burning rates for these geometries, and finally (5) we must
extend these calculations to predict fire spread and growth rates.

This is clearly a large undertaking. It will require major commitments
from at least half a dozen research institutions over a period of about five
years before we have a general ability to predict fire growth rates. The
problem has the additional challenge in that almost all current standard flam-
mability tests are too small to be controlled by flame radiation and consequently
are insufficient in themselves to characterize hazardous scale burning rates.

This means that we have little practical data to draw upon for estimating fire

growth rates in terms of fuel properties. It also points to the need for

encouraging and guiding fire test engineers toward developing standard tests
which are sensitive to the flame radiation generated by the material itself.

Tests which subject materials to different levels of controlled external
radiation can provide valuable information on material response to radiation;
however in themselves they do not provide the necessary flame radiation data.

Finally, while awaiting development of meaningful standard flammability
tests and/or sounder scientific predictions, realistic "standardized" fire
test procedures should be formulated for empirically measuring the rate of
fire growth of isolated initiating items. The results from these empirical
tests should be helpful for indicating the relative flammability of items and
can be used as inputs to the computer models for evaluating item hazards in
different use situations.
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Some General Comments on Field and Zone Models

There are two general approaches to mathematical fire modeling: field
models and zone models. Field models express the fire development in terms of

general partial differential equations at each point in space. Zone models
describe global mass and energy transfer relations with algebraic equations
(or ordinary differential equations in transient situations) for each principal
zone: walls, ceiling, ceiling gas-smoke layer, fire plume, burning surfaces,
as yet unignited target surfaces, neighboring room, etc.

Field models in the long run should provide the most general, accurate,
and detailed prediction of fire development. They are particularly well
suited for predicting complex three dimensional phenomena which may be overlooked
by the more intuitive ad hoc zone models. However, at present field models:

(1) are limited by computer capacity and speed, (2) do not yet properly treat
action-at-a-distance radiative energy transfers, and (3) are still awaiting a

rigorous treatment of buoyancy influenced turbulence. As a result, it will
take several additional years of fundamental research before field models can
be expected to provide reliable comprehensive predictions of hazardous fire
development. During these years, we also expect computer development to

alleviate the problems of capacity and speed.

Zone models represent a nearer term engineering approach which is closely
tied to experimental observations. Present comprehensive zone models usually
assume the fire is in the lower half of a room. The fire acts as a pump by
driving a mixture of unburnt fuel vapors, smoke, flames or hot combustion
products and unburnt entrained air into the hot smoky ceiling gas layer which
subsequently flows out of the enclosure windows or doors according to classical
hydraulic flow equations. Global heat and mass transfer ordinary differential
equations are developed for each zone: ceiling gas layer, ceiling and wall
surfaces, fire plume, lower ambient gas layer, unignited target surfaces,
burning fuel surfaces, etc.; together with general action-at-a-distance radiant
energy interchanges between all relevant zones.

This zonal approach has several important advantages: (1) computational
simplicity, (2) ease of decoupling zones for independent investigation by
geographically separated researchers, (3) simpler comparison of theory and
experiment for individual zones, and (4) easier conceptualization of the

interaction between zones. As a result, one is likely to have more confidence
in the predictions for situations similar to the experiments. At this time,

the zonal approach appears to be much closer to practical application.

In the course of time, the treatment of each zone will become progressively
more sophisticated and complicated according to the demands of generality and
accuracy in predicting observed behavior. For example, it would be advan-
tageous to predict the vertical and horizontal ceiling gas layer temperature
gradients because of their strong influence on the critical interior radiant
fluxes. As these and other improvements are implemented, the zone models will
appear progressively more like field models. Similarly as field models are
developed to the point where they can be directly compared with actual room
fire experiments, they will likely incorporate the zonal treatments of fire
growth, fire plumes, radiant interchange, etc. Thus the present pronounced
differences in approach will likely decrease in time.
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II. GENERAL REVIEW OF FIELD MODELS (J. R. Lloyd)

The category of field models is an all encompassing area which by rights
must include all those delineated under zone models. Previously this area was
in large part limited to modeling of turbulence. However, this should not be

the only topic considered. Areas of radiation, combustion, species transport,

flame spread mechanisms, smoke generation, etc., should also be included since

these physical phenomena also require finite difference equation formulations
for their incorporation into numerical solution schemes. In this light field
models should be defined as models which are used in numerical solutions of the

recirculating flows characteristic of the fire spread problem. By numerical,
it is meant solutions using discrete approximations to the governing equations
for the recirculating flows.

Historically the use of these techniques began with the advent of the
computer, but was given a special emphasis relative to enclosure fires by
Torrance and Rockett(l). While their solutions did not include turbulence,
radiation or combustion, it was a landmark which signaled a movement to the

use of numerical techniques in looking at the fire problem. The work of

D. B. Spalding and his co-workers (eq. 2-5) has pioneered the use of numerical
techniques in furnaces. Today, there are several groups who are making signi-
ficant contributions to the use of field models for fire predictions. The
discussion which follows outlines their work, but due to space limitations
cannot include a comprehensive review.

Two different approaches have been taken by the researchers in this area.
One is to use the governing equations in the stream function - vorticity form
and the other is the physical variable approach involving actual velocities and
pressures. Both have their advantages and disadvantages. Those studies employing
the stream function - vorticity approach are limited to two dimensions, and
without pressure appearing explicity in the governing equations, handling of

variable density flows is inconvenient at best. (It has been demonstrated
quite clearly that variable density must be maintained in the governing
equations where fire is involved). Various boundary conditions are also
difficult to handle with this approach. The physical variable approach
easily handles this problem provided an appropriate pressure correction scheme
is employed.

Several works require specific comment. Larson and Viskanta (6) looked
at the laminar two dimensional enclosure problem using the stream function -

vorticity approach. Their work included effects of radiation and demonstrated
that, at least for laminar flows, radiation from surfaces and soot must be
included. Trent and Welty (7) published a study discussing the vector potent ial-
vorticity and velocity-pressure approaches which included two and three dimen-
sional calculations and an algebraic turbulence model based on Prandtl's mixing
length theory. They applied the vorticity transport technique to the axisymmetric
vented enclosure. In a rather extensive program, Knight (8) published a computer
code based on the stream function - vorticity approach with the Boussinesq
approximation for the steady state two dimensional laminar flow enclosure
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problem. His major conclusion was that computer finite different problems
for accurate calculation of fire scenarios are not practical at the
present time.

A rather strong movement was given momentum by D.B. Spalding and his
co-workers at Imperial College when they began to use physical variables
in their solution to the furnace problem (2-5) . Their SIMPLE algorithm enabled
them to solve the pressure correction problem which is inherent in this solution
technique. They have since included the effects of radiation using the flux
methods (two, four and six flux methods). The group has been instrumental in

bringing about the wide use of differential field models for including tur-
bulence. While these turbulence models seem to work fairly well in predicting
fully turbulent flows, they are not applicable to the regions in enclosure fires

which appear to be partly laminar because the model is valid only for fully
developed turbulent flows. Recently, Spalding has been working on a new tur-
bulence model called ESCIMO (9). This basically is a particle history concept
wherein an age distribution or eddy breakdown history is described. While this

model is currently only good for steady state problems (which is a draw back)
it may overcome the objections of assuming fully developed turbulence.

The Fire Research Group at Notre Dame has developed a computer code
named UNDSAFE (10,11). This code employs physical variables and full variable
density to solve the transient fire and smoke spread problem for enclosures.
The program currently includes one-dimensional gas, soot and wall radiation
which is extremely important. In this study an algebraic turbulence model
is employed which accounts for buoyancy effects on turbulence, and also
allows the dynamic flow condition to generate turbulence. It thus can
reduce to a laminar value in the absence of buoyancy and the absence of

velocity gradients. The ability to handle the transition from full
turbulence in wall and in very buoyant regions to laminar flow is signi-
ficant. The importance of including transient effects has been clearly
pointed out in newly developed computer movies from the UNDSAFE pre-
dictions where wave phenomena are observed which could not be seen if

only steady state solutions were available.

Workers in Japan have also started working on field model programs.
The work by Hasemi (12) is especially significant. This work uses physical
variables in an unsteady solution of two and three dimensional enclosure
fires. The concept of eddy viscosity is used but is based on fully
turbulent flow conditions. Radiation is not included in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Field model solutions to the enclosure fire problem will become increas-
ingly valuable in the future. As the various models are developed and improved,
and more efficient solution techniques are developed, these techniques will
become more and more significant and practical. Primary focus must be directed
to the following areas in the next few years if this is to become a reality:
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Turbulence models must continue to be developed so that they can

account for buoyancy generated turbulence. The mechanism for

transition between laminar and turbulent flow must be included so

that enclosure fires can be properly predicted. The turbulence
models must be three dimensional.

The field models developed must allow for the transient character
of fires and should be adaptable to three dimensional analysis.
Variable density must be maintained in the analysis.

Models of surface, gas (non gray) and soot radiation must be
developed, including interaction effects. It is very important
that the analysis techniques can handle two and three dimensional
effects better than the current techniques, such as the most popular
zone and flux techniques, are capable of doing.

Combustion or chemical reaction models must be developed beyond the
volumetric heat and mass source which is so convenient and commonly
used in the field model solutions. Heat and smoke generation must
be a part of the combustion model. Details down to the level of

pyrolysis will be important, especially in defining ignition
conditions. Of course, flame spread mechanisms and their models
must be developed for the complete field program.
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Ill REVIEW OF SUBPROGRAMS FOR ZONE MODELS

IIIA. FIRE GROWTH (P. J. Pagni)

Fire growth is here defined as either: (1) the rate of change in

size of a preflash-over fire of arbitrary configuration, or (2) spread of

a turbulent flame across an ignitable solid surface. Liquid fuelled
spread^-

' has been excluded since it is less crucial to compartment appli-
cations. Those portions of the fire growth problem which are specifically
treated in other sections of this review are also excluded. Their output
serves as a possible input to this section, i.e., (b) FIRE PLUME, is

expected to supply the fire geometry as a function of time; (d) PREFLASH-
OVER CONVECTION provides the local ambience; (c, d and parts of k) RADIA-
TION provides functional forms for radiative flux to the unburnt fuel
from both the fire and the ambience. What remains then in this section
is the energy balance incorporating these inputs and outputting the fire
growth rate or spread rate.

(i) Fire Growth Rates

3 4
Berkeley : Pagni, et al '

, Empirical histories of fire mass loss
rates, temperatures and geometries. Calculation of flame radiation.
B.

Harvard-FMRC : Emmons"', Semi-empirical transient radial fire growth
in response to external radiation. C.

Emmons, et al^ Empirical compartment fire histories to flash-
over. Preliminary analyses of mass, momentum and energy balances
on compartments. B.

Dayton : MacArthur"'"''" , Fire growth code for arbitrary geometries
including ignition, charring and flaming and response to specified
radiation and fuel burning rates. A.

12
Borehamwood : Thomas , Turbulent spread of crib fires. B.

13-15
U. S. Forest Service : Rothermal, et al , Flame geometries
and spread rates through porous cellulosic materials under
controlled conditions. B.

(ii) Turbulent Flame Spread

FMRC-Harvard : Markstein, et al"'"*' Transient turbulent upward
spread on PMMA, turbulent spread on fabrics at various inclinations,
radiation effects. B.

20 21
Brown : Sibulkin, et al ' , Upward turbulent spread of PMMA. B.
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Berkeley : Pagni, et al '
, Turbulent spread through porous fuels

with empirical geometries and radiation as input. B.

Other related papers by Albini, Putnam, Hottel and Stewart.

(iii) Background Studies (Laminar Flame Spread)

24
Tarifa, et al.

Magee, et al.

de Ris26

Campbell27
2g

Pagni, et al.
29-22

Pello and Williams
Sirignano33-3

^
Kashiwagi35-36

Recommendations

1. Develop transient, free and forced, turbulent fire growth models for

a wide variety of fuel geometries, initially in an unconfined
environment

.

2. Extend this development to include the effects of vitiated oxygen,
flow fields and external radiation expected in a compartment.

3. Extend that development to spread beyond the compartment of origin.
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IIIB.FIRE PLUME (G. M. Faeth)

Fire Plume Theories

(i) Combusting Plumes

1 2
FMRC ; Tamanini '

, A full k-e-g model for axisymmetric buoyant
flames, using algebraic stress modeling and a simplified consider-
ation of radiation. B.

3
Australia ; Kent and Bilger , A full k-e-g model for turbulent axi-
symmetric flow, using Favre averaged variables. B.

Imperial College ; Lockwood and Naguib^, An axisymmetric k-e-g
model employing a modified version of GENMIX^, B. , A.

9
Imperial College ; Lockwood and Ong , An eddy viscosity model for a

plume along a wall. B.

4
DCW Industries : Wilcox , An integral model for turbulent axisymmetric
buoyant flames including an ad hoc modification of the entrainment
expression to treat conditions near the source and allowing for dif-
fusion within the plume. B.

5 6
Canada: Masliyah and Steward , and Steward , An axisymmetric integral
model assuming instantaneous combustion of oxygen entering the
plume. B.

USA : Escudier"'"^, An integral model of a free plume in crossflow.
B.

11,12
Berkeley : Pagni and Shih ' integral and series expansion solutions
for two-dimensional buoyant and forced flames in free and wall plumes.
A full k-e-g model for two-dimensional forced turbulent wall and free
wakes . B

.

13
Penn State : Ahmad and Faeth , finite difference model for laminar
wall plumes. B. Integral models for laminar and turbulent wall
plumes are also being developed. C.

(ii) Noncombusting Plumes

14 15
FMRC : Alpert ' , An integral model for axisymmetric turbulent
plume impingement on a ceiling in the absence of a hot ceiling
layer . B

.

16
Tamanini , a k-e-g model for axisymmetric turbulent plumes with
algebraic stress modeling. B.
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Harvard : Emmons has developed an integral model which computes mass
and energy inputs to the hot ceiling layer. B. Earlier work!7>18
provides integral models for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows
including stratification. B.

Notre Dame : Kanury and Lloyd are developing a model for interactions
of multiple turbulent plumes. C.

19-21
Penn State : Faeth and coworkers

,
integral models for turbulent

wall plumes, finite difference calculations for laminar adiabatic
wall plume. B.

22 23
MIT : Hoult, Fay, and coworkers ' , An integral model of plume
rise in a crossflow, correlated with a large number of measurements.
B.

(iii) Background Studies

- Turbulent Plumes

24
FMRC : George, Alpert, and Tamanini

NBS : McCaffrey and Rockett, effective plume entrainment from
enclosure flow measurements. C.

Japan : Yokoi^

Cal Tech : List, Brooks, Koh. B.

25
Other : Rouse, Yih, and Humphreys . B. Morton, Taylor, and Turner.

B.

- Turbulent Flame Heights

28
England , FRS: Thomas, Baldwin, and Heselden . B.

29
Japan : Yokoi . B.

Recommendat ions

1. Develop an improved turbulent combustion model, preferably an

integral technique in the short term, which allows for near source
effects, stratification, crossflow, and radiation (e.g., an exten-
sion of the approach of Wilcox^ and Steward^>6). Verify the
model by comparison with measurements.

2. Measure and correlate entrainment coefficients for flames in terms
of reduced plume density. Consideration should be given to near
source effects (retarded flows) and fire geometry.
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3. Develop a new model for plumes and flames impinging on ceilings,
including the effect of stratified ceiling layers (e.g. , an extension
of Alpert's modell4,15. Complete measurements on flows of this type
for model verification.
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26. Morton, B. R. , Taylor, G. I., and Turner, J. S.: "Turbulent Gravitational
Convection from Maintained and Instantaneous Sources, Proc. Roy. Soc

.

London 234A, 1-23 (1956).
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27. Yokoi, S., "Upward Convection Current from a Burning Wooden House",
International Symposium on the Use of Models in Fire Research, Publica-
tion 786, National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,
Washington, 186-206 (1961).

28. Thomas, P. H. , Baldwin, R. , and Heselden, A. J. M. : "Buoyant Diffusion
Flames: Some Measurements of Air Entrainment, Heat Transfer and Flame
Merging", Tenth Symposium (International) on Combustion , The Combustion
Institute, Pittsburgh, 983-996 (1965).

29. Yokoi, S., Japanese Ministry of Construction, Building Research Institute,
Occasional Report No. 12 (1963).

30. Emmons, H. W. , Computer Fire Code (II), Home Fire Tech. Rept. 20,

Harvard University, Jan. 1977.
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C. FLAME RADIATION (C. L. Tien)

(i) Radiation Calculation for Actual Flame Shapes

Berkeley : Dayan and Tien
1

, Algebraic formula for radiation from a

right circular flame volume. B. (Used by Reeves and MacArthur2 and
others)

.

3
FMRC : Modak , Numerical prediction for radiation from an axisymmetric
flame volume of arbitrary radius vs. height. B.

4
Modak

,
Algebraic formula for radiation from a conical flame volume.

B.

Harvard ; Emmons"*, Semi-empirical calculation of radiation feedback
from conical flames. B.

(ii) Flame Radiation Temperatures and Absorption Coefficient Measurements
of Solid Fuels

FMRC : Markstein ,
PMMA, PS, PU, PP, PE. C.

Sweden : Hagglund and Pearson^, Wood Flames. B.

g
Berkeley : Buckius and Tien , PMMA, PS, PE. B.

(iii) Background Studies - Models and Calculation Methods

- Flame Emissivity Calculations

9
Berkeley : Felske and Tien . B.

Yuen and Tien
1
^. B.

FMRC : Modak
11

. B.

12
Sheffield : Taylor and Foster . B.

- Infrared Mean Absorption Coefficient Calculations

13
Berkeley : Hubbard and Tien . C.

- Radiation-Convection Interaction in Flames

14
Notre Dame : Negrelli, Lloyd and Novotny . B.

Lloyd, Yang, and Liu^^. c.

Recommendat ions

1. Develop more validated algebraic formulae for radiation from flames
of various shapes.

2. Develop correlation formulae for flame shapes and sizes in terms of
burning rates and fire geometries.
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3. Develop simple yet accurate techniques for determining flame radia-
tion temperatures, absorption coefficients and soot concentrations
for real world fuels.

IIIC REFERENCES
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2. J. B. Reeves and C. D. MacArthur, "Dayton Aircraft Cabin Fire Model,
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3. A. T. Modak, "Thermal Radiation from Pool Fires," Comb, and Flame, 29,
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Flame Emissivity," Proceeding of 16th Int. Combustion Symposium (1977).

11. A. T. Modak, "Nonluminous Radiation from Hydrocarbon-Air Diffusion Flames,"
Combustion Science and Technology, 10, 245-259 (1975).

12. P. B. Taylor and P. J. Foster, "The Total Emissivity of Luminous and
Nonluminous Flames," Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 17, 1591-1605 (1974).

13. G. L. Hubbard and C. L. Tien, "Infrared Mean Absorption Coefficients of
Luminous Flames and Smoke," to appear (1977).
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perimental Study of Radiation-Convection Interaction in a Diffusion
Flame", J. Heat Transfer, 99, 212-220.
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IIID.PRE-FLASHOVER ENCLOSURE CONVECTION (E. E. Zukoski)

(i) Two-Layer Room Convection Models

Cal Tech Zukoski''": Brief review of calculation schemes. B

Zukoski and Kubota2~3 : Simple, steady single opening, no heat
transfer to walls, point or line plume source. B. Generalization
to arbitrary number of openings and external pressure field. C.

4
Harvard Emmons and Prahl : Two-layer flow through an opening,
theory and experiment. B.

Emmons and Mitler (unpublished) : Transient two-layer flow with
heat transfer, two openings, point source plume. C.

NBS Rockett^: Steady two- layer, one opening with wall heat
transfer, point source plume. B.

UDRI MacArthur Et Al . Documented problem for above. A.

IITRI Pape Et Al^. Documented for above. A.

Cal Tech Kubota and Zukoski: Extension of models to two rooms
with common external pressure field. C.

(ii) Background Studies

g
Kawagoe : Convection through openings.

9
Baines and Turner : Model for transient multi-layer room con-
vection driven by a plume source but without room opening,
theory and experiment. B.

Zukoski"^: Transient multi-layer temperature profiles,
analysis of experimental results. B.

Recommendations

1. Extend models to treat multi-layer transient vertical
temperature distributions.

2. Model interlayer turbulent mixing at openings.

HID. REFERENCES

1. Zukoski, E.E.: "A Brief Review of Calculation Schemes for Fire
Induced Flows Through Openings," unpublished, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. Sept. 1977.

2. Veldman, C.C., Kubota, T. , and Zukoski, E.E. : "An Experimental
Investigation of the Heat Transfer from a Buoyant Gas Plume to

a Horizontal Ceiling - Part 1. Unobstructed Ceiling," Quarterly
Progress Report March-June 1975. Available as NBS-GCR-77-97 from
the National Bureau of Standards.
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3. Zukoski, E.E., and Kubota, T. : "An Experimental Investigation of

the Heat Transfer from a Buoyant Gas Plume to a Horizontal Ceiling -

Part 2. Effects of Ceiling Layer," Quarterly Progress Report
June-Sept, 1975. Available as NBS-GCR-77-98 from the National
Bureau of Standards.

4. Prahl, J. and Emmons, H.W. : "Fire Induced Flow Through An Opening,"
Combustion and Flame , 25 , 369-385 (1975).

5. Rockett, J. A. : "Fire Induced Gas Flow in an Enclosure", Combustion
Science and Technology , 12, 165-175, (1975).

6. Reeves, J.B. and MacArthur, CD.: "Dayton Aircraft Cabin Fire Model",
3 vols., Report No. FAA-RD-76-120, University of Dayton Research
Institute, Dayton, OH, June 1976.

7. Pape, R. , Mavec, J., Kalkbrenner, D. and Waterman T. : "Program
Documentation and User's Guide, Semistochastic Approach to Predicting
the Development of a Fire in a Room from Ignition to Flashover,
RFIRES" IITRI Report J6367, June 1976.

8. Kawagoe, K. : "Fire Behavior in Rooms" Building Research Institute,
Tokyo, Japan, Report No. 27, 1958.

9. Baines, W.D. and Turner, J.S.: "Turbulent Buoyant Convection from a
Source in a Confined Region," Journal of Fluid Mechanics , 37 , 1969,
51.

10. Zukoski, E.E.: "Development of a Stratified Ceiling Layer in the
Early Stages of a Closed-Room Fire", Progress Report February 1, 1977,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
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IIIE.POST-FLASHOVER BURNING (T. Z. Harmathy)

All mathematical models are related to fire in a single compartment
with one ventilation opening. (See Refs. (2) and (4) for procedure to

be followed in case of several openings at different heights.) In all
models, except Odeen's, the rate of entry of air is calculated on the

assumption that the stationary gas in the compartment is at uniform
temperature except near the opening. (Odeen did not consider the effect
of ventilation.) Some other frequently used assumptions:

(a) uniformity of process variables within compartment ("well-stirred
reactor" model)

,

(b) combustion confined to the inside of compartment,

(c) constancy of thermal properties of compartment boundaries,

(d) fire ventilation-controlled,

(e) constancy of rate of heat evolution,

(f) rate of heat evolution determined by a constant "velocity of penetration"
of fire into the fuel particles.

1. Kawagoe and Sekine (1,2): assumptions (a) , (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) , finite
difference method, B.

2. Odeen (3): assumptions (a) , (b) , (c) , (f ) , stoichiometric combustion,
finite difference method, B.

3. Magnusson and Thelandersson (4): assumptions (a) , (b) , (d) , time-
dependent rate of heat evolution, fully developed and decay periods
covered, finite difference method, B.

4. Tsuchiya and Sumi (5,6): assumptions (a) , (b) , (c) , (d) for fully
developed fire, (f) for decaying fire, rate of combustion and fire
atmosphere functions of temperature, finite difference method, A.

5. Harmathy (7): assumptions (c),(e), zonal burning in ventilation-
controlled fires, separation of fuel-surface-controlled and ventilation-
controlled regimes, possibility of flaming combustion outside the

compartment, predominantly radiant heat exchange, "fire severity"
parameters calculable analytically, B.

6. Nilsson (8): assumptions (a) , (b) , time-dependent rate of heat
evolution, porosity of fuel bed considered, fully developed and
decay periods covered, finite difference method, B.

7. Babrauskas and Williamson (9,10): assumption (a), combustion
either ventilation or fuel-bed controlled, (f) for fuel-bed controlled
fire, partial combustion outside the compartment if fire ventilation
controlled, fully developed and decay periods covered, finite
difference method, A.
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8. Tanaka (11): assumptions (a),(b), combustible-compartment boundaries,
radiant heat interchange between boundary elements, finite difference
method, B.

Recommendat ions

1. More experiments should be performed on fires involving substantial
amounts of plastic materials. These experiments should be performed
with both charring and non-charring plastics.

2. Particular attention should be given to measurements outside the
enclosure.

3. Understand better the mechanisms of oscillatory combustion in
enclosure fires.

HIE. REFERENCES

1. K. Kawagoe, and T. Sekine, Bldg. Res. Inst., Tokyo, Japan, Occasional
Rept. No. 11, 1963.

2. K. Kawagoe, Bldg. Res. Inst., Tokyo, Japan, Res. Paper No. 29.

1967.

3. K. Odeen, Sweden, Roy. Inst. Technol. , Bull. No. 10, 1963.

4. S.E. Magnusson, and S. Thelandersson, Acta Polytechn. Scand. , C.

Eng. Ser. No. 65, 1970.

5. Y. Tsuchiya, and K. Sumi, Combustion and Flame, 16_, 131 (1971).

6. Y. Tsuchiya, Div. Bldg. Res. Natl. Res. Council, Canada, CP No. 32,
1972.

7. T.Z. Harmathy, Fire Technology, 8, 196, 326 (1972).

8. L. Nilsson, Sweden, Lund Inst. Technol., Bull. No. 36, 1974.

9. V. Babrauskas, and R.B. Williamson, Univ. Calif, Berkeley, Rept.
No. UBC FRG 75-1, 1975.

10. V. Babrauskas, Univ. Calif., Berkeley, Rept. No. UCB FRG 75-2,
1975.

11. T. Tanaka, Bldg. Res. Inst., Tokyo, Japan, BRI Res. Paper No. 70,
1977.
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IIIF.CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS WITHIN ENCLOSURES (F. Tamanini)

(i) Idealized geometry ; Horizontal celling.
FMRC ; Alpert 1

, Fire plume impinging on unconfined
ceiling, B.

Cal Tech : Zukoski et al^, Fire plume impinging on con-
fined and unconfined ceilings. B.

(ii) Real geometries.
NBS ; Quintiere et al^, heat transfer to the ceiling of

a corridor: model and full scale. B.

FMRC : Tamanini^, heat transfer to the ceiling and walls
in a full-scale enclosure fire.

(iii) The classical literature^ on convective heat transfer
coefficients should be consulted.

Recommendations

:

1. Develop guidelines for selecting convective heat transfer
coefficients, applicable to real fire environments.

I I IF. REFERENCES

1. Alpert, R. L. : "Turbulent Ceiling - Jet Induced by Large-Scale Fires",
Comb Sci. and Tech - Vol 11, pp. 197-213, (1975). Also "Fire Induced
Turbulent Ceiling - Jet", Factory Mutual Reserach Tech. Rept. No. 19722-2

(1971).

2. Zukoski, E. E. , Kubota, T. and Veldman, C.C.: "An Experimental Investi-
gation of the Heat Transfer from a Buoyant Gas Plume to a Horizontal
Ceiling", Tech. Rept. No. 1 under Grant No. 5-9004 from NBS, California
Institute of Technology, Oct. 1975.

3. Quintiere, J., McCaffrey, B. J. and Kashiwagi, T. : "A Scaling Study of a

Corridor Subject to a Room Fire", paper presented at the 17th National
Heat Transfer Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 1977.

4. Tamanini, F. : "Analysis of Heat Flux Data", Chapter V in "The Third Full-
Scale Bedroom Fire Test of the Home Fire Project (July 30, 1975). Volume
Analysis of Test Results". A. T. Modak editor, Factory Mutual Research
Tech. Rept. No. 21011.7, Nov. 1976.

5. Rohsenow, W. M. and Hartnett, J. P., "Handbook of Heat Transfer" ,

McGraw-Hill, 1973.
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Notre Dame : Lloyd, Yang, and Liu, surface nongray gas

and soot radiated in enclosures. C

(iii) Selected Background Material

9 10
General - Hottel and Sarofin, B; Seigel and Howell, B; and others

Configuration Factors or Transfer for Specific Configurations -

Hamilton and Morgan, 11 B; Dayan and Tien,!^ Blackshear1 ^ B; and others

14 15
Scattering by Small Particles - Mie, B; VanDeHulst, B;

Kerker
,™ B; and others

Recommendations

1. Determine limitations imposed by simplifying assumptions (done by
Modak-^' 17 to some extent)

2
2. Include transient smoke concentration (done approximately by Pape

and by Reeves and MacArthur^)

3. Include ceiling and layer temperature distributions

4. Provide full program documentation

IIIG. REFERENCES

1. Quintiere, J., "The Growth of Fire in Building Compartments,"
ASTM-NBS Symposium on Fire Standards and Safety

, April 1976.

2. Pape, R. and T. Waterman, Modifications to the RFIRES Preflashover
Room Fire Computer Model , IITRI Rept. J6400 for NBS, March 1977.

3. Reeves, J. B. and C. D. MacArthur, Dayton Aircraft Cabin Fire
Model , FAA-RD-7 6-120, June 1976.

4. Emmons, H. W. , Computer Fire Code (II) . Home Fire Project Tech.
Rept. No. 20, January 1977.

5. Tanaka, T. , A Mathematical Model of a Compartment Fire , paper
presented at Second Joint Meeting of U.S. Japan Panel on Fire
Research and Safety, Tokyo, October 1976.

6. Modak, A. T. and M. K. Mathews, Radiation Augmented Fires within
Enclosures , FMRC Serial No. 22361-8, February 1977. ASME Paper 77-HT-98.
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IIIG. RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER WITHIN ENCLOSURES (R. Pape)

(i) Room Fire Computer Model Subprograms
for Radiative Interchanges Inside Enclosures

NBS : Quintiere,''' energy balances on hot gas layer includes
radiative transfer to ceiling and adjacent walls and to floor.

Energy balance on fire plume includes radiative losses to the

surroundings and influx from the hot layer. B

2
IITRI : Pape, separate subprogram to compute interchange areas
between specified horizontal and vertical surfaces (based

on 11). Radiative interchanges considered between specified
horizontal and vertical surfaces, the hot layer, flames, and
the background assumed to be at a specified surface's temperature
Transient model for surface temperature rises. A

3
URDI : Reeves and MacArthur, radiative feedback from flames
and upper layer influence flame spread and release rates.

Energy balance on upper layer quite similar to NBS approach. B

4
Harvard ; Emmons and Mitler, subprogram to give total radiative
flux from every object, plume and hot layer. Components of

this subprogram give irradiation of vertical and horizontal
surfaces by the hot layer, radiative tranfers from room walls,
hot layer, and flame to the fuel surface, and a transient
model for surface temperature rises. B

Japanese BRI : Tanaka,^ primarily concerned with wall finish.
Includes radiative transfer between enclosure surfaces with
attenuation through flames and indoor air. Hot layer not
considered (view factors same as those used by Pape from
Ref. 11). B

FMRC ; Modak and Mathews,^ numerical model giving radiative
flux from hot layer and enclosure surfaces to any arbitrarily
oriented surface within the enclosure. Considers accurate
attenuation through upper layer and gives analytical expressions
for most cases. B

18
Documented program is being used in the Harvard fire model. A

Expansion to include smoke mass concentrations and arbitrary
ceiling layer temperature profile. C

(ii) Independent Analytical or Numerical Models

Notre Dame : Novotny,'' formulation on one-dimensional radiative
flux for nonhomogeneous nongray gases and soot. B
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7. Novotny, J. L. , Formulation of One-Dimensional Radiative Flux for

Nonhomogeneous Nongray Gases and Soot , TR-37191-74-1 , NSF RANN

Grant GI-37191, February 1974.

8. Lloyd Yang
t
and Liu, not yet published.

9. Hottel, H. C. and A. F. Sarofim, Radiative Transfer , McGraw-Hill,
New York, 1967.

10. Seigel, R. and J. R. Howell, Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer ,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1972.

11. Hamilton, D. C. and W. R. Morgan, Radiant Interchange Configuration
Factors , NACA TN 2836, December 1952.

12. Dayan, A. and C. L. Tien, "Radiant Heating from a Cylindrical Fire
Column," Combustion Science and Technology 9, pp 41-47, 1974.

13. Blackshear, P. L. , ed. , Heat Transfer in Fires : Thermophysics ,

Social Aspects, Economic Impact, Appendix I , Scripta Book Co.

,

Washington, D.C. 1974.

14. Mie, G., Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) , 25, 1908.

15. VanDeHulst, H. C, Light Scattering by Small Particles , John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 1957.

16. Kerker, M. , The Scattering of Light and Other Electromagnetic Radiation
,

Academic Press, New York, 1969.

17. Modak, A. T., Thermal Radiation from Pool Fires , FMRC Serial No. 22361-5,
August 1976.

18. Modak, A. T. , "Subroutine RDHTA1"
, Aug. 25, 1977, and "Subroutine RDHTA3" ,

Sept. 1, 1977, memorandum, FMRC.
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I I IH. WALL THERMAL RESPONSE (H. Baum)

FMRC Tamanini : Transient finite difference, finite thickness variable
property with arbitrary boundary conditions on both surfaces. Model
includes pyrolysis (evaporation) and interval convection but does

not include recondensation. A.

2-3
Berkeley Bresler et al : Finite element, arbitrary shaped 2-D

geometries (columns, slabs etc.), variable property, arbitrary heating
rate. Does not include pyrolysis, recondensation or internal con-
vection. A.

4-6
Pagni et al : Quasi-analytic, finite difference, variable property,
non-linear boundary conditions on rectangular or axisymmetric columns.
Includes radiation and recondensation. A.

4
Cal Tech Zukoski Et Al : Simple algebraic conduction model for
transient response of finite thickness wall to a monotonically
increasing heating rate. A.

Recommendat ions

1. Incorporate physics of recondensation into model and verify
with gypsum board experiments.

2. Treat case of composite walls such as two gypsum panels
separated by wood or metal studs.

3. Obtain better high temperature physical property data
e.g. gypsum.

IIIH REFERENCES

1. Tamanini, F: "A Numerical Model for One-Dimensional Heat Conduction
with Pyrolysis in a Slab of Finite Thickness" Appendix A in The Third
Full-Scale Bedroom Fire Test of the Home-Fire Project Vol II Analysis
of Test Results edited by A.T. Modak. FMRC Tech. Rept. Serial
No. 21011.7 Nov. 1976.

2. Bresler, B. : "Response of Reinforced Concrete Frames to Fire" Report
No. UCB-FRG-76-12 Aug. 1976, University of California, Berkeley, 1976.

3. Becker, J.M. , Bizri, H. , Bresler, B. : "FIRES-T-A Computer Program for
the Fire REsponse of Structures-Thermal," UCB-FRG-74-1, Fire Research
Group, Civil Eng., Univ. of Calif. Berkeley, 1974.

4. M. S. Sahota and P. G. Pagni, "Temperature Fields in Structural Elements
Subject to Fire", Journal of Heat Transfer 97C ;4, 598-604, 1975.
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M. S. Sahota, "Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous Concrete Structures
Subject to Fires", Report UCB-FRG-76-15

, University of California,
Berkeley, September 1976.

M. S. Sahota and P. J. Pagni, "Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous Media
Subject to Fires", UCB-FRG-77-10, University of California, Oct. 1977.
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Ill I. REMOTE IGNITION (A. M. Kanury)

(i) General Review

Ignition models may be either predictive or descriptive.
Predictive models generally rely on some ad-hoc engineering
criteria associated with ignition. Typical criteria are:

critical surface temperature, critical fuel mass transfer
rate, critical pyrolysis depth, or some such related critical
surface energy factor. Predictive models have been developed
by: Martin (1), Simms (2), Akita (3), Weatherford (4),
Welker (5), Fons (6), Bamford (7), Kanury (8), Steward (9),
G. C. Williams (10), Sauer (11), etc. Predictive model correla-
tions have proven effective for both piloted and spontaneous
ignition , even though the detailed mechanisms that yield the employed
criteria are not fully understood.
Descriptive models explain the ignition phenomena in terms of

more detailed thermo-physical mechanisms. Typical mechanisms
involve thermal, fuel concentration and/or convective boundary
layers, global gas-phase Arrhenius kinetics, thermal explosion
criteria, in-depth solid reactions, surface reactions, etc.

Examples of such models are: Akita (3), Kashiwagi (12),
Alvares and Kanury (13), Alvares and Martin (14), Emmons and
Shivadev (15), Kindelan and F. A. Williams (24), plus exten-
sive solid propellant literature (16-21) . These models are
more difficult to apply or even verify due to their inherent
complexity and the absence of established chemical kinetic
data.

Recommendations

1. Adopt a standard ignition test procedure which: (1) evalua-
tes a material's (or product's) empirical resistance to

piloted and spontaneous ignition, and (2) interpret
results for application with general transient heating
rates.

2. Collect all available data on ignition time measurements
(there is a lot available.') and correlate them for use

with engineering predictive models.

3. Study the mechanisms of: (1) smoldering ignition,

(2) transition from smoldering to flaming, and (3) igni-

tion of edges and corners.
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IIIJ. NEXT ROOM PROBLEM (B. J. McCaffrey)

(i) General Review
NBS Quint lere1 . C

(ii) Convection - The flow of smoke and hot combustion products

between rooms.
^

NBS Benjamin et al : General Review of Computational Methods,
Practical Smoke Control Methods, and Experimental Data with Emphasis

on U.S. Government Practices. B

3-4
Quintiere et al : Smoke Visualization Techniques and Model Studies.

Japan Satoh"': Smoke Movement, Statification Effects, General Transient
Theory and Experiments. A ?

Wamatsu^ : Calculation Methods and Smoke Control Systems. A ?

Borehamwood Phillips^: Lateral Spread of Smoke in Shopping Malls. B

g
Karlsruhe Seeger : Calculation Methods and Smoke Control Systems. B

Notre Dame Lloyd et al: Field Models for Room Corridor Geometries. C

(iii) Radiation - direct flame radiation through doorways (windows) as well
as radiation from interior walls and ceilings as well as exiting
flames and combustion products.

9
Borehamwood Thomas et al : Radiation from Fully Developed Enclosure .

Fires. B

Sweden Fredlund et al"*"^: Fire Spread. B

(iv) Related Studies

Japan Yokoi^"'': Fire and Smoke Plumes. B

12
Sweden Christensen et al : Fire Spread. B

Recommendations

1. Perform experiments on the intermixing between hot and cold
layers moving through room openings.

2. Develop more detailed models for flame reach from room openings
in terms of flow and gas compositions at openings.

3. Interface existing multiroom smoke movement models with enclosure
fire development models.
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IIIK. SMOKE AND TOXICITY (G. W. Mulholland)

i) Physical Properties of Smoke

Georgia Tech ; Bankston, Powell, Cassanova, and Zinn,''' Size distribution,
optical density, and mass concentration of smoke from smoldering
and flaming sources. C.

2
Utah : Seader and Ou, The relationship between optical density
and smoke concentration for smoldering and flaming smoke. B.

3
NBS : Lee and Mulholland, Physical characteristics of smokes used
in detector testing: lamp wick and heptane. C.

4
FMRC : Markstein, Smoke absorption coefficients and mass concen-
tration for large scale fires. C.

ii) Smoke Dynamics

2
Utah : Seader and Ou, The effect of coagulation on the average
particle size and light obscuration. B.

NBS : Mulholland, Lee and Baum,"* A universal reduced size distribu-
tion for smoke undergoing coagulation. C.

Cal Tech : Friedlander,^ A general equation for smoke dynamics
including the effects of fluid flow, diffusion, coagulation,
condensation/evaporation, and nucleation. B.

iii) Toxicity of Smoke

NBS : Birky,^ Smoke inhalation hazard as related to human fatalities.
B. C.

g
Utah : Seader and Einhorn, General review of smoke and toxicity
research. B.

9
Pittsburg ; Alarie , Sensory irritation toxicity. B.

Recommendations

1. Measure and catalog the mass concentration, optical density, number
concentration, and particle size per unit mass of smokes from
real world fuels.

2. Develop a dynamic smoke model for predicting the mass concentration
and number concentration as a function of space and time for coupling.

3. Determine (per unit mass of fuel consumed) the relative toxicity,
smoke obscuration, and heat output for real world fuels. Compare
these with the estimated relative human tolerance thresholds.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF ENCLOSED FIRES

A REVIEW OF CURRENT U.S. RESEARCH

Charles D. MacArthur
University of Dayton Research Institute

ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the continuing development in the
United States of mathematical models and computer simulations
of fire growth in an enclosure. The emphasis is upon the status
of the several comprehensive, computer implemented models which
attempt to deterministically predict pre-f lashover fire behavior.
A companion paper will discuss the "submodels" - treatments of
the individual mechanisms or parts of the enclosed fire problem -

out of which the comprehensive models are constructed. The
bulk of the work in the development of the comprehensive models
has been concerned with fire in residential rooms and passenger
aircraft cabins. After an initial development phase, most of the
models are now being validated, refined, and extended by com-
parison to full scale fire tests. During this process a number
of problem areas have been identified and a consensus is develop-
ing on which mechanisms in fire behavior are of critical
importance and so should have the highest priority for future
research. Identifying and improving our quantitative under-
standing of these critical mechanisms will not only better
enable the mathematical models to help solve real world fire
problems but will also suggest better fire tests of materials
and furnishings.
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INTRODUCTION

Fire researchers in the United States have established a

goal of reducing the United States fire losses by 50% by the year

1995 [1] . An important factor in reaching this goal will be our

progress in understanding the development of a fire within the

enclosure of its origin, be it a residential room, an industrial

or commercial interior, or a compartment in a transportation

vehicle. We will need to understand what features of the compart

ment interior design and furnishings increase or lessen the

potential for fire development. We want to be able to make sound

engineering analyses, based upon trusted calculations, of just

what type and quantity of materials are safe for use in a compart

ment. And we want to know, quantitatively, what the trade-off

in safety will be if we introduce other, less safe materials.

To achieve this type of understanding, analytic methods are

required to deal with the fire safety of a room and its contents

as a system.

Until very recently there were few organized efforts in

the United States at developing such analytic methods. This

situation, I am pleased to report, is changed. At the present

time a number of investigators are working with mathematical

models of enclosed fires. Models have been constructed for both

pre-flashover and post-flashover behavior. The pre-flashover

models deal with the period of fire development critical to human
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survival and escape. Post-f lashover models are concerned with

the fire containment offered by the compartment to prevent spread

to other parts of the structure. In this paper I shall review

the current work on pre-flashover models, the models on which

the majority of effort is now being focused. As I shall point

out, the character of these models is often that they are constructed

of more-or-less independent parts or sub-models of specific

physical processes. I will attempt to describe the overall

models and their current status while a companion paper by Dr.

de Ris will deal with the sub-models in greater detail.

CONTROL VOLUME AND FIELD MODELS

Mathematical modeling of enclosed fires has taken two

courses, differing primarily in- the method of mathematical

formulation. One approach has been to spatially lump the major

physical processes to obtain separate, self-contained sub-models

of each process. The sub-models are typically the fire flame

and plume; the hot gas layer accumulating in the upper part of

the enclosure; the lower layer of cool ambient air; the fuel

bed; and the non-burning (or not yet burning) walls, floor, and

ceiling. Because models of this type treat each of the zones

as thermodynamic control volumes, they have come to be called

"control volume" or "zone" models. In addition to isolating

relatively large regions of space for individual analysis, the

control volume models often separate the various heat and mass

transfer mechanisms in individual sub-models of radiation, con-

vection, flows through doors and windows, and the pyrolysis of

I
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the fuel bed. The application of the model to a particular

situation proceeds by a "network-type" numerical solution in

which each sub-model acts as a "node". The system of nodes and

flows must obey the overall conservation rules for the compartment.

Control volume models may be steady-state or transient, the latter

type involving systems of ordinary differential equations which

are solved at successive times.

A second approach to constructing fire models has been to

use a completely distributed formulation of the basic equations of

fluid dynamics and heat transfer. Differential forms of the

conservation equations are used to relate the major variables

of the problem. This type of model, a "field" model, will consist

of a set of partial differential equations which are solved

numerically over a mesh of grid points within the enclosure space,

normally by a finite difference technique. The field models take

a more exact approach to the fluid mechanics and heat transfer

mechanisms by avoiding the approximations of the control volume

models. Field models address such difficult phenomena as turbulence

and recirculating flows in two and three dimensions. The increased

accuracy and generality of the field approach, however, exacts a

price in terms of computational speed and in the geometry and

thus the realism of the situations which can be handled. At

present only very simple interior arrangements, e.g., a single

fire and a two-dimensional flow field have been modeled. The

future is likely to see dramatic improvement in the field models

as basic knowledge and computer speed increase, but for the present

"che control volume models hold the most promise for immediate
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application in fire

on the construction

safety analysis,

of control volume

I shall elaborate

models below.

somewhat

CONSTRUCTION OF A CONTROL VOLUME MODEL

Figure 1 shows the basic features of the control volume

analysis of the enclosed fire. The figure is from one of the

first of the models of this type which was constructed by

Dr. Quintiere of NBS [2]. A flame and plume rise above a fuel

bed on the compartment floor. The plume entrains air as it rises

through the cool ambient air in the lower part of the room. The

hot combustion products and entrained air then collect in the

upper part of the compartment. The position interface between

these upper and lower gas zones is called the thermal discontinuity

position, X,, as shown in the figure. This simple "two-fluid"

Imodel of the gas seems reasonable because the strong buoyancy

of the hot upper gas inhibits mixing with the lower zone (except

perhaps at the doorway) . Hot gas leaves the compartment by

ouoyant flow out the door. The rate of outward flow is

ietermined by the upper zone temperature and the door dimensions.

Quintiere analyzed this situation by considering control

/olumes enclosing the fuel, CVI in the figure, the plume, CVII,

md the upper gas CVIII. By performing energy and mass balances

•>n these regions and using sub-models of the fire plume and the

low through the door, he obtained a steady-state model of the

ompartment's "response" to different sized fires and doorways,

e was able to judge the flashover potential of a certain room

lire and doorway combination by calculating the radiant flux to
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the floor and using simple, empirical flashover criteria based

on upper zone temperature and flux level.

The modular character of the control volume models is

reflected in the organization of the computer programs which

implement the models. To be precise we should distinguish

between the mathematical fire model and the computer program

for solution of the model's equations, since it is the correctness

of the model in which we are primarily interested. Because

the two items are so closely related, this distinction is rarely

made and I shall not hold to it - except to note that although

the computer program is only a vehicle for using a model, it

is important that the program be reliable and easy to use if the

model is to gain wide acceptance.

Figure 2 shows the organization of the program of one

particular control volume model, Computer Fire Code III,

developed by Professor Emmons, Dr. Mitler, and their colleagues

at Harvard and Factory Mutual Research Corporation [3] . CPC III

is a fully transient model which integrates a set of ODE ' s to

simulate the fire growth. The CPC III program places the

individual sub-models in separate subroutines for the "physics"

of the problem. A controlling subroutine interfaces the physics

subroutines with the three alternative numerical procedures for

solving the system. An overall control module, "FCRD " in the

figure, selects the appropriate numerical method based on

considerations of speed and convergence of the iterative solution.

Other subroutines are added to write out the results, scale

variables, aid the numerical solution, etc. The point I wish to
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emphasize is that by designing a program in this way, a

framework is provided to add, in an easy manner, new or improved

sub-models as they are developed. Also, by adding the proper

sub-models, we can imagine the program to be extended to

multi-room situations.

SOME EXAMPLES OF MODELS AND THEIR RESULTS

Figure 3 presents four current mathematical fire models.

I have elected to show results from these four since they are

undergoing continuing development and improvement and have

published documentation available.

RFIRES is a room fire model and code developed by Pape and

Waterman [4] at the IIT Research Institute. It is a time

dependent, control-volume type of model. RFIRES is distinguished

by its treatment of radiation from the fire and hot gas layer

which is used for the determination of remote ignition of new

fires within the compartment. The model uses as input a

specified burning rate of the initiating item obtained from

full-scale tests on furniture. Multiple fires are considered

1 and the gas dynamics model of Quintiere is used in a quasi-steady

form for the fluid flow.

DACFIR is a model developed for simulating fire within an

aircraft cabin by this author and coworkers at the University

of Dayton Research Institute for the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion (FAA) [5] . The model uses a novel approach to representing

the cabin interior geometry and the spread of burning over the

interior surfaces. In addition, DACFIR uses materials fire test
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data obtained from small scale tests. Current versions of the

program can handle various cabin shapes and sizes and compute

smoke, oxygen concentration, and toxic gas levels in addition

to temperature of the cabin atmosphere.

Computer Fire Code III, mentioned above, is the third

example of a time dependent control-volume model. This program

has undergone considerable refinement and extension in the last

two years. Highlights of the current version are the

sophisticated numerics and fluid mechanics, calculation of the

fuel pyrolysis rate from the flame heat feedback, and computation

of the heating of the walls and a "target" combustible by the

use of the non-steady heat conduction equation.

The fourth example is a field model which has received

considerable development and attention. UNDSAFE is a product

of the Fire Research Group at the University of Notre Dame [6]

.

The code uses the "physical variables" formulation to solve the

transient fire and smoke spread problem. One-dimensional gas, soot,

and wall radiation are included along with an algebraic turbulence

model. Dynamic flow conditions are used to generate the turbulence

so that the model can handle both laminar and turbulent flow as

conditions dictate. The output from UNDSAFE has been processed

into computer generated motion pictures which are a great aid

in visualizing the flow fields. Some recent results with the model

have been the simulation of a wave motion flow phenomenon which

is observed in some fires and the calculation of some interesting

flow effects at the door involving multiple inflow/outflow

regions which have also been seen in tests.
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Figures 4,5,6,7 and 8 show some sample results from each

of these models. Without going into any detail, I wish to present

them to suggest the level of achievement which we are now

experiencing in simulating real tests. Figure 4 shows the compari

son of RFIRES to the FMRC/HARVARD 1975 Bedroom Fire. Good agree-

ment was obtained in predicting the hot layer temperature using

the measured burning rate before and after flashover.

figure 5 demonstrates the method of representation of

burning area in DACFIR. The material surfaces, the major sur-

! faces of a row of seats in this case, are divided into rectangular

j

segments of about 15 cm X 15 cm. Each of these "elements" may

exist in one of several states which represent the unburned con-

. dition, heating prior to ignition, burning, smoldering, or burned

out. The progress of a fire on the material is simulated by

computing the heat transfer to neighboring elements from a group

of burning elements composing a single fire. This heat transfer,

mainly radiant, is then used to select from the materials input

data the proper values of flame spread velocity and heat, smoke,

and gas release. Two results from calculations by DACFIR are

given in Figure 6. The plots are comparisons of predicted and

J

measured upper layer temperature in a small cabin mock-up fire

test. In the upper figure, a set of relatively flammable

! furnishings were used. In the lower figure, the furnishings were

a set of newer materials including an inert seat cushion material.

DACFIR recognizes the improvement in safety, as evidenced by the

gas temperature, that was observed in the tests.
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Figure 7 shows calculations by Computer Fire Code III of

the hot gas layer depth in the doorway and deep in the room

for one of the 1977 FMRC/Harvard Fire tests compared to measure-

ments of these quantities. Although the measured results

fluctuate widely, on the average the program does well in

predicting both depths.

Finally, Figure 8 shows the velocity field in a room and

corridor computed by UNDSAFE at two time points. The fire is

simulated by a hot spot on the floor in the smaller room at the

left. The geometry and heat release rate chosen for this run

correspond to certain full-scale corridor tests conducted at

NBS. We see in the figure an upper level flow proceeding to the

right out of the small room, down the corridor, and then out

a second door at the right. A reverse flow of fresh air comes

into the burn room along the corridor floor. This computed

flow pattern duplicates to fair accuracy the observed flows in

the NBS test.

Before leaving the subject of individual models, I would

briefly like to note some current but not yet published work.

Dr. L. Pietrzak and co-workers at Mission Research Corporation

have recently developed a post-flashover compartment fire model

with suppression by water sprays. The object is to calculate

the water demand for extinguishment. The Department of

Transportation is sponsoring additional aircraft cabin fire

modeling by Mr. Ray Luoto and others at the Douglas Aircraft

Company as part of a larger program concerning the combined

fire hazards of cabin furnishing materials.
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AN ORGANIZATION OF FIRE MODELERS AND MODEL USERS

A significant recent development in this country has been

the establishment of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Mathematical

Fire Modeling. This group, formed under the auspices of the

Center for Fire Research, brings together the many investigators

in this field. The Working Group's goals are to promote the

exchange of ideas and information, to identify and coordinate

research effort, and perhaps even exchange specific models

and sub-models -- when their development has reached this point.

At its first meeting in January of 1977 the Working Group

established the organization shown in Figure 9. Three major

committees deal with, respectively, the comprehensive models

and scenarios; (Professor Emmons, Chairman); the sub-models

(Dr. de Ris, Chairman); and the computer implementation of the

models and attendant problems (Dr. Rockett of NBS , Chairman).

The committee on models and scenarios is divided into two

subcommittees: one chaired by Dr. Quintiere, is composed of

the developers of the comprehensive models, and the other, chaired

by Mr. I. Benjamin of NBS, is formed of those interested in using

the models to attack real world safety problems.

One of the first accomplishments of the Working Group was

the conduct of a survey of the members to determine their opinions

on the most pressing research needs. The results of this survey

are shown in Figure 10. The topics listed, suggested by

Emmons [7] were ranked in a manner that gives the lowest score

to the item of highest priority. As we can see in the figure,

understanding of the mass burning rate (under real fire conditions)
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is first on our list. Other items judged critical to progress

in mathematical modeling are flame spread rates, gas phase

combustion (upper layer and flame) , and the effect of radiation

on spread and burning rate. As we move to the right, the

present opinion is that those topics, while important, will not

stand in the way of our analyses as much as the items on the

left.

CONCLUSIONS

What benefits have we gained or do we expect to gain from

developing and working with mathematical fire models? I

think it is quite obvious that by setting ourselves this

type of analytic problem -- the quantitative prediction of fire

development -- we will better understand fire behavior and

discover better methods to deal with it. More specifically,

we can use the models as a method of extending the results of

our full-scale tests to different conditions, reducing our

dependence on this expensive procedure. As we develop and

refine the models we discover areas in which our knowledge

is lacking and research is needed. The models aid our design

of small-scale tests in two ways. When test data is used for

input to a model we determine the accuracy to which the test

data is needed, and, indeed, whether a particular type of data

is meaningful at all. In this light, the models help in solving

one of the most difficult problems of fire research: how to

relate small-scale test results to full-scale fire behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the approach to understand the

fire progress systematically. We know now that there are some

patterns of this progress, and discontinuous development like

flash-over may occur during a fire, but our knowledges on fire

are generally so fragmentary that they can hardly be applied to

a systematic planning of fire safety.

While it seems evident that fire modeling have a background

of frank or tacit needs of many fields related to fire , concerns

for fire phenomena will differ with standpoints or intentions of

respective fields. For example , standard conditions of heating to

be expected to occur during a fire will be a matter of great

concern for the rational material test on combustibility , smoke

generation or flame spread , whilst the qualitative forecast on

patterns of fire progress and how a fire would be controled by

architectural devices are the matters of interest to architects

and building engineers. Conditions and specifications differ so

much with buildings or maintenance conditions of them that a

precise prediction of fire propagation may not be effective for

a building planning and sometimes architects have only to know

the critical conditions upon a fire development.

In the former case, the whole fire environment is the very

thing to be grasped and the patterns of propagation may some-

times be out of concern, but the burning or combustible objects

are watched in the latter case. It should be noted that there

are some different ways or frames to grasp a process of fire

according to the standpoints , even when it may be formulated

physically in only one way.

The adequacy of fire modeling will be assessed on the au-

thority of generality and quantitative precision. In this sense,

most of the engineering level mathematical models now under
12 3studies ' ' that correspond to the former case above introduced

are "quantitatively precise" models, and the" methods to grasp

the context of fire progress called as "scenario" pay attention

solely to the general rules of fire propagation.
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As those methods should be used properly corresponding to

concerns, it would be an urgent necessity to discuss both methods

on a common ground not only to avoid the misunderstanding of

extents where respective approaches are possible, but also to

develop a more generalized model. To make the preparations of

such a ground is one of the aims of this paper.

By the way, it seems that there remain still some basic

problems in mathematical fire modeling and "scenario" methods.

As to the mathematical modeling, there are now two approaches
4 5 6 7

to it; Partial Differential Field type models ' ' ' and Control
12 3 8

Volume type models ' ' ' . In the former approach, fire is

supposed as a complicated but "inorganic" phenomenon, whilst the

thought that regards a fire as an "organic system" composed of

zones provided with peculiar functions seems to lie in the

latter approach. So the latter approach takes on a new meaning;

a frame to show the roles of the zones or contents in fire pro-

gress. Such a frame will offer us a guide to make rational tests

on respective parts and contents in a compartment. Here, we dis-

cuss mainly the problems around the latter approach and ways to

evolve it perspicuously. The "scenario" method is not enough

systematized for the effective application to architectural

plannings , and so should be refined from this viewpoint. We also

propose a method to grasp the roles of combustible objects in-

stalled in a compartment as an example of the refinement of

" scenario"

.
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II. GENERAL FEATURES OF COMPARTMENT FIRES

Fire phenomena include some non-linear primary processes

like radiation heat transfer or ignition, each of which behaves

sometimes in much different manner on both sides of some diver-

ging conditions related to it. Besides , discontinuities are ob-

served in many sorts of conditions and specifications of com-

partment like opening conditions or combustibility of lining

materials , and so even a linear phenomenon may behave disconti-

nuously for a quantum change of the conditions. We must observe

fire phenomena carefully and prepare a frame for modeling that

does not include a qualitative oversight , not to be frustrated

by fire that is so malicious.

In this Chapter, we discuss what physical problems should

be considered or formulated in a modeling of fire. Of course, we

pan not expect a data gathering during a real fire, so we inves-

tigate here again the results of about 80 full-scale fire tests

conducted in Japan up to 1976 to pick up the problems to be stu

died. To make studies perspicuous , the patterns and phases of

fire progress are classified and some features of respective

patterns and phases are picked out first, and then we discuss

the problems concerning the zoning of fire space for a mathema-

tical modeling of fire.

II-l. Global Features of Compartment Fires

Here, we classify the progress patterns of fire up to flash-

over, and then summarize the general features of fire progress

for respective patterns.

Generally, a fire would smolder or be extinguished during

rather early stages in an entirely closed compartment. On the

other hand, if enough ventilation is expected for a compartment,

the behavior of fire in it seems to be characterized by the

burning objects during respective stages of fire. The idea of

"scenario" originates perhaps in this impression. After the

results of full-scale tests, the conditions for a fire to come
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to flash-over would be summarized in the way of event-tree as
Fig.l,but the following conditions seem to be essential.

Type-1; stable ignition on a vertical surface of surrounding of
compartment whose interior linings are wholly combusti-
ble .

Type- 2; stable ignition on a flat combustible of easy burnable
material

.

Type-3 ; stable ignition on a large combustible.

LARGE
COMBUS-

OPENINGS
ARE OPEN

TO

FLASH-OVER

f~ EXTINGUISHMENT

| | OR SMOLDERING

CHARACTER OF DECISION GATES

A:opening condition
B:size of ignited matter
C:breaks of window during

a f i re

D: combusti bi 1 i ty of
ignited matter

E
:
geometrical relationship between
other combustible components

F:position of ignition
G:position of ignited matter &

combusti bl i ty of wal

1

Incombustibility of ceiling

Fig. 1
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Most of fire progress patterns will be classified into one

of 3 types or explained as "hybrids" among them. The visible

differences among the patterns come from the types of "principal

ignited objects". Among these patterns, the Type-1 progress

pattern includes a lot of discontinuities. Thus, we classify a

process of fire up to the fully-developed phase into 4 phases

by referring the discontinuities of the characteristic process

of Type-1 pattern, and summarize the physical features of each

phase and safety-related problems in Tab.l. The phase-1 corres-

ponds to a spot burning of the initially ignited object. While

stable ignitions are realized in most full-scale experiments,

the combustion during this phase seems to be most unstable in a

real fire. If the fire compartment is entirely closed, a fire

.may never proceed to the next phase, but be extinguished or be

followed by a smoldering fire. In the phase-2,fire spreads

locally in the compartment and the combustion condition will

become stable even in a real fire. In the phase-3 , flame spreads

entirely on a certain surface of the compartment and a strong

heating on whole parts that precedes a flash-over will occur.

Discontinuities seen in Type-1 progress pattern come from

the differences among the combustibilities and conditions of

the burning objects in respective phases. But, does an ignition

on a vertical wall bring always a flash-over in this pattern?

Generally, a contact of good-extended flame with ceiling seems

to be necessary for the ignition of a combustible ceiling. On

the other hand, a significant horizontal flame spread does never

occur during phase 2 of Type-1 , whilst this phase is character-

ized by the significant vertical spread of flame on a vertical

surrounding. So, if the flame of the burning object in the phase

1 is not so large, a flame that is enough large for the stable

ignition of ceiling will not be formed on the wall nor above

the burning object, and so a flash-over may never occur.

While a combustible ceiling has a role to spread a local

burning on a part of wall horizontally , such a role can be per-
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formed in some degree by any downward combustible surfaces. For

example, if the downward surface of a shelf fixed on a wall is

ignited, a rapid horizontal spread of flame under the shelf will

occur and bring a full burning of shelf that may be a cause of

flash-over?

There may not be an essential difference between Type-2

and Type-3 patterns, but different treatments may be inevitable

for the modeling of the principal ignited object for respective

patterns

.

II-2. Local Features of Compartment Fires

There are now two approaches to the modeling of fire; one

is called as Partial Differential Field type modeling and the

another is Control Volume type modeling, as introduced in CH.I.

In case that the physical structure is qualitatively known or

well parameterized , a CV type model will give a good result that

agrees with the general features of a real fire. In such a

model, it is usual to characterize the distribution of a varia-

ble that describes the physical condition of each zone with one

value, for instance the mean of the variable in the zone, but, for

the non-linear processes may such a parameterization or avera-

ging hurt the representation of phenomena.

Now, we suppose here a phenomenon basically described as

f { ^ ( s ) , 7T } , where £(s) denotes the spatial distribution of the

physical quantity E, , and u is a parameter group. Then, if the

following approximation is possible for the zone, the way of

zoning will be regarded as adequate.

|/ z
fU(s),TT}dS - F(?

Z
,TT) , |/ z

£( S )dS

F is the algebraic equation on "f" for all over Z. As F=f is

valid for f«£,the spatial zoning for linear phenomena may not

become a serious problem, but some problems will arise by a

simple expression of a non-linear processes. So, the following



approaches are necessary for the proper expression of a non-

linear phenomenon such as radiation or ignition that characte-

rizes the fire progress.

1) Parameterization of the Distribution of Physical Variables
in a Zone:

This approach is to assume the form of the distribution of

the physical property to be studied so that the process

can be expressed properly by the form of F(^
z
). A modeling

of plume in an ideal environment is a sort of this approac

2) Parameterization of the Physical Structure of Zone:

Regressive or experimental expression of F(£ ) will be in-

evitable for the temporary formulation of the phenomenon

whose physical structure is too complicated to make a phy-

sical formulation on it. In fact, the furnitures settled in

rooms and the lining materials are so various in shape,

surface conditions or compositions that we must apply this

approach for many subprograms of mathematical fire model-

ing whether we like it or not.

3) Precise Zoning:

A very precise zoning of the space to be studied will

resolve many of the problems due to the distribution of

physical properties in zones. However, this approach sacri-

fices the merits of CV type modeling like simplicity or

perspicuity of the description.

Thus, the approaches 1 and 2 may sacrifice the generality

for the physical description, whilst the approach 3 may sacri-

fice the simplicity for the generality. Once the way of zoning

for CV type modeling is fixed upon, a series of experiments will

be carried out for the experimental formulation of each primary

process for each zone. However, an intuitive understanding of

phenomenon is indispensable for these experiments. To balance

the generality with the perspicuity of a modeling, it will be

adequate to synthesize them so that the physical structure and
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the spatial distribution of physical properties in respective

zones would be perspicuous.

In this sense, the way of zoning and the description of

physical structure for each zone are "one body". Here we dis-

cuss the "local" features of fire progress as an approach to

make an adequate zoning and physical description for them.

The following ways of zoning and physical hypotheses are some-

times applied in CV type models proposed up to now.

1) Uniformity of Room Air Conditions'^
12 3 8

2) Two Layer Model for Room Air ' ' ' .

12 3 8 10
3) Uniformity of Ceiling Temperature ' ' '

'

We discuss the adequacy of zoning and physical description on

these hypotheses as clues by referring the results of full-scale

tests. The main results to be referred are quated in Fig. 2.

1) Uniformity of Room Air Conditions:

During the fully-developed phase, the distribution of room

air temperature seems to be irregular that this hypothesis

will be an adequate one. Of course, even in this case, the

problem by what value of temperature one should characte-

rize the room air temperature is not solved yet. However,

the fact that this problem is not so serious for the pra-

ctical application of the model for this phase was well

shown by the modeling of Kawagoe-Sekine . In contrast to

this, the vertical gradient of temperature is much signifi-

cant during the early stages of fire. So, the intense heat-

ing of ceiling preceding the ignition of upper part of

compartment may not come out from this hypothesis.

2) Two Layer Model for Room Air:

It will be evident that this hypothesis on room air condi-

tion is more strict than 1. Especially during the early

phases of a fire in the patterns of Type-1 and Type-2,one

can observe a significant difference between the tempera-
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tures near the ceiling and near the floor. We discuss two

cases on this hypothesis.

2-a) Uniformity of the Hot Gas Layer Conditions:

The temperature distribution in a hot gas layer seems to be

described as a function of distance from ceiling or height

during the phases before the ignition of ceiling occurs.

As the form of this function is not determined yet, it may

be inevitable to adopt this hypothesis , but the danger that

the preheating of ceiling might be underestimated lurks

again in this case.

2-b) Characteristic Temperature of Lower Layer EAmbient Tempe-
rature :

It may be evident that this assumption would be valid only

in the phase- 1.

3) Uniformity of Ceiling Temperature:

The hypothesis that an ignition of ceiling occurs when the

ceiling temperature reaches at a certain threshold value

is adopted in many cases for the ignition condition of

ceiling or hot layer. This hypothesis would look apparently

good, because the temperature distribution near a ceiling

is represented as a function of height or distance from

ceiling for respective cases of experiment , but when a ceil-

ing burns in an experiment , the ignition occurs at a small

spot that is heated most strongly by the flame of fire

source,and then flame spreads all over the ceiling. Such a

phenomenon may not come out from this hypothesis. We should

consider the same problem for the case that the vertical

surroundings are made of combustible materials. Provided

that the fire source is located enough near a combustible

wall, the ignition of a part of wall can be caused easily

by the "blow-down" of flame due to Coanda effect or the

radiation heat transfer from the flame. If the radiation

heat transfer from the heat source to wall is simply for-
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mulated under the image of the radiation between an object

and a plane simulating the wall, the process of the ignition

of the limited part of wall whose geometrical factor to

see the flame is extremely large may not come out.

As the full-scale tests that we referred to here are not

so special ones, we should note that some basic features of fire

that generate evidently in a real fire may not generate in a

mathematical simulation. A precise zoning may be a way to re-

solve this problem, but a precise zoning would be essentially

required for only certain limited parts that take part in the

combution history during fire. So as to make such an effective

zoning for combustible objects and interior linings, a method to

search the spots that may be ignited by the combustion of a

certain zone or object. The important cases of new ignition in

real fires seem to be the following two cases.

1) Ignition due to the Touch of Flame

2) Ignition due to the Radiation from Flame and Burning Object

In both cases, the area of the part that is ignited at the same

time is at most the projected area of flame on the plane that

includes it. Thus, the following three parts of compartment

should' be regarded as different zones.

1) Fire Element: Complex of Burning
Part & the Flame above it.

2) Flamed Hot Spot: the Part that
Contacts with the Flame of a Fire
Element.

3) Radiated Hot Spot: the Part that
is Radiated Strongly by the Flame
of a Fire Element.

The fuel volatilization and ignition

processes should be modeled for the

"hot spots". Once an ignition occurs

in compartment , "hot spots" dependent

to the ignited part, that is a "fire

IGNITION
DUE TO
FLAME
TOUCH

lb IGNITION
DUE TO
RADIATION

Fig. 3 Typical Cases of
New Ignition
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(A) BEFORE IGNITION

PYROLYSIS ABOVE
FIRE SOURCE

(B) IGNITION

1

(C) AFTER IGNITION

FLAME SPREAD
BENEATH CEILING

PHOTO. 1 IGNITION OF CEILING (PREPARATORY EXPERIMENT FOR
CEILING TESTS)
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element , should be searched following certain standards that

specify the possibility of intense volatilization and ignition.

These standards on ignition are the common bases to the gene-

rality of mathematical fire modeling and the basic rules of

fire propagation for "scenario" method, but most of them are

left for future studies.
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III. PROGRAMS FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND SCENARIO OF FIRE

If the results of mathematical models of fire would be re-

arranged into a type of representation as "scenario" , the role o

each combustible object in the fire progress could be clarified

and this would lead to a rational fire provision planning. How-

ever, the present state of "scenario" , for instance a type of

description as shown in Fig . 1 ,
permits an arbitrary choice of

way at each gate, it is still in a common sense for a building

planning or designing. Besides, a model that treats only burning

objects at respective phases like "scenario" method may over-

look the effects of non-combustible zones like air layers or

unignited surroundings. Thus, a reinforcement of "scenario" with

mathematical modeling is indispensable for the improvement of

our overall grasping of the context of fire progress, but it

•should be noted that there remains still a gap between "grasp-

ing" of fire and "prediction" or "simulation" of fire. A con-

fusion around such a problem must maze the rational understand-

ing and provision of fire.

As it is not always necessary to grasp and predict a fire

by only one way, we shall here redefine the mathematical fire

modeling as an approach to predict a fire and the "scenario" as

an approach to grasp a fire. The generality and quantitative

precision are the very things that are expected to the former

approach, whilst the intuitive perspicuity is the central prob-

lem in the latter approach. The research programs for respec-

tive approaches should be determined on the consideration of

these peculiar purposes, and here will be discussed the basic

problems concerning the mathematical fire modeling and proposed

a way of rearrangement of prediction results for an architec-

tural application. It should be mentioned first that our inte-

rest in this paper is only concerning the programs for the

approaches to understanding of fire and progresses of subprog-

rams or simulation methods are not included.
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III-l. Diagram for Control Volume Type Modeling

The procedure to evolve a CV type mathematical modeling is

divided into two steps; the formulation of the processes for a

temporary frame diagram of model and the verification of the

adequacy of the temporary frame diagram. Of course, a frame that

may explain the general features of fire should be proposed

preceding these works. As a confusion of these two steps will

maze the program for the fire modeling/ the frame of model had

better be described in a systematic diagram. A systematic dia-

gram of fire, which may seem high handled
, permits us to know the

positions and roles of respective submodels more distinctly and

to evaluate the temporary state of modeling more clearly. Here,

we show an attempt to systematize the physical structure of fire

"and then discuss the approach to evolve a CV type methematical

modeling perspicaciously

.

As discussed in CH.II,the adequacy of fire modeling depends

essentially upon the way of the set of space zoning and physical

description for them. From the studies in the former parts of

the paper, we make a zoning of compartment in the way as shown in

Tab. 2. Each zone is provided with some peculiar functions, as if

Tab. 2 MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF ZONES FOR FIRE MODELING

NAME OF ZONES DEFINITION OR COMPOSITION MAJOR FUNCTIONS

1) FIRE ELEMENT COMPLEX OF BURNING
PART & ITS FLAME

'GENERATION OF HEAT
•CHEMICAL REACTION
* FUEL VOLATILIZATION

2) FLAMED HOT SPOT PART OF COMBUSTIBLE OBJECT
FLAMED BY A FIRE ELEMENT

*FUEL VOLATILIZATION

3) RADIATED HOT SPOT PART OF COMBUSTIBLE OBJECT
STRONGLY RADIATED BY A

FIRE ELEMENT

FUEL VOLATILIZATION

4) SURROUNDING OBJECT UN I GN I TED PART EXCEPT FOR

HOT SPOTS

*SKIN OF FIRE
ENVIRONMENT

5) HOT LAYER *HEATING OF CEILING
*GAS EXHAUSTION

6) LOWER COLD LAYER *FRESH AIR SUPPLY

7) PLUME UPWARD CURRENT ABOVE A

FIRE ELEMENT
*PUMPING OF HEAT &

GAS FROM FIRE ELE-
MENT & COLD LAYER

8) EXTERIOR
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it were an organ of a "body of fire".

By the way, some simplifications or controls on some pro-

cesses in zones will be necessary for the studies of subpro-

grams. So, we should grasp the major relationships and inter-

actions among the zones, to make effective controls and not to

give a serious influence on the process to be studied by such

simplifications. Tab. 3 shows the major relationships among the

Tab. 3 MAJOR RELATIONSHIPS AND INTERACTIONS AMONG THE ZONES

7
Zi 12 li Z s lb Z7 Zb

1) FIRE ELEMENT
\ X

X X o/x* 1

X X 0 X

2) FLAMED HOT SPOT x
\. X

X X X X X X

3) RADIATED HOT SPOT X X
\.

X

X ^\ X X X X X

4) SURROUNDING OBJECT
X X X

\ X
X X X X

5) HOT LAYER X 0 0 X X 0 0

6) LOWER COLD LAYER X 0 0 X X 0 0

7) PLUME o X X X 0 0
\x

X

8) EXTERIOR X X X X 0 X X

TRANSFER OF FUEL GAS
*'; o corresponds to the fire spread over an object.

Zi z 2 z 3 z„ z 5 Z 6 Z 7 Zb

1) FIRE ELEMENT \x
o/x*^

X X 0 X X 0 0

2) FLAMED HOT SPOT 0
\ X

X 0 0 0 0 0

3) RADIATED HOT SPOT 0 X \^x
o/x*^*^

0 0 0 X 0

4) SURROUNDING OBJECT 0 0 0 ^^x
0 XT 0 0 X 0

5) HOT LAYER o/x*' o/x* o/x*
1 0 0 0 0

6) LOWER COLD LAYER X X X X X 0' X

7) PLUME
*1

O, X
*l

o/x
*(

o/x
*l

0, * o/x*
1

X \x
X

X

8) EXTERIOR 0 X X o/x* 5
o/x X X

RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER
*'

; o or x depends on the smoke concentration of hot layer. or plume.

*
; o or x depends on the geometrical relationship between the zones.
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zones on some processes , which are estimated from the qualitative

impressions on the results of full scale tests. Of course, this

attempt will have to be corrected temporarily by an advancement

of the knowledge on fire, but the items shown here should at

least be considered for the explanation of the results of past

experiments. A schematic diagram for any phase of fire progress

is diagramed almost automatically by the assemblage of the sets

of zone and its input/output arrows as shown in Fig. 4. The pro-

blem whether such a diagram represents a real fire well or not

corresponds to the latter step of the evolution procedure of a

modeling. Here we discuss the approaches to study subprograms

and to systematize them into a full system of CV type modeling,

independently of this problem.

The estimation of the parameters and the parameterization

for physical processes are the central problems of the step for

the formulations for a temporary diagram. But fire is still a

complicated system, even if it is classified for the convenience

of modeling or rearranged into a discrete system composed of

some spatial zones and processes as above described. Zones are

now settled discretely , to be sure, but it is sometimes difficult

to produce only one zone in a laboratory. Besides, even if one

succeed in separating zones in experiment or PDF type simulation,

the synthesis of them will not be always an easy. task. As inter-

actions are just the problems that cause particular phenomena

like flash-over , the formulations without considering them would

lead to a modeling of "fake world". The circumstance that the

formulation on a certain zone requires the separation of zones

but this may lead to a false simulation shows that the studies

on subprograms may enter a maze. A systematic program should be

prepared.

A "trial and error" approach would be inevitable to break

through such an endless maze, but this approach shall be conver-

ged. We consider this problem in a block diagram. So as to know
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Fig. 4 DIAGRAM OF FIRE
ENVIRONMENT

(A) FIRE ROOM CONDITION

1

(B) DIAGRAM FOR MASS FLUX (C) DIAGRAM FOR FUEL GAS

FLUX

«2» 1*" f^rO

ffl
-ifl u Pi

(D) DIAGRAM FOR CONDUCTIVE
OR CONVECTIVE HEAT FLUX

(E) DIAGRAM FOR RADIATIVE
HEAT FLUX
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(

7 A )

B (-

Fig. 5 A BLOCK DIAGRAM

the flux represented by the thick

arrow in the unsteady system shown

in Fig. 5, the fluxes represented by

broken arrows and conditions of

the blocks A and B should be cont-

roled, measured or computed by

known methods , unless the thick

arrow flux is formulated with

known parameters or can be mea-

sured directly. If even only one of the broken arrows and condi-

tions of A and B is not grasped , authentic quantity of the thick

arrow flux can never be obtained. We must start with rough im-

pressions on the whole features of the system to be studied.

Thus, also for fire-related processes, we must recognize

before everything what can be controled,what can be measured

and what can be computed with. known parameters. From this view-

point, we classify the processes according to the "intimacy"

levels

.

Tab. 4 INTIMACY LEVELS OF PROCESSES

LEVELS CONTROL MEASUREMENT COMPUTATION
WITH KNOWN
DATA

FORMULATION
WITH
UNKNOWNS

o

x

x

X

X

X

X

o

X

o

X

o

X

o

o

X

X

X

X

o

o

X

X

EXPERIMENT RELATED ITEMS-

N— SIMULATION RELATED ITEMS-

*o: possible
x: impossible or almost impossible in a fire experiment
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The level 1 processes can be controled by some way. Improvements

in experiment techniques have significantly expanded the range

of measurement , whilst the appearance of EDPS has enabled us to

expand the effective extent of the computational approach. Thus,

the level 1~3 processes are already in our hands. The level 4

processes will also fall into our hands by physically "justi-

fied" ways. The other level processes are now out of our hands

and may not be easily measured directly or are not formulated

because of the complexity of the physical structure.

A systematic approach as Fig. 5 would enable us to obtain

rough estimates for the level 5 and level 6 processes ; the tem-

porary estimation of parameters for level 5 processes and the

regressive formulation for level 6 processes , although this app-

roach may sometimes be lacking in the backing of physical mean-

ings. Some heigher level processes that are basically formulated

like fluid mechanics may be simulated by the partial application

of PDF type modeling. Thus, the heigher level processes will be

classified again as Tab. 5. To adopt the systematic approach as

Fig. 5, one should arrange experiment conditions so that only one

process to be studied could- be involved. But, fire involves so

Tab. 5 APPROACHES TO ANALYZE THE HEIGHER LEVEL PROCESSES

INTIMACY
LEVELS

2^4 5%7

BASIC
FORMULATION

o o X

CLOSED
EXPERIMENT

X o o X

POSSIBLE
APPROACHES

TRADITIO-
NAL WAYS

PARTIAL D

CIAL FIELI

ANALYSIS

IFFEREN-
D TYPE

PARAMETERIZATION
OF PHYSICAL ST-
RUCTURE
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Tab. 6 INTIMACY LEVELS OF FIRE-RELATED PROCESSES

-RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER
'-CONVECTIVE & CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Tab. 7 POSSIBILITY OF PRIMITIVE CONTROLS & ESTIMATIONS ON HEIGHER LEVEL PROCESSES

ZONES

1) FIRE ELEMENT

2) FLAMED' HOT SPOT

ROLES OF ZONES
WAYS OF SIMPLIFICATION

1 3

FUEL VOLATILIZATION

3) RADIATED HOT SPOT

4) SURROUNDING OBJECT

5) HOT LAYER

6) LOWER COLD LAYER

7) PLUME

8) EXTERIOR

REMARKS

FUEL VOLATILIZATION

HEAT PLATE,
FIXED HEAT SOURC E

CLEAN HEAT SOURCE,
CLEAN FUEL

* Ic2,lc5

CONTROLABLE ^UEL

CONTROL OR CALCULATION
OF CONDUCTION

GAS SUPPLY

OTHER WAYS

NON-COMBUSTIBLE LINING
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many heigher level processes for such approaches as shown in

Tab. 6 that we must make simplifications on experiment conditions

or perform partial experiments simulating limited features of

real fires in order to reduce the number of heigher level pro-

cesses and realize a "closed" experiment for the process to be

studied. The symbol * in Tab. 6 denotes that one can produce the

experiment conditions or environments where the processes with *

do not have important roles or can be estimated indirectly under

some practical assumptions as shown in Tab. 7. Though a "closed"

experiment is essential to a quantitative experiment , what fea-

tures are conserved and what are sacrificed should be always

discussed upon the comparison of the diagram representing the

real fire like Fig. 4 and the one for the experiment conditions.

In case that a systematic approach is adopted, the sensitivity

of the estimated result should always be discussed , because the

result may not be more than a practical estimate.

For a level 6 process, we can obtain at best input/output

relationships under some specific conditions , though the combus-

tion processes of the most of combustible objects usually sett-

led in rooms are classified in this type. For such a process,

regressive expression of the output by the input to it is inevi-

table, but even in this case, an accurate measurement is essential

to a reliable formulation of the output/input relationship for

this level process. This procedure is sometimes difficult to do,

but the estimation of this relationship is at least indispensa-

ble to locate the process clearly in the whole system of fire

phenomena. For example, to study such processes as fuel volati-

lization of furnitures , we should at least measure the mass loss

rate of the object under studies and estimate the thermal en-

vironment that heats the burning object in terms of heating

rate. In such a case, a partial application of simulation tech-

niques based on the mathematical modeling would be effective.

If the general features of the simulation results agree well

with the results of the experiment including such a nondescript,
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we may expect that the conditions of the environment that heats

the nondescript might be clarified.

On the other hand, the estimation of parameters is the cent-

ral problems on the level 5 processes , and this can be formally

performed by a systematic approach
, provided that the experiment

is "closed" for the process under studies. It may be lacking in

the backing of physical structure , but there is no other authen-

tic way to grasp a rough range of it. However, one should note

that a "closed" experiment is not always realized. One can not

obtain even a rough estimate for such a case. An innovation in

experiment techniques or partial differential field modeling is

indispensable to formulate a process that can never be grasped

even by a systematic way.

The level 7 processes are now far from our practical or

macroscopic understanding. As they have complicated structures

and intense distributions , there would be a limit in macroscopic

approaches like macroscopic experiments or systematic ways.

Though some of them may be grasped by partial differential field

type modeling or experiments as shown in Tab. 5, our understanding

on those processes will be still in a qualitative impression for

some time.
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III-2. Diagram for Evaluation of Fire Progress

For architectural fire provisions , it is a matter of im-

portance to grasp the role of room components or objects

settled in compartment during a fire progress. However, the

sorts , conditions and arrangements of these objects are gene-

rally so various that the application of a prediction method

to a prototyped condition itself is not enough for the fire

provision of respective compartment. Of course, to predict the

fire progress for many cases to be supposed for the building

under the planning of an architect must be a fairly expensive

and hard task, and a "scenario" method like Fig.l has a weak-

ness in this point. The way that is expected for such a purpose

is one that permits us to understand intuitively the overall

patterns of fire progress and to grasp the main points for the

fire provisions , even if the precision of physical description

may be sacrificed to some extent compared with mathematical

fire modeling* Here, we propose the concept of "Ignition Graph"

as an example of the refinement of " scenario" , but whose details

are almost rest for future studies.

We symbolize that an object "B" would be ignited by the

combustion of the object "A" by (A)—*@,and if (A)—)@ ; and

(A)^—(S) are both satisfied, we symbolize it by (A)f-^(B) . To grasp

clearly the position of an object in a fire progress , some

rational rules and definitions are adopted.

1) Grouping of Objects

If the relationship (A)<r-)(B) is satisfied, the objects A

and B are regarded as "one body". Thus, the group AB

is defined as follows.

*Generally,a danger-side hypothesis is adopted to a safety
planning of a system with unknown or uncertain parts. So it
is assumed here that an object would burn if an ignition
occurs on it.
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2) Territory of Object

If (A)—Xg) is satisfied,but @*—@ is not satisfied,

B

will be regarded to be dependent to A. Thus, the territory

of A is defined as

rAV^B) : (CaWbI)

3) Combustion of Two Objects

That A and B burn at the same time is symbolized in the

same way as 1)

.

4) Growth of Group

Even when neither (A)—*(c) nor (S)—}(c) are satisfied,

(AB)—}(c) may be satisfied. Thus, when those three relation-

ships, (A)*-}® and ©-^A) or ©—X§) are satisf ied , the

group AB grows to ABC as

(AM®

It indicates that if one of A, B and C is ignited stably,

all of them would burn some time.

5) Expansion of Territory

If @—}(§) and (AB)—>© , the territory of A becomes

By continuing these procedures for all combustibles in a

compartment , one can grasp what object will have an important

role during a fire. While the ignition conditions are important

in this method, the estimation of them for the objects usually

settled in rooms is left for future works.

Fig. 6 shows the result of an example of the application of

this approach under the arbitorarily determined conditions of
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ignition. Fig. 6(c) corresponds to the condition of Phase-2 in

a fire progress, and Fig. 6(d), (e) correspond to Phase-3. The

result shows that an stable ignition on only one of F,G,H,K,L,

M,Q, R, S , T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z may cause a full room involvement of

fire, whilst an ignition on the other objects will lead to a par-

tial development of fire.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

After the discussions in the former parts of this paper,

the mathematical fire modeling involves so many "bugs" that the

practical computer prediction of the whole history of a fire

might become realized in a far future. But, this does not mean

the incompetenty of the fire modeling or the systematic approach

to fire phenomena. We should recognize where the problem lie.

Though there may be some overlooks in our recognition on

the state of the arts of fire modeling arranged in Tab. 2 7, it

would be roughly summarized as follows. A numerical prediction

of the state of the environment generated by combustion does not
2 8 10

seem to be so difficult with known subprograms ' ' and those

that are almost in our hands in the sense mentioned in CH.III-1,

whereas the experiments on it will be perhaps considerably ex-

pensive and require many hands. In contrast with this, an experi-

ment on the combustion of combustible contents or lining materi-

als under some heating conditions is not so difficult with the

present technical level in the face of the difficulty in the

physical formulation for it. A regressive formulation for the

combustion related processes will differ with the sorts of fur-

nitures or lining materials , but this circumstance would be al-

most same in a physical formulation for them.

Perhaps, we must accept such a dissolution for some time

whether we like it or not. Such a hybrid approach may be inevi-

table to understand complicated phenomena or systems like fire,

to be sure, but "bridges" that connect the respective elementary

approaches are indispensable to converge the frame to understand

the whole system. After the results of current CV type mathema-
2 8tical models ' , the bridge from "combustion" to "environment"

has been constructed to some extent, but even a design is not

performed yet for the one from "environment" to "combustion". As

discussed in CH.III-1, it seems to be a merit of -simulation app-

roach that the result of a numerical simulation will contribute

us a prospect to such a bridge and the recognition on the gap

between a real fire and the state of our understanding of fire.
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the theory and some results of sample

computer simulations on a model which is devised in order to

predict the behavior of the hot gas generated by a fire source

combustion when a fire bereaks out in a small scale building.

This model is to compute the temperatures and depths of the

hot gas layers in arbitrary rooms in a fire starting building

on the basis of fundamental assumption that the hot gas layers

are formed and kept near the ceilings in any rooms into which

the hot gas flows in.

The author hopes that this model can be used to investigate

the role that the hot gas plays on the fire spread from one

room to another in small scale buildings such as Japanese

dwelling houses. The application of the model to one or two

floor buildings seems comparatively well.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is the inevitable way of a fire spread that it follows the

spread of the heat generated by the combustion of the fire itsel

and it is all the same as to building fires. Therefore, to

investigate a fire spread in a building. We must begin it with

the investigation of the spread of the heat.

As a mechanism of spread of combustion heat, heat transport by

hot gas generated by fire source combustion must be as important

as thermal radiation, eapecially, in the case of room-to-room

fire spread, the former is expected to play an extremely impor-

tant part. A fire spread in a building such as a dwelling

house is usually treated in many fire protective activities,

at least in Japan, regarding that the fire progresses in a

typical order such as ignition -- initial spread in a fire room

— flashover — fully developed stage of a room fire — a fire

spread to another room.
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However, for the buildins that room compartmentation is not

firm such as Japanese usual dwelling houses, the risk of fire

spread by hot gas flow through internal openings is expected

so serious that we cannot be entirely free from the worry that

only a burning of a large size furniture such as a bed, sofa

and cabinet in the fire room might bring fire spread to other

rooms

.

On the other hand, there are not many studies on such a room-

to-room fire spread by hot gas flow through internal openings

as yet. In the following we briefly mention some concerning

works: Quintiere introduced an idea of hot gas layer and

presented a stationary state model on it for a single compart-

ment [1] , the author presented a time dependent model also for

hot gas layer in a single compartment [2] , and Wakamatsu has

been engaged in the calculation of Smoke Flow in Buildings [3]

.

The author proposes the present model on the basis of these

works

.

2 . THEORY

2 . 1 General Description of the Model

Let's consider the case that a fire source appears on the floor

of a room in a building and continues to generate heat as shown

in fig. 1. Above the fire source, a fire plume is formed and

hot gas warmed and rendered buoyancy by the fire source combus-

tion rises up through the plume entraining surrounding air.

The hot gas which rise up through the plume is accumulated under

the ceiling of the room and forms a hot gas layer which is also

a smoke layer involving a large amount of smoke particles.

If the condition allows the burning of the fire source is main-

tained, the hot gas layer gains its depth and sooner or later

begins to flow out into the next rooms and there, forms hot gas

layers again. On the other hand, air at room temperature flows

into the fire room from the next rooms and is entrained into

the fire plume to be hot gas and again mix into the hot gas
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layer of the fire room.

The heat transported to each room is transferred to the ceiling,

floor, walls and live combustible in the room and raise their

temperature, and put them in danger of ignition when they are

made of combustible materials. On the other hand, a hot gas

layer gradually drops its temperature according to the distance

from the fire room by transferring heat to surroundings, so the

farther a room is from the fire room, the smaller the danger of

the direct fire spread from the fire room becomes.

2 . 2 Assumption for the Model Formulation

For the convenience of formulating the model described above,

we adopt several assumptions as follows:

(i) the combustion at the fire source is completed on its

surface, therefore the plume does not involve any combustion;

(ii) The thermal radiation heat loss from the fire plume is

neglected, therefore all the heat produced by the combustion

on a fire source surface is given to the hot has layer through

the fire plume;

(iii) a hot gas layer at upper part of a room and an air layer

at lower part of a room are separated by a definite discontinuity

surface and never mix each other except through the fire plume;

(iv) temperature of a hot gas layer in any room is uniform

everywhere in the layer for it is fully disturbed;

(v) any hot gas layer is completely opaque for the smoke involved,

and therefore it is a complete medium for thermal radiation and

absorption

;

(vi) any air layer at lower part of a room is perfectly perspec-

tive, and therefore absorbs no thermal radiation;

(vii) convective heat transfer from a heated floor and wall to
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an air layer in any room is neglected;

(viii) hot gas flowing through an opening flows into a hot gas

layer and air flows into an air layer respectively, and there-

fore the two layer is not mixed each other by the flows at

openings

.

(ix) the heat evolution of the heat source is independent of

the flow rates of air into the fire room and the thermal condi-

tion of the fire room.

Assumptions (i) and (ii) are to some extent apart from an actual

fire, because a fire plume due to burning of furniture or oil

usually involves a lot of flames and flares brilliantly. These

assumptions are to apply a Yokoi 1 s Work to the fire plume and

they are more or less unavoidable treatments for we have few

theory conveniently available when a fire plume involves com-

bustion. As a result of these assumptions, the fire plume model

introduced here becomes a thermal plume rather than a fire plume.

Adding this, assumption (ii) brings about the overestimation of

the heat given to the hot gas layer by the heat source, however

the error due to the assumption may be partially compensated

for several reasons as follows: the first reason is that the

part of the plume exposed to the air layer becomes smaller accord-

ing to the growth of the hot gas layer in the fire room; the

second reason is that about a half of the heat emitted by an

actual fire plume is expected to be emitted to the hot gas

layer; and the other reason is the heat emitted directly to the

floor or walls from the plume is expected to reduce the heat loss

from the hot has layer by raising the surface temperature of the

internal wall slabs.

Assumptions (iii) and (iv) have been supported by some papers

[1] , [4] , and these might be valid so far as the heat input by

the fire source is sufficiently large compared with the building

size and therefore the temperature of hot layers are kept high

enough.
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Assumption (v) is not necessarily essential but only for simpli-

fication of the heat transfer computation. If we do not assume

hot layers black, we must estimate smoke density of the layers

which might depend on kinds of heat sources, burning condition

of them and etc., so cannot be determined without a lot of

difficulties. This assmuption might be almost valid in actual

fires because they usually produce a large amount of smoke.

Assumptions (vi) and (vii) make the energy conservation equations

for air layers useless, because the temperatures are kept constant

at anytime. The absorption of emission by air layers may be

negligible but the convective heat transfer from floors and walls

might not be so if their temperatures becomes very high. The

validity of assumption (vii) should be examined by some future

experiments

.

Assmuption (viii) is in the extension of assumption (iii) and

plays a main role to sustain the model together with assumption

(iii) .

Assmuption (ix) might be unavoidable in this model, because at

present state, our knowledge on fire plumes that involve combus-

tion is not so rich that we can not calculate various values

quantitatively on such plumes.

2 . 3 Formulation

2.3.1 BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Considering about phenomena in any room in a building, including

the fire room, we can obtain several useful relationships as

follows (refer to Fig. 1).
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1 ) i^ass Conservation of Hot Gas Layer

Into the hot gas layer in an arbitrary room i in the building

that a fire occurs, hot gas is being supplied at the rate of

M
s i

per unit time, though M
S/ i

= 0 except the fire room. The

hot gas layer is exchanging hot gas with the hot gas layer in

an arbitrary room j which is connected with room i through

some openings. Let's regard the symbol ]T ^ denotes to sum up

the hot gas flows for all the openings between room i and j

and the symbol Z j. denotes to sum up the flows for all the rooms

connected with room i , so the mass conservation of the hot

has layer in room i is described as follows:

where n is the total number" of rooms in the building, SS and

SA are both mass rates of hot gas flow which will be defined

later in section 2.3.5, and subscripts ij and ji denote that

gas flows from i to j and j to i respectively.

2 ) Mass Conservation of Air Layer

In an arbitrary room i
, the air layer supplies air to the

fire plume at the rate of M e ^ and exchanges air with next rooms

through openings. So neglecting the volume of the fire plume,

the mass conservation of the air layer becomes as follows:

$<?AJJ = lUAS^-A^-AA^- M fti
n

) (2)

j- *

where AS and AA are the mass rates of air flows through openings

which will be defined later too.

3 ) Energy Conservation of Hot Gas Layer

The hot gas layer in an arbitrary room i receives heat from
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the fire source through the fire plume, transfers heat to the

internal walls by radiation and exchanges heat with the hot layers

of the next rooms by the hot gas flow through openings. Because

the radiative heat loss from the plume is neglected, the heat

that the hot gas layer receives from the fire source is completely

equal to the heat generated by the fire source. As to the heat

transferred to the internal walls, we take only about the radia-

tive heat transfer into consideration neglecting convective heat

transfer. Regarding that the specific heat of the hot gas is

constant for any temperature, energy conservation of the hot gas

layer is described as follows:

and the radiative heat transferred to the internal walls of

the room respectively.

4) State of Gas

Strictly speaking, state of gas depends on its comportnents and

pressure as well as temperature. However it is obvious that

such a strict treatment is not significant in this model, so we

adopt the following equation as the equation of state.

= Qc ,

- Qn+ Ilk (V%KV&~VsV&W.rSJi

( l = 1 , n )
(3)

where 0 and Q r> i are the heat produced by the fire source

(4)
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5 ) Identical Equations

The following two are definite identical equations:

Z5;L + 2 Aii
= Hp,: (a = 1/ n ) (5)

Mp,i + Het = Hs.u ( L -- 1. n ) (6)

where Z
5^ , Z a^ and H ^ are the depth of the hot layer, the depth

of the air layer and the height of ceiling of the room i respectively.

(As to II h-
L , V- e< i

and M.j^ , see Fig. 1)

Though the Eqs. (1) - (6) are regarded the most fundamental

equations to govern the behaviors of hot gas layers in a building,

it is obvious that they involve some terms that need further

modelling

.

2.3.2. FIRE PLUME

Because we have assumed that combustion is completed on the

surface of the fire source and is not involved in the fire plume,

the "fire plume" we call here is rather a thermal plume than a

fire plume. Admitting the above sophistication for the fire

plume, it is still difficult to deal with when its area is large.

Therefore as shown in Fig. 1 we assume a virtual point heat

source at Z = 1 . 5 / A^. below the fire source of area A + .

As regards the thermal plume above a point heat source , the wellknown

works has been done by Yih and Yokoi. Yih obtained an empirical

expression for temperature profile along the axis of the plume

[5]. This is as follows:

if. - " / Q f -%

where ^ : acceleration due to gravity (m/sec 2
)

Q : temperature of surrounding air (°K)

P : density of surrounding air (kg/m3)
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Q
specific heat of surrounding air (kcal/kg °K)

heat evaluation of the heat source (kcal/sec)

temperature difference between plume axis and
surrounding air (°K)

height from the point heat source (m)

And Yokoi, as to the same problem, obtained theoretically the

following expression [6] which is essentially the same as Eq . (7)

where c is said as a parameter to express turbulent intensity
2/3and is determined by experiments. If we specify this as c ' = 3

as Yokoi did, it follows that 0.4321C
-8 / 9 = 9.2, therefore

coefficients of Eqs.(7) and (8) becomes nearly equal.

However according to the Yokoi 's theory, in Eq . (8) is

average density of plume gas. The reason why in the almost equal

two expressions, one uses surrounding air density and the other

uses average density of plume gas, may be that the two equations

are available only within the limit that the temperature of a

plume does not extraordinary exceeds the temperature of the

surrounding air.

er, Eq. (8) f

or the conve

theory as a

r flow rate

M = 0.244 /V/3
(9)

If we try to apply Eq . ( 9 ) to this model, the average gas density

in Eq.(9) must be determined. If we can introduce the average

temperature of the plume Q , fm becomes as follows:

<9„
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On the other hand, considering further as Q - Qo
+ A = 6

0
•

where aQ^ and vn are defined as A 5^ - Q - Q o
and

W = AQm/aOo respectively. then,

Substituting Eq.(lO) into Eq . ( 8 ) yields

(10)

' 8 '

;

Therefore Eq . (

8
' ) involves aQ/Qo in both sides. Although we

can obtain a cubic equation for A^/G^o ^y multiplying each

side twice . itself , for the convenience sake we had better adopt

the approximation as follows:

(11)

Substitutinc Eq.(ll) into Eq.(12) yields a quadratic equation

for A0/Qo
, so we can solve it as

a8

60

where, = 1/2 m

12)

Accordingly the rate of gas flow rising through a thermal plume

at any height Z can be estimated as follows, using Eqs. ; 9 ! and

(12) :

Mi = 0,44(^)^(1,.^
13
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Then and |^^.- in Fig. 1 become as

M f|i
= 0.144 (14)

MUi = 0M4 aG_|

0o IZo+Zfl.)

(15)

respectively

.

It is needless to say that the above deling with a fire plume

is very sophisticated one, because in actual fires, though

calculated from heat evolution of a fire source alone does not

meet the actual mass input.

2.3.3 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER FROM HOT GAS LAYER

The hot gas layers near ceilings transfer heat to ceilings,

floors, walls and furniture etc. in the rooms and raise their

temperature. The final aim of the model is to predict rhe risk

of their ignition by estimating the heat transfer rates and

their temperature rise. When we are going to deal with ignition

problems, we would have to deal heat transfer to target objects

exactly enough, however, as in this case when we are at first

going to estimate the temperature and depth of the hot layers

over the building, strict treatments on heat transfer are almost

impossible. Therefore it might be practically useful tc consider

such strict treatments independently with the energy conservation

of the hot layers, after the temperatures and the deptns of the

hot layers are obtained by use of approximation on heat transfer.

Then, with regard to the heat transfer for each room we introduce

the following assumptions:

(i) convective heat transfer is negligible;

mass is given to fire plume together with heat, f^p hat is
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(ii) heat emitted to other rooms from

through openings is negligible;

the hot layer in a room

(iii) the temperature of the part of the wall soaked in the

hot layer in a room is equal to the ceiling temperature of the

room and the temperature of the other part of the wall which is

exposed to air layer is equal to the floor temperature of the

room;

(iv) the ceilings, floors and walls of a building completely

absorb emission.

The main reason that we make assumption (i) is we have few good

means to calculate the convective heat transfer as to hot

layers, however this might be approximately justified because

while a hot layer temperature is low, radiative and convective

heat transfers are both negligible and when the temperature

becomes high radiative heat transfer becomes dominant.

The heat transfer from a hot layer to a wall is related to -che

surface temperature of the wall as well as the temperature of

the layer, therefore we have to calculate the wall temperature

in order to obtain the heat transfer. Although we can regard

that a ceiling is always in a hot layer and a floor is always

in an air layer, on the other hand, as to a vertical wall we

same way because a part of the wall

is possibly soaked in it in a while

the hot layer. Because there is a

r rate between in and out of a hot

rtical temperature gradient according

to take such a fact into consideration

ome , therefore we intend to avoid the

) .

cannot deal with it in the

that is out of a hot layer

according to the growth of

difference in heat transfe

layer, a wall must have ve

to its history. However,

is obviously very troubles

trouble by assumption (iii

The possible error derived from assumption (iv) is expected

sufficiently small because absorptivities of usual building

materials and furniture are mostly larger than 0.8, and additionally
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in actual fires adhesion of smoke particles to them increases

their absorptivities

.

By the aid of these assumptions, we can estimate the radiative

heat transfer as follows:

1) Heat Transfer to Ceiling

A ceiling we call here includes the part of walls that is

soaked in a hot layer. A ceiling is entirely covered with a

completely opaque hot gas layer., therefore heat flux to a

ceiling <g (kcal/m z
• sec ) is

1 = <r (9S
*- eCj fie,

where 0c ,c is the surface temperature of the ceiling (°K)

.

And the total heat transfer' rate to the ceiling Qsc
is

(17)

where Ac = 2 x (Br + DR ) Zg + AR is the total area of the

ceiling and the part of the wall in the hot layer.

2) Heat Transfer to Floor

A Floor here also includes the part of walls below a hot layer.

As shown in Fig. 2, the system composed of a bottom of a hot

layer and a floor is closed, therefore as regards their configu-

lation factors, the following relationships are generally satis-

fied:

'SS
+ ^5 iv

~
1 (18)

f\vs + fww - 1 (19)

A S FSW - Aw ^5
(20)
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v/here A
v;

= 2 x (BR + DR )
z a + Ar is the total area of a

floor and the part of walls below a hot layer, and Ag is the area

of the bottom of the hot layer and is equal to the room area,

that is As = AR .

Paying attention to the fact that the bottom of a hot layer is

flat, we can specify as follows:

F„ = 0

Making use of this and Eqs. (18) - (20) , we can obtain all the

conf igulation factors as

Ftw
=

1
,
FW5 = A s /A» ,

Fww - i - A s /Aw

Accordingly, the total heat transfer rate to the floor becomes

as follows:

where 0^,$ is the surface temperature of the floor. Besides
• n

the heat flux per unit area <? becomes.

SW Aw
- W, -ws , Aw , 22)

According to the above consideration, the total radiation heat

transfer rate from a hot layer, that is Qy- ^ ^ n Ecus. (3) is

as follows:

0r, L
= Qsc/l

+ Qsiu,t .'23)

2.3.4 THERMAL CONDUCTION WITHIN SLAB

As clearly shown in Eqs. (17) and (21), heat transfer rates to

ceilings and floors are related to their surface temperatures,

however because the temperatures varies successively due to the

incident heat flux, we have to obtain the temperatures by solving
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ar; equation of thermal conduction within the internal slabs

such as ceilings and floors.

Here we solve the thermal conduction equation in one dimension

along the axis that is vertical to the surface of the internal

slabs, for it is evident from the previous discussions that a

treatment in more than one dimension has no meaning. Additionally,

we don't take the effects due to variation of thermal properties,

water vaporization, thermal decomposition of the heated slabs

into consideration because our knowledges about the problems

are insufficient as yet.

Accepting the simplification as above, the fundamental equation

of thermal conduction and the boundary conditions are described

as follows:

fundamental equation

16

boundary conditions

96
3X

99

= Sn

oat

(23)

(24)

where

C

P
j2

• ir

OiH

«

»

thermal conductivity of the slab (kcal/m. sec . °K)

specific heat of the slab (kcal/kg.°K)

density of the slab (kg/m^)

thickness of the slab (m)

net incident heat flux to the slab surface
(kcal/n\2 .sec)

net heat loss flux from the back of the slab
(kcal/m 2 .sec

In the case when the slab is a ceiling,

by Eq. (16) and when the slab is a floor, f

0 in

is equal to ^
is equal to 4.'

0<
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by Eq.(22), however % txjx must be properly formulated according

to the actual thermal condition of the back of the slab, for

example, when it is thermally insulated, we can do as ^ £
= 0,

and when it face to a heat sink which has a constant temperature

0 O we might do as g"^ = ( Q+- Q*
) ,

In usual cases that the heat flux varies successively according

to time, it is impossible to solve Eqs. (23) and (24) analytically,

therefore we use a finite difference method to solve them.

Crank-Nicolson type finite differentiation of Eq . (23) yields:

At ZVCP/| A*}
T

AX' 1(25)

where i denotes an arbitrary spatial dif ferntiated grid point

and j denotes an arbitrary time step. Rewriting the above
r"

equation yields:

hi-
(26)

where y _ a£ / ^
^a2

v c p

Eq. (26) is the equation for the temperature at a usual spatial

point. In order to obtain the equations for the boundary

temperatures, applying Eq. (26) to the points where i =0 and

i = N, we obtain,

T y ( B^e^e.uiJ + Ki (2V)

where
, ^ < , .
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and

,

where b = f) • + — / f A , --if) + ft

(28)

respectively. On the other hand, applying centered differentia-

tion to the boundary conditions yields

* 24X ~ 6 '"

2 AX VoiLt

Rewriting these equations as",

(30)

and substituting Eqs.(29) and (30) to eliminate the temperatures

of the virtual grid points and Qn+\ > we obtain

4% 4>"

(31)

4* •*

(32)
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aX ' * \

By the use of Eqs. (26) , (31) and (32) , the temperatures at all

grid points can be computed. Here we compute these equations

by Gauss-Seidel iteration method. Application of this method

to Eq. (28) yields:

where n denotes the number of iteration. Rewriting Eq.(33;

yields

:

v+1 y . n H+1 (?• ;

/) — r
( D , A \ K±i±

t
- v 3 4 /

In the same way, we obtain the equations for boundary temperatures

as

,

^„H ' i+r ^ °f,^i i + r
(35)

V

(36}

respectively

,

Accordingly we can compute all the temperatures at time point

j + 1 by successive substitution of 0- (i = 1 n) into Eqs. (34)

- (36) starting from the temperatures at time point
j

By the way, it might be needless to say that e o means the

surface temperature of a ceiling or a floor, that is 0CiJ
or 0 Wi
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2.3.5 FLOW THROUGH OPENING

The fluid flow between a room i and another room j can be

calculated using Bernoulli's theorem if the static pressure

difference between room i and j at arbitrary height A^(Z)has

been known, that is, if fluid flows from i to j through the

opening of the width "B w , the mass flow rate between the heights

IS

where D< is coefficient of discharge and is assumed here

approximately constant at any height.

On the other hand, is obtained as follows:

(37:

0 0

(38)

where ^ *p. : static pressure of room i and j at a standard level
' respectively ( Pa )

f°. P- : fluid density of room i and room j respectively
' (kg/m3)

But generally in the calculation of flow rate, we don't need

absolute pressure but need pressure difference between two spaces,

so we take *P; "P- as relative pressures to the static pressure

of outdoor air at some standard level such as ground level.

When the temperatures of room i and room j are equal to each

other, the static pressure difference at standard level is kept

at any height, that is always A^j^(Z) = f>x
~

therefore, in this case I^Li
as follows:
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(39)

The other case in which we are interested concerning with the

present model is when each and are independent of z but

f^^f^. in this case it follows that

therefore at the height of Z = (?L
- fj) /( ^ - fjj % ?

Af^(Zj
becomes zero, in other words, the static pressures of both rooms

become equal and no fluid flows. The plane at this height is

wellknown as a neutral plane. In such a case, flow rate calcu-

lation becomes easy by regarding the height of the neutral plane

as the standard level, that 'is, introducing new height 2 as

follows

:

2
' = Z -

and substituting this into Eq.(40) yield,

(41)

Rewriting 2, and 2 2 in Eq.(37) as z/ and Z/ respectively based

on the height of the neutral plane, L\. becomes,

(42)

In the following, it follows that by the aid of Eqs.(39) and (42),

we calculated the flow rates in the case when hot layers exist
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near ceilings of rooms.

Before calculating the flow rates let's study the static pres-

sure profile in room i . Although a static pressure generally

decreases according to height z , the decrease rate above the

bottom of a hot layer is smaller than that below it, because

density of hot gas is smaller than that of air at room tempera-

ture. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4 the line to express the

static pressure decrease bends at the height of discontinuity

2 fl i
• The situation is almost the same as to room j , but

the height that the line bends and the decrease rate of static

pressure above the height 7Loj\. differs each other, because the

depth and the temperature of the hot gas layer of room j is

generally different from those of room i .

The next thing we must study- is the profile of the pressure

difference between room i and j lAf-fc). Here, we assume for
' U(j-

a while that the hot layer of room ^ is deeper than that of

room j . So by the aid of Fig. 4, we can see that A^jfHJt varies

as follows according to z : i) where 2 "S. 2ft, i > A'P-- (J.) is

constant; ii) where 2a ^ — 2^ > varies in propor-

tion to ?oC-?^ >
and i:Li

)
where Ha.j. < £ ' (2.3 varies

in proportion to fji~~fi • This means that case i) has no

neutral plane and therefore flow rate is calculated by Eq.(39)

and that the cases ii) and iii) have different neutral planes

each other.

The height of the neutral plane in case ii) : Xhas anc* that in

case iii) : Xnss can be obtained as follows: At first writing

down the static pressures of room i and room j at an arbitrary

height z as,

Ti - t- U<Z a,;) 43a:

(43b)
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4i<*>
= (44a!

f*-f*JZ*i-fsj'f2-2^) U>2a.i) <««>}

and equating Eq. (43b) and Eq. (44a) yield Xftas as

^hAS (P _
fcJ$

a <° (.45)

In the same way, equating Eq. (43b) and Eq. (44b) yields

V _ "Pj ~ Tl f(K~fs,i -r fsrj-ftK -r

The profile of the pressure difference between room ± and room

i possibly take various figures because the hot layer densities

^ and
Ps, l_

^d the static pressures *f^ and /^_* vary succes-

sively according to the growth of fire. Therefore, next let's

examine the typical profile that the static pressure difference

^ftife^ -"- s Poss it)le to take. At first, we begin the study with

separating the cases into the case when fft^i f*s i an<^ tne case

when
L y f*?, A. ' For we nave assumed that the hot layer in

room i is deeper than that of room j , the latter case

seems somewhat unrealistic, because it is more or less difficult

to suppose that the temperature of the superior layer is lower

than that of the inferior one. However, taking the cases when

some change take place in conditions of openings or heat transfer

ana when some trivial errors occur in numerical procedure into

account, we had better include these cases in the model.

The pressure difference profile can be classified typically as

follows with the aid of Xna.s (see Fig. 5):

A) in the case when
fs/^ff'^
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a) when X^^^a.i' the static pressure of room j is lower

than that of room i at any height, therefore air flows

where 2 ^ JL&,1 an(^ hot 9as fl°ws where ~2_ > Za,C both from

room i to room j ;

b) when Za, . <CXn<x.s< » the static pressure of j is higher

than that of i where ~£ X»\a.S an^ ^ s averse where

2 ^ Xfta.S ' therefore air flows from j to i where

~Z< Xk\AS
anc^ *lot 9as fl°ws from i to j where

"2 > X»*s ;

c) when "Ha,^< X^s , the static pressure of j is higher

than that of i where ^ < X^ss an<^ -"- s reverse

where "2 ^ Xj\SS » therefore air flows where Z ^.Za.i 3nd

gas flows where Z a,^<Z < Xns* both from j to i and hot

gas flows from i to j where Ji > Xnss

in the case when f,
• ^

a) when Xnas »• the static pressure of room j is

lower than that of i where ^ Xv\SS anc^ ^ s reverse

where j£ ^ • therefore air flows where ~£ ^ and

hot gas flows where ~£
a , *C *C ^nss both from i to

and hot gas flows from j to i where y- Xy\ss
'

b) when Za^Xms^ %-a,'±- the static pressure of room j is

higher than that of -
i where 2 /"XusS and ^L^XjmS and

is reverse where ^45 < Z X*ss '
therefore air flows

where Z. f~ X^as and hot 9as f l°ws where

Z/^nss both from j to i . and hot gas flows from i to

j where XhaJ < Z <X ns5

c) when ^a,j.< ^v\as > the static pressure of room j is

higher than that of i at any height, therefore air flows

where ~Z anc^ hot gas flows where Z /" "^a.j.
both

from j to i
.
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What is shown above is merely the flow which is possible from

che viewpoint of the profile of the static pressure difference

between room i and j . It is clear that actual flows are

realized in relation to opening conditions as well as the static

pressure difference profile, for example, when a threshold of

an opening is higher than / it follows that there is not

any flow of air. Accordingly formulae for the flow rates should

be obtained, taking the various cases of openings into considera-

tion. The results are shown in Tab. 1. In the Table 1, hot gas

flows where /> > not 9as flows where 1^ ^ ^ Za.'y a ^- r flows

where Za.iX ^ < ^aij. an<^ a ^- r flows where Z d are indicated

as SS, SA, AS and AA respectively for simplicity of expression and

subscripts ij denotes that fluid flows from room i to room, j .

In the above discussions, we have assumed that the hot layer of

room i is deeper than that,of room j , however it must be

needless to say that the assumption is merely a matter of notation,

if necessary we can exchange i and j at any time.

2 . 4 Computation Procedure

2.4.1 COUPLING EQUATIONS FOR HOT LAYER TEMPERATURE AND DEPTH

Although Eqs.(l) - (6) given in section 2.3.1 are regarded as

the fundamental equations that govern the phenomena in any room

including the fire room, they have not as yet given the tempera-

tures and depths of the hot layers explicitly which are what we

want to know directly. Then, in the following we try to obtain

more convenient expressions.

1) Differential Equations for the Temperature of Hot Layer

Expanding the left-hand side of the energy conservation

equation of hot layers Eq . ( 3 ) as,
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A

(47)

and substituting the mass conservation equation Eq.(l) to the

first term of it we can rewrite Eq.(3) as follows:

= 6
Clf 6r/ ^IIf(svs/i ji)(ef,r

ej-(5s4+^y
)(e,.- ej)^

therefore

+ c
P II{(%,+%)(e5 ,r es, t)^- c^^-eJ

Rearranging this equation by substituting the equation of gas

state Eq. (4) to eliminate ft , we obtain the final equation for

the temperature of the hot gas layer in an arbitrary room i as

follows

:
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<t&i,i - ®zL ( a — n 1

(48)

2 ) Differential Equations for the Depth of a Hot Layer

Expanding the left-hand side of the mass conservation of equation

of hot layers,

A-( P A 7 ] = A (9 jOte+7 .d£d
(49)

and substituting the following relation,

dt 0 2 dt (50)

which can be obtained from Eq.(4), Eq.(l) becomes as follows:

Using again Eq. (4) , this becomes as follows:

And furthermore substituting Eq.(48) for the temperature of the

hot gas layer into the second term of the right-hand side of this

equation, this becomes as follows:
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Therefore, we obtain the final expression for the depth of the

hot layer in any room as follows:

a = t. « )
(51)

The 2n equations expressed by Eqs. (48) and (51) are the coupling

ordinary differential equations for the temperatures and depths

of the hot layers in n rooms in a fire building.

Accordingly integrating them starting from the ignition, we can

predict the behavior of the hot layers. However, when Zs, i
= 0.

it is evidently impossible to integrate Eq.(48), therefore we need

some sophistication to avoid this difficulty.

2.4.2. COMPUTATION OF MULTI-ROOM PRESSURE

The coupling differential Eqs. (48) and (51) involves many terms

concerning the rates of the hot gas flow which are very important

because they connect the phenomena of each other rooms mutually.

On the other hand, as shown in Tab. 1 each flow rate is expressed

using the static pressures of corresponding rooms at ground level

as parameters, therefore in actual computations it is necessary

for us to manage to obtain the pressures. So in the following

we treat this problem:
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1) Equation of Flow Condition

Generally speaking, an equation of gas state usually contains

pressure, however because we have adopted Eq.(4) as the equation

of state excluding pressure, we cannot calculate the pressure

and therefore flows by the use of the equation of state. But

even if we adopted an equation which includes pressure in place

of Eq. (4) , it would be almost impossible to compute the flow rates

exactly enough by the use of the pressure. The reason is as

follows: The change of temperatures or densities obtained by

numerical integration of Eq.(48) or so might be considerably

large even if the time interval is taken small enough, for instance

as 1 sec. If we assume that the degree of the change of the

temperature is about 1%, the degree of the change of pressure

calculated from an equation of state would be about 105 x o.Ol = 10^

which would be recognized as '"a very big value because the degree

of the wind pressure of the flows that we are usually concern

with respect to fires in small scale buildings may be 10 Pa or so.

Accordingly, it is obvious that we need another method to

determined the pressures. What is adopted here is a hypothesis

that flow rates are determined to satisfy the mass conservation

of the air layer in each room. Because the flow rates are

described using the static pressures of the rooms at ground

level, we can use the expression "the pressures are determined"

in stead of the expression "flow rates are determined". By the

way, we can use another hypothesis that the pressures are deter-

mined to satisfy the total mass conservation of any room instead

of the above hypothesis because the mass conservation of hot

layer in arbitrary room have been also satisfied.

Because the above hypothesis means that flows follow the other

changes in rooms, it might be difficult to apply the hypothesis

to the case when the changes in some rooms are very quick compared

with the flow rates. However, at least in such a case as here

when multi-room fire spread is put into consideration, we can

suppose that the vents are so large as to supply enough air to the
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dominant burning in the fire room.

From Eg. (5) we can obtain the flowing relationship:

Substituting this into mass conservation equation of air layer

Eg. (2), we obtain Eg. (52')

Ouf + II(AV^-Mr AA,j,,- Me,i = o

<j- % \->z

Rearranging Eq.(52') by substituting Eg. (51) yields

r
wa * d- *

+II«VMjrA%-Mi),^ M s,

-M
et

= o (i = ,. „ ) < 52

,

This equation describes the condition that the pressures must

satisfy.

By the way, that starting from the total mass conservation gives

the same result can be shown as follows: At first, writing down

the total mass conservation eguation as,

and substituting the mass conservation eguation of hot gas layer

Eg. (1) into this yield Eg. (52').

To investigate the physical meaning of Eg. (52), let's rewrite

Eg. (52) as follows:
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In more plain expression, this becomes,

/mass flow rate of \
(ggf ioto°

f

1

)

I hot gas into 1 ) x .

:53

0,

temperature o:
mass flow rate of \

[^llsTf i

hot gas out of i

/mass flow rate \_ [mass flow rate ^ / rate of \ x i _/ rate of
.] 1

\of air into i J \of air out of i / \ heat input/ Cp9a Iheat loss/ Cp9a

,
/mass input \_ q
\ by fire source

J

The reason why hot gas flows are more effective to the flow

condition equation than air flows is understood by the fact that

hot gas has larger bulk than the air of equal mass, and the

reason why heat have influence on the condition equation is

recognized as heat input increase the bulk of hot gas and

inversely heat loss decrease it. However, it seems that mass

input from fire source is independent of the temperature in spite

of its high temperature but the question is solved if we take

care of the fact that Qc ^
is transported by f^s/L and Mf,i r

that is,

(54)

where 0S
- and

@f>,L
are average plume temperatures at corres-

ponding height respectively.

2 ) Computation of Multi-Room Pressure

It has been known that the condition the pressure of any room

must satisfy is Eq . (52) . However they contain flow rate terms
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SS, SA, AS and AA any of which is related to the pressures of

the both sides of the opening, therefore generally speaking,

any one of Eq . (52) is possible to be related to the pressure

of any room, that is Eq. (52) is coupling equations for n unknowns

Pi > pn • Furthermore they are nonlinear for the pressures,
because SS, SA AS and AA are all made applying Bernoulli's theorem.

In the following, we try to solve the simultaneous nonlinear

equations described by Eq.(52). Let's express Eq.(52) as follows

for the simplicity of treatment,

i-, (f,r£,- ,f, )
= o (i-t. n) <">

Taking care that the concrete form of each is

flow rates of hot gas \ / flow rates of hot gas \
^ f heat

and air into room i / \ and air into room i / V etc

where the former two terms depend on the pressures and the third

does not depend on them. Generally speaking, if the pressure

of room i becomes lower than those of the surroundings, the

rates of hot gas and air flow into room i increase and the flow

rates out of i decrease and on the contrary if the pressure of

room i becomes higher than those of surroundings, the flow rates

into i decrease and the flow rates out of i increase, that

is, if the pressures of the surroundings are constant fx always

decreases according to the increase of "p^ as shown schematically

in Fig. 6. And it follows that Eq.(55) requires every f.
to be

determined as the value when the curve of crosses the abscissa

The main difficulty of the problem lies on the fact that n non-

linear equations in Eq.(55) must be satisfied simultaneously, but

we begin the study with the case of n = 1 for the simplicity of

comprehension, that is

fi C f1 ) = o
1

(56)
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We can regard the case as a single compartment fire. Although

Eq.(56) is nonlinear, it is not simultaneous but a single equation

for a single unknown P^, therefore we can solve it using Newton-

Raphson method or Regula-Falsi method etc.

What we use here is a method which is made by adding some devises

to Regula-Falsi method [81- But before explaining the method, we

briefly relate to Regula-Falsi method for the convenience of

explanation. Let's omit subscritp 1 for a while for the simplicit

sake

.

In Regula-Falsi method, we calculate f (p) giving a proper initial

value to P. Then, if f (p) is positive, we make new V adding a

proper positive gain Af to p , on the other hand, if f (p) is

negative, we subtract Af from -p , because f (p) is known as a

function that decreases monotonously according to the increase

of -p . Subsequently we calculate f(p) till the sign of f (p)

changes, successively altering
"P

with new value as above, and

as soon as the sign changes, we calculate a new f in turn as,

£ 'ft
V = (57)

and calculate f(p) using this -fty) where f+ and f- are the positive

f and negative f before and after the sign changed respectively

and p+ and p_ are corresponding static pressure. We repeat this

procedure until enough accuracy is obtained using the newest

positive and negative values of f as f+ and f- respectively (Fig. 7)

Regula-Falsi method may be valid for the case when the range of

p can be prospected, but may be not necessarily valid for the

other case, because if we take A"p small, a large number of com-

putations is necessary before the sign change of f(p) if we take

A~p large, we need them after the sign change. The following

method that we adopt here may compensate the defect partially.
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(i) at first, we calculate f„ =

Po

f(p G ) for proper initial value

ii) examining the sign of f 0 if f Q > 0 we make p

as P-^ = Po + Ap and if f 0 < 0, we make p^ as p^ = p Q
- Ap and

then calculate f^ = f(p^)

(iii) compare the signs of f Q and

(iv) if the signs of f Q and f^ are equal, make new p as

-p _ "Pi fft
** Vp "f1

t: - f,
1 (58:

and considering this p as initial value, repeat calculation

from (i)

(v) if the signs of f 0 and f are different, we calculate new

p using Eq. (57) and repeat calculations until satisfactory

accuracy is obtained (Fig. 8).

In the procedure shown above, Eq.(58) is an equation that is

obtained assuming that f oC p
1/ 2

_ (See Fig . 8) Because we have

applied Bernoulli's theorem to obtain flow rates, function f

which is principally composed of the flow rates, is almost pro-

portional to pi/2 where p is largely separated from the solution

In this method, because we can bring p near the solution at a

stretch when p is very far from the solution, we can take £p

considerably small.

The method described above is essentially taken as a trial and

error method even if there might be many devises to gain adequate

values quickly, so we describe the procedure schematically as

in Fig. (9)

.

Next, we consider on the case when n = 2, that is, the problem

to obtain

equations

to obtain p^ and p^ that simultaneously satisfy the following
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(59a)

f z ( t< , f* )
== 0 (59b:

He re, let's consider that can be obtained as a function of

from Eq. (59a) as,

f, = f, ff.)

then, substituting Eq. (60) into (59b) yields;

(60)

(6i:

this is a single function for a single unknown therefore it

is essentially the same as Eq t (56) and can be solved numerically

by a trial and error method. It is true that we cannot obtain

Eq.(60) analytically for Eq.(59a) is nonlinear, but because the

meaning of Eq. (60) can be interpreted as we can always obtain p^
for an arbitrary > so it is sufficient to calculate p^ at every

time when p^ changes. It is also possible for us to calculate

p^ using Eq. (59a) because it is an equation for a single unknown

when P2 is specified. Then it is clear that the procedure to

solve Eqs. (50a) and (59b) can be shown as in Fig. 10.

Let's advance to the case when n = n, that is the case when

we solve the following equations:

i it, . f,

,

, ft ) = 0

•?«) = 0

h (fi.fi.- fi.) = 0
In this case, at first we solve p^ as a function of p^

as follows, using the first equation of Eqs. (62)

62:

(63)
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and then substituting into the other equations of Eqs. (62) yields,

'2

n, x) = o (64

itiUn.fi, -Z). X) = o J

Eqs. (64) are n - 1 simultaneous equations for n - 1 unknowns

P2 , / , p . So furthermore we solve P2 as a function

of p_, , p^ using the first equation of Eqs. (64) as,

I = \MX, Xn)
(65)

and again substituting Eq. (65) into the other equations of Eqs. (64)

yield n - 2 equations for n - 2 unknowns p^ , , p .

In the same way, eliminating p^, p , , Pn_^
one after

another we can finally obtain one function for only one unknown

p , therefore we can solve the equation. And then the meaning

of Eq. (63) is also that we can always calculate whenever even

one of P2 , p.j, , pn
changes, and it is similar as to

Eq. (65) . So it is clear that the procedure to solve Eqs. (62)

using a trial and error method becomes as shown in Fig. 11. [9]

Up to now, we have considered as a general discussion that 7^ is

related to the pressures of all rooms p^, , p . But actually,

such a case is really unusual, because rooms in a building have

some rules in mutual connection according to their use. And con-

sideration on the rule makes pressures computation much easier.

For example, in a building shown in Fig. 12, because it has four

rooms in general discussion it follows that we must solve the

equations as follows:

_fjL(Ti,fz,XX* ) = 0 U = /' 71
)

(66)
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This procedure becomes as shown in Fig. 13. But if we take care

of the fact that there is no openings between room 1, 2 and 3

and therefore there is no exchange of flows, it follows that

it is sufficient for us to solve the following equations:

ii(?i,f*) = o

/,< P,, ?*) = 0 (67)

Eqs. (67) suggestes that by making use of the former three equa-

tions, p^, p^ and p^ are all given as functions of only one

variable p^ , in other words, it is sufficient for us to calculate

p^, $2 and P3 only when p^ changes during the exection of the

calculation. Accordingly, the procedure for Eqs. (67) becomes as

shown in Fig. 14 and becomes -much simpler comparing that shown in

Fig. 14

.

In actual problems, such simplification as stated above is almost

always possible and is useful to make omputation time short.

2.4.3 FLOW CHART OF COMPUTATION PROCEDURE

The model outline of which is shown above can calculate the

temperatures and depths of the hot layers, the flow rates of

hot gas and air, the temperatures of ceilings and floors, and

the incident heat flux to ceilings and floors, if the parameter

values on the dimensions, thermal properties, opening conditions

and connecting relations of the rooms in the object building and

the location, area and heat evolution rate of the fire

source are specified.

It might be said that the core of the computation procedure of

the model is to integrate the coupling ordinary differential

Eqs. (48) and (51) by use of Runge-Kutta Gill method. The flow

chart shown in Fig. 15 is the outline of the computation procedure

of the Model.
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3. SAMPLE COMPUTATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In the following we show some sample computations to investigate

the validity of the model.

3 . 1 Specification of Parameter

3.1.1. DIMENSIONS OF SAMPLE BUILDING

Two buildings are adopted here as the objects of the sample compu

tations

.

One is, as shown in Fig. 16, a single floor building which has

five equal rooms. This sample building which is very simple for

the convenience of the results exhibition suit the aim of the

present model, because the mqdel has been devised to apply to the

problems on fire spread in Japanese dwelling houses.

The other is, as shown in Fig. 17, a three-floor building which

has nine rooms and one stairwell. To tell the truth, I think

it is not very suitable to apply the model to such a tall build-

ing because the model as yet neglect the entrainment when hot

gas rises up in a tall space such a stairwell. In Japan, it is

seldom that a dwelling house has such a large scale as this sampL

so to apply the model to such a building is practically not

important in Japan. The reason why we dare to adopt this sample

is to investigate the degree of the validity of the model.

With regard to the dimensions of the principal parts of the two

buildings, we show them in Figs. (16) and (17). Additionally we

show an example of pressure calculation loops for each case in

Figs. (18) and (19), however some alternative loops are possible.

3.1.2 FIRE SOURCE CONDITIONS

The parameters we use here to characterize the conditions of
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a fire

fire

.

Table

source are location, area and heat evolution rate of

Those parameter values for each sample are exhibited

3.

a

in

3.1.3 THERMAL PROPERTIES OF BUILDING

As the thermal properties, we take the same values for all the

rooms in the sample buildings which are shown in Tab. 2. and

besides we make as % oux = 0 in Eq. (24). These specification might

be in some extent unrealistic, because it is almost as good as

each room in a building is entirely enclosed by 10 cm thick

concrete slabs, nevertheless we adopt them to simplify the thermal

conditions

.

3.2. Sample Computations and Discussion

1) Sample 1

This is a case when a fire source which has 1 square meter area appears

and continue to generate heat at the rate of 40 kcal/sec. This

heat evolution may roughly correspond to the burning rate 10 g/sec

when the fuel is wood.

The transitions of the temperatures and depths are shown in Fig.21-a

and Fig.21-b respectively, and the states in the buildings at some

elapsed times are shown in Fig.21-c.

In Fig.21-c, a white number near ceilings without an arrow indicate

the temperatures of hot layers 0S
(°K) and a white numbers with

a white arrow and a black number with a black arrow indicate a

mass flow rate of hot gas SS + SA (kg/sec) and air AS + AA (kg/sec)

respectively

.

In this sample, the depth of the hot layer in the fire room becomes

stable in a minute, but about seven minutes are required until

all the hot layers become stable. The temperature rise to 380 °K
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in fire room, but this is regarded as such a low temperature

that the fire spread to the other rooms is entirely impossible.

2) Sample 2

The conditions of this sample are the same as those of sample 1

except the heat generation rate which is 80 kcal/sec in this

case

.

The general tendency of the results shown in Figs. (22-a) , (22-b)

and (22-c) are similar with sample 1. It is true that the time

required for all the hot layers to be stable becomes shorter and

the temperatures become higher. But the danger of the fire spread

to out of the fire foom is also small.

3) Sample 3

In this case, the heat generation rate is 120 kcal/sec, but the

other conditions are the same as the preceding samples. The

tendency of the results are also similar with the previous samples

though the temperatures and spread velocity of the hot gas becomes

larger

.

4) Sample 4

In any of the previous samples 1 - 3, a constant heat evolution

rate was given from the begining, however we cannot continue to

increase the heat evolution rate in this manner because the larger

the rate becomes, the steeper the changes of the temperatures and

depths of the hot layers at initial time point and therefore the more

difficult the pursuit of the change becomes. So, in this sample,

the heat evolution rate is given in the manner shown in Fig.24-a,

that is, the heat evolution rate increases gradually to 400 kcal/sec

which might correspond to the burning rate when a large scale

furniture such as a bed, a sofa, a chest of drawers is entirely

involved in fire.
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In this case, the temperature of the hot layer in fire room rise

to about 700 °K and that of a next room rise to about 500°K but

even in this sample the danger of the fire spread out of the fire

room may not yet be so serious.

5) Sample 5

This is a case when a fire breaks out in a room on the first floor

of the sample building that was shown in Fig. 17. As stated before,

to apply the model to such a building is not very suitable for the

model as yet neglect entrainment of gas rising up in a ^tall space,

in other words, availability of the model will be improved if a

treatment of the entrainment is introduced. In the result, it is

hard to believe that the temperatures of room 1 and stairwell are

almost equal .

6) Sample 6

In this sample, the windows of Rooms (7) and (9) are closed and

the fire source area and the width of the door between the fire

room and the stairwell are both made twice those of sample 5 so

that the rooms on the 3rd floor are filled with hot gas.

In this case, the second cause why it is difficult to apply the

model to tall building s appears , that is, the air that is pressed

out from the rooms on the third floor by the hot gas flowing into the

rooms, flows into the hot layer in the stairwell. Although this fact

is contradictory to the assumption that hot gas flows into a hot

layer and air flows into an air layer, it follows that the assump-

tion insist on that the air pressed out from the rooms on the

third floors flows down through the hot layer in the stairwell

without mixing and flows into the air layer. However if we can

submit to this error, the results are interesting enough.
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4 . CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we can show only a few sample computations.

However it seems comparatively suitable to apply the present

model to low buildings such as Japanese usual dwelling houses,

though its application to tall buildings contains some difficulties

as yet.

In future, we intend to try to improve the model to be able to

apply to all buildings and to fully developed fire. Additionally,

some experiments and further simulations would be also required

for the verification of the model.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

frontage of room (m)

depth of room (m)

height of room (m)

area of room (m^)

width of opening (m)

height of upper edge of opening (m)

height of lower edge of opening (m)

height (m)

depth of hot gas layer (m)

depth of air layer (m)

mass flow rate of plume gas (kg/sec)

mass rate of gas input from heat source to plume
(kg/sec)

mass rate of gas input from plume to hot layer
(kg/sec)

mass rate of air entrainment to plume (kg/sec)

mass rate of hot gas flow through opening (kg/sec)

mass rate of air flow through opening (kg/sec)

density of gas, slab (kg/m J
)

temparature of gas, slab (°K)

temparature difference (°K)

specific heat of gas (kcal/kg.°K)

Stefan-Boltzmaun Constant (kcal/m^ • sec •

)

acceleration due to gravity (m/sec^)

heat flux (kcal/m^

•

sec )
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Q,QC

Qr

F

t

At

c

I

p

LA-

Xnas- X^ss

R

Subscripts

k :

s :

f :

a :

R :

c :

w :

r :

ij :

heat evolution rate of heat source (kcal/sec)

rate of radiative heat transfer (kcal/sec)

configuration factor

time (sec)

time gain (sec)

thermal conductivity of slab (kcal/m- sec • °K)

specific heat of slab (kcal/kg-°K)

thickness of slab (m)

static pressure (Pa )

static pressure difference (Pa )

height of neutral plane of static pressure (m)

coefficient of discharge

rate of fluid flow (kg/sec)

function of flow condition

total number of rooms

denotes i-th room

denotes k-th opening

denotes hot layer, surface

denotes fire

denotes air

denotes room

denotes ceiling, combustion

denotes floor

denotes thermal radiation

denotes room i to room j
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CEILING

FLOOR

Fig. 2 Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer

Fig. 3 Grid Points for Finite Differentiation
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Fig. 5 Typical Pattern of Pressure Difference Profile
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Tab. 1-a Flow Rate of Hot Gas & Air (j^fci)
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Tab. 1-b Flow Rate of Hot Gas & Air ( £. > ft
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f(p)

Fig. 6 Diagram of p-f(p) Relation

Fig. 7 Regula-Falsi Method

f(p)

Fig. 3 Modified Regula-Falsi Method
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C START )

I —
Initial Value
to P

Computation f (p)

f (?)

= 0

( STOP J

Fig. 9 Computation Procedure

by Trial and Error Method

START )

Initial Values

to Pi >P?

Computation f-|(p-[)

J££L

P-|
=
P-|

+AP

Computation f2(P2)

P 2 =P 2
+AP

I =0

(stop 0

Fig. 10 Pressure Computation
of 2 Rooms

Initial Values to

P] »P?' P
r

Computation f-| (p-|

)

P-|= P-[+AP

Computation ^2^2 }

Computation f . {p. )

( STOP

Fig. 11 Pressure Computation of n Rooms
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SUBROUTINE PARAM

( START )

SUBROUTINE RESULT

C STARTJ)

INPUT OF THE DATA ON

BUILDING DIMENSION
OPENING CONDITION
THERMAL PROPERTY
ROOM 'CONNECTION

SOME MODIFICATION OF DATA

OUTPUT OF COMF
CONDITIONS

UTATION

OUTPUT OF RESULTS:

TEMPERATURE & DEPTH OF
HOT LAYERS

TENPERATURE OF CEILING
& FLOOR

INCIDENT HEAT FLUX TO
CEILING & FLOOR

FLOW RATE OF HOT GAS -

& AIR

( RETURN)

C RETURN 1

Fig. 15 (4)
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)
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Fig. 18 Pressure Computation
of 1-Floor Building

Fig. 19 Pressure Computation
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O <V
-r- </l

> ^

* TIME (min.)

Fig. 20 Heat Evolution Rate in Samples(4)-(6)

Tab. 2 Thermal Properties of Wall Slab(common to all walls)

thermal conductivity 2 .78 X io-4 (Kcal/m.sec.°K)

specific heat 2 00 X 10-V (Kcal/Kg.°K)

densi ty 2 00 X 10 3 (Kg/m 3
)

thickness 1

.

00 X io-i (m)

Tab. 3 Conditions for Sample Computation

SAMPLE NO.
AREA OF FIRE
SOURCE (m2)

HEAT EVOLUTION RATE FIGURES FOR RESULT

1 40 (Kcal/sec) Figs.21-a,b,c

2 80 (Kcal/sec) Figs.22-a,b,c

3 120 (Kcal/sec) Figs.23-a,b,c

4 rate shown in Fig. 20 Figs.24-a,b,c,d,e

5 rate shown in Fig. 20 Figs.25-a,b,c

6 2 rate shown in Fig. 20' Figs.26-a,b,c

the windows of the rooms on the 3-rd floor are closed
the width of the doorway between the fire room and

the staircase is twice the former i.e. 1.6 m
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Fig. 21-a Temperature of Hot Layer & Ceiling (Sample 1)
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Fig. 21 -b Depth of Hot Layer (Sample 1)
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Fig. 22-a Temperature of Hot Layer & Ceiling etc. (Sample 2

Fig. 22-b Depth of Hot Layer (Sample 2)
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Fig 23-b Depth of Hot Layer (Sample 3)
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Fig. 24-a Temperature of Hot Layer & Ceiling etc. (Sample 4)
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Fig. 24-b Depth of Hot Layer (Sample 4)
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I . Introduction

Fire spread process is dominated by various factors such

as live load, interior finish materials, condition of openings,

fire extinguishment, etc. There are already many studies on

the effect of these individual factors by experimental methods,

but statistical studies how the factors functionate at actual

fire scenes where the factors are joined together are very few.

I think, this is because besides the fire spread phenomenon is

very complex and munifold, on-the-spot surveys of fire incidents

are attended with many difficulties.

Fortunately, I could have a chance to get considerably

detailed fire incident reports concerning to residential fires

ignited from living room or kitchen, the number of which is

about 1,000. With the fire incident reports, I have done the

statistical analysis of fire spread process and the trial of

prediction of whole room fire (frequently with flashover) occur-

rence. This paper is the report of the results.

By the way, in the recent fire researches it is indicated

that fire spread process has several phases. Examining various

sorts of fire spread process, it seems that there are some cases

which have not distinct phases. But, it may be an effectual

methods for examining the effects of various fire protections

to consider that fire spread process has several phases. So,

in this paper the analysis is done under the assumption that the

fire spread process has six phases shown at Table 1.

II . Analysis by individual factors

In this paragraph, the results of the statistical analysis
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on the effects of the individual factors which dominates fire

spread process is discussed.

First, it is necessary to decide the method used for measur-

ing the effects of the individual factors. Based on the assump-

tion stated previously, the fire spread process can be regarded

as the transition of phases. Therefore, the effect of factors

can be considered as the effect given to the easiness of the

transition of phases. This easiness of the transition of phases

can be measured with the following two values.

rate of fire spread = ni/n

transition probability = ^^+^/^±

where n; number of total samples

nj_; number of samples which arrived at ^th phase

Analysing the relation between these values and the factors, the

effect given to the fire spread process by the factors can be

inquired.

By the way, there are various factors which dominate the

fire spread process, and also there are various statistical indexes

for the factors in analyzing with the statistical methods. However,

in selecting the factors or their statistical indexes used for

the analysis, they must be essential for the fire spread process,

and it is desirable that the independency between the factors is

preserved. Being considered these matters, the factors which is

shown Table 2 are selected for the analysis.

Fig. 1.1 - 1.8 show the results of the analysis of the rates

of fire spread, and Fig. 2 shows the transition probabilities between

phases

.

To my thinking, the construction of these results are as
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follows

:

(1) There are considerable differences among the effects of the

factors, and the effects depend upon the stage of transition

of phases.

For example, concerning to the effect of 'Ignition Pattern 1

,

Fig. 2 shows that its effect is high at the stage of tran-

sition from Ceiling Phase to Whole Room Phase, but is not

so high at the other stages. Specially, it can be

understood that at this stage, most of the fires which break

out by the ignition pattern from range and the likes to oils

and fats and reach at the Partially Burning Phase is extin-

guished, and this makes the rate of fire spread of this

category very different from others. (Fig. 1.1)

Generally speaking, it can be pointed out that the factors

which is selected in this analysis shows the highest effect

at the stage of transition from Ceiling Phase to Whole Room

Phase. After the Inter-Room Phase, the effect of the factors

are not distinct except the effect of 'Structure 1

, and it is

necessary for more detailed analysis of the stage after the

Whole Room Phase to add the factors concerning to the fire

extinguishment activity by fire brigades.

(2) The fire which has been extinguished at very early stage of

fire spread such as Primary Ignition Phase is likely not

to be informed to the fire station in Japan, therefore, the

transition probability from Primary Ignition Phase to Partially

Burning Phase is considered actually lower than the result

given by this analysis. Thus, the analysis of this stage of
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fire spread is attended with difficulties.

(3) Doing such statistical analysis as this, it is desirable

that the independency between the factors is preserved.

However, from the result of test shown at Table 3, the

independency between the factors is not necessarily preserved,

so, the construction of the result of analysis of these sorts

cannot but be discreet.

For example, although the factor of 'Structure' shows com-

paratively high effect at the stage of transition from

Partially Burning Phase to Ceiling Phase, this result is

considered to be produced by the correlation between 'Structure'

and the other certain factor.

Ill . Analysis by composite factor with the Theory of Quantification

In this paragraph, the factors used for anlyzing by indivi-

dual factors are composed with the Theory of Quantification, and

the relation between the composite factor and the Whole Room Fire

(flash over) occurrence is discussed.

Analyzing fire spread process by the composite factor, as the

external criterion is given as nominale scale namely phases and

the factors are also given as nominal scale, the statistical methods

such as Multiple Regression Analysis used for the analysis by the

variables given as interval scale cannot be applied. So, in

analyzing fire spread process, the 2nd sort of Theory of Quanti-

fication developed by Chikio HAYASHI* is used.

* The Director of Institute of Statistical Mathematics
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This method aims to determine the value ^'fe (category

value for factor j , category k ) , and the category value is

determined in the condition that the correlation ratio** calcu-

lated with sample score d{ given as below expression.

where, Si(jte) = [ 1 ; When arbitrary case responses

< to factor j , category

I 0 ; Except above

After estimating the value for the higher is the

effect of the factor, the larger is the range*** in the factor,

and also the larger the partial correlation of the factor toward

the external criterion, thus the effect of various factors can

be compared each other. The further detailed explanation is

attached as the appendix after the V-th paragraph.

With this method, it is possible to analyze using the six

phases as the external criterion, but in this paper, as the

analysis with six phases is too complex and the selected factors

show high effects at the stage of transition from Ceiling Phase

to Whole Room Phase, recomposing the six phases to two stages

namely the stage before flashover (Primary Ignition Phase,

Partially Burnining Phase, and Ceiling Phase) and the stage after

flashover (Whole Room Phase, Inter-Room Phase, and Whole House

Phase), the analysis is made using these two stages as the external

criterion

.

** the ratio of external variance to total variance

*** the range of factor j means the remainder between maximum and
minimum of XjK ( = /, Z,
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Fig. 3 shows the results of the analysis with the Theory of

Quantification. Looking at the range and the partial correlation,

it can be understood that for Whole Room Fire occurrence, the

effect of 'Alert Time to Station' is the highest among the factors,

and the effects of 'Extinguishment in the Early Stage of Fire

Spread', 'Ignition Pattern', 'Rate of Combustible Area on Verti-

cal Face', and 'Combustibility of Ceiling' are comparatively high,

however ,' Rate of Combustible Area on Horizontal Face' shows low

effect

.

IV . Prediction of Whole Room Fire occurrence

Using the results of the analysis by the Theory of Quanti-

fication, Whole Room Fire occurrence may be predicted.

Fig. 4 shows the distributions of sample scores of the two

stages defined in the Illrd paragraph. From this figure, it

can be understood that Whole Room Fire occurs with the higher

probability, as the sample score increases, further it may be

also understood that there is the discriminant point whether

Whole Room Fire occurs or not. Based on this distribution of

sample scores, the discriminant point cf-o = 0.23 is given in the

condition of minimizing the error of discrimination, and using

this discriminant point, the rate of success of discrimination

is 79%.

For example, in the case that 'Ignition Pattern' is ' 1

;

range and the likes to oils and fats', 'Rate of Combustible Area

on Vertical Face' is '3; 70%', 'Combustibility of Ceiling' is

'3; combustible material', 'Rate of Combustible Area on Horizontal
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Face' is '4; 100%*, 'Openings' is '3; 6 m 5 / 2
' , 'Structure' is

'3; wooden structure', 'Extinguishment in Early Stage of Fire

Spread 1 is '1; being done', and 'Alert Time to Station' is ' 2

;

4 minutes', the sample score d I comes to be 0.36, and the rate

of success of discrimination is 79% when Whole Room Fire is

considered to occur.

Next, the results of the trial of estimating the relation

between the probability of Whole Room Fire occurrence and the

sample score are discussed.

Fig. 5 shows the result of estimating parameters in the

case of normal distribution from the distribution of sample scores

of the two stages with maximum likelihood method, provided that

the rate of the number of samples of the each stage to the number

of total samples is multipled to the distribution. Further, Fig. 6

shows the distribution of probability of Whole Room Fire occurrence,

assuming that above estimated normal distribution is proper. This

probability is calculated as follows:

PL
CX) = Xifiix)/ {7C,f, CX) + TL^h^A

where, Pi (*) ;
Probability of success of the prediction that the case

the sample score of which is X
,
belongs to i group.

(%) ; Normal distribution of L group.

j£_
• ; Rate of the number of samples belonging to

L group to the number of total samples.

Though Fig. 6 is regarded as the figure which shows only

intuitively the relation between the probability of Whole Room

Fire occurrence and the sample score as the normal distributions

do not follow the distributions of sample score enough, it can

be understood that the larger is the sample score, the higher is
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the probability of Whole Room Fire occurrence.

By the way, for certifying the propriety of the discrimina-

tion and the prediction of Whole Room Fire occurrence, following

problems to be examined remain:

(1) Independency between factors;

Table 4 shows the correlations between factors, using the

category value which is obtained from the analysis with the

Theory of Quantification. Though the correlations between

factors are generally low except the one, 0.46, between

'Structure' and 'Combustibility of Ceiling", it must be

examined the effect given to the discrimination or the pre-

diction by such correlation? between factors.

(2) Fitness of the model;

In the Theory of Quantification, the linear sum of category

value is adopted as the model. But, for estimating the fire

spread process, better statistical model than the merely

linear sum model may exist.

(3) Rate of Whole Room Fire occurrence in the population;

In the discrimination and the prediction of Whole Room Fire,

the rate of Whole Room Fire occurrence is given from its

number of the sample. But, Stated previously, the fire being

extinguished in the very early stage of fire spread are

likely not to be informed to fire stations, so the actual

rate of Whole Room Fire occurrence may be lower than the one

used in this analysis.



V. Conclusions

Through the analysis by the individual factors and the

analysis by composite factor with the Theory of Quantification,

though it is natural, it has been ascertained that the factors

concerning to fire extinguishment has considerably high effect

for fire spread, and further, the effect of interior finish

materials and live fuel etc. which was indicated by an experi-

mental method has been also ascertained by the statistical method.

Further, using the results of the analysis by the Theory of

Quantification, the trial of the prediction of Whole Room Fire

occurrence has been made, and several problems concerning to the

prediction has been clarified. In the future, if such problems

as stated in the IV-j-h paragraph is examined well, the relation

between the Whole Room Fire occurrence and the factors will be

able to be established, further it will be possible to make

cost-benefit analysis.
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TAB. 2 FACTORS AND CATEGORIES

FACTOR EXPLANATION OF CATEGORY

IGNITION PATTERN

1 Ignition pattern from small kitchen range , range , or water heater

to oils and fats (typical ignition pattern at kitchen)

.

2 Ignition pattern from certain ignition source to imflamable material,
oils and fats or explosive substance excluding the pattern stated

as 1

3 Ignition pattern from appratus to fiber goods or wastes.
4 Ignition pattern from tobacco to fiber goods or wastes.
5 Ignition pattern from match, lighter, candle or stick of incense
to fiber goods or wastes.

6 Ignition pattern from certain ignition source to furnishings or
furnitures

.

7 Ignition pattern except above 1 - 6 or the iqnition pattern is
unknown.

RATE OF COMBUSTIBLE AREA
ON VERTICAL FACE *

1 0 -

3 50

25 (

- 75

2 25

4 75

50

100 ( Fire Outbreak Room )

COMBUSTIBILITY OF
CEILING **

1 Non-combustible material
2 Fire retardant material
3 Combustible material ( Fire Outbreak Room

RATE OF COMBUSTIBLE AREA
ON HORIZONTAL FACE *

1 0 - 75 (

2 75 - 100
)

( Fire Outbreak Room )

'ire

:

OPENINGS ( ZA/R )

1 0 - 2.5 ( m V»)
3 5.0 - 10.0

2

4

2.5 - 5.0
10.0 - ( Fire Outbreak Room )

UN

STRUCTURE
1 Fire proof structure
2 Fire protective structure
3 Wooden structure

EXTINGUISH-

MENT

FACTOR

EXTINGUISHMENT EM THE EAR-
LY STAGE OF FIRE SPREAD***

1 Being done
2 Not being done

ALART TIME TO STATION **** 1 - 3 ( min. )

3 5-
2 3-5

* In the case that there are combustibles such as combustible furnitures , they
are projected to the vertical face ( wall ) and the horizontal face ( floor )

,

and the projected part is regarded as combustible . Next , the projected area and
the area of combustible interior finish materials are summed up on the vertical
face and the horizontal face, and the rate of the each summed up combustible
area to the area of the each face is calculated.

** The testing method of combustibilities of interior finish materials is decided
by the law. The order 1 to 3 corresponds to the order of combustibilities.

*** Fire extinguishment activity in the early stage of fire spread ( generally
before flashover ) with fire extinguishment equipments such as fire extingui-
shers .

**** Elapsed time from the ignition time ( estimated ) to the alert time in fire
station

.
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1 2 3 4 5

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

O RANGE - OILES
A APP. - FIBER, WASTES
9 TOBACCO - FIB. , WAST.
A MATCH - FIBER, WAST.
• FURNISHING, FURNITURE

FIG. 1 - I

IGNITION PATTERN

0 l 1 1 1 1 I I

1 2 3 4 5 6

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

O 0 - 25 ( % )

A 25-50
A 50-75
• 75 - 100

FIG. 1 - 2

RATE OF COMBUSTIBLE AREA
ON VERTICAL FACE

123456 123456
PHASE DEVELOPEMENT PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

O NON-COMBUSTIBLE M. O 0 - 75 ( % )

3 FIRE RETARDANT M. • 75 - 100

• COMBUSTIBLE M.

FIG. 1 - 4

FIG
-

1 - 3 RATE OF COMBUSTIBLE AREA
COMBUSTIBILITY ON HORIZONTAL FACE
OF CEILING
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1.0

uj 0.5 -

—

A

J L J L

1 2 3 4 5

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

0.5 ~

12 3 4

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

O 0 - 2.5 ( m < )

A 2.5 - 5.0
A 5.0 - 10.0
• 10.0 -

FIG. 1 - 5

OPENINGS

O FIRE PROOF STRUCTURE
9 FIRE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE
• WOODEN STRUCTURE

FIG. 1 - 6

STRUCTURE

1.0 r

^ 0.5

d- -a

2 3 4

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

1 .Or

0.5

—O.

2 3 4

PHASE DEVELOPEMENT

X3

6

O BEING DONE
• NOT BEING DONE

FIG. 1 - 7

EXTINGUISHMENT IN THE EARLY
STAGE OF FIRE SPREAD

O - 3

3 3-5
• 5 -

MIN.

FIG. 1 - 8

ALERT TIME
TO STATION
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FACTOR CATEGORY SAMPLE
a

-0.

iTEGORY VALU1

5 (

s

) 0.

RANGE
5

PARTIAL
CORRELATION

i

H
H
H

H

IGNITION
PATTERN

1 RANGE+OILES

2 IMFLAMABLE M. ,OIL

3 APP.^FIBER,WASTES

4 TOBACCCHFIB. ,WAST.

5 MATCH-*FIBER ,WAST

.

6 FURNISHING, FURNTT.
7 OTHERS, UNKNOWN

202

66

85

158
81

70
114

-0.129

-0.071

0.029

-0.022

0.054

0.086

0.186

1—i—i—i—i—

'

\
H
V

0.316 0.087

(

i

t

1

1

/I

H

RATE OF COMBUST
IBLE AREA ON
VERTICAL FACE

1 0 - 25 (%)

2 25 - 50

3 50 - 75
4 75 - 100

87

318
117
254

-0.150

-0.058

0.135
0.062

0.285 0.076

COMBUSTIBILITY
OF CEILING

1 NON-COMBUSTIBLE M.

2 FIRE RETARDANT M.

3 COMBUSTIBLE M.

137

31
608

-0.116

-0.175

0.035

0.210 0.051

RATE OF COMBUST
IBLE AREA ON
HORIZONTAL FACE

1 0 - 75 (%)

2 75 - 100

46

730
-0.027

0.001
0.028 0.005

OPENINGS

1 0 - 2.5 Gift)

2 2.5 - 5.0

3 5.0 - 10.0
a i n d —

279
288
179
iu

-0.014

-0.015
0.030

0.105

0.120 0.024

STRUCTURE
1 FIRE PROOF STRUCT.
2 FIRE PROTECTIVE S.

3 WOODEN STRUCTURE

122

273
381

-0.093

-0.046

0.063
li

0.157 0.048

.«

«

EXTINGUISHMENT
IN THE EARLY
STAGE OF F.S.

1 BEING DONE
2 NOT BEING DONE

701
75

-0.033
0.309 i 0.342 0.086

ALERT TIME
TO STATION

1 - 3 (MXN.)

2 3-5
3 5-

440
218
118

-0.203
0.252
0.293

i i..

,

0.497 0.193

FIG. 3 THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS WITH
THE THEORY OF QUANTIFICATION
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1 00 1-

DISCRIMINANT POINT
cto = 0.23

1.0 -0.5

1 I | r

0

SAMPLE SCORE

0.5 1.0

I
,

I THE STAGE BEFORE FLASHOVER

THE STAGE AFTER FLASHOVER

FIG. 4 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF
SAMPLE SCORES
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Discriminant point
a'„ = 0.27

H 2 = 0.298, m 2 = 0.308, ° 2 = 0-310

Assuming that the normal distribution is proper, the discriminant
point d'o is 0.27 , and the rate of success of discrimination is 80%.
The discriminant point and the rate of success of discrimination
estimated from the normal distribution are nearly equal to the ones
directly estimated from the frequency distribution of sample
scores

.

FIG. 5 PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF SAMPLE SCORES
IN THE CASE OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
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APPENDIX

Theory of Quantification (II)

Each case of fire incident responses to one of the catego-

ries of individual factors, as being showed Fig. A-l. First,

the value (category value for factor j , category |e ) i

considered as the variable to be calculated.

Next, the linear sum di of the category values which the

arbitrary case i responses is considered. Then, the category

value Xjfc is calculated in the condition that the variance

of ck-i between groups (stages) is maximum and the variance

of cH I within the same group (stage) is minimum. That is, c^i

is given as follows:

oLi = Z%.Si(jtz)-ZjK (i)

where, Sc (j^)
=

(
^ ' Wnen an arbitrary case

responses to factor j , category

0 ; except above

then, using d{ , values indicated below are calculated,

total variance; 0^ = tt^ ( di - 57 )

* £ nu {2)

external variance; 0~b = 2->
/

( dt ~~ ck ) '

t\.

where, n; number of total samples

n^ ; number of samples belonging to group t

j "«t K Jit _

CKt Tit <=' J*/ *-/ *
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then, Xjie is determined in the condition as follows:

5 i = o (3)

where, V 2
= ; (correlation ratio)

(/•

the equation (3) is expanded as follows:

^ a
_ i

f
art _ v* 'd^

so, the next equation must be statisfyed.

(2) is substituted for (4), the result is arranged as follows:

Z ( d-t - J ) ( • Jt - • d
)

v At dXuv dXuv 7 (5)

where

,

-=rV cJ< - -^—ZZ Si(jV-Xj* - Si CUV)
0 Auw ^ lav /«

_ Tit .lit

(6) is substituted for (5) and the result is arranged as follows

= "f (7)
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where

,

tit

n

f(jt?,uv) = Z Si Cj/O Oc(uv)

(8)

then, the substitutions are done as follows:

X =
{ \

where

,

n
71

J*

(9)

then, the correlation ratio ^
2

is determined as the eign

value and category value X/te is determined as the eign

vector in the following equation for eign value:

H X - v' FX (10)
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Preface
9

The rational design of fire protection engineering in

buildings requires a thorough understanding of the fire

behaviour, and it is known that the behaviour of fires in

compartments is dependent on many factors. Kawagoe and

i)

Sekine reported that openings could be the biggest controlling

factor, and their experiments and theory have been supported

by most researchers throughout the world.

The behaviour of a fire in a compartment depends on

the basic burning characteristics and shape of the combustible

and their position as well as on the compartment and its

properties. In particular, the burning characteristics of

lining materials have a significant influence on the growth

and behaviour of compartment fire, but there is little infor-

mation concerning their assessments.

Studies on compartment fires have been made mainly with

compartments composed of noncombustible wall materials and

very little work has been done with compartments composed

of combustible interior linings.

While it is necessary to consider combustion prevention

measures, for the fire protection of buildings, compartments

are living spaces and an indue emphasis on the demand for

fire protection may lead to undue interference with other

necessary physical or human engineering requirements. In

other words, fire safety should be considered as a total

design of compartment space.

At present, even though detailds of the burning behaviour
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of compartments are still unknown, it is considered necessary

to develop immediate measures for taking into account quanti-

tatively the influence of materials on fire risk with the

help of some suitable method. An attempt has been made to

clarify the influence of interior linings using model tests

within which the interaction of the burning of interior

combustibles could be easily grasped.

1. The Test Models

In preparing the model, although similarity becomes

an obvious problem, at this stage the tests were carried

out using rectangular boxes for the compartment as previous-
=0 0

ly used by other researchers such as S. Yokoi, K. Kawagoe,

3) 4)
P. H. Thomas, D. Gross, and etc., without giving much attention

to the problem of similarity. The openings in the models

used in these tests are in direct contact with the atmosphere,

and air flows into the compartment without any resistance.

However, as the flow of air into the burning compartments

of actual buildings generally passes through the corridor,

a corridor portion was added to the model as shown in Figure

2. This method has an advantage in that the total amount

of smoke en^nating from the burning compartment and the

total amount of air entering into the burning compartment

could be measured. In this report, the former type will

be named as simple model box (Fig. 1), while the latter will

be known as dwelling model box (Fig. 2)

.

The size of the models and the openings is shown in
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Table 1, and the models are classified by three different

sizes

.

2. Experimental Procedure

Since the shape of the openings is a major factor that

governs compartment fire, the tests were conducted with open-

ings as the main variable factor while varying the kinds of

interior linings and the amount of other combustibles.

In other researchers' studies, the openings are situated

at both the front and back of the compartments. However,

since it was decided to quantify the smoke release charac-

teristics during the burning of the compartment, only one

opening was provided in these tests.

The tests were divided into two categories, namely,

those made for the purpose of clarifying the burning charac-

teristics of various kinds and thicknesses of linings in

the compartment and those made for the purpose of clarifying

the phenomenon of the interaction of the burning of linings

and other comustibles. In the former only the crib (and

linings) used for an ignition source was (were) varied,

while in the latter, specific fire load (the weight of

fuel per urfit compartment volume) was varied as in previous

investigations (Table 2 & 3)

.

The sticks used for the ignition source for the first

group of tests had a cross section of 2 x 2 cm and were

cut to a particular length (£cm) . Sticks were arranged on

a square of side j£cm and separated at a spacing of 2 cm.
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This ignition source was placed at the corner of the model,

5 cm away from the side walls in the case of SHL type and

2 cm in the case of SHS type as shown in Table 1. The

source was ignited after inserting an alcohol soaked insu-

lation board of the dimensions 1 cm x 1 cm x Jlcm. into the

bottom layer.

In the second group of tests the fire load was, for

simplicity, in the form of wooden cribs. The cross section

of the sticks was 2 cm x 2 cm and the cribs were placed on

the whole surface of the bottom layer at intervals of 2 cm

and 5 cm away from the side walls. The ignition method

adopted was the same as that used for the first group,

except that the width of the insertion of the alcohol soaked

insulation board was limited to the width of the opening.

3. Method of the Analysis of Results

Measurements and observations were made of the mass

loss, smoke density, CO-concentration and dynamic pressure

in the fixed passage. Since the purpose of these tests was to

quantify the smoke and gasses that diffuse through buildings

during fires, the measurements of smoke and gases were made

outside the compartment after oxidation in the compartment. The

values obtained from the tests were arranged as follow.

3.1 Burning Rate

The value of the burning rate is fundamental charac-

teristic in the analysis of various phenomena of burning.
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Perhaps because the initial stage of fire is within the un-

stable period, the burning rate has often determined by the

time for the mass of unburnt combustibles to fall from 80%

to 50% or from 80% to 30% of its initial value.

However, observations show that the production of smoke

and gases during the initial stage of fire is large, especially

when the internal linings are combustible. Therefore, the

progress of the fire is divided into two periods, namely,

the flashover period and the steady state period, and the

results are arranged for the former case. An instantaneous

burning rate was determined from the gradient of the total

weight loss curve and a mean burning rate from the change

in the weight during the relevant period.

3.2. Characteristics of Smoke and Gas Generation

Evaluation of the hazard of the smoke generated from

a compartment fire can be made by the extinciton coefficient

or by the smoke generation rate which is given by the product

of the flow rate of combustion gas including smoke particles

and the concentration of the gas.

The smoke hazard in terms of fire prevention engineering

should be evaluated in relation to evacuation under a fire

condition, and it means that it should be evaluated by the

flow rate of the smoke in the building.

As the unit of smoke concentration in terms of fire

prevention engineering, the extinction coefficient given

by the equations is used, and the relation between extinction
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coefficient and visibility throuqh the smoke has been

clarified by T. Jin.

-CSL
i = io e-

Cs = £#1^

where

I : light intensity with smoke

I Q : light intensity without smoke

L : length of light path (m)

C s : extinciton coefficient (1/m)

To express the extinciton coefficient in this equation,

many symbols such as T,ff*; D and etc., are used. However,

although it is not satisfactorily confirmed yet, the range

of the concentration of the smoke generated from a fire is

very wide. Therefore it cannot definitely be said that

the above eqations are applicable for the smoke concentra-

tion of a wide range, as long as the smoke concentration

is measured by the light transmittance , because there are

overlaps of smoke particles in the light beam path. 'Consequent

ly in this report the simbol, C s , is used to express the

extinction coefficient in the meaning of the smoke concen-

tration.

When smoke is produced in a smoke accumulating chamber

of a particular volume, the smoke generation rate S is given

as the following equation:

« i -
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where

S : smoke generation rate (m2/min or C sm3/min)

V : volume of smoke accumulating chamber (m3)

But this equation is not applicable to obtain the rate of

the smoke generated from a compartment fire, because a

smoke accumulating chamber of a very large volume will be

needed, which is impossible. In such a case, it can be

obtained by the product of the flow rate of the combustion

gas and the smoke concentration, which are measured at each

given time.

As the methods of the measurement, two ways could be

considered: one is the measurement at the opening of the

compartment and the other is the measurement in the flow

passage of a fixed cross-section where the smoke is passing.

In the former method, measurement at many points will

be necessary because the neutral zone changes with the fire

growth. What is more important here, since the smoke cannot

be measured by the light transmittance direcly in the

flaming, a temperature compensation type sucking smoke

meter must be employed for measuring smoke concentration.

In this case, smoke particles would be adhered to the sucking

pipe and copidense, and this makes a big difference in the

measured values.

Furthermore, the smoke generation rate which should

be obtained here is that for the smoke dispersing in the

building. Since compartment fires are in most cases ventila-

tion controlled fires, oxidation of the smoke particles takes
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place also outside the opening when the opening area is small.

Therefore the smoke concentration after the oxidation should

be measured away from the opening.

For these reasons, the latter method of measurement is

taken to obtain the smoke generation rate in this report.

And it is also because of the assumption that closer approximate

values would be obtained by this method than the former

one, although the absorption of smoke particles to the walls

of the flow passage cannot be neglected. Therefore the smoke

generation rate is given as follows:

dC dv
dt s "" " dt

where

Cs ^ : extinction coefficient

QC : coefficient of flow (dimensionless

)

A : cross-sectional area of flow passage

: dynamic pressure in flow passage

: smoke density

9 : temperature of flow passage

And the same consideration was taken for the measurement

and calculation of the CO gas release rate. From the product

of velocity and the measured concentration, the respective

rate of smoke and CO gas generation were calculated.

These were claculated by a TOSBAC-2000 computor.

A smoke generation coefficient was obtained by calculating

the smoke generation rate per unit of burning rate.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Tests for the Burning Characteristics

of Internal Linings

i) Flashover (F.O) and Its Time (F.O.T)

The phenomenon of flashover (F.O) is well known as a

special burning phenomenon associated with compartment

fires. As is clearly seen from a Figure 4.1, there is

a rapid rise in temperature and a rapid generation of smoke.

In qualitative terms, flashover generally refers to a

rather rapid transition from a localized fire in one portion

of a compartment to a much more intense fire in which every

exposed combustible surface in the compartment is undergo-

. 5)
ing pyrolysis, at least, if not burning.

However, it is very difficult to determine exactly

the transitional point by experiment, because this transi-

tional phenomenon moves through a rapid continuum.

6)
J. B. Fang proposed an average upper room gas temper-

ature of 450°C - 650 °C as the boundary between limited

and full involvement from the spontaneous ignition of paper.

In the instant when flashover occurs, many changes of

behaviour like the emission of flame and smoke from the

opening, increase in the room temperature and radiation

to the floor etc. , take place. Therefore, we might expect

to obtain the instant of flashover by measuring the afore-

mentioned values. However, in reality, experiments revealed

that there are two major difficulties in determining actual

flashover time. One is that flashover takes place not in
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instantaneous jump, but over a small but finite time.

Secondly, as shown in Table 4, the points at which the various

factors, like smoke and flame, begin to change within its

time are different. In this study flashover time was deter-

mined mainly by observation of the variation of the tempe-

rature at three-quarters of the compartment height in the

centre of the compartment. Generally, the time lapse prior

to F.O. varies with the amount of heat received by the

materials and the kinds of materials, and it is considered

to be largely influenced by the pyrolysis characteristics

and thermal properties of the materials and the ratio of the

volume of compartment to the burning rate of the ignition

source (Fig. 3-5, Table 5).

In other words, flashover is expected to take place

when the ratio of the amount of inflow air and the concen-

tration of the flammable gases accumulated in a compartment

(i.e. the flammable gases not yet finished reacting which

are released by the burning of materials in the compartment

including interior linings) satisfies a certain range of

conditions. Therefore the time to reach flashover (F.O.T)

is determined in relation to the size of the fire source,

pyrolysis properties of the materials, the volume of the

compartment, openining factors and etc.

ii) Burning Rate

As shown in Figure 6, the burning rate varies largely

with time. The following formula is used as the general
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formula of the burning rate of the compartment.

R = 5.5 AjH (kg/min)

However, when the internal linings are combustible,

there is an acceleration due to the burning of the material

as shown in Table 6-7, and accordingly it is necessary

to make an adjustment dependent on the characteristics of

the material.

r =C^M • 5.5 aJIT (kg/min)

In other words, this value o^V| represents the acceleration

of combustion of the material and has a tendency to increase

with the decrease in size of the opening as shown in the

table. In models, when their proportions of the shape

are same, there is a tendency for the heat loss from the

surface to increase and the burning rate to decrease, since

the ratio of the surface area of the compartment to the

volume of it increases with the decrease in the surface area.

Therefore, analysis was done again and the tendency is shown

in Figure 7.

Furthermore, it is generally pointed out that even

the same material makes a large difference in its burning

characteristics according to whether the material is used

as the ceilings or as the walls. In order to experimentally

clarify this phenomenon in a compartment fire, the burning

rate was determined by varying the attitude of the material

used and the results are shown in Table 8. When the burning

rate per unit exposed surface area is considered, the area
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of combustible materials used per unit volume is found to

have a larger influence than even the position and it is

confirmed from these tests that the burning area or in other

words the surface area of the combustibles becomes an important

factor.

Furthermore, the heat loss from the walls cannot be

neglected. Since the heat loss from the wall composed of

thin boards could be more significant than that of thick

boards, room temperature should be higher for the latter.

Consequently, in the case of compartment fires, the burning

rate for a wall composed of thin board could be lower than

for one of thick board although thin board is generally

more flammmable. For these reasons, the burning rate is

expected to reach the maximum at an optimum balanced condition

of heat release by pyrolysis and heat loss from the wall

as shown in Fig. 8.

iii) Generation of Smoke and CO Gas

In our experiments, dynamic pressure, temperature and

concentration of smoke and gas were measured in the hood

at one point, as mentioned in 3.2. The values obtained were

scattered Widely because, unlike the measurement of weight

loss, the measurements of varying smoke and gas concentration

and of dynamic pressure are difficult to make.

Therefore we can only discuss the characteristics of

smoke and CO gas generation from a compartment in general

terms. Some examples of the test results are shown in
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Tables 9 & 10 and Figs 9 & 10.

Generally, the trends for smoke and CO gas generation

rate are analogous to that for the burning rate. They

differ in that the measurements of the smoke density vary

with the space where smoke is accumulated in the compartment

or in other words, with the depth of soffit.

As shown in Figures 11 & 12, the greater the volume

of accumulated smoke, the greater the oxidation ratio of

smoke particles is within the compartment and hence the

smoke generation rate is small. Furthermore, when the

opening factor is small, dense smoke is generated because

the inflow of air is retarded.

iv) Back Draft Phenomenon

Whilst the burning process in compartments has not

been sufficiently understood, the combustible gases accumu-

lated in the compartment are considered to play an important

role.

To support the above, the variation of the amount of

air inflow through the air inflow section equipped at the

end of the corridor in the dwelling model box is shown in

Figure 13.

The air inflow is rapidly retarded with the flashover

and a vibration phenomenon is observed. This is caused

by the rapid oxidization of gases accumulated in the compart

ment, and this remarkable occurrence is known as the back

draft phenomenon.
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4.2. Interactional Burning of Linings and Other Contents

Representative results of the experiments are shown

in Figures 14-16. As a general tendency, the rate of release

of smoke and CO gas is high in the early stage of the fire

even when there are combustibles in the compartment and this

tendency becomes more remakable when the internal linings

are readily flammable. Therefore, emphasis was placed on

the behaviour in the early stage of fire.

i) Burning Rate

Compartment fires after flashover can be classified into

fuel controlled and ventilation controlled fires, according

to the ratio of the amount of combustibles to the opening

factor

.

Generally it is said that the burning rate in a compart-

ment fire is a fixed value, determined only by the parameter

of the opening factor. However, when the linings are com-

bustible the burning rate changes with time as shown in

Figure 17.

It is generally understood that the burning of linings

develops with time from the pyrolysis burning to the surface

burning which is the burning of solids. Namely even when

the compartment conditions imply that it is a ventilation

controlled fire, the compartment fire initially develops

through pyrolysis burning controlled by the exposed surface

area and burning characteristics of all the combustible

materials. Therefore, the burning rate is generally high
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in the early stages of a fire.

When the linings are combustible, the burning rate

differs greatly from the estimated value of R = 5.5 A\1T

especially in the early stage of the fire. On the contrary,

when the lining materials are noncombustible , burning rate

is the same as the estimated value. In both cases the

amount of fuel affects the burning rate as shown in Figure 19

To represent the burning rate of the compartment fire,

we have the following formula of Kawagoe, Sekine, and Thomas,

which was established theoretically and proved experimentally

R = 5.5^6.0 Aj~H

However, the burning rate in the flashover period,

determined by the above formula as shown in Figures 20 & 21,

could not establish the above proportional relationship.

This may be attributed to the following.

In the previous section on the tests for the properties

of materials, we mentioned that the opening factor (ATS)

,

volume of compartment (V) , and exposed surface area of com-

busibles (As) etc. , are the factors that have an effect

on the burning rate in a compartment fire.

That is to say, the burning of substances in enclosed

space, such as in furnaces, is determined by the excess air

ratio, in other words, air supply in relation to the concent-

ration of flammable gases produced by pyrolysis.

Therefore, the value of V should be the effective

free shape volume, V"E , where oxidation takes place. V
£

is

obtained by deducting the volume of combustibles in the
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compartment from the volume of the compartment. For these

reasons, in connection with the early stages of fire, which

involves pyrolysis burning, it is necessary to adopt the

following parameter.

,„ . . . /-excess air ratio ^- {aJe/Ve)(Burning character) ©C

—

z s i
•—oC—

—

~k
—

£ * rate of pyrolysis^^- As

When Figures 20 & 21 were rearranged, a strong correlation

was noticed as shown in Figures 22 & 23. The following

empirical formulae are derived from Figures 22 & 23.

When the interior linings are non-combustible (Fig. 22),

Rv = 3.0 Bf
0'*

i.e. R= 3.0 (Aj~H) • (As .

V

E )

'

where

Rv = (R/AS )/VE

and when the interior linings are plywood (Fig. 2 3)

,

Rv = 6.0 B f

i.e. R= 6.0 (AjH) • (AS -VE
)

*

Accordingly, by arranging for Bf, these empirical

formulae can be appicable to a wide range of the volume of

the compartment, 0.16 m^ - 2 7 m^. However, they cannot be

applied generally and adjustments should be made for the

type and shape of the combustibles. The applicable range

for the value of Bf would be between 0.00 3 and 0.4.

ii) Generation Rate of Smoke and CO

Since there is a difference between pyrolysis burning
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and surface burning in regards to the relation between burning

and compartment temperature, the release rate of smoke

depends on the stage of fire.

As shown in Figures 14 - 16, and Table 11, the release

rate of smoke and gases is high in the early stage of the

fire. For this reason, it is necessary from the point of

view of fire protection engineering to quantify the burning

characteristics especially in the early stage of the fire,

namely in the flashover period which is important for the

prevention of the loss of human life.

The smoke production rate expressed here as SV (=S/AS -V)

is shown in Figures 24 & 25. It is expected that by improving

the method of measurement, correct values with higher accuracy

can be obtained.

For plywood,

Sv = 250 Bf*
3

S = 250 (aW' 3
• (AS .VE

)°'7

For non-combustible materials,

Sv = 120 B f
a3

S = 120 (a/h)°'
3

- (As -VE )

a7

where S is release rate of smoke (Cs m^/min or m^/min)

Sv = (S/AS )/VE

Sv = a • (S/AS )/VE

Although A/H" was the main controlling factor in the case

of the burning rate, the value AS *VE takes its place in the

case of the smoke generation rate.
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The smoke generation rate in a compartment fire depends

on the smoke generation coefficient of interior linings and

commodity likewise in the case of burning rate. Since plywood

and cribs are wood materials, the amount of the smoke generated

when they burn, the smoke generation coefficient, could be

considered to be approximately the same. Therefore, the

smoke generation rate of the materials which have very different

burning properties could be obtained by making adjustment

using the relative smoke generation coefficient, 'a', with

wood materials taken as 1.

iii) Vibrational Burning

The burning process in a ventilation controlled fire

is considered to be close to the upper limit of burning of

flammable premixed gases. Kawagoe has pointed out in his

experiments the phenomenon of scrambling for oxygen in the

compartment in the case of compartment fire. Here, when

the variation of the amount of air flow through corridor

is considered as shown in Figures 2 7 & 28, a clear regularity

was found in the restriction of air inflow caused by the

increase in the amount of gas intermittently released at

regular intervals by strong oxidation of smoke particles

accumulated in the compartment. The range of this vibrational

burning becomes more remarkable when the amount of combustible

material is low.
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4.3. Full Scale Fire Test

In order to clarify the interrelationship between the

model tests and a large scale fire, tests were conducted

using a building which is scheduled to be destroyed and a

test building specially constructed for this purpose.

i) Experimental Procedure

The accuracy and repeatability of full scale fire

test generally decrease with the increase in the size of the

building. However, the experimental procedure and the

ignition method were carried out in the same manner for each

trial run.

ii) Ignition Method

Wood cribs, which are constructed of 12 pieces of

2 cm x 2 cm x 60 cm spruce sticks per layer, were placed

at the corner of a compartment and ignited by inserting

an alcohol soaked stick (1 cm x 1 cm x 60 cm) at the bottom

layer.

iii) Test Results

a) Flashover

We use the variation of temperature as a simple indicator

for the growth of compartment fire. In many cases, this

temperature is measured at a level of 3/4 the height of

the building.

The variation in temperature in the main tests is
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shown in Figure 29. The time at which flahsover (as defined

by temperature rise) took place could then be determined.

However, even for the same interior material, the temper-

ature profile varied with the volume of compartment and the

form of opening as shown in the figure.

b) Burning Rate

Parallel to the model tests, large scale fire tests

were conducted by constructing a building of floor area

9 m2 (3.6 (W) x 2.7 (D) ) with a ceiling height of 2.6 m.

For an office building with combustibles tipically arranged,

tests were conducted to clarify the effect of changing

from gypsum board to decorated plywood.

The variation in the weight of the building was measured

every 15 seconds by loading the whole building over a weigh-

ing mechanism made of I beams.

As shown in Figure 30, a clear difference was recognized

due to the burning characteristics of the linings; a burning

rate of 60 kg/min was measured with plywood whereas 22 kg/min

was measured for gypsum board, about 2.7 times more.

Furthermore, the burning rate as calculated from the

empirical formulae derived from model tests fairly well

agreed with the actual measurements:

for PVC film laminated plywood,

r—0.8 0.2

R = 6.0 (AVH) • (AS -VE )

= 6.0 (4.2°** (51.1 x 24. 3 f
Z

= 78.6 kg/min
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for gypsum boards , using the formulae for non-combustibles,

R = 3.0 (4.2)°'
?

(12.3 x 2 4.3)°'*

= 29.6 kg/min

c) Excess Air Ratio

The amount of air inflow was measured by fitting a

dynamic pressure measuring pipe to the lower half of the

opening. Assuming the combustibles to be wood, the excess

air ratio determined from the burning rate and amount of

inflow air calculated previously for a theoretical air

amount of 3.9 75 m^/kg is shown in Figure 31. This shows

that the burning has low excess ratio when the linings are

plywood, and hence the release of smoke and gases is large.

Furthermore, the number of ventilation cycles calculated from

the amount of inflow air is about 250 - 350 cycles/hr.

d) Quantification of Smoke and CO

In order to determine the release rate of smoke and

CO, it is necessary to measure accurately the flow rate

of air released and the concentration of smoke and CO

contained in it. In these experiments, since the smoky

gases are at high temperature, the smoke concentration was

measured by sucking the smoke using a rubber tube and a

light transmitter type concentration meter having a constant

light path length. The extinction coefficient measured

this way is not accurate as smoke particles adhere to the
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rubber tube owing to the high temperature of the smoke, and

much larger coefficients are expected in reality. For these

reasons, it is necessary in future research experiments

to develop methods to measure dense smoke of high tempera-

ture.

5. Conclusions

As mentioned at the outset, the purpose of this experi-

mental research is to find out the factors that control the

characteristics of compartment fire and to understand quanti-

tatively the characteristics of compartment fires. The

detailed consideration of the empirical formulae obtained

from these experiments is an important topic left for the

future. However, the results obtained so far are summarized

here for the time being.

1) The influence of internal linings on the growth of compart-

ment fire is extremely large, and if they are combustible,

a remarkable flashover phenomenon is observed and the release

rate of smoke and CO gas accompanying this phenomenon is

also very large.

2) The time elapsed before flashover is determined from

an interrelationship between the size of the ignition source

and the combustibility of the linings.

3) The duration of a compartment fire can be divided into
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four main periods, namely the fire growth period, flashover

period, steady state burning period and deterioration period.

Smoke generation in the flashover period is remarkably high.

4) The opening factor, the surface area of combustibles and

volume of compartment where oxidation takes place can be

given as the main factors that govern the burning in the

flashover period of compartment fire.

5) When the amount of combustibles is large, the influence

of the burning characteristics of the linings is smaller and

this influence becomes even smaller when the opening is small
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Table 1 Size of Model and Opening

Type

(D.W-H)m

Opening

ratio

Height
of

opening
(m)

Width
of

opening

Depth
of
soffit
im)

Opening

factor
cm!)

A*

Oil -L-l X

..(1.0x2.0x1,0).

1/2

1/4

1/8

1.0 1.0 0

1.0

0.667

0^5 00

0.250

S-H-L-2

(0.9x1. 8x0.9)

1/2

1/4

1/8

0. 82

0.9

n 6

0. 45

0.225

0

0.668

n 4 4^

0. 334

0. 167

S-H-S-A

(0.48x0.98x0.48)

1 /2

1/4.

1/8

1/15

0.48 0.98 0, 0.08,

0. 16

0 16?

0.082

0.041

0.021

S-H-S-B

(Oo 45x0.90x0. 45)

1 /4

1/8

1/15

0.35 0.163

0.083

0. 10

n n Rnu . u u u

0.040

0. 020

s-v-s-i

(0.48x0.48x0.98)

1/2

1/4

1/8

1/15

0.98 0. 45 0, 0.15,

0.3

0 2^4

0. 117

0.058

0.029

B
R-H-S-l

(0.91x1. 11x0. 55)

1/4

1/8

1/15

0.35

0. 34

0.17

0.08

0.10

0.070

0.035

0.018

A* : Simple Model Box

B* : Dwelling Model Box
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Table 2 Example from Fire Load Survey

Type
Vo lume

of
Compart-
ment
V(m)

Amount
of Com-
bustibles

W(kg)

Ratio of Combustibles {%) Sdppi f* i f* *^i~) ^ J_ X _L ^-

Fire
Load
W/V (kg/m3

)

Wooden
Materials

Textile Plasti cs

Dwelling
House 38.88 980 91.8 5.1 3.1 2S 2

Office 324.00 3*920 89.3 3.1 7.6 12.1

Fibre Goods
Sale Counter 264.60 _ 3*070 73.3 17.9 8.8 11.6

Average 209.16 2,657 84.8 8.7 6.5 16.3

* From the data of Hamada Laboratory of Science University of Tokyo.

** Calculated by the author.

Table 3 Specific Fire Load

Model

Box

Weight
of

Crib

(kg)

Fire Load (kg/ify
Specific
Fire Load (kg/m)

without
lining

with
lining

without
lining

with
lining

Simple
Model
Box
S-H-S-B

2.5
5.0
7.5

10.0
20.0

5.32
10.63
15.96
21 .28 -

42.55

6.58
13.16
19.74
26.32
52.63

11 .06
22.12
33.19
44.25
88.50

15.33
30.67
46.01
61.35

122.70

Dwelling
Model
Box

R-H-I

2.5
5.0

10.0
20.0

2.48
4.95
9.90

19.8

3.29
6.58

13. 16
26.32

4.50
8.99

17.98
35.97

6.87
13.74
27.47
54.95

3.2
6.4
12.8

3.7
6.39
12.67

4.22
8.44

16.88

5.76
11 .51
23.02

8.79
17.85
35.16

The floor area and volume of the model box change as follow:

S-H-S-B without lining; floor area = 0.47m1 volume = 0.226n*

with lining ,
= 0.38m1 = 0.163m'

R-H-I without lining; = 1.01m1 = 0.556m J

with lining ;
= 0.76m1

= 0. 364nT
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Table 4 Transition Point of Burning Behaviour
(Model : RSH , Linings : Plywood)

Ignition Opening Thickness Transition Point (min) Average
Source
icon) Layer Ratio ( mm)

Observation Room
Temp

.

Hood
Temp.

rRadiation

17-5 1/4 3 4
» 15" 4'00" 4* 30" 4 '40" 4 '17"

14-4 1/4 it 3' 10" 3»00" 3*10" 2 '50" 3'02"

6-4 1/4 it

17-5 1/8 ii 3' 30" 2' 10"' 3'40" 3' 10" 3 '08"

14-4 1/8 ii 8
' 00" 8'20" 7 ' 30" 7'56"

0-4 1/0 5' 45" 6' 10" 12 '00" 11' 30" Q | r n It

17-5 1/4 5.5 5'45" 4'20" 6 '00" 5 '22"

14-4 1/4 n 7*50" 7' 20" 7 '00" 7'20" 7' 30"

6-4 1/4 n oo oo

17-5 1/8 it 5' 00" 5' 40" 5' 40" 4'40" 5' 15"

14-4

D — 4

1/8

i /A1/ 0

it
1 1 • r~ r\ 11
4 T 50

(ll'OO")
(23*00")

1 1 a -i r— 114*15
4l f 00")
tfl'50")

4 ' 40

22' 40"

l| f A All4 ' 2 0

(24'00")

4 '34"
(ll'OO")
(22*53")

17-5 1/4 9 6» 30" 7*10" 7*20" 7 i 30 fr 7'08"

14-4 1/4 ii 5 » 30" 5' 10" 5 • 10" 5' 10" 5 '15"

6-4 1/4 M co oo oo oo

17-5 1/8 it 4 '10" 3*50" 4' 30" V 40" 4 '02"

14-4 1/8 H 6'50" 6'05" 6*20" 6 '24"

6-4 1/8 ii <xz>
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Table 5 Relation between F.O.T. and Opening Ratio

Volume of
Model Box

Opening Burning
Rate or
Ignition

F.O.T.
(min)

Distance
between Wall
& Ignition

1 .77m
(SHL-1

)

1 .0
0.7
0.5
0.25

70.6^ )

II

00

1!

8' 00"
7' 30"
8'25"

10'30"

5 cm from wal]
TI

It

tl

1 .17m
(SHL-2)

0.445
0.334
0.167

100.0
m

II

7 '45"
6' 50"
6' 25"

tl

11

11

0.19
I

0.07
(SHS A) 0.035

35.0
ti

6' 55"
(2'47")

2 cm from wall
ii

Table 6 Burning Rate and Acceleration Factor

Volume of
Compartment (m) AjW Burning Rate

( kg/min

)

1.77 1 .0 5.9 1 .16

0.5 6.2 2.26

0.25 4.5 3.27

1.17 * 0.445 5.2 2.10

0.334 4.6 2.50

0.167 3.8 4.10

0.19 0.07 0.73 1 .60

0.035 0.52 2.30

27.0 4.2 60.0 2.60

27.0 4.2 55.0 2.38 (PVC)
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Table 7 oCm Value In Each Period (Model : RHS

)

Material Thickness

(mm)

Opening
Ratio

Burning Rate (kg/min)
r

<>~tic
/

F.O. (R.) 0 . 8Wc~
0 . 5W,( R.)

0 . 8Wc~
o . 2wr( a)

Plywood 3 1/4 0.9 0.53 0.39 2. 34 1.38 1. 01

it ti ii 0.57 0.60 - 1.48 1.56

ii n tt 0.5 0. 32 0.28 1. 30 0. 83 0. 73

ii ii

- 1/8 "0742 0. 40 0. 45 2.18 2. 07 2. 33

it ii 1/16 0.5 0. 38 0.54 5.15 3.92 5. 57

it
4 1/4 1.15 0. 72 0.48 2.99 1. 87 1. 25

it ii
n 1.2 0.55 0. 45 3.11 1.43 1. 17

ii ti it 0.57 0. 42 0.4 1.48 1.09 1. 04

it it it 0.9 0.54 0.57 2 . 34 1. 40 1 . H 0

1

" ii n 0. 11 0 . 75 0. 49 0.29 1.95 l. 27

1

" 5 5
it 0.51 -

-L > J C

ti it 0.7 0.75 0. 36 1. 82 1.95 0. 94

ii ti ti
0.8 1.1 0.59 2.08 2. 85 l. 53

Treated 3 1/4 0.8 0. 46 0.35 2.08 1.19 0. 91
Plywood

ii it it ^0.65 0.46 0. 42 1.69 1.19 1. 09

ii

ti ii 0.17 - - 0.44 —

ti 4
tt 0.8 0.5 0.39 2.08 1. 30 1. 01

ii
ti it 0.8 0. 49 0.51 2.08 1.27 1. 32

jl ii

ii it 0.5 1. 30

it 5.5 it 0.4 0.51 1.04 1.27
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Mac Arthur Presentation

lanaka: I have a question on figures 4 and 7. The results from the experiments and the
actual calculations seem to correlate very well. There seems to be a fluctuation. Is thif

due to the difference in burning rates? Is this an input received or acquired from the
actual results or was this calculated?

MacArthur: The figure that you referred to (4) is a comparison of the IITRI program durin;
dressing. There are several answers to that question. Some of that correlation at the
top of the curve is variation in the burn rate in the program, I guess. Some other problei
there are from instability in the mathematical solution of the equation. I am sorry I

don't think I should go any further without someone from IITRI to correct me if I am wrong.
But I think even with what I said the stability of the program to follow the number is quil

significant. I know this program does involve some adjustive conferences as many of these
programs do and they have been adjusted to be of good value.

Tanaka: I don't have your paper with me. I would like to ask a question about the slides,
I am referring to figure 8. How much time was taken to do this calculation?

MacArthur: Well I will turn that over to the gentleman of Notre Dame.

Szewczyk: These are non-dimensional times that are given at the bottom of the figure,
however, for each unit of time it was approximately one hour computer time associated on
the IBM 371-58.

Tanaka: At this time I would like to explain why I am asking this question. In the case
of the Japanese Railroad there is a committee on fires in tunnels. We do similar kinds of

models there too. Was the burning rate arbitrarily given according to the model? I'm
sure it's not a big problem.

Szewczyk: The burning rate was selected to compare with the burning rate that the NBS

quarter-tests use, the specific value at the present time I cannot remember. However, that

is in our report. Jim, perhaps maybe you would be able to recall it. I just don't recall

the number of BTU's. It is a volumetric heat source that is put in over a series of six
cells in the burn room at the base of the burner.

Tanaka: Are you saying that you measured or calculated the heat loss of the kinetic energy

And then you calculated or measured what was the amount of the energy that came out, the

effluent energy.

Szewczyk: Well the heat source itself is a volumetric heat source over several cells

then through the full energy equation the temperature is calculated for the remaining

cells from that given heat input.

Tanaka: Thank you very much. If possible I would like to compare your calculation or youi

figures with what I have. Do you think that would be possible.

Szewczyk: Yes.

Tanaka: When there is a fire is there a model of a fire plume? I don't see one here. In

the case of a compartment fire I think that a model of a fire plume is necessary. How mucl:

has been done on a plume model? I'm talking in very general terms.

Szewczyk: In all the models there is a plume model. They differ a little. My model

and ARFARS model use a plume model developed by Stewarts and Dr. Fang at NBS. Professor

Emmons' model uses the more massive model for a buoyant plume and the Notre Dame model

is essentially a plume model in itself.

Tanaka: If there is a flame inside the plume model, do you take into account the

temperature and other factors involved? Do you calculate those other factors too?
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Szewczyk: In full volume models the flame temperature is either specified or assumed by
assuming an equivalent radiation intensity from flame. In field models the temperature
is calculated everywhere and I would not say that we would call that a flame temperature
yet, but we're getting close to it. One of the problems that we had is how to best
represent the radiation from flame and plume and that's the problem we all have and that is
an important research topic and I think we should all address it. It is certainly a
problem with my model and seems to be in other models.

Emmons: I might add to that in the Harvard model we use as MacArthur said the classical
plume Warton-Taylor and Turner. It is calculated as though all of the material has
burned. The heat is heat at the surface, however, above the fire was a flame which would
radiate and the radiation was calculated using flame temperature as measured by George
Markstien of Factory Mutual and the emissivity as measured by Mr. Markstein.

Tanaka: I would like to learn something from you. For the flame temperature is it all
right to understand that the flame temperature is the same for all materials?

MacArthur: I can only speak for my model. What we have done very recently is to attempt
to relate the radiation from the fire to the smokiness of material that's burning. In
other words we have a very crude method of calculating the flame in the emissivity. I

don't know how good it is but it's better than having the same emissivity for all types
of materials as in previous situations. This all starts back to the point John made about
getting the radiation right. I'd like to add that as a particular function of the way
we do things we would like to have radiation measurements for flames on vertical surfaces,
fires that are upside down and concealed fires. We'd like to have simple engineering
calculations that are sensitive to the job but the only tested calculations for horizontal
surfaces with a cylindrical fire above and that's clearly not right for a fire wall.

Tanaka: I'm not sure if this is a question, but the model of Dr. Quintiere and my model
uses the work fire plume but I don't think we can really call this a fire plume. I think
it's more or less a thermal plume. If we are to burn the wall when there is a big fire

the temperature is very high, the plume is very high. Do you remember I think it was
last year in the summer we did conduct an experiment in this area? When we burn in Japan,

a big chair, the flame goes up to about four meters sometimes to six which means the flame

is higher than the height of the room. So I would like to ask you if indeed this is a

fire plume or if this is more or less a thermal plume.

Szewczyk: I can only speak for what my program does. We recognize that there are

significant heat transfers from that region of the plume from which we don't see flames,

which is not emitting light. Our model tries to take that into account like heating
material when it's in the plumes but not in the flames. We don't have a method of taking

the actual combusting flame and bending it around and over the ceiling or out the door

as we should, so I would very much appreciate someone who can model the flame and the hot

plume above it, and some other configuration other than just straight up in an enclosed

fire. I think the point you made is that the heat transfer from the hot gasses that are

not actually in the fire is very significant in the development and in a way we take

the radiance horizontally into account. I think we do in our aircraft model. We're

working on that but for smaller situations it might not be that important. I hope I

answered your question.

Quintiere: I would just like to add some thoughts of my own, but agree with everything

you said. I think from my point of view we have not really modeled the fire. We are

simply superimposing some features of the fire onto this control volume approach. When

one looks at the results of the control volume approach, particularly in assessing their

accuracy, for example, the prediction of burning rate of the materials in the room. As

John DeRis has stated the radiation from the fuel flame is very significant. I don't

believe these models are in a state yet of doing that accurately. This is an area for

growth. In addition we in our laboratory feel the entrainment of air into the fire is not

reasonably modeled with the current state of heat in a fire plume or a thermal plume calcu-

lation.
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Chaiken: You have been looking at plume models and tunnel fires and there is a basic
problem in mathematical modeling of the plumes. It was essentially a three dimensional
problem in the fact that you can't have extreme lines crossing each other. And this
caution gives rise to the entrainment type parameters to indicate the mixing that can go
on in a plume. Dr. Quintiere here indicated we don't have any good mathematical repre-
sentation of work on how to calculate these entrainment parameters. I think this requires
room plume models having developed good measurements on those entrainment parameters. I
agree with Tanaka about the effect of height above a fire source or heat source. I don't
think it makes much difference if it is a fire plume or thermal plume but don't consider
reaction chemistry. It is just a question of temperature. It's height that is as impor-
tant an aspect to me as spread of flame.

Tanaka: I am very interested in this problem too. As for the train tunnel fires I am
very interested in the progress of fires in such areas. The problem of entrainment is a
big issue for us. This problem is on the first level, initially a very important parameter.
In the initial area we have to calculate how much entrainment there is in the initial
stage. We have to measure the amount. A two dimensional field equation I think should be
formulated. I think the big problem is how to grasp or understand the problem of entrainmer
so we can have some kind of two dimensional field equation. One reason I came to this
meeting was to see if you had some of the answers to the questions I have in mind.

DeRis: I would like to mention to you some current research in this area. Ed Bukowski is
examining the entrainment experimentally. He conceived of the following experiments,
mainly a fire or a thermal heat source that goes up and frames air and then it's captured
by a box with an open bottom, but with a very small lip edge. He then controls the outlet
stack vent on the box such that the layer filling the box remains at a precise height so
that nothing spills out of the box. He then measures a chemical composition and other
properties of this layer that was captured and which then is indicative of what has been
entrained under these, since he has an accurate measurement of what the fire originally
experienced. When I heard about his idea I immediately was sold. Very soon I told Phil
Thomas and Bernie McCaffrey who is also running a very similar experiment in England. I'm
sure that these two studies will not come up with the exact same parameters because there
are many things to be measured and much work to be done. Another study that is being done
is Franco Tamanini at Factory Mutual has set up a generalized or has gone further with
Spalding Genmix of parabolic turbulent flow of boundary layer flow models and has calculated
the entrainment for a two dimensional or radial axi-symmetric plume. He is currently
doing some dimensional work in this area and he intends to perform a similar experiment
funding permitted. To determine the effect of vitiation he is going to perform similar
sort of experiments but under vitiated conditions and with the combustion in the plume.
When it comes to describing the fire our best models were developed by Frank Stewart. How-
ever, in examining the models in detail they leave much to be desired. Frank Stewart's
approach, his over-simplistic assumption that all the air is burnt at the instant of

entrainment leaves us quite dissatisfied with the model. However, there are three different
studies being undertaken at the present with the idea of resolving the conflict.

Rockett: It's too early to say anything or very much about the McCaffrey work in England
but preliminary data suggests that the small fires get agreement with the codes, for large
fires there are substantial differences. The other thing I thought worth mentioning, when
you consider two dimensional calculations of observations by Bukowski and also here of

Stanley Liu suggests that the door jet enters the lower part of the room, proceeds for

substantial distance across the room and bends the plume over. In the case of Dr. Liu's
experiment he had four separate burners evenly spaced across the room half way from the

door to the back wall. The door jet played the two center burner flames over against the

floor and they were tripped to the rear of the room and up through the back wall. The two

outer flames were outside the door jet, actually leaned a little taller towards the door

because of the recirculation from the back. No two dimensional calculation can take those

kind of effects into account. We may talk more on this later.

Chaiken: Since we are talking about plume experiments I should refer to the experiments

that Mathew carried out very recently at the Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh, involving a

fire source at the base of a wind tunnel against a forced convection. In this particular

experiment we are very much interested in the reverse flow where the combustion products

move in the direction opposite to the inventilating air and we hope to analyze this data

in terms of effective entrainment parameters. We have very detailed measurements on

the flow velocity and the temperature profile as well as the ventilating air current

that's required to prevent reverse flow.
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Tanaka Presentation

Nelson: My name is Nelson and I have a few questions for Mr. Tanaka regarding your model.
You have several patterns in which you have calculated the flow of smoke in an open dynamic
system. Has any proof testing been done to determine the validity of your model?

Tanaka: Actually I made this kind of model to bring to the UJNR Panel Meeting, so we have
not done this proof testing yet. I would like to do this proof testing by using models.
However, the model that I presented to you can probably not be used for a very high building
of more than three stories that I can predict. As for the fire plume I think we have some
drawbacks in this model. So perhaps it cannot be applied to explaining the fire plume.
This is just a model of the first primary stage so I would like you to understand it as such.

Nelson: I asked that question primarily to see if the angle of repose that we have seen in

the smoke test is much shallower than the graphics would indicate. This may just be graphic
art. I do not need an answer to that. Could I ask about the data base with Mr. Morshita,
the half of the statistical model? Do the statistics in Japan actually go to the depth of

relating these variables to the individual phases or rounds of fire?

Tanaka: Are you referring to the accuracy of the data?

Nelson: Yes, particularly in terms at each of the phases. The correlation between the
opening and passing of phase four to phase five or of a combustible finish in passing from
phase two to phase three. This seems to be an extremely complex matrix of interrelationships

Tanaka: Yesterday in the progress report of systems I think I referred to this problem.
Generally speaking in Japan, the data has to be reported to the Fire Defense Agency of the
Department of Home Affairs. As for Tokyo Fire Agency they do have an investigative chart
which is quite detailed and they do have such data on the fire incidences.

Nelson: The work is very similar to the work done by Berlin at the National Fire Protection
Association in Boston. I will send him a copy of this report.

Chaiken: Have the fire people in the United States seen the fire investigation form that is

used by the Tokyo fire department?

Tanaka: There is an original form that is used when there is a fire occurence which gives a

detailed report on a fire. The Fire Agency in Tokyo has a format which deals with the in-
vestigation of fires. It is about half of this form here and there are six or seven pages
of that. Data that I used for this research also includes diagrams so what I include is data
and diagrams that the Fire Agency acquires when it tries to discuss the fire content measures
for their fire fighting policies.

Watanabe: Let me add that the Tokyo Fire Agency has a person who specializes in reports and
he would take a report of the fire and sometimes he goes to the public and sometimes he is

criticized. Because he specializes in these reports, he can get a detailed report of a fire.

Emmons: This last step is very important. Firemen are very busy and do not have time to

make careful observations, especially of some of these fine details. Therefore it's very
important that there be a special person trained for this purpose who sometimes can go to the
fire in any case and carefully question the firemen, fire officers, and members of the public
It's a very important step.

Quintiere: Mr. Tanaka, I would like to ask some questions on your work on flow motion.
Probably I have more questions than I can state at this time. Maybe I can see you later? We
have made some measurements in a two-compartment model on flow through two doorways that is

qualitatively in agreement with your calculations, particularly in this regard that you indi-
cate both cold and hot air entering through a doorway. This is an improvement on previous
models, to the extent that we can define a thermal layer. This layer is not always well-
defined, but we observe this pattern for some experimental situations. One question I have,
I wonder if any of the calculations you have shown have reached steady state?
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Tanaka: Most of them are almost at that state, however, the walls of the room have ther-
mal capacity and will probably increase in temperature slowly. Just concerning the ceiling
itself, most of them have almost come to steady state.

Quintiere: As I understand it the flow at each doorway then would appear to be equal?

Tanaka: The flow rate is about 0.01 or 0.02, I'm not sure which it was exactly but we
don't measure after that. So actually you're right and it should be equal but I do think
there is a discrepancy because of the problem in the calculation. If I may add on the same
subject, the amount of air that comes into the room and the amount that goes out of the
room in this case there is a difference and, depending on the amount of heat in the room,
there is a big difference. As I said many times already I think this is a problem for the
modeling of the fire plume. I think there is a low temperature layer beneath it and I

think there is this discrepancy because we don't take into consideration all of the factors.

Quintiere: One more question. I haven't studied your paper, perhaps you have considered
mixing between the hot and cold layers in your calculations? We have seen that to be a

significant phenomenon in the jet from the doorway yet we have no good quantitative model
for this phenomenon.

Tanaka: For this we are not thinking about or considering mixing hot or cold. As I said
that this is just the first step in the work of modeling. One of the big problems of

mixing hot and cold is that for a high building. For example, in a stairwell the hot air
will rise and I think there is a big issue there, so at this point in time for our model-
ing we did not include that. What we are trying to do at this time is to make some kind
of framework for future works.

Emmons: We have detailed study of individual components. In this case the field models
are of major importance. We must have filed models to study specific components in order
to really understand what is happening in those components and in interpreting the data.
At the present time we see that computers are only capable of handling, and then barely,
the two dimensional field models. If you wish to include the entire enclosure and that
is quite out of the question at the present time to attack fire in an entire building that
is a multi-story building. Many attempts are being carried out at the present time to

applying models which accept components and their interactions and steal the whole fire
from empirical or scientific data, whichever is available on specific components, and try
to put it together. Each of the models are different in many finer details. This is not
because the models are in any fundamental way different. They are all fundamentally the

same thing. One author happened to work on this phase while other authors worked on that

phase first. In the DACFIR model we have the most detailed study of the growth of the

fire itself by maneuvering fuel in many small pieces. Other models merely accept an em-

pirical burning rate on the experiment, others merely use use an arbitrary heat rate in

order to study a flow phenomenon. In this paper by Mr. Tanaka we have I think the first

attempt to include the flow through many rooms. This could very easily be coupled to

one of the other models from which fire is treated in greater detail. But there has not

been time yet. We all need to work on various pieces and so naturally it is hoped that

we can get to the point where the various numerical treatment can be such that we can all

use the others sub-programs with relatively little fixing. This project has only just

begun.
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ABSTRACT

The toxicities of combustion products of typical materials

are evaluated by animal tests using mice, and the relative

degrees of toxicity hazards are quantitatively clarified. The

weights of the materials when generating combustion products

sufficient to cause collapse of mice under given exposure con-

ditions are obtained according to conditions of combustion.

It is shown that the relative degrees of danger from toxicities

of combustion products of materials may be expressed by the

ratios of their weights.

On heating at 850°C, the combustion products of polyamide,

polyacrylonitrile and wool indicate toxicities approximately

20 times, approximately 15 times and approximately 10 times,

respectively, of lumber (Japanese cedar, lauan). Melamine

resin-impregnated sheet and foamed polyurethane combustion

products indicate toxicities of approximately 5 times and

untreated plywood products approximately 2 to 3 times that of

lumber

.

On heating at 550°C, polyamide, polyacrylonitrile and

melamine resin-impregnated sheet combustion products show

toxicities of approximately 15 times, approximately 10 times

and approximately 2 to 3 times, respectively, of the toxicity

of lumber combustion products.

In comparisons of toxicities in heating identical materi-

als at 850°C and 550°C, the toxicities at the former tempera-

ture are higher on the whole. In particular, the toxicity of

combustion products of melamine resin-impregnated sheet is

greatly increased when heating temperature is raised.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been clarified through animal tests and gas analysis

tests in research on toxicities of combustion products in the

past that CO, HCN and HC1 among combustion products are particu-

larly harmful to the human body . Based on these studies,

there have been quantitative evaluations of toxicities made by

animal tests for CO, C0 2 , HCN and HC1 considered to be the

principal toxic gases in combustion products generated from

building materials and objects accomodated in buildings, and

in addition, of 0 2 deficiency occurring incidentally during
4)

fire . In such manner, the methods of evaluating the toxici-

ties of these gases are being studied along with clarification

of the compositions and quantities of the combustion products

generated inside buildings during fires.

However, since the compositions of the products generated

from a material due to combustion or thermal decompositon are

extremely complex, depending on the material, it is not possi-

ble to make an overall evaluation of the toxicity of the com-

bustion products of the material from only analysis tests of

a gas of specific components. In such case, evaluations by

animal tests in addition to gas analyses would be appropriate.

Although there has been research work making detailed physio-

logical and toxicological studies of the toxicities of combus-
5)tion products , it is thought to be significant at present

for general evaluations of relative toxicity hazards of com-

bustion products of various materials to be made also.

In case of comparing the relative degrees of toxicities

of combustion products of various materials exposing animals

to the combustion products under given conditions, there are

methods of comparison by mortality of the animals, and of

comparison by length of time until the animals indicate a

certain symptom (for example, death).

As a concrete method of evaluating relative toxicity,

there is for example the method of burning samples of constant

conditions (identical weights, identical volumes) under a

number of combustion conditions to obtain the mortality of
6 ) 7

)

animals according to combustion conditions ' . There is
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also the evaluation method of median lethal dose (LD 50 ) in

toxicology where weights of samples are varied and the weight

of sample at which 50% of animals tested die is obtained

statistically 8 ^ ,9)
.

Further, there is the method of selecting a certain

material (such as lumber which is used in general) as the

reference material, and burning it and some other material

separately under given conditions to judge whether the other

material is safe compared with the reference material through

the lengths of time required for animals to show symptoms

(time from start of inhalation of combustion products until

a certain symptom is shown)
10 ^.

From the standpoint of finding a material producing ex-

tremely great toxicity from among a large number of materials,

it may be said that this method can be recognized as a com-

paratively appropriate one for evaluating relative toxicity

in consideration of the simplicity of operations. However,

it is difficult to classify in detail the toxicities of the

combustion products of the various materials by this method.

The study reported here is of tests varying weights and

heating temperatures of samples exposing animals to combustion

products produced and making overall comparison studies of

the toxicities of combustion products of many materials by

obtaining collapse times of animals according to the various

conditions. Hereinafter, when referring to the toxicity of a

certain material it is meant the toxicity of the combustion

product of that material.

2. METHOD OF TESTING

The materials used for testing were those indicated in

Table 1. Except for polyamide, the materials were made into

specimens 10 mm wide and 50 mm long (thickness according to the

specific commercial product), dried in an oven at temperatures

of 45 to 55°C for at least 24 hours, then left in a desiccator

containing silica gel for more than 24 hours, upon which they

were tested.

The testing apparatus was as indicated in Fig. 1, comprised
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mainly of a combustion tube and a combustion chamber of 55-

liter capacity made of transparent glass. The combustion tube

of quartz glass (inside diameter 60 mm, length 210 mm) is held

inside a tubular electric furnace. Alumina marbles are packed

inside the combustion tube to a depth of 50 mm and this layer

of marbles is air-permeable.

While supplying air at a flow rate of 4 liters per minute

from the bottom of the combustion tube, the temperature in the

tube was maintained at the specified level (850°C or 550°C),

after which specimens were introduced and burned. The animals

used for the experiments were mice (weight 20 ± 1 g, dd strain,

male )

.

The combustion products generated were introduced into

the exposure chamber inside which 5 revolving cages each

holding one mouse were installed. The conditions of mice

causing the cages to revolve were recorded as electrical pulses

by proximity switches, and were also observed visually. The

collapse times of mice were measured by the method described

above. In this study, collapse time was defined as the length

of time from start of test until the point that a mouse could

no longer make its cage revolve. The testing time was taken to

be 15 minutes maximum, but when all 5 mice collapsed and then

died, the test was discontinued even if 15 minutes had not

elapsed.

3. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

It was possible to observe the states of motion of the

animals during the tests in more or less good condition, and

the only case in which it became impossible to see inside the

chamber because of smoke was when PVC was tested. Mice which

survived 15 minutes of exposure were observed for one week

after testing, and none of these died. Temperature rise in the

exposure chamber was about room temperature plus 2°C even at

the highest. Therefore, it was judged that temperature rise

did not have much influence on collapse times of mice.

The results obtained on weights of samples and collapse

times of mice are indicated in Table 2 in case of 850°C and
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in Table 3 in case of 550°C.

The relations between weights of samples and collapse

times of mice were as indicated in Figs. 2 tnrough 19. The

summarization of these results is as indicated in Fig. 20.

It was learned that the equation below could be applied as an

experimental formula expressing the relations between the two.

W = kTp (1)

where

W : weight of sample (g)

T : collapse time (min)

k, P : constants

The constants k, P and determining coefficient r 2 are

indicated in Tables 4 and 5« However, it was difficult for

Eq. (1) to be applied to heating at 550°C in the cases of PVC

and fire-retardant plywood since values of T were greatly

scattered.

In the range that sample weights were too light (and

consequently, the amount of toxic products generated small),

mice were not forced to the extent of collapse in the short

periods of time of the experiments. In effect, T could not be

determined

.

When the weight of a sample was heavier than a certain

degree, the combustion products generated were of such large

quantity that toxic action was great and collapse time became

roughly constant regardless of weight of sample.

Therefore, under the testing conditions of this study,

Eq. (1) was applicable for toxicity evaluation when the weight

of sample was within a certain range, in effect, when T was

in a certain range.

As can be seen in Fig. 20, the range of Tin which

relative evaluations could be made of all materials tested

was approximately 2.5 to 3-5 minutes.

When T is in the above range, if a certain value of T is

set and the corresponding weights of various materials

determined, the relations between the weights of the various

materials are thought in effect to express the relations of
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the degrees of toxicities of combustion products of these

materials

.

For example, to compare lauan and polyacry lonitrile in

heating at 850°C, that the estimated values of W of the two

when T = 3 are 4.18 g and 0.28 g, respectively, can be obtained

from Eq. (1) or Fig. 20. The weight ratio of lauan to poly-

acrylonitrile from these values will be as follows:

^4 = 14 9072T 14,y

In other words, it may be said that at a high temperature

range of 850°C the toxicity of the combustion products of

polyacrylonitrile is approximately 15 times stronger than that

of lauan. This comparison is made for weights of materials

to generate combustion products required for collapse of mice

at time T.

From the standpoint of toxicities of combustion products,

the weight of polyacrylonitrile having equal toxicity as 1 g

of lauan will be approximately 0.07 g.

For such a value of the ratio to be the same for any

value of T in the range of 2.5 to 3. 5 minutes, the straight

lines indicated in Fig. 20 must all have the same gradients.

This means that the value of P in Eq. (1) should be the same

for all of the materials. As indicated in Table H and Table

5, the differences between the values of P for the various

materials were not very great.

The weight ratio of lauan to polyacrylonitrile for T of

2 to 4 was m to 16.

Next, a comparison of toxicities of lauan according to

difference in heating temperature was made in a similar manner.

When T = 3, the W of lauan for the cases of heating at 850°C

and 550°C were 4.18 g and 7.38 g, respectively. Consequently,

the weight ratio of the two were the following:

In effect, it may be seen that the toxicity of lauan when
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heated at 850°C is approximately double that when heated at

550°C.

The values of W for the various materials estimated with

T = 3 are given in Table 6. The table indicates the ratios

of W of the reference material (Japanese cedar or lauan) to

the Ws of the various materials as Rc and Rl, respectively.

These values express the relative toxicities of the various

materials against the reference materials, and were determined

by the following equations.

„ _ W of Japanese cedar
c W of individual material

R _ W of lauan
L W of individual material

For materials of value of P in Eq. (1) being -1 the follow-

ing equation will hold true.

W-T = K = const. (2)

From the results given in Tables 4 and 5, since the values of

P of the various materials were taken to be close to -1, the

mean values Km of K for the various materials assuming Eq. (2)

to be valid were determined, the results being as shown in

Table 7. The values of Rc ' and Rl' in the table were obtained

as follows, similarly to the previously mentioned Rc and Rl«

Rn 1 =

Rl' =

Km of Japanese cedar
Km of individual material

Km of lauan
Km of individual material

The coefficients of variation of Km are roughly in the

range of 10 to 20%, but for PVC and fire-retardant plywood

they are in excess of 30%. Except for these two materials

it will be possible to evaluate relative toxicity by the value

of Km . On comparison of Table 6 and Table 7, it may be said

that evaluations of relative toxicities of various materials

by Rc, Rl, Rc' and Rl' are more or less in agreement.

Roughly speaking, the following may be said when the
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degrees of toxicity per unit weight of the various materials

are compared based on the figures indicated in Tables 6 and 7.

In heating at 850°C, Japanese cedar, lauan and hardboard

which are cellulosic materials have roughly the same degrees

of toxicity. Of the materials tested, those with extremely

high toxicities are clearly polyamide and polyacrylonitrile

.

When these materials are compared with lumber (Japanese cedar,

lauan), polyamide indicates a toxicity approximately 20 times

greater and polyacrylonitrile 15 times greater. The two kinds

of melamine-impregnated sheet and foamed polyurethane may be

said to have roughly the same degrees of toxicity, approxi-

mately 5 times that of lumber. The toxicity of wool is approxi-

mately 3 times that of these three and approximately 10 times

that of lumber. Since untreated plywood shows approximately

double to triple the toxicity of lumber it will require special

caution among cellulosic materials. An accurate comparison

cannot be made for fire retardant-treated plywood since there

is much scattering in the value of T, but it may be said to

have toxicity somewhat stronger than lauan and Japanese cedar.

In heating at 550°C, the results show that the toxicities

of Japanese cedar and lauan are roughly of the same degree as

in the case of heating at 850°C. A clear-cut evaluation cannot

be made for fire retardant-treated plywood since scattering

in value of T is comparatively great similarly to the case of

heating at 850°C, but it is thought the toxicity is higher

than for Japanese cedar and lauan. The toxicity of melamine-

impregnated sheet #2 is given as 2 to 3 times that of lumber,

but the multiplication rate is smaller compared with the case

of heating at 850°C. The toxicities of polyamide and poly-

acrylonitrile are extremely high as in heating at 850°C, and

compared with lumber, polyacrylonitrile shows an approximately

ten-fold toxicity and polyamide an approximately fifteen-fold

toxicity

.

Next, the toxicities of the same material heated at 850°C

and 550°C were compared. As a whole, the toxicities were

lower for heating at 550°C. The reason for this is the higher

combustion speed of material the higher the heating temperature
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and faster rate of increase in concentration of toxic combus-

tion products in the exposure chamber. Compared with the

toxicity in case of heating at 550°C, the toxicity in case

of heating at 850°C was approximately 1.5 times with Japanese

cedar and approximately 1.8 times with lauan. That of melamine

resin-impregnated sheet #2 was 3-4 to 4 times and it may be

considered that the toxicity of this material is increased

greatly at high temperature. Polyacrylonitrile was approxi-

mately 2.6 times and polyamide approximately 2.2 times greater

in toxicity at 850°C.

In case of evaluating the toxicity of the combustion

product of a material by causing the test animal to inhale it

until some kind of symptom appears, there will be various

factors for variation such as scatter in the animals themselves.

For example, the condition of generation of toxic products will

vary due to variation in combustion speed of the sample accord-

ing to the shape and size of the sample, and temperature dis-

tribution inside the combustion furnace. Since there is con-

siderable difficulty technically for these variations to be

eliminated, a more accurate method of evaluation of toxicity

must await further research for development. However, it is

thought the method of relative evaluation by weight of material

as in this present study, although approximate, is fairly

effective in such cases as selection of materials.

k. CONCLUSIONS

(1) It was possible to evaluate relative toxicities of

combustion products of various materials more or less quanti-

tatively from the relation between collapse time of mice and

the weight of material required to cause collapse of mice

during combustion.

(2) The relation between collapse time T of a mouse and

weight of material W may roughly be expressed by the following

equation

:

W = kTp

As a result of determining constant k and P for individual
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materials, the equation below is valid when it is considered

that P = -1.

W-T = K = const.

It is indicated that toxicity evaluations by the two equations

will lead to roughly the same results.

(3) In heating at 850°C, the toxicities of combustion

products of Japanese cedar, lauan and hardboard are approxi-

mately equal. Polyamide and polyacrylonitrile combustion

products are of extremely great toxicities, being approximately

20 times and approximately 15 times that of lumber combustion

products, respectively. The toxicities of melamine resin-

impregnated sheet and polyurethane products are roughly equal,

being approximately 5 times that of lumber products. The

toxicity of the combustion products of wool is approximately

10 times that of the combustion products of lumber, while

that in the case of untreated plywood is roughly twice that in

the case of lumber.

(4) In heating at 550°C, the combustion products of

Japanese cedar and lauan indicated toxicities of roughly the

same degree. The toxicities of polyamide and polyacrylonitrile

combustion products are respectively approximately 15 and 10

times the toxicity of the combustion products of lumber.

(5) On comparison of heating of identical materials at

850°C and 550°C, toxicities are lower for heating at 550°C

in all cases. Compared with toxicity in heating at 550°C,

the toxicity in case of heating at 850°C is approximately 1-5

times with Japanese cedar and approximately 1.8 times with

lauan. With melamine resin-impregnated sheet #2, this is 3-5

to 4 times, while with polyacrylonitrile and polyamide they

are approximately 2.6 times and 2,2 times, respectively.
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Table 1, Materials Tested

Material Form Thickness
(mm)

Density
(g/cm 3

)

Japanese cedar Board 10 0. 42

Lauan Board 10 0.46

Hardboard Board 3.5 0.96

Untreated plywood Board 5-3 0.52

Fire retardant-treated
plywood

Board 5-5 0.65

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet #1

Rigid sheet 0 . 0 1.45

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet #2

Rigid sheet 1.4 1.31

Polyaery lonit rile Cloth

Polyamide (Nylon 66) Rod 12.8
(diam.

)

1.14

Wool Cloth

Polyurethane Rigid foam 10 0.029

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) Flexible sheet 3 1,60
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Table 2, Test Results (850°C Heating)

v» _L 1 1/
Collapse Time (ml n)

Specimen
(g) 1 2 3 4 5

O d£J &I 1 O L-CUai 6 36 5. 40 7.68 6.90

p Rn 3 7R 4.10 4,72 4.87 h Lin

4.43 2.90 2.90 2. 92 2.88 3.05

5.70 2, 45 2. 19 2. 34 2.40 2.43

7.52 2.15 2. 40 2. 40 1.88 2.24

8,90 1.98 2.28 1.98 2,10 1.94

Tip 1 is nJ-JCL LICI1

1

fi RR 5.87 5- 30 5-85 r 6r

? ro 7R 4.00 4.72 3.80 t • c u

? 8o 3-32 3.35 4.60 h ro

4. 32 2. 70 2. 30 2. 40 2.62 2.45

5.66 2.25 1.80 2.35 2,24 2.60

7. 00 1. 80 1.75 2. 14 2.34 1.95

9-45 1.75 1.80 2. 04 1.75 1.78

ildi UUval V* lj i|0 3-90 3. 24 4.23

3 2 3 9 RpJ.J'- 2.85 3.72 3-77 3 8?

3.93 2.96 2.75 2.15 2.41 3.00

5.00 2.22 2. 30 2. 03 2,60 2. 45

6.36 2.61 1.85 1.90 2. 30 1.80

7.50 1.73 1.85 1.46 1.91 1.62

lint poa t t» T t/tat <^ p»H j • ML) 3-30 3.18 2.90 ^ fin

1.80 2.60 2.95 2.85 2,95 3.20

2,68 2.20 2.13 2.15 2.15 2.40

3.80 1.90 1.70 1. 55 1 . 47 1.85

5. 00 1.57 1 . 48 1 . 65 1 . 50 1.50

2 00 ? 1 fi 3.64 4. 07 4.62 h no
treated plywood

2.66 2.42 2.62 2.71 2, 50 2.20

4.38 1. 42 1.85 1.80 2. 25 1.93

6.75 1.77 1.95 2.05 2.25 1.78

8.66 1.60 1.55 1.39 1.63 1.55
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

Specimen
Weight Collapse Time (min

)

(g) 1 2 3 4 5

Melamlne resin-
impregnated sheet
#1

0. 51

0.71

3,90

2. 31

2.95

3. 00

3-37

2.85

4.75

3.05

3,65

_*

1.00 2.80 2. 50 2. 17 2.92 2.75

1.25 2 . 12 2 . 28 2 .45 2, 34 2. 22

1 . 50 1.71 2.15 1.62 1 . 85 1.99

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet
#2

0.61

1.00

4.55

2.28

3-76

2.40

3-04

2.50

3.70

2.38

3.08

2.05

1.16 2.40 2.07 2.15 2.42 2.00

1.40 1.75 1 . 62 1.94 1.75 2.06

1,67 1.69 = 1.75 1.65 1 .67

2 . 10 1. 62 1.52 1. 38 1 . 50 1.47

Polyaery lonitrile 0,19 4.82 4. 50 3.70 4.64 2.82

0,21 3-30 3.83 3. 60 4.25 3.30

0.35 2.50 2.84 2.50 2.20 2.53

0.38 2.35 2.20 2.55 2.18 2.46

0.53 1.97 1.72 1.55 1. 56 1. 38

0 . 28 3.60 2. 80 2. 94 2.93 2. 55

0,45 2.18 2.29 1.95 1 . 78 1. 88

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 0.15 3.58 4.10 3. 20 3-37 3.30

0.24 2. 01 — 2.61 3.46 2.48

0 . 36 2.24 2. 32 1.90 1.61 1 . 69

0 . 58 1.40 1,16 0.95 1. 15 1. 30

Wool 0, 34 3.12 - 4.17 3.61 4. 07

0.47 3-37 3.47 3.55 2. 62 2.95

0. 60 2. 20 2.15 2 . 05 1.95 2. 21

0 . 81 2.40 2.00 2 . 05 1 . 70 2. 15

1 . 03 1.96 1.85 1. 87 1. 83 1. 35

Polyurethane 0.50 3.77 4.20 3,70 3.30 4.05

0, 74 2.85 2.10 2,45 2.40 3.08

0.91 2,50 2,45 2.00 2. 20 2.15

1.15 1.90 2.88 2. 50 1.90 1,82

1.45 1.60 1.80 1.58 1.95 1,52

1.75 1.63 1.70 1.45 1.55 1,25
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

.^npp 1 mp n Weight Collapse Time (min

)

(g) 1 2 3 4 5

Polyvinyl chloride 12. 0 7-90 6.45 5.80 7.85 8.90

19. 0 6. 15 7.55 7.60 6.17 5.16

31.6 5.05 4.10 6. 25 4.75 7.75

41.50 4.75 5-90 4. 15 4. 30 6.05

* Measurement not possible due to defective rotation of cage.
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Table 3. Test Results (550°C Heating)

Specimen Weight Collapse Time (min)

(g) 1 2
J 4 5

Japanese cedar 3.68 4.46 5 . 46 5 . 00 4.95 4.67

4,51 3-35 4.10 3.82 4.10 4,62

5.44 3.42 3.10 3-25 3.28 3.15

7.15 2.92 2.38 3.01 2.96 3-06

10, 00 2.68 2.51 2.18 2,28 2.18

Lauan 3. 20 IT r- li

5. 54 o . 12 5. 87 6,27 6.00

4.54 4.75 4.63 4.73 4.20 3.85

5-70 3-91 3.27 4.00 4.20 4.10

7.61 2.70 2.85 2.97 2.92 3.05

9.92 2.49 2.50 2.23 2. 20 2.52

Fire retardant-
treated plywood

2.41

3.00

4 . 39

4.65

3.85

3-25

3.07

3.67

3-50

3-72

4 .00

4.50

4,20 2.76 3.15 2.95 2.70 3.30

4.95 3.75 2.55 2.15 1.95 2.95

5-33 3.00 2.90 2. 30 2. 50 2.57

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet
wd

1.65

2.15

5. 30

3'. 33

5 . 20

3.90

4 . 72

3.50

5.56

3-70

4.20

3.42

2.86 2.90 2.83 2.55 3.16 3-15

3.63 2. 31 2.90 2.50 2.40 2.75

4.64 2.20 2.25 2.28 2.35 2.57

Polyacrylonitrile 0.43 5 • 20 cr c\ cr
5 . 05 5 . 05 4.20 4.52

0.66 2.86 2.87 3.15 3-35 2.83

0.84 2.75 2,90 2,57 2.60 2.80

1,04 2.60 1.82 1,85 2.16 2.48

1,24 1.90 1.80 1.84 2.00 1.90
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Table 3 (Cont'd)

Specimen Weight Collapse Time (min

)

(g)
1 2 3 4 5

Polyamlde (Nylon 66) 0.39 3- 22 3.25 3-34 3.45 2.84

0 . 4*5 3.37 2. 72 3.40 2 . 91 2 .68

0.71 2.12 2.23 1.55 1.95 1.95

1.01 1.48 1.52 1.35 1.55 1.50
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Table 4. Regression Coefficients of Materials (850°C Heating)

Specimen k P VI
X

2

Japanese cedar 19. 91 -1. 34 0. 92

Lauan 15. 79 -1. 21 0. 87

Hardboard 12, 11 -1. 09 0. 80

Untreated plywood 8. 90 -1. 53 0. 94

Fire retardant-treated plywood 13. 04 -1. 42 0. 75

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #1 4. 05 -1. 53 0. 83

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #2 3. 12 -1. 27 0. 90

Polyacrylonitrile 0. 86 -1. 03 0. 86

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 0. 68 -1. 11 0. 88

Wool 1. 68 -1. 13 0. 79

Polyurethane 2. 58 -1. 19 0. 84

Polyvinyl chloride 2. 65 -1. 36 0. 43

Table 5- Regression Coefficients of Materials (550°C Heating)

Specimen k P r 2

Japanese cedar 25. 69 -1. 23 0. 88

Lauan 26. 87 -1. 18 0. 91

Fire retardant-treated plywood 13. 08 -1 07 0 61

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #2 11. 37 -1 22 0. 88

Polyacrylonitrile 2 32 -1 06 0 92

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 1 48 -1 09 0 92
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Table 6. Relative Comparison by Estimated Value of W

(Case of T=3)

Heating
Temp

.

850°C

Specimen

Japanese cedar

Lauan

Hardboard

Untreated plywood

Fire retardant-treated plywood

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #1

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #2

Polyacrylonitrile

Polyamide (Nylon 66)

Wool

Polyurethane

Polyvinyl chloride

W
(g)

4.59

4.18

3-65

1.66

2.74

0.76

0.77

0,28

0.20

0.48

0.70

RC

1.0

1.1

1.3

2.8

1.7

6.0

6.0

16.4

23-0

9-6

6.6

550°C Japanese cedar 6,63 1.0

7,38

Fire retardant-treated plywood

Melamine resin-impregnated sheet #2 2,96 2.2

Polyacrylonitrile 0.72 9.'2

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 0.44 15-1
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Table 7. Relative Comparison by Value of K

Heating
Temp

.

Specimen
Km

Mean Value
of

K(=W-T)

Standard
Deviation

Coeff. of
Variation

of Km
{%)

850°C Japanese cedar 13.93 2.95 21,2 1.0 0.9

Lauan 12.65 2. 50 19,8 1.1 1.0

Hardboard 11. ho 2.03 17.8 1.2 1.1

Untreated plywood 1.21 20. k 2.k 2.1

Fire retardant-treated
plywood

9.83 3.10 31.5 1.4 1.3

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet #1

2.65 0.6U 2k.

2

5-3 k . 8

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet #2

2.60 0.38 lk.6 5-

^

4.9

Polyacrylonitrile O.85 0.11 12.9 16. h Ik.

9

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 0.6U 0.12 18.8 21.8 19-8

Wool 1.52 0.28 18. k 9.2 8.3

Polyurethane 2.25 0,ll2 18.7 6.2 5.6

Polyvinyl chloride li+9.10 55.60 37-3 0.1 0.1

550°C Japanese cedar 19.61 2.8U 1U,5 1,0 1.1

Lauan 21, U3 2,18 10,2 0,9 1.0

Fire retardant-treated
plywood

12, 58 2.59 20.6 1.6 1.7

Melamine resin-
impregnated sheet #2

8.88 1.32 lU.9 2.2 2.4

Polyacrylonitrile 2.19 0.2U 11.0 9.0 9.8

Polyamide (Nylon 66) 1.37 0.15 10.9 14.3 15-6
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RESEARCH ON EVALUATION OF TOXICITIES

OF COMBUSTION GASES GENERATED DURING FIRES

by

Koichi Kishitani, D.Eng., Professor

(University of Tokyo, Tokyo)

Kenichi Nakamura, D.Eng.

(Building Research Institute, Tokyo)

ABSTRACT

The toxicities to human beings of CO, C0 2 , HC1 and HCN

from among combustion gases produced from building materi-als

and articles accomodated in buildings during fires, and O2

deficiency occurring from combustion of these materials are

evaluated through animal tests using mice. Evaluation of

toxicity is done by collapse index or lethality index (prod-

ucts of gas concentration inhaled by mouse and duration of

inhalation exposure until collapse or death), or 50-percent

lethal concentration (gas concentration at which 50% of mice

inhaling gas die). It is shown that in exposure at high

concentration for a short period of time the toxicities of

CO, HC1 and HCN under a condition of constant or rising con-

centration may be evaluated by the collapse index or lethality

index. The former is approximately one fifth of the latter.

Regarding O2 deficiency, it is shown that determination of

these indices is not possible. However, as the effect of

reducing the lethality index, of CO or HCN in a gaseous mixture

accompanied by O2 deficiency, it is shown to be possible to

evaluate the inj uriousness of O2 deficiency. The toxicities

of CO and HCN are found to be roughly arithmetic. Values of

1.06%, 175 ppm and 5.20% are obtained as 50-percent lethal

concentrations of CO, HCN and O2 deficiency, respectively, at

exposure of 15 minutes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The authors carried out studies through animal tests and

gas analysis tests in order to investigate the toxicities of

combustion products generated from materials under various
!)_-?)

conditions of combustion . As a result , it was found that

of the combustion products CO, HCN and HC1 are especially

toxic to the human body. This result was deduced qualitatively

on comparison studies of behaviors of test animals inhaling

combustion products and concentrations of toxic gases in the

combustion products. However, to be able to quantitatively

discuss the toxicities of combustion products of materials or

the toxicities of combustion products generated during building

fires, it is necessary to know the compositions and amounts of

the combustion products generated and to establish a method of

evaluating the toxicities of the harmful gases contained." The

studies reported herein are of CO, CO2 , HCN and HC1 thought

from results obtained in the past to be the principal injurious

gases in combustion products generated from building materials

and articles accomodated in buildings and O2 de'ficiency which

occurs concommitantly during fire, taking the single gas

components and gaseous mixtures and evaluating their toxicities

quantitatively through animal tests.

Evaluating the toxicity of a gas means grasping quantita-

tively through animal tests the relations between exposure

conditions such as gas concentration and inhalation time and

symptoms such as collapse and death. The concrete methods

for this are evaluation by the product of gas concentration

and inhalation time, and evaluation by 50-percent lethal con-

centration. The first method is one of evaluating the toxicity

of a gas through the product"-C • T (unit: %-min or ppm-min) of

the concentration C of the gas being Inhaled by animals and

the inhalation -

time T until a certain symptom is shown. Con-

sequently, it can be said that the smaller the value of the

above product the greater will be the toxicity of the gas.

This evaluation method was considered as expressing the safe

exposure criterion of toxic gas in a working environment, in

effect, a method of evaluating the toxicity of gas at low
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concentration and long duration of inhalation exposure. Bartek
4 )

et al. , proposed this method theoretically to evaluate the

toxicities of single gas components or gaseous mixtures at high

concentrations and short durations of inhalation exposure
5

)

during fires. Saito called the product of gas concentration

and duration of inhalation time until animal death as toxicity

coefficient, and as a result of seeking the toxicity coeffi-

cient of CO for mice, obtained the values 1 . 35-^ • 0% -min. The

second method consists of maintaining exposure time constant

and varying gas concentration in stages to which animals are

exposed, obtaining by statistical methods the concentration at

which just 50% of the animals are killed. This concentration

is called the 50-percent lethal concentration and is expressed

by the notation LCso. LC 5 o signifies the average lethal con-

cent-ration of gas at a given length of inhalation time and is

an application' of the concept of median lethal dose (LD 50 )

used in case of chemicals.

LCso assumes a different value when duration .of inhalation

time differs even with the same toxic gas, while.it is not

applicable to cases such as during fires where gas concentration

varies with time. In this case, the value of the product of

gas concentration and inhalation time is obtained as the value

of the concentration-time curve C(t) integrated to time T, and

the first method is convenient from the standpoint of fire

engineering. Therefore, in this study, evaluation of gas

toxicity at high concentration and short period of exposure

was attempted mainly by the first method.. When gas A is being

.inhaled by animals the product of concentration C and inhala-

tion (exposure) time T is called the exposure index, and is
A

expressed by the symbol I_. As previously described,

Ig = C-T = /£c(t)clt

Especially, with time T, the exposure index when the time from

start of inhalation until collapse (collapse time) is taken is

called the collapse index 1^, while the exposure index when the

time T is taken to be the time from start of inhalation to time

of death (deceased time) is called the lethality index 1^. When

a gaseous mixture of multiple components (A, B, C ) is
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being inhaled, the exposure indices for the various component
A Cgases until death are taken for example to be I„, 1^ . and

the lethality indices when the component gases are single gases

there are no interactions between component gases and the

toxicities are completely arithmetic, the equation below will

hold true.

In the above equation, the exposure index of a certain gas in

the gaseous mixture up to death divided" by the lethality index

when that gas is in single form is to be taken as the index

ratio

.

As a special method besides the above, there is the one

of evaluating the toxicity of a gas from the relation between

the quantity of gas absorbed in the body of an animal, generally

the quantity in serum, and the symptoms developed. Yamamoto,

et al.^, obtained 1.67 ± 0.36 yg/ml as the quantity of HCN in
7

)

serum at time of collapse. Kishitani obtained "values of 34

to 44% as the percentages of CO hemoglobin when mice are killed.

Since the method of obtaining these figures is not directly

tied to gas concentrations inside buildings or duration of

inhalation exposure, it is inconvenient from the standpoint of

fire engineering. However, it is possible for an accurate

judgment to be made of the toxic effect of a specific component

gas in the toxicity of a combustion product gas of complex com-

position through measurement of the quantity of that gas in

'serum.

2. TESTING

Mice were exposed to single gases or mixtures of CO, C0 2 ,

HCN, HC1 and O2 (deficiency) and collapse times and lethal

times were measured. In this report, the term "collapse"

indicates the condition of a mouse losing control of use of

its four limbs and becoming prostrated on its belly. The

testing (exposure) time was made 15 minutes in general, and

mice not killed during testing were observed for one week after

to be. I In this case, when .it is assumed that

= 1
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testing while being cared for and monitored in fresh air. The

mice used were males of dd strain weighing 20 ± 1 g. With

regard to CO and 0 2 , exposure tests were made for both con-

stant and variable concentration conditions, but tests were

performed only at condition of increasing concentration in

case of HC1 and condition of constant concentration in case of

HCN. Regarding C0 2 , since it is of low toxicity compared with

other gases, the injurious effects only in case of mixtures

with CO and other gases were investigated.

Testing was done adjusting the concentration of gas in

the exposure chamber (made of transparent glass) after which

a mouse was placed in the chamber from an entrance provided at

the top of the chamber and exposed to the gas (testing at con-

stant concentration condition), or several mice were placed

in the chamber beforehand after which gas was sent in to

expose the mice to the gas (testing at variable concentration

condition). Fig. 1 shows the apparatus for exposure tests of

conditions of constant concentration. The exposure chamber

(inside volume 8£) contains a sensor for 0 2 analysis, a fan,

and a small container accomodating KCN solution, while the top

lid of the chamber has an entrance for mice, an air supply

inlet, an exhaust vent-hole, and a micro-burette containing

H 2 S0i». The top lid is also equipped with rubber balloons for

maintaining the interior of the chamber at normal pressure.

HCN was generated by dropping" H 2 S0.* into KCN solution. Other

gases used were standard commercial gases in pressurized

cylinders. CO and C0 2 in the amounts for adjusting their

concentrations to the required levels were taken from

cylinders by syringes and introduced in the chamber. The

concentration of HCN was adjusted' by the quantity of KCN

solution placed in the small container. The 0 2 concentration

was lowered to the specified level while sending N 2 into the

chamber at the same time allowing the gaseous mixture of N 2 and

air to be naturally exhausted from the chamber.

Fig. 2 indicates a test apparatus for the condition of

rising concentration of HC1. HC1 was generated by dropping

H 2 S0i» on NaCl while heating, and the HC1 generated, after
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washing and desiccating with concentrated H2SO4, was sent into

the exposure chamber (inside volume 56£) made of transparent

glass. The condition of concentration increase of HC1 in the

chamber was varied by adjusting the amount of H 2 SCK dropped

and the degree of heating. For tests under conditions of

increasing concentration of CO and decreasing concentration

of O2 , the same chamber was used directly sending in CO or N2

while adjusting flow by flow meter, at the same time causing

mixed gas to be exhausted naturally from the chamber.

Gas concentrations inside the exposure chamber were

measured by CO2 infrared gas analyzer .for CO, polarograph-type

continuous oxygen analyzer for O2 , a pot entiometric method for

HC1, and a pyridine-pyrazolone colorimetric method for HCN.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Single Gas

(1) CO: The relations between CO concentration

under a condition of constant concentration ' and collapse

time and deceased time were as shown in Pig'. 3- The

mean value and standard deviation of the collapse index
CO

I
c

were 1.11%-min and 0.25%-min (n = 26), respectively.

The mean value and standard deviation of the lethality
CO

index I were 6.42%-min and 1.85#*min (n = 27),

respectively. The ratios of survivals and deaths during

testing at the various CO concentrations, were as shown

in Table 1. When CO concentration was 1% or less, there

were hardly any mi-ce which died. . In tests under condi-

tions of increasing concentration, the condition of rise

in CO concentration in the exposure chamber was varied

in 5 ways (A-E). The relations between the CO concentra-

tion-time curves and deceased times of mice in the

chamber for the individual tests are shown in Fig. 4.

In the figure, the deceased times of mice are indicated

on the curves of CO concentration at which exposures were
CO

made. For Test E, the value of 1^ was taken at a con-

siderably higher level compared with those of the other
CO

tests. Fig. 5 shows the relation of I and the maximum
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concentration of CO inhaled by mice while alive (the con-

centration at which mice died in this case). At maximum
CO

exposure condition of 1% or less a trend is seen of I,.

becoming larger. The mean value and standard deviation
CO

of i in Tests A to D were 9-15/S-min and 3.20%-min

(n = 24), respectively. The 1^ under a condition of

increasing concentration was generally larger compared

with that at constant concentration.

(2) HCN: The relations between HCN concentration

under a condition of constant concentration and collapse

times and deceased times of mice were as shown in Fig. 6.

The mean value and standard deviation of collapse index

1^, were 227 ppm-min and 66 ppm-min (n = 36), respectively.

The mean value and standard deviation of lethality index
HCN

I were 1033 ppm-min and 309 ppm-min (n = 25), respec-

tively. ' All mice died during testing when HCN concentra-

tion exceeded 200 ppm, but at 100 to 200 ppm there were

mice which were not killed during testing, as indicated

in Table 2.

(3) HC1: The tests of exposure to HC1 under con-

ditions of increasing concentration were divided into

high-concentration tests (A-D) and low-concentration

tests (E-J), the former being carried out until mice

died, while the latter were terminated at 15 minutes regard-

less of whether or not mice died. The HC1 concentrations

in the exposure chamber in the various tests are given in
HC1

Fig. 7- The collapse indices I_, and lethality indices
HC1 '-

I" in high-concentration tests are indicated in Table 3,
HC

1

and the exposure indices 1^ at 15 minutes in low-temper-

ature tests in Table 4.. The. mean value and standard

deviation of I^
C1 were 2.11%-min and 0.7^-min (n = 12),

respectively. The mean value and standard deviation of

I^
C1 were 9.07^-min and 2.34%-min (n = 11), respectively.

HC1
The values of I_ of mice which were not killed during

E
testing but died within one week after the tests were 1.9

to 8.8/S-min, while those of mice still surviving after

one week were 0.4 to 2.0%-min.
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(4) O2 Deficiency: The relation between O2 con-

centration under a condition of low O2 concentration with

no variation in concentration and deceased times of mice

were as shown in Fig. 8. The mortality rate of mice

depended strongly on concentration, and as indicated in

Table 5, 7 out of 10 were killed at 5.0%, but at 5-5% only
0?

2 out of 12 died. Regarding lethality index I , even

when considering (2I-O2 exposure concentration) x (deceased

time) in the sense of evaluating decrease in O2 concentration,

it rapidly grew large with increase in 0 2 concentration,

and could not be considered as being roughly constant.

Fig. 9 shows the test results under conditions of declin-

ing O2 concentration. The conditions of decrease in O2

concentration were of five kinds as shown in the figure

and the mice died when O2 concentration was Towered to

3-4% with practically no relation to O2 concentration-

time curves. The mean value and standard deviation of

O2 concentration at time of death in this case were 3-43%

and 0.35% (n = 30). Similarly to the case .of constant

concentration, it was not possible to determine a roughly

constant I^
2

.

(5) Fifty-percent Lethal Concentrations of CO, HCN

and 0 2 : The 50-percent lethal concentrations LC 50 were
O \

obtained by the method of Behrens which utilizes

cumulative mortality. The cumulative mortalities of CO,

HCN and 0 2 are as indicated in Table 1, Table 2 and Table

5, respectively. In Table 1, to the 2 mice which died

at concentration of 1.0%, the two mice which died at 0.4

to 0.8% and would of course have died at 1.0% are added

to obtain 4 mice. To the 8 mice that survived at 1.0%,

the 1 mouse that survived at 1.2 to 2.0% and would of

course have survived at 1.0% is added to obtain 9 mice.

Mice which survived at 0.4 to 0.8% are not taken into

account considering it to be unclear whether they would

have survived at 1.0%. The cumulative mortality at 1.0%

obtained in this manner would be 4/13. Fig. 10 shows the

relations between the exposure concentrations of the
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various gases and cumulative mortalities illustrated on

a regular probability paper. In the case of CO, assuming

from the results indicated in Table 1 that mice died 100%

at CO, and survived 100$ at 0 A% CO, the following con-

version was made for CO concentration C (%)

:

C * (C + 0.4)/(1.4 - C)

The reason for the conversion was that linearity could

not be obtained when CO concentration was taken without

modification on the abscissa of Fig. 10. Obtaining the

LC 50 s of CO, HCN and O2 through linear interpolation

between concentrations above and below cumulative

mortality of 50%, they were 1.0.6$, 175 ppm and 5.2035,

respectively. Practically the same values are obtained

.when determinations are made from the approximate straight

lines given in Pig. 10.

3.2 Gaseous Mixtures

(1) CO + HCN: The results on seeking exposure
CO HCN

indices I_ for CO and exposure indices l_ J for HCN at

deceased times of mice subjected to exposure to gaseous

mixtures of CO and HCN having various concentration

ratios are as indicated in Table 6. With lethality
COindices of CO and HCN respectively I_ = 6.42%-min and

HCN
1^ = 1033 ppm-min (mean value obtained from previously-

mentioned results), the relations with the index ratios
TC0 /T C0 , THCN /THCN . . <_ . , -, muI_ /I T and l„ /IT are as indicated in Fig. 11. The

Ei Li Ei Jj

mean value and the standard deviation of the sum of the

two index ratios were 0.90 and 0.12 (n = 18 ) . In this

case, the values of combining 0.15% CO and IkO ppm HCN or

130 ppm HCN were omitted'-because they were extremely

larger than the other values. The mean value of the sums

is somewhat lower than the value (= 1) when the toxici-

ties of CO and HCN are completely arithmetic.

(2) CO + 0 2 , HCN + 0 2 : The exposure indices and

Index ratios of CO and HCN at deceased times of mice In

exposure tests to gaseous mixtures combining CO and 0 2

deficiency, and HCN and 0 2 deficiency, are indicated in
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Table 7 and Table 8. Fig, 12 shows the relations of

Index ratios and 0 2 concentrations. The Index ratio

will be a value close to 1 If there were no effect of

O2 deficiency. With O2 concentration below approximately

lH% 3 the index ratio became lower with decrease in O2

concentration, but at 16% O2 this trend was indistinct.

In this case, the index ratios of CO and HCN both indi-

cated more or less the same trend.

(3) CO + C0 2 + 0 2 , CO + C0 2 + HCN + 0 2 : The results

of tests on gaseous mixtures combining CO, CO2 and 0 2

deficiency are indicated in Table 9, and the results on

gaseous mixtures further adding HCN in Table 10. The

mean values of the index ratios of CO obtained from these

results, and the mean values of the sums of the "index

ratios of CO and HCN plotted for the corresponding 0 2 con-

centrations are indicated in Fig. 13- The approximate

straight line in the figure is identical to the one

indicated in Fig. 12. Since the above mean values were

all close to this approximate straight line? the toxic

effect of CO2 in these gaseous mixtures were not clearly

recognized

.

4. CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 Single Gas

The evaluation of toxicity by collapse index or

lethality index assumes that these indices are more or

less constant values regardless of gas concentration and

exposure time if the species and size of animal, and

variety of gas are definite. If. constant values are

taken, it will mean that these indices will indicate the

extent of the toxicity of that gas as values specific to

the gas. Although these are variations in the collapse

indices and lethality indices of CO, HCN and HC1, it may

be said that these are not related very much to exposure

time and concentration in case of high concentration and

short exposure time. When evaluating these gases, it

will be adequate from a fire engineering standpoint for
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the mean values of the indices obtained in the test

results of this study to be used.

Seen from the results, the collapse indices of CO

and HCN are applicable up to exposure at relatively low

concentration, but it is difficult for lethality indices

to be applied below a certain concentration. In case of

constant-concentration exposure for 15 minutes, hardly

any mice die below approximately 1% with CO and approxi-

mately 200 ppm with HCN, and a long period of time is

required until decease. In effect It is estimated that

the lethality index will become high. This can also

be said for CO under a condition of rising concentration,

and the results show that lethality index will become

very high at maximum exposure concentration below around

1%. Further, considering that 1.06% and 175 ppm were

obtained as the 50-percent lethal concentrations of CO

and HCN, respectively, it is thought that the lethality

index can be amply applied if the greater part of maximum

exposure concentrations is of lethal concept rat ion or

higher

.

In the case of CO, the lethality index under a con-

dition of rising concentration is higher than that under

a condition of constant concentration. This may be

because resistance to CO is produced to some degree in

mice in exposure to conditions of rising concentration

when concentration at the initial stage of exposure is

very low. It is estimated that the lethality index of

HC1 in exposure under constant concentration conditions

will be more or less the same as _fcr CO. This is because

there is not very much.- difference between the mean values

of lethality indices of the two under conditions of

increasing concentrations. The ratios of collapse indices

to lethality indices obtained from the mean values of

the two will be as follows:

rn noK/L = 1.11/6.42 = 0.17 (Constant Concentration)

jHCN/jHCN = 227/1033 =0.22 (Constant Concentration)
0 Li
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I
c
Vl£ = 2.11/9-07 =0.23 (Rising Concentration)

Therefore, the collapse index will be approximately 1/5

of the lethality index.

An index could not be obtained for O2 deficiency.

This was probably due to the fact that the mode of action

of the inj uriousness of O2 deficiency on living bodies

differs from those of CO and HCN. The dependency of the

inj uriousness of O2 deficiency on concentration is

particularly great. This is clear from the fact that as

a result of exposing mice to a condition of decreasing 0 2

concentration, all mice died when O2 concentration

became around 3 to 4% regardless of the kind of 0 2 con-

centration-time curve. It is said that the equation

below by Ostwald is applicable to the lethal actions of
9

)

various toxic substances .

1/T = KCP

where T is time of death, C is concentration of toxic

substance, and K and p are constants. When" p = 1, it

will be the same as for the formula for defining

lethality index. When O2 concentration is taken to be

C {%) and time of death to be T (min), the following

equation will hold true for the test results of this

study where mice are exposed to low-concentration O2

:

1/T = 50.9C" 3 * 63

The toxicity of HC1 is characterized by the fact

that mice are killed after a certain length of time has

elapsed after testing. This is because HC1 causes

pulmonary edema. When
.
mice were exposed to HC1 under

a condition of increasing concentration the mice died

after testing at exposure indices of 1.9 to 8.8%'min.

The exposure indices of mice which did not die after tests

were 0.4 to 2.0%'min. Consequently, the limit of the

exposure index in order for mice not to die after testing

is at around 2%-min.

The 50-percent lethal concentration LCso(CO) of CO
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was 1.06% and the 50-percent lethal concentration LC 50 (HCIi)

of HCN was 175 ppm. The ratio between the two will be as

follows

:

LC5o(CO)/LC 5 o(HCN) = 1.06/(175 x 107^) = 60.6

The ratios between average lethality indices of CO and

HCN under conditions of constant concentration will be

as follows:

I
C0

/I
HCN = 6> 4 2/(103 3 x 10

_2
*) = 62.1

In effect, HCN has a toxicity approximately 60 times

s'tronger than that of CO. Accordingly, when there is

a large quantity of materials generating HCN during com-

bustion (materials containing nitrogen) inside a building

it will be extremely hazardous during fire.

4.2 Gaseous Mixture

With gaseous mixtures of CO and HCN, the reason

that the sums of the index ratios are very large in case

of combining 140 ppm HCN or 130 ppm HCN with 0.15% CO

is that the concentrations of both gases are low being in

ranges where lethality indices" are not applicable.

Except for these two cases ; the sums of index ratios are

roughly close to 1 with the average being 0.90. Although

this average is smaller than 1 the difference is slight,

and therefore, there will be no serious error in consider-

ing that the toxic effects of CO and HCN are arithmetic

in general. This is probably due to the fact that both

are chemical asphyxiating gases arid the action modes of

their toxicities are similar. HC1, which is an irritative

gas having a different mode of action damages the respira-

tory tract and lungs and there is a possibility that it

will contrarily hinder absorption of CO and HCN into the

body. In such case, the toxic effects of HC1 and the

other gases will not be arithmetic. Gaume et al."^ have

recognized this phemonenon with a gaseous mixture of NH 3 ,

an irritative gas, and CO.
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Regarding the harmful effect or 0 2 deficiency in a

gaseous mixture, in lieu of the fact that it is not

possible to evaluate the toxicity of 0 2 deficiency itself,

it is possible to evaluate it as an effect of lowering

the lethality indices or collapse indices of other

coexisting gases. Further studies will be required in

order to relate this diminishing effect to 0 2 concentra-

tion and quantify it. However, seen from the results,

lowering of 0 2 concentration to around 16% does not have

such great toxicity and it is thought there will not be

much error in evaluating just the -toxicities of the

coexisting CO and HCN. It may be said that the toxic

effect of C0 2 in a gaseous mixture is not such that it

will influence the lethality indices of other gases.

5. ;
CONCLUSIONS

As a result of investigating the toxicities of various

gases at high concentrations and short-time exposures by animal

tests using mice, the following may be said.

(1) The toxicities of CO, HCN and HC1 may be evaluated

by collapse indices or lethality indices. The average collapse

indices of CO and HCN at conditions of constant concentrations

are l.ll%*min and 227 ppm-min, respectively, while the average

lethality indices are 6.42%-min and 1033 ppm-min, respectively.

The average lethality index of CO at a condition of increasing

concentration is 9 • 15% "min

.

(2) The average collapse index and average lethality

index of HC1 under a condition of rising concentration are

2.11%-min and 9.07/?-min, respectively. .The limit of the

exposure index in order for mice not to die after inhaling HC1

is approximately 2%*min.

(3) The collapse index is approximately 1/5 of lethality

index

.

(4) It is not possible for 0 2 deficiency to be evaluated

by collapse index or lethality index. When 0 2 concentration

is declining, mice will die when 0 2 concentration reaches

approximately 3-^%- This does not have much relation with the
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rate of decline in concentration.

(5) When mice are exposed for 15 minutes to CO, HCN and

0 2 , the 50-percent lethal concentrations of these gases are

1.06%, 175 ppm and 5-20%, respectively.

(6) HCN has a toxicity 60 times stronger than CO.

(7) In a gaseous mixture of CO and HCN , the toxicities

of CO and HCN are arithmetic.

(6) The inj uriousness of O2 deficiency in a gaseous mix-

ture may be evaluated by its effect in lowering collapse indices

or lethality indices of coexisting gases. This effect is not

very distinct at O2 concentration of around 16%.

(9) The toxicity of CO2 in a gaseous mixture is very

weak compared with the toxicities of coexisting CO, HCN and O2

deficiency, and at least is not of the extent of affecting the

decreased times of mice.
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Table 1. Ratios of Survival and Death (CO)

Exposure Time; 15 min

CO Concen-
tration

{%)

Number
Survived

Number
Died

Cumulative
Mortality

2 . 0 0 3 28/28

1.8 0 3 25/25

1.6 0 3 22/22

1.4 0 6 19/19

1.2 1 9 13/14

1.0 8 2 4/13

0.8 9 1 2/20

0.6 9 1 1/28

0.4 10 0 0/37

Table 2. Ratios of Survival and Death (HCN)

Exposure Time: 15 min

HCN Concen-
tration

(*)

Number
Survived

Numb e r
Died

Cumulative
Mortality

200 3 5 15/18

180 2 2 10/15

175 3 3 8/16

160 4 0 5/17

150 4 2 5/21

140 2 3 3/21

130 4 0 0/22

100 2 0 0/24
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Table 3- Collapse Index and Lethality Index of Mouse Exposed

to HC1 under Condition of Rising Concentration

Test
Collapse*

Time
(min

)

Collapse Index

I^
C1 U-min)

Time of Death

(min

)

Lethality Index

I^
C1 U-min)

12.50 2.80 17. 83 8.7

A 11.50 1.96 14.92 5.5

11.75 2. 10 19.17 11.7

13.58 2. 60 20.00 12 . 0

B 10. 08 0.80 18.17 8.0

12. 83 2. 06 19-42 11.3

10.92 2. 30 15.92 8.8

C 12.17 3-40 17.92 12.2

9.42 1. 40 15.25 7.0

11. 50 2.64 14 . 50 7.3

D 9.67 1.10 14. 50 7.3

11.08 2.14 1 day after
testD

8.82)

1) Died in fresh air after testing.

2) Exposure index I
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Table 4. Exposure Index of HC1 and Survival

or Death after Testing

Test Time of Death Exposure Index

l|5
C1 U-min)

E
Immediately after test
1 day after test
1 day after test

4.4
4.4
4.4

F
6 hours after test
1 day after test
1 day after test

2.9
2.9
2.9

G
2 days after test
3 days after test
Survived^ 5

2.0
2.0
2.0

H
1 hour after test
1 hour after test
Survived

1-9
1.9
1.9

I

Survived
Survived
Survived

0.5
0.5
0.5

J
Survived
Survived
Survived

0.4
0.4
0.4

1) Survived 1 week after test (observation period)

Table 5. Ratios of Survival and Death

(0 2 Deficiency)

Exposure Time: 15 min

0 2 Concen-
tration
{%)

Number
Survived

Number
Died

Cumulative
Mortality

3-0 0 * 31/31

3-5 0 4 27/27

4.0 0 6 23/23

4.5 0 8 17/17

5-0 3 7 9/12

5-5 10 2 2/15
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Table 7. CO Exposure Index at Deceased Time in Exposure

to Gaseous Mixture of CO and 0 2 Deficiency
Exposure Time: 15 min

O2 Concen-
tration
(%)

CO Concen-
tration

(%)

Deceased
Time
(min

)

Exposure Index

l£° (5?. min)

Index Ratio"'"
^

T co /T co1
E L

6

1. 00
1.00
0.75
0.75
0 . 50
0. 50
0, 25
0.25

2.00
2.75
2.75
3.50
4.75
3.75
7.50
8.50

2. 00
2.75
2.06
2.63
2. 38
1.88
1.88
2.13

0. 31
0.43
0. 32
0. 41
0. 37
0.29
0.29
0.33

8

1. 00
1.00
0.75
0.75
0. 50
0. 50
0.25
0.25

2.75
2.50
3. 00
3-75
7-33
5.50

10. 50
12 . 17

2.75
2. 50
2 . 25
2.81
3- 67
2.75
2.63
3-04

0.43
0.39
0.35
0. 44
0.57
0.43
0 . 41
0.47

10

1.00
1.00
0.75
0.75
0 . 50
0.50
0.25
0.25

3. 00
3-25
3.75
4.50
9- 50
6.25

Survived
Survived

3. 00
3.25
2.81
3-38
4.75
3.13

0. 47
0. 51
0.44
0.53
0.74
0. 49

12

1. 00
1. 00
0.75
0.75
0.50
0. 50
0.25
0.25

3.50
2. 83
3.75
4. 00

Survived
Survived
Survived
Survived

3.50
2. 83
2. 81
3. 00

0.55
0.44
0.44
0. 47

14

1. 00
1. 00
0.75
0.75
0. 50
0.50
0.25
0.25

5.50
2. 50
4.00
7-50

10-. 00
Survived
Survived
Survived

5.50
2.50
3. 00
5.63
5-00

0.86
0.39
0.47
0.88
0 . 78

16

1.00
1. 00
0.75-
0.75
0. 50
0. 50

0. 25
0. 25

12.00
4.00
5. 00

Survived
14.92

Survived
Survived
Survived

12. 00
4.00
3.75

7.46
—

_

1.87
0. 62
0.58

1.16

1) l£ = 6.42 (%-mln) 505



Table 8. HCN Exposure Index at Deceased Time In Exposure

to Gaseous Mixture of HCN and 0 2 Deficiency

Exposure Time; 15 min

0 2 Concen- HCN Concen- Deceased Exposure Index
2 \

Index Ratio
tration tration Time HCN , m . ^ ,HCN /-pHCN

{%) (ppm) (min

)

lg ^ppnvmin,) J
E

7I
L

P 1 7 PPRc. c. U

1

n p p

75 3-75 281 0.27
58 11. 50 667 0.65

U
58 Survived -

40 14.92 597 0.58
35 4.75 166 0.16

185 2.50 463 0.45
130 3- 50 455 0.44
97 5.00 485 0.47
Rp fi i 7D . J. /

n ii q

8 68 7.50 510 0.49
60 Survived - -

55 6. 50 358 0.35
50 Survived -

50 Survived

240 2. 50 600 0.58
215 2. 50 538 0.52
± H U 4 . 1

1

U 0 (

"i n 116 6.00 696 0.67
X u

95 7,17 681 0.66
75 Survived - -

72 7.17 516 0. 50
45 Survived - -

210 3-67 771 0.75
1 ft n 5 • 5U U . y D

170 8,00 1360 1.32
12 160 5-75 920 0.89

120 13.25 1590 1.54
100 Survived - -

100 5-25 525 0. 51

180 6. 50 1170 1.13
1 fin1UU _7 \J \J 0 Q R

160 4 . 50 720 0.73
14 140 8.25 1155 1.12

140 Survived
130 11.33 1473 1.43
130 Survived _

1) 1^ = 1033 (ppm-min)
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Table 10. Deceased Time of Mouse Exposed to Gaseous

Mixture of CO, C0 2 , HCN and 0 2 Deficiency (min)

Exposure Time: 15 min

5% C0 2 10 % CO

2

( nnm )
\ p pin j

0.25% CO 0.50% CO 0.25% CO 0.50% CO

8%0 2 12%0 2 8%0 2 12%0 2 8%0 2 12%0 2 8%0 2

I 1

12%0 2

8 • 92 8 . 00 3 2S 4.00 6 . 00 11.00 J • J u
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Fig. 4 — CO concentration in exposure chamber and deceased

time of mouse.
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Introduction

The evaluation method of the toxicities of various materials at fires

and the studies on the harmful effects of various combustion products are

considered to be the main subjects in the toxicology on combustion. The present

report chiefly concerns with the second item. Combustion toxicology generally

deals with the gaseous form, therefore, inhalation route is the main entrance

route of the toxicants into the bodies. There can be marked differences in

concentrations and in distribution patterns of the toxic materials in the body

with different routes of administration. That the above can hold for cyanide too

was indicated in the author's previous experiments with rats and rabbits, in

which two routes of administration, per os and inhalation routes, were used[l].

Since there is only a limited number of data on the distribution of cyanide

in the body exposed to HCN gas[2,3,4,5,6], it seemed to be worthwhile ,as a first

step to obtain such basic data, to determine the blood cyanide concentrations

in the different parts of the body. The present report includes the data on

blood Po£ level as well as cyanide. This is based on the following considerations

that this parameter can be used for a diagnosis ,whether death is an asphyxial one

or not, and that Po^ can become a key to the problem of identity of the gases

responsible for the toxic effects of the combustion products.
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Materials and Methods

Material

s

Polyacrylonitrile(PAN) ,sil k,wool and gauze were used for

combustion experiments. The first three were obtained from Nippon-6oen-Kyokai

and gauze(t*;e Japanese pharmacopoeia) wa s purchased. The each material was

cut to pieces of about 1.5cm square. Twenty gram of material was used in the

experiments with the first three. In the case of gauze, 20g and 30g were used

in Exp.Nos. 1 -4(see Table 1) and in Exp.No5, respectively.

Experimental apparatus and conditions They were virtually the same as those

of the previous experiments[7] except slight modifications and only brief

account is given here as follows. The sample was heated in a cylindrical

cage made of a mesh of wire with an electric heater of 300w in a plastic

combustion room measuring 30x30x50cm. The combustion product was lead through

a 50cm-long plastic tube to a transparent plastic box which was used as an

exposure room, to which a non-rebreathing valve was attached via a short

piece of a plastic tube.

HCN inhalation experiment HCN was produced by addition of NaCN to h^SO^.

To H^SO^ in a flat-bottomed flask, the diameter of and the height of which

are 26cm and 36cm, respectively,with perforated rubber stopper, solid NaCN

was added at proper intervals through one of the perforations. The rate of

addition of NaCN was not fixed and it was changed during exposure, depending

upon the state of the animal. Into the other perforation a glass tube with

a diameter of 0.7cm was inserted and it was connected to the non-rebreathing

valve by a short plastic tube.

Animal

s

Male albino rabbits each weighing about 2,000g were used. After

intravenous urethane injection( lg/kg,25%in saline), the animal was fixed

supinely and a tracheal cannula was inserted following tracheotomy. The

animal inhaled the gas of the exposure room( in combustion experiments)or

HCN gas( in HCN experiments) through the non-rebreathing valve attached to

the cannula. Combustion experiments were continued until ultimate cessation

of respiratory movement of the chest, however , when respiration did not stop

during 50-min exposure, the experiment was discontinued at that time.

Immediately after the end of an experiment, the chest was opened and blood

sample was drawn from the left heart, the right heart and the descending vena

cava, respectively, in this order. The blood sample was stored in ice until

determination, the start of which did not delay more than 30 min after

sampling in the cases of cyanide and Po
? .
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Toxicological determinations The whole blood cyanide determination was

made by the method of Feldstein et al[8], triplicate determinations being

done on each sample. COHb concentration was determined spectrophotometrically

by van Kampen et al's method[9]. Before exposure, small amount of jugular

vein blood was taken from each animal , and it was used for preparation of the

calibration curve. Blood Po£ was determined by Combianalyzer U. Prior to each

analysis, the instrument was calibrated with standard gases. The concen-

tration in the exposure room was continuously monitored by Beckmann 0^

analyzer. The respiratory rate of the animal was measured by counting of the

movement of the chest per unit time. After thoracotomy, one lung was excised

and fixed in formalin solution for subsequent microscopic examinations. The

residual ash was weighed after each experiment and the vapoured ratio(%) was

calculated according to the following equation,/ . woiflht \

Survival time(ST, the time to ultimate cessation of respiration), blood

cyanide, P02 and COHb values are summarized in Table 1.

HCN inhalation The ST ranged 5-14min. The cyanide concentration in the

left heart blood averaged 3. 4microg/ml , ranging from 1 .24-5.53microg/ml

.

The mean value and range in the right heart blood were 2.2microg/ml and 1.04

-3. 3microg/ml .respectively . The corresponding values in the blood of the

descending vena cava were 1.6 microg/ml and 0.88-2.03 microg/ml .respectively

.

The ratio of the left heart to the right heart value was 1.2-1. 7. The ranges

and means( given in the bracket) of blood Po^ of the left heart, the right

heart and the descending vena cava were 1 9-80mmHg(43mmHg) ,7-33mmHg(22mmHg)

and 7-23mmHg(15mmHg) .respectively. The decreasing order of the Po£ was

identical with that of the cyanide concentration. The rabbit with high post-

mortem cyanide value showed high postmortem Po£ value. The six animals in the

present report could be divided into two subgroups , based on the magnitude

of the blood P02 and cyanide values, one group consisting of 4 animals

( Exp. Nos . 1 ,2,4,5) with high cyanide and Po^ values and the other one with

low in the both.

1 x 100

Resul ts
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PAN Al 1 the animals were killed during exposure and the range of the ST

were ll-17min. As in the HCN experiment, the left heart blood showed the

highest cyanide value. The next highest concentration was recorded in the

right heart blood. The decreasing order of the cyanide concentration was

the same as that of the HCN experiment. The same relation as that in the

HCN experiment was predent between cyanide and Po£ values. The concentration

of COHb was very low. There was neither soot nor froth in the trachea

macroscopical ly.

Silk None of the animals survived exposure and the ST was slightly longer

in this group than in PAN group. The mean blood cyanide concentration in the

left heart, in the right heart and in the descending vena cava were 4.9,

2.9 and 1.9 microg/ml respectively. This group showed the highest cyanide

concentration of all the groups. The difference was the greatest in the

left heart blood, on the other hand, there was hardly marked difference

among this, PAN and HCN groups with respect to the peripheral blood. As

to the Po£ values too, the silk group was the highest. As in the preceding

two groups, the animal with high postmortem Po£ value showed high cyanide

value. The COHb level did not exceed 10%. In 5 out of 6 animals, froth was

present in the upper respiratory tract, on the other hand, not any soot was

macroscopical ly observed.

Wool All animals died during exposure. The ST ranged 15-50min. In this group

cyanide concentration was very low compared with PAN and silk groups.

On the other hand the COHb concentration was about the same as that in

silk group. There were present in some animals both soot and froth in the

trachea.

Gauze Only 2 out of 5 animals succumbed during exposure. The time were

32 and33 min, respectively. The other 3 animals showed severe respiratory

depression after about 25-40min's exposure, but thereafter, showed the

^tendency to restore. The COHb levels were as high as 85% in the animals

died during exposure, on the other hand, the value ranged 55-65% in animals

survived exposure. Black particles were observed in the trachea in 1 died

and 2 survived out of 5 animals, but no froth was observed.

The decrease of the exposure room 0^ concentration was not marked in

experiments except thosewith gauze, the minimal concentration in which were

11-14%.

The vapoured ratio differed greatly from material to material. The mean

values of gauze, wool ,sil k and PAN were 96,68,54 and 27%, respectively.
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Discussion

PAN and silk were considered more dangerous materials at fires than wool

and gauze on the basis of the length of the ST and this result was consistent

with the previous results[7]. As to identity of the gases responsible for hazard

too, the present study agreed with the previous results[7]. HCN was the main toxic

gas produced from PAN and silk and CO was responsible for the toxicity of the

gases released from gauze.

There were considerable differences as to the blood cyanide and Po^ levels

among different parts of the body within the same material. It is needless to say

that to specify the source of the sample is very important in interpretation

of the data. The close relation between blood cyanide and Po£ values strongly

indicates the influence of the ventilation at the last stage of the exposure

on thesevalues. The inability of cardiac function to maintain the general

circulation effectively at the last stage probably is the main cause of the

concentration difference of cyanide among different parts of the body.

The cause of the intragroup difference in cyanide level, which was relatively

great in HCN and PAN groups , remains to be solved, and for a detailed discussion

on this problem,measurements of cardiac and respiratory functions and quantitative

evaluation on them will be indispensable. As in the previous experimental' 1 k

group showed the highest cyanide values. The ratio of silk group to HCN group

amounted to as high as 1.4 with the left heart blood. This seemingly puzzling

data is considered to indicate that relatively large amount of HCN was inhaled

immediately before ultimate cessation of respiration, for there was not much

difference in cyanide level among HCN, silk and PAN groups with respect to the

blood in the descending vena cava.

According to Mithoefer et al [10] irrespective of the source of the samples,

the blood Po£ above 25mmHg is evidence against asphyxia as a cause of death.

Since cyanide, in cotrast to CO, inhibits the utilization of 0^ by tissue, the

higher postmortem Po^ is expected in acute cyanide poisoning than in acute

CO poisoning. The way, by which cyanide is introduced into the body, affects the

PO2 value. The postmortem Po£ was lower in poisoning by inhalation than in that

by oral route[l]. In the present study, the P02 in gauze group was generally

low in compared with those in HCN, PAN and silk groups with respect to the three

kinds of the blood samples.
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Table 1. Summarized data of the results.

Cyanide(microg/ml ) Po
?
(mmHg)

Materials Exp. No ST(min) L R V L R V

HCN inhalation 1 4.8 5.53 3.30 54 33

2 9.9 4.42 2.71 1.83 51 32 23

3 14.0 1.24 1.04 0.88 19 11 9

4 7.3 3.64 2.35 1.72 37 26 18

5 11.1 3.72 2.18 2.03 80 20 16

6 6.4 1.94 1.58 1.44 19 7 7

1 16 5 8.14 3 54 3 14 75 30 28

2 14 1 1.55 1 47 1 34 12 6 6

3 15 4 1.99 1 66 1 56 22 15 11

4 16 6 1.49 1 44 19 13

5 11 2 2.92 1 93 1 37 40 17 16

6 13 5 3.87 2 36 1 75 61 32 19

1 17.2 5 37 3.81 2 30 47 25 13

2 16.7 3 18 1.97 1 48 28 18 16

3 16.5 5 22 2.96 1 49 102 35 18

4 15.5 4 31 3.03 2 05 57 29 17

5 14.9 5 40 3.11 2 31 76 36 26

6 16.4 5 96 2.79 1 63 98 42 29

Wool

Gauze

1 25.1 0 11 0,11 0 09 3 4 4

2 15.0 0 10 0.07 0 05 65 46 14

3 31.8 0 13 0.13 0 12 9 4 5

4 16.0 0 08 0.06 0 05 10 7 4

5 50.0 0 39 0.29 0 29 44 16 16

C0Hb(%)

1 33.0 86 84 5 3

2 32.2 64 88 86 35 6 6

3 survived 59 65 65 5 4 3

4 survived 5:
:

: 52 52 9 7 4

5 survived 63 60 59 13 13 12

L:The left heart. R: the right heart. V: the descending vena cava.
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Preface

Evaluation of toxicity of combustion gas in a building

fire must be a synthetic evaluation of toxicities of all

combustion products. In evaluating the toxicity of combustion

products, the following four factors must be taken into

consideration

:

i) combustion product gases

ii) heat

iii) water vapor

iv) smoke particles

In so far as organic substances burn, the toxicity of

combustion gas must be evaluated not by the toxicity of each

component of it, but in correlation with the following three

factors

:

i) CO and CC^ gases

ii) a decrease in 0^

iii) The inherent decomposition gases of a material which

correspond to its chemical ingredients.

With regard to the evaluation of toxicity in a case

where a plurality of kinds of gases coexist, it is now made

clear that a similar joint action exists between some types

of the gases. On the other hand, it is pointed out that

an antagonistic joint action occurs in the coexistence of

irritating gases, and this makes it difficult for us to

evaluate the toxicity by gas analysis in a case where a

plurality of kinds of gases are mixed together.

The inhabitants who are left within a building during

a fire will receive direct physiological impediments caused

by this factor combined with increasing temperature and humid-

ity in the building. These factors, which also promote

respiration, result in an increased volume of the gas intro-

duced into a human body. Therefore, even when the particular

gases considered are low in concentration, a dangerous level

is reached in a shorter period of time than might usually

be expected if the temperature and humidity are high. The same

may be said of smoke particles. The effets of the temperature

and humidity in limited combinations of some kinds of gases
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have been reported by A„ J c Pryor et al„

In the study being presented here, fundamental exper-

iments were carried out to determine the effects of smoke

particles, temperature, and humidity on the toxicity of

gases

.

lo Influence of Smoke Particles

From the standpoint of fire safety engineering, smoke

is regarded as a factor which obstructs the fire evacuation

action of inhabitants from a building.

Thus an extinction coefficient that is most closely

related to visibility is used as a unit for quantifying the

amount of smoke. In this case, the size distribution and

optical characteristics of smoke determine the extinction

coefficient. It is thought, however, that smoke as a factor

affecting the physiological effect of combustion products

is determined by the mass density and chemical structure

of the smoke particles and that there is little correlation

between the extinction coefficient and the physiological

effect of smoke particles.

As for a study of composition of smoke by means of

chemical analysis, few investigators have conducted this

type of research and the mode of its physiological action

has not yet been elucidated. Accordingly the author con-

ducted the experiments shown below to obtain a concept of the

physiological action of smoke.

1) Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The experiments were carried out by the use of the

apparatus shown in Figure 1.1. The apparatus consists of

a furnace, a mice exposure chamber, a smoke density meter,

and a gas analysis meter. An attempt was made to determine

the influence of smoke particles by exposing mice to smoke

with smoke particles and to smoke without smoke particles.

A total of six mice were used in each of the experiments

that is, four mice were placed into the exposure chamber
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and then one mouse was placed in each of the two glass

tubes positioned on the downstream side of a smoke filter.

An experimental procedure was repeated from 5 through 7

times under each condition.

2) Test Materials and Burning Condition

In these experiments, Japanese cedar, Treated Plywood,

PMMA, and Aery lonitrile were the materials to be tested.

The kinds and amounts of combustion products vary

according to the chemical composition of the material and

to burning conditions, namely heating methods such as tem-

perature, air supply, etc., as would be the case with a

series of the present experiments. Therefore, in this study,

the experiments were performed under the following burning

conditions

:

furnace temperature: 400°C - 600°C

air supply : 3 1/min

C>2 concentration : 21%, 15%

3) Mice and Mice Monitor

JCR-JCL female mice of 13g - 15g in their body-weight

and four weeks after their birth were used as experimental

animals and the time to ataxia of the mice was measured

by using the rotary method of the light-shield type which

had been developed by the author and the time to death by

observation. In the light-shield type mice monitor, mice

are placed into a cage of wire netting as shown in Figure 1.2

and the cage is covered, on a half surface of its one side,

with a sheet of black paper shielding it from light. A mouse

within the cage has the habit of rotating it by her own

ability in an effort to escape when a toxic gas is introduced.

The rotation of the cage can be recorded by utilizing a

lamp and photocell (CdS) positioned on either side of the

cage. If the gas is free from harmful components, then

the number of rotations do not decline as shown in Figure 1.3.

On the other hand, when the gas which the mouse has inhaled
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contains harmful components, the mouse gradually loses

her ability to ratate the cage by her own exertions. The

author has defined the time required for a mouse to lose

her ability to rotate the cage "ataxia time" and the time

to respiration-stop "death time". Observation was made

of the mice which had. inhaled gas from which smoke parti-

cles had been filtered.

4) Experimental Results and Consideration

The results in the case where mice were exposed to

combustion gas were recorded by two methods; observation

and a photocell technique. A proportional relationship

as shown in Figure 1.5 holds between the ataxia time which

have been measured by observation in order to evaluate

the dangerous level by the same standard of judgement.

The mass smoke concentration was calculated from the weight

of the smoke particles which adhered to the filter shown

in Figure 1.1 and the rate of flow of smoke through a passage.

Furthermore in Table 1.1, as one of indications of the

toxicity there are shown the product 2LC0 • t (%*min) of the

lethal time, t (min), and the CO concentration {%) in the

breathing air for each of the experimental mice and a com-

parison of the average value of the product is made between

before and after the smoke particles are filtered.

The effect of smoke particles
;

on the physiological

action of the gas can be qualitatively determined by the

difference in the death time between the mice on the upstream

and downstream sides of the filter.

If the average values of the products of the time to

death and the CO gas concentration in the presence and absence

of smoke particles respectively are taken to beLCO-t-^ and

LCO then the relationship between them can be expressed

by the following two equations:

COt
2

= o£A
+ LCO^ (Additive Joint Action) (1)

or

= • ZCOt (Synergystic Joint Action) (2)
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The equation (1) applies in a case where smoke acts in

a mode of additive action and the equation (2) in a case

where smoke acts in a mode of synergistic action. It can

be seen from the values ofoQ andc*s shown in Table 1.1 that

the kind of smoke varies very greatly with the kind of

materials and combustion conditions. That is to say, the

evaluation of the toxicity of the materials must be made

in its relation to combustion conditions. Many chemical

substances, however, can be regarded as a factor which

causes chemical reactions with the trachea and pulmonary

vesicles and thus causes the rupture of <cells. Consequently

it seems unlikely that the evaluation can be made simply

by such short-time exposure tests as these present experi-

ments. For that reason, it is necessary to breed the smoke-

exposed mice for a long period of time after the exposure

test to check whether there are any physiological problems.

If carbon monoxide alone determines the toxicity of

a combustion product gas, then the values forHCO-t should

be a fixed value. On the contrary, the results of the

present experiments are considerably scattered and do not

show a constant value. This shows that besides CO gas

there exist gases which cause physiological Impediments.

However, since the values for 2C0-tp and t^ after

filtering the smoke, in general, are always greater, it

can be expected that smoke particles will accelerate the

toxicity in the mode of a similar joint action or a syner-

gistic joint action. The coefficient, Mr, which shows

the rate of accelerating the gas toxicity of the smoke

particles is obtained from the equations (1) and (2) as

following

:

In the mode of a similar joint action

°M = Dm" M t

Mt = c/a /Dm (5)

In the mode of a synergistic joint acton

oCs = D n
- M t

'

• Mt = o^/Dm (6)
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M T and M T obtained from the above equations are the

toxicity coefficients per unit of smoke (mg/nf) when a, law

of either a similar joint action or a synergistic joint

action is assumed to exist between the smoke and the gases.

2„ Decrease in Oxygen Concentration

The concentration of oxygen in a combustion gas invari-

ably shows lower values than that of atmospheric oxygen.

As a general rule, when the concentration of atmospheric

oxygen decreases, the rate of respiration will increase.

In such a case, the presence of harmful gases in the air

will also result in an increase in the volume of repiration

unless these gases are especially irritative chemical substances.

Consequently it can reasonably be expected that we will

reach a dangerous level even when the concentration of the

harmful gases Is low. Experiments were carried out by

placing four mice per experiment into a desiccator of 2^4 1

in volume (Fig 1.1) and by supplying it with a gaseous

mixture whose oxygen concentration had been lowered by

mixing nitrogen with a mixed gas of oxygen and carbon mon-

oxide. The experiments were run in triplicate, and the

average value was calculated. The changes in the concentra-

tions of oxygen and carbon monoxide In the desiccator at

that time are shown in Figure 2.1.

As a criterion for evaluating toxicity, there has

again been employed that product of the carbon monoxide

concentration {%) until death time and the gas-breathing

time which is represented by ICO-t (Fig 2.2).

It can be deduced from the Figures that a decrease in

the concentration of oxygen in the air will cause people

to run into danger even at a lower carbon monoxide concentra-

tion in a shorter period of time.

Because the only factor in the death of the mice is

carbon monoxide, the quantity of CO-Kb in the blood of the

mice ought to show roughly the same value, irrespective

of 0^ and CO concentrations, although the author cannot

conscientiously say this since he did not measure the

quantity of CO-Hb in the blood.
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Thus in evaluating the toxicity at a fire, both the

toxicity of harmful gas-components and factors accelerating

it must be taken into consideration. In other words, a

synthetic evaluation of both the toxicity of gas components

and the factors increasing the volume of respiration under

a fire environment is required.

3. Increase in Temperature and Humidity

Since a fire is a phenomenon of the combustion of

organic materials, defusement of combustion products to all

parts of a building surely gives rise to the increases in

temperature and humidity in the air in the building at the

time of the fire. It may be expected that the increases
D

in temperature and humidity cause the volume of respiration

to increase, and it is thought that the physiological action

of toxic gases is accelerated by an increase in the volume

of respiration.

Accordingly, usning carbon monoxide as a toxic gas,

experiments were performed on acceleration of the physiolo-

gical action caused by temperature and humidity.

1) Effect of Temperature

As experimental animals, four-week old dd-male mice

with a weight of about 20 g were used.

The mice were placed into a chamber as shown in Figure 3.1

which was maintained at a constant temperature. The chamber

was supplied with CO gas, and the lethal time and ZCO-t

were calculated by a mice monitor. In these experiments,

an improved mice monitor was used as shown in Fig 1.2 B)

.

This monitor is different from a photocell-type monitor in

that its cage weighs 55 g to the photocell-type's about

95 g and uses adjacent switches instead of a photocell.

It was expected that the mice would die of shock when

suddenly exposed to a highly concentrated gas. Hence the

CO concentration in the chamber was gradually raised as

shown in Figure 3.2. In this case, £C0-t is determined

by summing up the CO concentrations at regular one minute

intervals

.
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The results of the experiments are shown in Figure

3.2. It can be said from the Figure that the rise of temper-

ature obviously causes the toxicity of the gas to accelerate.

2) Combined Effect of Temperature and Humidity

Experiments were carried out in much the same way

as the experiments on the effect of temperature described

above, except that the temperature and the humidity re-

spectively were set at 30°C, 40°C, and 50°C and at 70%,

80% , and 90%: that is, as setting conditions, there were

adopted nine comined conditions of the three settings of

temperature and the three settings of humidity. Temperature

control in the chamber was made by means of a humidistat

positioned in the bottom of the apparatus.

The rising curve of CO concentration in the chamber

for each experiment is the same as that in Figure 3.2.

Sixteen mice were used in each experiment and the experiments

were run in triplicate. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3 give a

compilation of the average arithmetic values for triplicate

runs

.

The lethal time for the mice decreases with the rise

of humidity even at the same temperature, and this trend

become more pronounced with a rise in humidity. However,

the amount of variations in the results increases as the

humidity is raised.

Conclusion

The problem of toxicity in a building fire involves

considerations of all the factors .which occur during the

fire. Despite the fact that experiments with gas toxicity

using experimental animals influenced by temperature, humid-

ity, smoke, etc., in addition to gases the results are fre-

quently analyzed only from a point of view of gaseous component.

As the present study has clarified, such environmental

conditions as temperature, humidity, etc., are also important

factors which cannot be neglected under their certain level-

conditions .
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In particular, the evaluation of toxicity in terms of

gas-analysis values is the important subject for advancement

in future study. Furthermore, in order to clarify the correla-

tion between the toxicity expressed in terms of the analysis

values and that obtained by animal experiments, the weight

function of such physical factors as smoke, temperature,

humidity, etc., as experimental conditions must be elucidated

beforehand.

Although tendencies in each single factor such as smoke,

oxygen, temperature, and humidity were only obtained in the

present study because various mice and different mice monitors

were used, a further carefully thought out study is required in

order to clarify the correlation between each factor.
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Table 2 Influence of Temperature on the ZJ COt

CO (%)

ZT vjot ( §> min)
Ave

.

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8

E
30 6.60 1.92 2.94 3.82

S

2.82 2. 17 2.50

2 50 1. 53 1.31 1.42 1.42

1 60
Eh

0.70 0.77 0.71 0.79 0.74

Table 3 Influence of Temperature and Moisture on the ZT

2L CO t (%.min)

Moisture (? ) 70 00 3 0

X 6.23 3 . 38 2.67
u 30

<ro
3.13 1.56 0.89

0)

u X 3.33 1. 82 2.60
-p 40

Q~fd

Sh 1.14 0.93 0.76
0)

a
E X 2.13 0.75 0.39
<U

Eh 5 0
Q~ 0.47 0.26 0.14
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BIOLOGICAL TESTING IN FIRE TOXICOLOGY

I. INTRODUCTION

Two papers in the Proceedings of the Second Meeting of this

Panel, held in Tokyo in 1976, deal extensively with the toxicology

of fire (1,2), and we shall attempt to avoid a third presentation

of the same type of material. However, the authors have been engaged

in inhalation toxicology research for the past 7 years, and we thought

this Panel might be interested in some of our experiences, a few

of our findings, and in particular, our impressions of the current

state-of-the-art and future directions for research in this area.

We entered the field of inhalation toxicology as a direct result

of the Aviation Toxicology Laboratory's involvement in the forensic

toxicology of aircraft accident investigation, which began in 1967.

From the beginning of the program we had routinely looked for

carboxyhemoglobin in the blood of accident victims because of its

special implications for pilots at altitude and because of the clues

it might give us as to the behavior and history of persons who fell

victim to postcrash fires.

In 1970, following a spectacular accident at Anchorage, Alaska (3)

we began to look for cyanide in addition to carbon monoxide in the

blood of fire victims. We have described our findings in the victims

of that accident elsewhere (4). Suffice it to say that we found

both carboxyhemoglobin and cyanide at a variety of concentrations.

On the basis of a long history of both experimental and accidental

human exposures to CO, we might have speculated about the significance
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of the observed carboxyhemoglobin concentrations, had they occurred

alone. We knew much less about cyanide and could not interpret the

meaning of combinations of the two. We therefore instituted a study

of animal responses to CO and HCN, separately and combined, at a

variety of concentrations.

II. STUDIES ON CO AND HCN

We began by exposing albino rats (Sprague-Dawley strain) to

the approximate 5-minute LC^q concentrations of the two gases as

determined in an earlier study (5) conducted cooperatively by FAA and

the USAF at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. We decided that

we must look first for the occurrence of psychomotor failure, or

physical incapacitation, as our principal end-point, because this

would signal the end of effective efforts toward unassisted escape

from a fire environment in which the two gases were predominant.

For this purpose we employed a motor-driven, rotating drum with mesh

rim, in which the animal must walk or cling to avoid tumbling. This

afforded a very precise, objective indication of incapacitation requiring

no preexposure training or conditioning of the animals, and which

was readily apparent to an untrained observer.

Because speed is the key to escape and survival in the case

of rapidly developing fires, we decided not to count the numbers

of animals incapacitated or killed in an arbitrary time period, but

to measure the interval between the beginning of exposure and the

occurrence of incapacitation (t^) or death (t
d ) for each of the

individual animals, usually four in a group experiment. These initial
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studies have been summarized elsewhere (6) and we shall mention only

a few salient findings.

1. A concentration of CO (13,500 ppm) that killed

12 animals in a mean time of 5.8 min (SD -1.2)

caused incapacitation in less than half that

time, 2.4 (SD - 0.3) min.

2. Rats died in a mean time of 12.9 (* 2) min in

an atmosphere of 450 ppm HCN, but were incapaci-

tated in 4.1 (- 0.7) min.

3. CO and HCN exerted definitely additive effects

when combined at these concentrations;

td 3.7, t
±

2.0.

Thus, the precision and value of measuring time to the occurrence

of a toxicological end-point became apparent.

Unquestionably, however, the most important contribution to

come from these studies was the discovery that by use of a formula

based on the fact that pulmonary gas exchange is weight related,

one can calculate the t^'s and t^'s for a human in the same environ-

ments with great accuracy (7). This capability was derived from

an experimentally verified hypothesis that the measured biological

response to those toxic gases whose mechanism of action was a

stoichiometric reaction with critical tissue components would be

directly proportional to total body mass—for any mammalian species.

The most important of the combustion products that react in this fashion

are CO, HCN, and H0 S.
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When we began these CO-HCN experiments, our intentions were

to quantitate the dose-response relationships that resulted from

exposures to known atmospheric concentrations and to measure the

resultant blood (and other tissue) concentrations of CO and HCN that

were present at the time of the two biological end-points. We encoun-

tered many difficulties at all stages of our efforts to measure HCN.

Significant and variable losses of HCN occurred at every step

in our early attempts to collect and transfer samples of the chamber

atmosphere for analysis. Solution of these problems still left us

with the need to measure blood HCN concentrations. The spectro-

photometry, wet chemical procedure that was found acceptable, although

inconveniently time consuming, for analysis of HCN in air proved

to be totally inadequate for blood measurements. It lacked both

the required sensitivity and specificity that we felt was necessary

for our forensic work. Other analytical procedures that were inves-

tigated and found similarly unsatisfactory were selective-ion electrodes

and fluorometric techniques.

We solved the problems of sensitivity and specificity, as well

as that of prolonged assay time, by developing a gas chromatographic

technique that for the first time utilized the alkali flame ionization

detector (thermionic detector) for cyanide measurement. With this

detector cyanide can be quantitated in amounts as small as a few

picomoles. This system has been described in an earlier publication (6).

III. ASSAY OF TOXIC PRODUCTS BY DIRECT ANIMAL EXPOSURE AT CAMI

At this point in our investigations we were requested by our

agency to attempt to assess the relative potential for toxicity of
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a large number of aircraft interior materials by exposing animals to

their thermal degradation (pyrolysis) products. The studies were

to proceed in parallel with a program at the National Aviation Facili-

ties Experimental Center CNAFEC) at Atlantic City, in which the same

materials were to be pyrolyzed and the evolved mixtures analyzed

chemically for nine of the more important constituents to be expected

in such mixtures from the elemental makeup of the polymers involved.

Within the limitations imposed by a single stipulation, that

the conditions of thermal degradation be very similar to those employed

at NAFEC to permit a later attempt at chemical-biological correlations,

we were free to design our own system. When we began to look about

for features that we might incorporate—that were logical, realistic,

and practical from physical, chemical, and toxicological points of

view—we were dismayed at the lack of uniformity in the state-of-the-ar

of materials evaluation.

More recently, some principles and guidelines have begun to emerge

as the result of group efforts to. introduce a degree of uniformity

into materials-toxicity testing and to increase the comparability

and utility of results from the several laboratories engaged in this

activity. The deliberations of one such group have resulted in a

report of great value (8). That report was, of course, not available

to us when we began our planning, but it confirms our impressions

at that time. The Committee document describes briefly the technology

employed by 21 laboratories (including our own) , presumably to accom-

plish the same purpose, but producing widely varied data.
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The system that we developed has been described in great detail,

as have the results of our tests of 75 aircraft interior materials

in which the system was first employed (7). The results of the chemi-

cal study conducted at NAFEC have also been published (9).

With recent modifications, we believe the system being used

at CAMI incorporates most—but not all—of the principles of biological

assessment of the toxicity of pyrolysis/combustion products as set

forth by the NRC/NAS Committee (8).

IV. IMPRESSIONS

A. Biological Assay . One frequently encounters an attitude,

expressed or implied, among physicists, chemists, and engineers,

that bioassay is an empirical, imprecise, quasi-scientific process.

Those of us with extensive biomedical experience regard it differently.

We can recall the days when the majority of our most potent thera-

peutic agents were standardized in this way. We realize better than

most the reliance that medicine and industry must place on animal

screening in order to establish the relative toxicity of pesticides,

industrial chemicals, and drugs.

In our extensive testing of aircraft interior materials, we

deliberately "loaded" the process to our disadvantage. We began

with material number one and continued through the series, observing

three animals per experiment. We then repeated the series, in the

same order, a second and a third time. Thus, the individual tests

of the same material were separated by at least a month—sometimes

longer. We found that in the case of more than 60 percent of the
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materials tested the variation of the t^s and td
's of the individual

animals in a single experiment from their mean and from the mean

of the nine involved in the cumulative tests was less than 5 percent.

This is a goal that biochemists frequently must strive for in the

analysis of chemical entities in biological specimens. The materials

that did not yield such precision were, in general, composites such

as laid-up panels or mixtures of nonuniform composition that offered

sampling difficulties.

We were convinced of two things by these findings: first, that

the bioassay process is capable of great precision; second, that the

thermolytic process proceeded very uniformly in our system. It seems

clear to us that if animals are "shown" the same mixture of toxic

products on successive occasions, their answer will be the same.

If it is not, the failure is likely to be one of physics and chemistry,

not biology.

B. The Pyrolysis-Combustion Process . The literature of fire

toxicology reveals wide variety in both the processes of thermal

decomposition and the exposure of animals to the resulting products.

Perhaps the greatest variability is in the first of these.

It would be impossible at this time to mention even a represen-

tative sampling of the methods for pyrolysis or combustion that have

come into being over the years. Among the variables that have been

combined in almost infinite variety are: mode of ignition or initial

heat transfer; the temperature at which the decomposition is allowed

—

or forced— to proceed; isothermal or programed temperatures; the

absence, or presence and relative abundance, of oxygen in the
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environment of the specimen; static or dynamic systems; presence

or absence of flame; sample size; and others.

It has been clear from the earliest animal exposures, and from

both early and recent efforts at chemical analysis, that even minor

variations in the manner in which these variables are combined can

alter the composition of the product mix. In all probability the toxicity

will vary also, but not necessarily in a predictable direction or

degree. We know too little about the toxic properties of many of

the individual gases that can be present in pyrolysis-combustion

mixtures, and still less about their composite toxicity when combined.

One usually expects to see an increase or decrease in toxicity as

the composition of a gas mixture is altered; by fortuitous circumstance,

however, depending on the interactions of components, appreciable

changes could leave apparent toxicity relatively unchanged.

If it is true that the apparent toxic hazard of a polymer in

a fire situation as revealed by animal tests depends primarily on

the conditions of burning, then those familiar with fire dynamics

must tell us what is and what is not realistic.

C. The Exposure System . The primary consideration in assessing

the hazards of a burning material by animal assay is that the animal

be exposed to the unchanged toxic mixture. We cannot possibly dis-

cuss all of the complications introduced by this requirement, and

the NRC/NAS Committee (8) has dealt with them adequately. It has

pointed out that if the burn is conducted outside the exposure chamber,

the conduction pathway for the combustion mixture should be short.

We believe that with the exception of HF, our system accomplishes
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an essentially quantitative transfer from the tube furnace, but we

are ready to admit that this is the most difficult of all of the

desiderata to satisfy, regardless of the size, configuration, or

design of an exposure system, when one is dealing with gases that

adsorb on surfaces and/or are infinitely water soluble.

Recently, a somewhat different combustion-exposure system has

been designed (10) that purports to minimize this difficulty. It

does appear to present other problems, however, and only time and

further testing will reveal whether it constitutes an improvement

over other systems now in use. We refer specifically to the fact

that the burn is conducted in a rather tall and narrow quartz

receptacle, and oxygenation would appear to be precarious in such

a furnace. The exposure chamber is also rather large, and mixing

of the gases and their distribution to the animals is to be accom-

plished by convection only. In our experience, uniform composition

of the gas mixture in a chamber of similar size is seldom accomplished

early in the burn, when it should be of great importance, unless

convection is supplemented.

Evidence of nonuniform distribution exists, in the form of high

temperature gradients between furnace and other points in the chamber.

We also question the practice of placing as many as seven large rats

in a single cage. Rats huddle together and accentuate the problems

of heat dissipation and adequate pulmonary ventilation. Temperatures

in excess of 40° C near the animals have been reported at high fuel

loadings ("concentration") at the upper end of multipoint dose-response

curves that are employed to reveal differences among materials.
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Translated into its equivalent of 104° F, this is a temperature that

might compromise toxicological studies even in man, with his superior

heat-dissipating capability.

D. Species, Exposure, and Objective Criteria of Toxicity .

These three aspects of toxicity evaluation must be considered together,

because they are interrelated.

The choice of an animal species depends on the special interests

of the investigator and the types of observations he chooses to make.

If he wishes to observe large numbers of animals en masse, with death

as a single end-point, he might select mice. If he wants a highly

active animal, or one that is especially sensitive to a specific prop-

erty of a gas mixture such as irritant action on the pulmonary tract,

he would probably choose the mouse. If, on the other hand, he can

utilize fewer animals in a single test run; if his technique involves

preexposure training or conditioning; if he intends to make behavioral

or neurophysiological observations on individuals by means of implanted

instrumentation or otherwise; or if he intends to make any considerable

variety of biochemical measurements, he would almost certainly choose

rats

.

There has been much discussion of the use of other species, includ-

ing primates. The days when the latter could be obtained in the

numbers required for statistically valid studies in fire research

are probably long gone, and it is an academic exercise to speculate

about their possible superiority as test animals. In fact, when

we are dealing primarily with irritants or systemic toxicants with

essentially identical actions in all higher species, their presumed

advantages may be more imaginary than real.



Kimmerle (11) has been a strong supporter of head-only exposure.

It is true that a "purist" approach suggests that inhalation toxicants

should be acquired by inhalation only. Alarie et al. (12) favor head-onl?

exposure because it allows convenient observation of a biological response

of special interest, namely, inhibition of respiratory rate by irritant

gases

.

We believe, perhaps naively, that if humans are almost certainly

to be exposed in toto in a fire situation, our animals should be

also when materials are tested. The cyanide ion, for instance, is

readily absorbed through the skin, and there are other sensitive

areas of the animal or human body in addition to the head and pulmonary

tract. The stimulating, agitating effects of itching, burning skin

areas should be considered also.

What signs of toxic action should be observed? Opinions vary.

Death is certainly objective enough when either respiratory or cardiac

arrest is positively established—and death has been the traditional

toxicological observation.

There is a growing consensus, however, that the occurrence of

functional impairment prior to death may be the more important

determinant of potential for escape and eventual survival. Impairment

may be detected in a variety of ways. The primary requirements are

that the indication should be sharp and objective, not requiring

arbitrary judgment on the part of an observer, and it should be

reproducible.

We cannot discuss all of the various indicators that have been

utilized. We have elected to use the rotating drum or cage as previously

•
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described whenever circumstances permit because of its simplicity

and its increased control of respiration rate.

Many of the devices and techniques employed must be testing

approximately the same mode of neuromuscular impairment, even though

the relative areas of cerebral involvement may differ, and it is

unlikely that they would indicate a significantly differing order of

apparent toxicity for a series of materials tested under otherwise

identical conditions. The depression of respiration to 50 percent

of its normal rate (12), however, may well be indicating a different

type of phenomenon and probably belongs in a class by itself.

It is our opinion that a first-tier screen for materials toxicity

might well stop with the observations of incapacitation and/or death,

however these are accomplished. Certainly it is ultimately of importance

to know the specific cause or causes of incapacitation or death.

Certainly, there are many facets of basic toxicology that remain

obscure. Therefore, each research team should perform as much

chemical monitoring of gas mixtures, as much biochemistry on survivors

or the dead, and as much pathology as their capabilities permit.

The polymer manufacturer and the end user of such materials are more

likely to want to know, from as simple a test as possible: Is product

A more or less hazardous than product B in a similar and realistic

fire simulation?

E. Towards Uniformity . Within the past few years, three different

groups have been attempting to develop a standard screening method

for rating the relative hazard of polymers in fires. The deliberations

of one group are complete and their report has been issued (8)

.
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This group did not describe any single test method in specific detail,

but issued a set of principles that should be incorporated in the

design and operation of a test facility. The approach was that of

toxicologists who recognize the many compromises that must be made

between the science of toxicology and the desires of engineers and

others who are reluctant to realize that animals cannot simply be

placed in the proximity of a roaring fire.

The toxicologist can live with these principles, and if they

are observed, more comparable and more useful data should begin to

emerge from materials testing.

The approach of the American Society for Testing and Materials

and the National Bureau of Standards has been different. Each has

assumed the burden of describing and prescribing a single, rigidly

defined test method that could potentially become the toxicological

and industrial standard. Industry might approve, but toxicology

would suffer and innovation would be stifled.

ASTM has thus far reached no conclusions. It is rumored that

NBS is nearing the issuance of a recommended technique. It has also

been proposed that the "official" method, once described, be subjected

to a "round robin" or referee testing program, presumably to establish

its validity.

Many of us have been urging for years that such a referee program

be instituted under the auspices of an agency such as NBS, in an

attempt to identify the real reasons for the divergent results issuing

from the principal laboratories engaged in fire research. It should

be recognized by those in charge of any such program, as it is by
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the majority of scientists, that referee testing of a single techniq

can only establish its precision, not its inherent accuracy.

Finally, as toxicologists convinced of the value of bioassay

as an analytical tool, we would regret very much the prescription

of a technique that would make the process seem mysterious, compli-

cated, or more difficult than it really is—or needs to be to answer

satisfactorily the specific question asked of it.
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Yusa Presentation

Birky: I had a question about the PVC data and maybe you partly answered it. I noted the
toxicity was very low. I wonder if that is because of the weight or is it because the
animals are not incapacitated at that level but die later?

Yusa: I would say I have stated in my papers that the toxicity is low for PVC.

Birky: Well this table had a fairly high concentration before the animal was incapacitated,
i

Yusa: For one thing we did not use pure PVC. I do not know any other factors that might
have contributed to that result.

Levine: Mr. Yusa chose dosages of the materials that cause incapacitation in a relatively
short time, one and a half to six minutes. I wonder if you will tell us your philosophy
of choosing these dosages.

Yusa: From the experiment we found out that if you don't use enough of the materials,
we could not incapacitate the animals.

Levine: So suppose you decided to have an average incapacitation time of 20 minutes instead
of two or three minutes?

Yusa: For instance if I take ten or twenty minutes, a longer period of time than I have
used for experiments means we would have to change the evaluation methods perhaps.

Einhorn: Two comments briefly, one with regard to the question just asked. In Salt Lake
City last year we had three fires involving PVC. In all of these fires we had a total of
fifty firemen in the hospital. Not one of the fires had more than one pound of wire insu-
lation burned, forty-five grams or less, and essentially in all cases the symptoms as
reported by Yashi Washington was a drop in blood Ph, disorder, dizziness and a very low
carboxyhemoglobin. Because there was little smoke the firemen went in without gas masks
and your time of exposure was just a few seconds. Again let us consider in this case a

polyurethane cushion. Let's consider that cushion on Mr. Bates' aircrafts, 600 m.p.h.
30,000 feet, the same cushion in my living room, a cushion in the subway, or in an airport
or in a bus in a tunnel in Washington, all with the same ignition source. We have the same
material burning and we have four different sets of conditions ^ to assess. At some time we
are going to have to learn to put a weighting factor on that phase as well. I don't think
we know how to do that yet either.

Yusa: For instance the prognosis for the PVC, we should really observe the experimental
animals one month later or two months later on. Perhaps it might be important to have that

type of evaluation in order to see the prognosis of the exposure to the PVC.

Einhorn: We have looked at animals for six months after exposure and we have also looked

at humans. All of the firemen in our case were released from the hospital in two days with
no permanent effects that we could see. In the case of the animals, the concentration is

high enough they loose the epithelium on the tracheal bronchial tree in about three days.

When that comes back depending on dose we can see the development of a goblet cell hyper-
plasia which is abnormal cells. In the case of wood smoke we have seen the squamous
metaplasia where it is lined with this type of material. That is the same as one seen

in tobacco smokers. When the animals survived 30 minutes exposure to a vinyl which has

incapacitated them within that period, we have never had a delayed death.
J

Watanabe: Thank you very much for your active discussion. If I was not the chairman I

would have joined with you in discussing various aspects. This will not conclude the

toxicity session. We will continue tomorrow at the Applied Physics Laboratory. Thank you
so much for your kind participation.
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TOXICITY SESSION HELD AT THE APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

US/Japan Panel for Fire Research

Berl Presentation

Berl: The Johns Hopkins University is to Baltimore what Washeda University is to Tokyo.

Both are about one hundred years old. Both are institutions of higher learning. Since its

founding in 1876, The Johns Hopkins University has pioneered in education of scientists and
engineers at the graduate level. Its Medical School and Hospital rank among the best in the
world.

In the early stages of the last war, The Applied Physics Laboratory was founded as a branch
of this University. It is now more than a third of a century old and is flourishing.

During these thirty-five years studies have been done on naval topics above and below the
ocean; scores of satellites were conceived, developed, built and flown, devoted to navigation,

|
to the shape of the earth and to the understanding of the solar system. We are deeply en-
grossed in medical engineering problems, heart pace makers, pain killing and prosthetic
devices. We are concerned with the siting of power plants in the State of Maryland. We have
a large program on extracting power from the small temperature difference in the equatorial
oceans.

We also have been concerned with fire research since 1971. Since this Laboratory of 2500

people is filled with chemists, physicists, mathmaticians, systems analysts, and with a

Medical Institution nearby, it was a natural step to look at fires as an enemy that must be
kept in check or, when loose, subdued quickly.

We were pleased in 1971 when the National Science Foundation made it possible for several
institutions to carry out research on fires and to translate these findings into useful out-
puts.

We have concentrated on four areas in our activities. We have taken our University connec-
tions seriously in encouraging the teaching of the Fire Sciences throughout the United States

,' and also in providing information resources of use to fire researchers and practitioners, in
particular, making the Russian and Japanese information more widely available in this country
than it has been in the past. Secondly, we have pursued combustion studies for many years,
particularly ignition and extinction, where chemical parameters play a crucial role. Lately

I this work has been extended to the ignition of wires and cables. We have worked with fire
departments in Washington and in Baltimore to provide command and control devices that would
support the commander in his decision making on the fire ground. We are anxious to continue
looking at fire department operations and supplying them with tools, and also to protect them
against toxic gases. Finally, we have been deeply involved in the analyses of the causes and
consequences of fires that lead to human death and are just beginning to extend this analysis
to serious injuries as well, and to the potential benefits of the performance of fire detectors.
We have been supported in this enterprise by the National Fire Prevention and Control Admin-
istration and by the Center for Fire Research of the National Bureau of Standards.

Hunter Presentation

Hunter: I would like to introduce you to three of the problems that are currently under study
by the combustion section of the APL Fire Group. The first area is the measurement of heat
transfer in fires. Heat is transferred by forced convection and by radiation, the forced
convection being important at small scale and radiation at large scale. Measurements of heat
transfer typically measure the sum of the two. We are interested in measuring the forced
convection without any interference from the radiation. Conventionally, one uses a slug calor-
imeter of cylindrical shape immersed in the flame. Its rate of temperature rise is a measure
of how much heat is being transferred to it. It responds to both kinds of heat: the flux is
the sum of the radiated part, the convected part and reradiation.
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The new method is very simple in concept. At a very small radius, the convective part of the
heat transfer is enhanced because the heat transfer coefficient increases. The radiative flu?

does not change. By working at small radius, we can emphasize the convective part.

We checked out the method for premixed ethane-oxygen flames, and found that one can extract
the forced convective coefficient in the presence of up to 5 watts per square centimeter of
radiation. Our calorimeter is a 10-mil thermocouple acting as a calorimeter.

A second problem deals with cable tray fires. An experimental program on fires in trays of
electrical cables is being undertaken by Sandia Laboratories and by Underwriters' Laboratories
We are developing theories which support that work, correlating it and explaining qualitative]
what is happening.

Flames are propagated by fire balls fueled by flammable gases. There are two sources of

this flammable gas. One is excess pyrolyzates from the first tray. When plastics burn, the
combustion is seldom complete. Unburnt gas can flow around, accumulate and even flow right
through the second tray. Another source of flammable gas is from out gassing of the second
tray which is heated by the fire from below.

Another phenomenon is vertical propagation of a vertical tray of cables. If the cables are
tied down securely, then the propagation is much like that over a solid wall of plastic. If

the cables are not tied down, then during combustion they can warp or bow and air channels
develop among the trays and one gets chimneys and ducts. This sets the pace for the propaga-
tion. The propagation is more rapid up these channels.

The remaining problem I would like to discuss is polymer combustion. Flames on a stationary
polymer sample spread over the sample and move with time. This is a difficult system to mea-
sure. By moving the sample in the appropriate way one can arrange that the flame is station-
ary in laboratory coordinates. We have done this by coating the polymer on a wire and pulling

the wire in the direction of its axis through the wake of a premixed flame. The wake provide;
everything for polymer ignition: hot gas to heat it up, excess oxygen to support the combus-
tion and free radicals to initiate the combustion. This polymer flame is stationary in labor-

atory coordinates. A particle of polymer, as it moves along the wire, increases in tempera-
ture until it reaches the gasification point, which is the lowest temperature at which gas

can evolve and therefore, flame can be supported.

There is another way to get stationary polymer combustion, the so-called opposed-flow diffu-
sion flame technique. The polymer is moving one way and the oxygen is flowing the opposite
way. The polymer is advanced at the rate it is consumed. The flame is also stationary in

laboratory coordinates, but for a charring polymer, the char has to be consumed before the
polymer can be advanced and the observations are those for carbon combustion.

j

In our case we have worked with charring polymers. As the coated wire is moved, the char is

removed from the flame. We have been working with polyvinylchloride and have sampled the
polymer flame by classical techniques of quartz microprobes and mass spectrometry. We have
been interested in finding out what flammable gases evolve from the surface under combustion
conditions. At one atmosphere pressure the polymer flame is so close to the surface of the

polymer that we cannot get inside it with our probe and can only see the products of combus-
tion. Another problem is the intense heat and sooty nature of this flame.

When oxygen is absent we find that benzene evolves at around 280 °C. This is the same tem-

perature at which ignition occurs when oxygen is present, marked by a temperature rise in the

gas phase and a sudden drop in the oxygen level. At low pressure, the polymer flame is ex-

panded. We can probe inside it and we confirmed that benzene does evolve under combustion
conditions

.

Kuvshinoff Presentation

Kuvshinoff: Since the beginning of our Fire Problems Program, fire information has been an

important part of our work. We became concerned at an early date that fire safety, fire
protection and suppression were problems that reached far beyond the Fire Service. Spe-
cialists from every science and technology had a role to play in their solutions. We soon
discovered, however, that the specialist who could contribute to the solution of various fire
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problems had no convenient means for understanding specialized fire terminology. Also, they
had no medium for learning about each others' activities. To help resolve these difficulties,
we undertook two projects. One of these is a Dictionary of Fire Science terminology and the
other is a Fire Technology Abstracts Journal.

The Dictionary, published in 1977, contains about 10,000 words drawn from a wide variety of

disciplines. Terms have been taken largely from fire practice but also from building con-
struction, safety, education, physics, chemistry, medicine, toxicology, transportation and
many other areas of technology.

J The definitions are presented in a very simple fashion. Our purpose was to help educate
technical people to understand papers written on subjects outside their own immediate spe-
cialties. Work on this Dictionary started in 1969. Since its publication in 1977, about
1,000 new words have been selected and many new definitions have been written. We hope to

republish this as an improved and enlarged edition within the next three or four years.

While working on this Dictionary, we were also developing a plan for publishing a literature
announcement journal, an abstract journal which would be an effective means for gathering
fire related information and providing it conveniently and economically to those who could
use it. One of our early ideas was to spread the cost among interested appropriate agen-
cies in several countries who would contribute literature citations to a central point for
incorporation into a regularly published fire abstract journal.

The only more or less extensive compilation of fire information in English was a publica-
tion prepared in the United Kingdom called "References to Literature on Fire". The scope of

this announcement service, however, is restricted to building construction. Also in Great
Britain, the Safety in Mines Research Establishment produces a journal "Safety in Mines

J Abstracts," but this is restricted narrowly to mines. In 1971, the Soviet Union began
publishing a journal which is called "Fire Protection Abstracts."

' With the advent of the National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, we proposed

publication of Fire Technology Abstracts . The topical coverage of the journal was to be

. broad, encompassing thirteen major areas including physical and chemical aspects of fires,

engineering and operational responses to fires, fire protection, fire service organization,
psychological and medical problems, and social and economic matters related to fire preven-
tion and safety. To insure quality and comprehensive coverage, we have organized an Inter-
national Advisory Board that reviews our work. The Japanese representative of this Board
is Mr. T. Wakamatsu of the Building Research Institute. Other boardmembers are represent-
atives from Great Britain, Germany, U.S., Canada, Sweden and the Netherlands. This journal
is now in its second year of publication, is issued six times a year, and contains author,

,1
subject, source and report number indexes. It cites books, journal articles, patents, meet-
ing papers, and reports. 6% of our citations are to the Japanese literature. Of about 2400

abstracts included in Volume 1, there were 140 abstracts that came from 41 Japanese journals.
Eleven Japanese patents were also cited.

We have noted the excellent Japanese literature dealing with railway fire protection, earth-
quake fire disasters, safety and also integrated fire detection alarms and fire protection
systems. We no not have Japanese language capability. Therefore we rely on our agreement
to share resources with the Soviet Union's "Fire Abstract Journal ". Thus we have a fairly

i good coverage of the Japanese literature but we have no way of obtaining reports on con-
ference papers. We would like very much to correct this deficiency.

Halpin Presentation

Halpin: In our fire casualty study, we are interested in trying to understand why people
are dying when they have been exposed to the toxic atmosphere of the fire. People will be
affected by the toxic products. They can become disoriented; they have a loss of judgment.
Alcohol will cause some secondary problems as will heart disease. At APL we are coordin-
ating the program. Post mortems, autopsies and pathological analyses done by the Maryland
State Medical Examiner and at the Applied Physics Laboratory, and field investigation com-

plete our understanding of the total problem. APL sends investigators to the site to gain
an understanding of what has happened. Samples are taken to determine blood alcohol levels,

blood CO levels, drugs and blood cyanide.
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We had a program where we were taking lung samples, outgassing them to determine which
gases were trapped in the lung tissue and lung cells. We have been getting scrapings of
the soot deposition within the trachea of the victims and analyzing those scrapings for
heavy metals.

We have covered 398 fires during the period from September '71 - December '77. In those
fires 530 people died. Smoking or mishandling of smoking materials is the biggest factor
for the cause of fires. 45% of the victims died in fires in which smoking was the cause.
A listing of the initial items that were ignited shows that 30% of the fires were started
in the mattress and bedding. Alcohol was found to be a significant factor. 40% of the 530
fire victims had positive blood alcohol levels. We are also looking at blood cyanide levels.
In a normal sample the range of blood cyanide is 0.25 mg/cc. We believe the upper range is

primarily from smokers. In our own study we are using a value of .25 mg/cc for the upper
part of normalcy.

Through December 1977 we have looked at 272 fire fatalities for cyanide. 31% were considered
to have a normal level; 69% had above normal levels. 10% of the cases had 2.01 mg/cc and
above which is a highly toxic level. We are finding a fair number of cases where we have
a combination of blood carboxyhemoglobin below lethality and cyanide in a level below leth-
ality.

We found cadmium, lead, manganese, copper and zinc. We do not believe the heavy metals
enter into the acute problem of fire death, but they may add to the chronic problem.

Our next step is to get an understanding of what is happening with survivors. We have a

joint program with the Shock-Trauma Unit of the Maryland Institute of Emergency Medicine
which has a hyperbaric chamber, so that the people who are exposed to smoke can be taken to

this smoke inhalation center and be treated. The smoke inhalation victims will be treated
at approximately 3 at. oxygen. Blood will be drawn at the fire scene, upon admission and
during the time that fire victims are in the chamber.

Smith Presentation

Smith: If you got the impression from my presentation that it is more philosophical than
factual, you could be right. If you have a distinct sense of deja vue, having been here
before, then indeed you have. It will be a repetition, in part, of work that we have reported
over the past few years. We have been engaged in inhalation toxicology for about seven years.

We came into it for reasons rather closely related to the human factors studies being pursued
here. Our specific interest was in the aircraft fire, few of which occurred in flight. But

postcrash fires occur frequently.

In our forensic program we have always measured carboxyhemoglobin saturation as a matter of

particular interest in the field of aviation. In 1970, we added the measurement of cyanide
to our battery of tests. This came about because of an interesting accident at Anchorage,
Alaska. The circumstances of the crash were of interest, but even more so was the fact that .

the passengers were military personnel fit for active duty and could be assumed to be in a

normal state of health. Therefore, we could interpret carbon monoxide findings with little

question that we would not be dealing with anemic, weak, the elderly and, hopefully, the into?

icated. However, when we measured cyanide in these victims we could not interpret the meaning

of the combination of the two gases. And this caused us to enter the field of inhalation tox-

icology. We decided that we must study these combinations in greater detail and this was our

first effort.

o

I will not go into great detail on information which is present in the printed text, but I wil

indulge in some asides, some additional ideas which are not clearly expressed in print. Aftei

testing many devices for the determination or the detection of some degree of physical impair-
\

ment short of death, we adopted the rotating cage. This system also had insertable cages whic.

allowed us to look at animals in the more customary way, simply observing from zero time to

time of death, or if we chose, we could use the system at multiple doses with death as the tr£.

ditional customary endpoint.
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There are honest differences of opinion about the use of time as the measured variable
rather than the number of dead at a fixed period. Time is of importance in our specific
research context, escape from a burning aircraft, or from a burning structure. It is per-

haps more so in the case of aircraft fires, frequently fuel-fed and developing with almost
explosive rapidity. We were able to show in these experiments that time to incapacitation
was important because time to incapacitation is a brief fraction in most instances, of the

time to death. We were also able to show that CO and HCN exert additive effects, if each

is present at a potentially lethal level. When you combine these two gases, at low concen-
trations, there is less, if any, evidence of additive action.

The important contribution to come from these studies was the demonstration that if one
takes into account the fact that respiratory gas exchange is weight-related as shown by
Autian in studies during the fifties and early sixties, one can extrapolate the results
obtained in one species at least with these gases, to other species, including man. One

can calculate a dose based on respiratory or pulmonary gas exchange, and one can make esti-
mates of the survival time of man in the same gas atmospheres.

The rotating cage as a device for indicating incapacitation is useful because of the pre-
cision with which it can be observed as an endpoint. We had every intention of going for-

ward with a series of experiments which would involve blood and tissue measurements of the

two gases in an effort to solve the very problem that Mr. Halpin mentioned earlier, the
meaning of these lower concentrations in combination. One of our other accomplishments was

the development of the alkali flame gas chromatograph method for cyanide measurement which
we have used with considerable satisfaction and others have found of value elsewhere.

We were asked by the Federal Aviation Administration to look at the toxic potential of a

variety of aircraft materials in fire situations. We began to look about for a system that

we might use for this purpose. There were certain prescribed aspects that we must incor-
porate. The means of burning must be comparable to that employed in a parallel study at the

the Federal Aviation facility's experimental center in which nine or more of the more im-

portant combustion gases were to be analysed chemically in the emissions from the same mater-
rials. We did not chose the temperature at which the combustion was to be conducted - it

was set to be 600°C. Above all, the system, whatever its final form, must be capable of

mass production of data in a rather short time.

We were dismayed when we surveyed the literature that there were no guidelines for the design
of a suitable apparatus. We believe that a move to develop such guidelines has been long
overdue. We think the report of the Committee working under the auspices of the National
Academy of Sciences has produced a document of considerable value, and what they say was
what we were thinking when we had to devise our apparatus.

We chose to keep the volume of our system small. One produces less heat and one stays in a

more linear area of the thermalitic process. We looked at systems which diluted the gases

to solve the problems of accumulating CO2 and oxygen depletion. We did not like them,

because the gas mixture from a burning polymer is not uniform throughout the burning process
'even though with small samples at 600°C, 0.5 - 0.75 grams burn completely in two to three

minutes.

j If one sweeps away the early product, which may be hydrochloric acid, many hydrocarbon frag-

ments such as methane, ethane, ethylene or chlorinated fragments, one is missing a part of

r the toxicological picture. Many of these low molecular weight hydrocarbon fragments are

central nervous depressants. We feel that the dilution or flow-through system distorts
toxicology and so we went to a recycling or recirculating system. Its total volume was only

1 12.6 liters. It was big enough to fit our rotating cages inside the small box and it was
easy to clean.

Gas circulation and mixing were accomplished so efficiently that temperatures never rose

above 35°, and in the majority of instances stayed below 32°C throughout an exposure period.

We monitored oxygen and replenished it to maintain it at 21%. It may disturb engineers that
:we insist so strongly that our animals be protected from heat and from hypoxia in an exposure

system. Admittedly these are a part of a fire situation but if you are looking at the toxi-
city of the thermalitic mixture one must avoid these complications.
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We anticipated some problems. What does temperature and what does recirculation do to the
composition of the gas mixture? For the two gases which interested us most this is what
happens. At 400° hydrogen cyanide production is low from a standard polymer (34% acrilonitrile
66% butadiene). At 500° cyanide is appreciably higher. At 600° it peaks and you will note
that recycling through the hot zone does relatively little to its concentration. People who
insist on 850° as a burn temperature must reconcile themselves to an almost explosive pro-
duction of HCN and a fairly rapid conversion in gas phase reactions.

The time for production of gases to their peak is relatively short. In six minutes you
have a highly lethal concentration of cyanide. This is in contrast with the NBS chamber
that produced a rather slow rise to peak concentration of the gases. Carbonmonoxide behaves
quite similarly. At 600° it peaks, with very little further conversion to CO2. These mix-
tures change with the passage of time because cyanide, with this plastic and under these con-
ditions, comes off early. Carbonmonoxide rises a little more gradually and peaks later. All
of these things are part of the compromises necessary in a biological assay system.

A word about biological assay as a method. When I first began to have contacts with engineers,
polymer chemists, fire dynamacists, everybody said or implied that animals are poor analyt-
ical tools. I believe that animals are an admirable analytical tool. We have always depended
on them.

When we atarted our testing of 75 selected aircraft interior materials, we exposed three
animals to the products of material A, then three more to B and so on through the series of

75. We then returned to A. After an interval of the better part of, or perhaps more than,

a month, we did the same test a third time. The variance of nine animals involved in three
tests at these intervals was less than 5% for more than 60% of the materials assayed. To

find this reproducibility in animal exposure has surprised us. It showed that if you pre-
sent animals with the same mixture on successive occasions, they will give the same answer.

If they don't, something has gone wrong with chemistry and physics.

We chose to keep the exposure volume small. When we burned progressively larger samples in

the tube furnace and measured CO and HCN from 0.25 grams, one sees that the emission of

hydrogen cyanide is fairly linear up to 0.75 grams. But when one goes a quarter of a gram
further, one begins to lose linearity. This is even more apparent with carbon monoxide.

Dr. Alarie prefers to work with mice because his primary interest has been sensory or pul-
monary irritants. They are admirable for that purpose. Rats are more phlegmatic. They

respond less readily to irritants but we see the same effects with some irritant gases.

Hydrogen chloride is classic. When we bum vinyl materials, rats may become incapacitated
early, perhaps from respiratory effects, but they revive later. Perhaps they become semi-

comatose and the CO2 forces them to breathe again. Most of them live throughout a thirty
minute period in spite of early incapacitation, and we have had no delayed deaths. With
fluoride we have rapid deaths. So the choice of an animal and the choice of an endpoint

are options that must not be made precisely uniform.
1

When one looks at the avoidance condition reflex or if one chooses to go to the time and

trouble of the lever press reward type reflex or if one wishes to use some other index, its

limitations should be recognized. The flexion reflex and incapacitation in the rotating
cage are probably measuring much the same thing. PJ)50 measurement and the respiratory
depression are measuring something else. And these differences should be taken into account,

j

As far as the selection of the endpoint is concerned, we prefer the rotating cage for its

simplicity. But if you are working in obscuration, you may wish to have an automated
record or whatever endpoint you choose, and the avoidance reflex may be the logical choice.

The one thing that I would urge is that whatever system is recommended for use by most of

the laboratories, the inherent difficulties of bioassay and burning materials should not be

made any worse than they must be.

Yamamoto: I would appreciate very much if you could give us your thinking on how you
arrived at the additive effect of CO and cyanide?

Smith: I pointed out that the additive effect does not become pronounced until each is

present in near lethal concentrations. In a preliminary series of studies done in coopera- J

tion by the FAA and the USAF at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, it was found that if one
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looks at the toxicity of hydrogen cyanide, the five minute LC50 for cyanide is practically

;

identical whether it is given alone or in combination with a concentration of CO designed to

.jproduce a blood saturation of 50%. There was thus no evidence of additivity under these cir-
~ cumstances . However, if you add the approximate five minute LC50 for the two gases, then you

I get addition. The way we interpret this, and there could be differences of opinion, if you

! use a nonlethal concentration of carbon monoxide the tissues are being adequately oxygenated.

Under these circumstances if you add cyanide you are essentially looking at the toxicity of

cyanide alone. However, if you add a potentially lethal concentration of the two, oxygen
deprivation plus the inhibition of the cytochrome system at the periphery begin to become
additive.

Yamamoto: The levels where the CO and the level of where the HCN start working, would they

be the same or different?

|

Smith: The toxicity of the two gases is amazingly dissimilar, 15,000 parts per million of CO

Sis approximately equivalent to 470 parts per million of HCN, so far as five minute lethality
is concerned.

Yamamoto: Perhaps I have not made myself clear. In the case of CO this was combined with
the hemoglobin and this reduced the transmission of oxygen by the blood. On the other hand,

HCN would inhibit the tissue from using the oxygen. And therefore these two had different
influences on the body.

Smith: Let us assume that we have an inhibition of the cytochrome system at the periphery

'by HCN which is just short of that required to cause tissue incapacitation or death. This

would show up first in the nervous system as we see it in incapacitation or in death. Now
cyanide is peculiar in that it causes respiratory arrest and we have seen the heart continue
beating for five minutes. If you are just short of the tissue lethality level of cyanide and

the tissue is getting an adequate amount of oxygen, the animal lives. Now if you superimpose
upon this system a blood picture which has vastly reduced quantity or carrying capacity, then
one of the consequences as blood goes further and further toward the periphery is a drop in

oxygen tension. The tissue cannot live with a critical stage of utilizing ability and a

ijshort supply of oxygen and this is when we believe the superposition becomes apparent.

Einhorn: We have shown the effects of the concentrations of the two gases. We likewise found
what Dr. Smith has said, not only for five minutes but for thirty minutes. If one measures
the partial pressure of the oxygen in the arterial systems and the venous system, as we in-

crease the concentration of cyanide to a level of about 120 parts per million, we find we
cannot transport the oxygen, and it returns to the venous system for essentially the same
P02, which shows the effect of the cytochrome system. Now if you have CO first and you are
complexing some of the hemoglobin so that you are approaching anoxia and then superimpose HCN,

;you will see a more additive effect.

We heard how reproducible biological experimentation is. The big problem is the combustion
aspect. Our studies with the tube furnace showed exactly what Dr. Smith has shown. We use
a single tube furnace and we use two tube furnaces in series. The flow rate and the residence
time of the combustion products will change. A third aspect we must look at is the rate of

heating. If we take a material and the rate is two degrees or ten degrees or forty degrees
C per minute, there is an entirely different biological response as is the distribution of

products when we expose animals. We really have to determine how we are going to thermally
combust or degrade a sample. Once we define that, the biological measurements will be a lot

easier.

Nakamura Presentation

'Nakamura: My talk today is about the toxicity of CO, C0
2 , HC1 and HCN which are combustion

gases generated when materials burn. We evaluated the toxicity of these gases by using mice.

flAt the same time we also evaluated the toxicity of 0 2 deficiency. There are several methods

[|

} for evaluation of toxicity such as the ones done by Dr. Einhorn and Dr. Smith which are the

medical methods. There are other very simple engineering methods for the evaluation of

toxicity. One of the simplest methods is by evaluating the amount of gas that is necessary
and the time that is required to either collapse or lead an animal to death when these ani-

mals breathe toxic gases. What I will be talking about today are the results of this second

method. In order to represent the amount of gas inhaled we used an exposure index. This

exposure index is the product of the concentration of toxic gas times the time of absorption
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or inhalation. As for the time required for inhalation if this makes the animal collapse,
then we called this exposure index a collapse index, and if the animal should die because of

inhalation of the toxic gas we called this kind of an exposure index the lethality index.

Collapse index is IC, Lethality Index is IL and Exposure Index is IE. Although these indexes
may be different in their expressions I think that many researchers have already suggested
this kind of a symbol. And what is important in this kind of thinking is that in the time of

fire where there is a very high concentration of toxic gases and if that kind of gas is inhaled
in a short time, we would want to know what kind of value these indexes will have. Also if

there is a combination of more than two gases we would like to know what kind of an index these
gases will have in the mixture. In the test that I conducted I used mice in a free environment
where they can move around. When I say incapacitation or collapse it means the position or

the situation when the mice are in a prostrate position and do not move. When I say death,

it means the stoppage of the respiration.

The gas concentration inside the chamber was constant when this test was conducted. HCN was
generated inside the chamber by combining KCN and H2SO4. HC1 was generated by reacting NaCl
and H2SO4 inside the exposure chamber. When the maximum concentration of CO is less than 1%

then the lethality index has a tendency to increase. We see that the critical exposure index
for HC1 is approximately 2.0.

When we compare the LC of CO and HCN, we see that CO was 1.06% and HCN was 175 PPM. We can

see that HCN is about 60 times stronger than CO in its toxicity. As for the collapse index

or the death index, we also compared the two and we have seen similar results.

I would like to report to you about the results when more than two kinds of gases were used.

We used the same kind of testing methods. The exposure index of a gaseous mixture of the

death divided by the lethality index when that gas is used singly is called the index ratio.
If toxicity is completely additive the sum of the index ratio should be one. We see that the

sum of the index ratio of CO and HCN was on the average about 0.90.

We used a more complicated mixture of gases and there is quite a large 0£ deficiency effect
in mixtures of toxic gases. Also in that case when there is less 0^ concentration, the effects
of toxicity of CO or HCN becomes larger. For O2 deficiency we were not able to get an index
ratio or lethality ratio index. In that case, we would like to try to quantify the. O2

deficiency by using a lower lethality index or lower collapse index of other gases such as

CO and HCN. CO, CO2, HCN, and HCL were used as gaseous mixtures and we also noted the effect
of O2 deficiency.

J !

Fristrom: I wonder if the author would comment on the relationship between Figure 4 and Figure :

5 in the text which he distributed. What are the apparent ranges of error in Figure 5 and
how they are related to the curves in Figure 4?

j

Nakamura: Let me explain Figure 4. Curve A is the rise of the CO concentration inside the
exposure chamber. There are six dots on that line. In that kind of a rise in CO concentration
this is the time when the mouse died, starting from the time of inhalation. The dots repre-
sent the times that the mice died. In this case the rise is very rapid and from the point of
view of lethal index is the area which is surrounded by the Curve A and the time so different
from a low concentration there is a vast variation at the time of deaths. And it depends on
the lethality index. If you will refer to Figure 5, there is a great range. There is a white
circle A here. For A, it is from the lethality index about 5 - 13, so that is a very wide
range because there are five of them. You will see the vertical index is from about 5-13
so that you see the range is very wide. i

Einhorn: As you expose an animal to two gases, carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide, we have
the unique capability of studying dosage because you know the concentration the animals are
being exposed to. You know the time of exposure and you can monitor the saturation carboxy-
hemoglobin and blood cyanide. You can measure the amount taken in and the amount given off
within the rise. When you have mixed gases it is difficult to get the coefficient of absorp-
tion of individual gases. I wonder if you could go back to Figure 4 and now relate time and
concentration and tell us about carboxyhemoglobin levels at these different concentrations.
Were they the same? What ranges were there on the high and low curves?
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Nakamura: Going back to Figure 4, let us take up Curve A first. The first mouse that died
for Curve A, the CO was about 1.3 per cent, and the last mouse that died was at about 2.0 per
cent CO concentration. You are asking whether there is a difference in the value of carboxy-
hemoglobin and I do not have the devices to measure it as a relative factor. If there is
exposure to about 2% concentration, then the respiration rate of that mouse is very slow
(about one in 30 seconds). However in this research the arrest of respiration is the time of
death. I believe that at 1.3% CO concentration the carboxyhemoglobin of the first mouse and
the carboxyhemoglobin of the last mouse that died, is about the same because saturation point
had been reached and the amount is about the same.

Einhorn: I think it would be very important to have carboxyhemoglobin measured.

Smith: The approximate carboxyhemoglobin concentrations for each of these concentrations and
at the given times could be calculated by the formula given in my paper based on the pulmonary
exchange rate of the mouse relative to the rat. However, there is something rather interest-
ing to us here. The arrival at death which occurs at the carboxyhemoglobin concentration,
usually in the neighborhood of 70% or thereabouts for the rat, at 1500 parts per million is

about five minutes which this graph indicates roughly. If I recall correctly, the 30 minute
time to death as calculated by our formula is in the neighborhood of 7000, and so this graph
and other toxicological studies seem to be in relatively good agreement.

Robertson: These same two curves, Figures 4 and 5 show lethalities for different mice. Were
these mice subjected in a single experiment or was it just one mouse at a time?

Nakamura: The results of Figure 4 were achieved by using the chamber in Figure 2. For CO,

instead of HC1, we put CO gas inside a pump and by adjusting it by a flow meter we put it

inside the chamber. We put six mice simultaneously into the chamber.

Birky Presentation

Birky: The information that I would like to present is on our progress towards the develop-
ment in the United States of a standard test method for evaluation of combustion products in
terms of toxicity. As you have already heard, this exercise is going to be in the area of
technical and scientific compromises.

Before I talk specifically about the test method we are developing, I would like to indicate
some of the things that are going on in the International Standards Organization related to

the development or the acceptance of a test method for combustion products toxicity. At the
last meeting in Germany, the German toxicity test method was proposed as a possible test
method. This test method is fairly well documented in the scientific literature. It is

quite different from what we have used in the United States and what the Japanese are using
right now. It uses rats and a dynamic system where new products are generated continuously
and fed past the animals. It is similar in terms of technique to that which Dr. Alarie has
used

.

In the past three years the Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of Standards has
been working toward a test method, with the general objective of developing a recommended
protocol for this assessment. After reviewing the state-of-the-art of what can and what can-
not be done in combustion toxicology, we decided that one could not do a relative ranking of

combustion products. By that I mean it would not be possible under the present state-of-the-art
to say that material A should be used over material B because its toxicity is a little less.
We set about, using the state-of-the-art, to develop a test method to sort materials into two

categories, i.e. materials that have conventional toxicity, perhaps similar to cellulosics,
and materials that would produce unusually toxic combustion products.

Any new system is going to have to meet certain criteria. It should be able to expose samples
to various temperatures or heat fluxes similar to what the Japanese have reported. It should
be able to handle a flaming mode of combustion and a non-flaming mode of combustion separately.
No heat stress was to be applied to the animals, nor oxygen depletion. What we are looking
for is a chemical toxicity test in the absence of heat and oxygen deprivation on the animals.
We are using four rats at present, but the test method will require six. We are measuring
time to an effect in terms of the hindleg flexure incapacitation model and are also looking
at lethality. In the non-flaming mode, we are testing 15 degrees below the auto-ignition
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point as defined in the combustion method. The maximum temperature is 800°. In the flaming
mode we are talking 15 degrees above the auto-ignition point.

I will try to give the rationale why we chose these conditions. The combustion furnace was
developed at Dow Chemical Company. It can be incorporated into the animal exposure chamber
without producing heat effects on the animals. We are concerned about whether enough oxygen
is supplied to the sample in the non-flaming mode as you would have in the fire environment.
We are developing a radiant heat system but have not progressed enough to have successfully
overcome the heat stress problems on the animals.

The exposure chamber is made of polymethyl methacrylate. We are not using teflon-coated
stainless steel. The volume of the chamber is very close to 200 liters. The time of exposui
is 30 minutes. Maximum temperature in the animal chamber is 35° and the initial chamber tem-

perature should be 22° + 2°C. Oxygen concentration is not to fall below 18%. The measure-
ments that we are requiring in this test method is oxygen, CO, CO2 and temperature. The
biological measurements are time to incapacitation, time to death, blood CO hemoglobin at the

time of incapacitation and percent mortality.
K

R

The method is a compromise trying to take into account the classical toxicologists ' opinions"
that LC50 and dose response curves are the appropriate toxicological parameters. However,
as has been well documented by a number of papers, time to produce an effect in terms of a

fire environment can be a very important parameter. So we have both of those criteria in the

test method at this time.

We have specified male rats but no specific species or strain. In the protocol six rats are
required per test. One animal is to be sacrificed for blood and pathology if there are no
deaths in the exposure and five would be observed for a total of fourteen days for post
exposure lethality calculations. If an animal were cannulated by the Utah technique, we
would not have to sacrifice that animal for blood chemistry.

There are a number of problems associated with any particular chamber configuration. Mixing
time becomes an important characteristic when you have a short exposure such as 30 minutes.
In addition the rate of generation of products becomes an important parameter. We have no

fans in this chamber to accelerate mixing rate because of the difficulties of depositing
particulates of combustion gases such as HCN, HC1, etc. on any surface that is introduced
into the exposure chamber.

p

We have generated HC1 in the Potts furnace and found no systematic concentration gradients.
We have measured CO2 in three positions as a function of time to determine if we have rapid
mixing. The limitation of this particular system is the rate of generation of products and
not mixing. We have also shown that, based on lethality and incapacitation, there is no pre-"

ferential incapacitation or death of any animals as a function of location.

We are not happy with the rate of production of products from the furnace in a 30 minute
exposure. If you load the furnace with wood up to 30 miligrams per liter, it takes a signi-
ficant amount of the 30 minutes to generate the products. We are trying to do a comparison
between the rotating cage technique and the hindleg flexure technique. We found that the

rotating cage technique gave an earlier indication of incapacitation than the hindleg flex-

ure technique. With the rotating cage we had difficulty seeing the animal when we decomposer
materials that produce a large amount of dark smoke which led us to abandon this particular
technique.

E

The system has been undergoing quite a few modifications, trying to incorporate the best
features of combustion toxicity systems. There are many other techniques being developed
in this country that are going to provide new insights to the effects of combustion products,
both from a lethality point of view as well as from behavioral modification points of view,

and also information as to the cause of injury that may lead to perhaps new methods of treat-

ment .

Handa: Instead of sampling a few test animals at one time, perhaps the test should be

repeated by using three or four rats at a time and trying to get statistics by using three

or four rats repetitively.
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Birky: I agree. In this particular test method we will do dose response which will require
more animals. We may even have to do repeats at a given fixed concentration to get the sta-
tistical analysis of the effects. You will note that I did not discuss what we meant by
'unusually' toxic. We are still looking at the data on materials that we consider to be in

that classification. To be more specific, the CO hemoglobin measurement is not at this point
falling into a criterion of toxicity. It is an indicator of other toxic species being present.

Handa: About two years ago at a conference on Fire Safety of Combustion Material in Edinburgh,
Scotland, people from Borehamwood Research Station said that phosphate products were liberated
from flexible polyurethane. Would you consider them unusually toxic?

Birky: There are some that will be toxic. We have only seen one case - the Utah case. I

have not seen data on flexible polyurethanes that suggest unusually toxic combustion products.

Einhorn: Were you referring to the cyclophosphate ester? I would like to add one comment.
This work was initially done at Utah and Dr. Birky was present as a visiting professor. When
we found the unexpected formation of this material we were working with rigid urethane foams
with a low molecular weight crosslink density of about 300, but not more than 500. In flex-
ible polyurethane foams the crosslink density of TMPP-initiated polyols in the formulation
would be about 4 - 5000. So there would be a substantial decrease in the production of the
cyclophosphates in the presence of phosphorous fire retardants of any kind. In real fires or

large scale tests, some of the cyclophosphate ester may get through. It is destroyed at the

higher temperatures in the flame.

It is our feeling, based on studies as yet not published, that there is a progressive change
in the nervous system given a single exposure. Industry, worldwide, has eliminated the com-

bination of phosphorus-TMPP rigid foams. I do not believe they have eliminated the combina-
tion for flexible foam. And again while there is no information on injury available involving
real fires, there may still be a hazard in the use of these materials.

Smith: I would like to ask Dr. Birky questions of a technical nature and some related to

toxicology. You have now adopted a policy of selecting a furnace temperature of 15° below
spontaneous auto-ignition and 15° above. In our experience, this is cutting it very close.

When you aim for 15° below, and this may depend on the state of division of the sample, it

will flame. 15° below the point of auto-ignition and 15° above is making it a very critical
temperature range. I think a 25° margin was more reasonable.

I was interested in your experiments in which you compared our rotating cages with the flex
reflex. I wished I could have heard you say that they were about equally precise. The
rotating animal drops first. There are reasons for this. He is exercising. There are also
other possibilities from the physiological point of view.

' We believe that the exercise, in part, controls his physical state and makes him perhaps a

more uniform animal than one who squirms and then relaxes, is tense and then relaxes. We

I

believe that the rotating cage process actually contributes to precision. You cannot use it

under all circumstances but it is a matter of configuration. I noticed that you put your
rotating cages in a position where it was indeed difficult to see the animals in smoke. We
have ours very close to the plastic wall of the cage and we found that an amber light decreases
diffraction from the foe and allows us to observe the animals when it would otherwise be very

111-

difficult. But if you can't see them you have to go another route.

I am very much in favor of the principle that we use a few animals at a time and repeat again
and again, because this is the essence of precision testing; not twelve animals at once and

J counting the dead one at a time, but four animals at a time three times repeated.

In your emphasis on separating material into those of ordinary toxicity and those of super
toxicity, I would like to know your real reason for this. Why can't you say that A looks
better than B and is preferred. Is this an industrial compromise?

Birky: I thoroughly agree that 15 °C above and below auto-ignition is cutting it close.

Based on our experience this may have to be modified. My first cut was 25°. Discussing
this with other people who had experience, they felt that 15° was better in terms of picking
out the worst toxicity cases. It was important to come as close as you could to the auto-
ignition point for picking up the worst toxicity case.
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Regarding the rotating wheel, we did not try to optimize having the wheels as close as possible
to the wall. However, I think you still have the fundamental limitation of being unable to

make observations on all materials and that was the reason for this compromise.

Super toxicity was not compromised at all. It was not made to pacify the industrial community.
That compromise was based on my own judgment of what could and could not be done in combustion
toxicity. If you look at the toxicity data, you will find that material A may indeed be a

little bit less toxic than material B, but it will deoompose at a different temperature, per-
haps lower or higher. A material that is more toxic than B may have a greater thermal sta-
bility than the more toxic material. So one should not make a decision based simply on

toxicity whether a material should or should not be used at this point.

Smith: Flammability and decomposition fragility are factors that must be woven into a hazard
formula.

Watanabe: Perhaps we can form an ad hoc committee on smoke toxicity. I would like to know
if there is such an ad hoc committee in the United States?

Birky: Yes, I have put together an ad hoc committee on fire toxicity in the United States
for review of the test method. It involves universities, other government agencies and
industry. It includes toxicologists , combustion scientists and behavioral scientists.

Watanabe: Such a committee should form some kind of philosophy on the danger of toxics.

For example, if there were any apparatus that the Japanese side should be very interested in,

would it be possible for you to give us a diagram of such an apparatus, or if there are
evaluation methods in the United States and Japan, could we exchange such information? If we
do not go ahead with this kind of exchange, we cannot come to a common understanding.

Saito: I am from the Architectural Research Institute. I have one comment and one question.

You measure the behavior of the rat in the rotating cage, but because of the smoke generation
it becomes difficult to see inside the cage. In Japan, we have a switch on the rotating cage.
This is included as one of the suggestions in the reports from UJNR.

When you do testing of material toxicity should you do the tests all at once or should you do
them one after the other? I don't think you can say that repetition of the test is a good
thing, because there is a problem of reproducibility, because there is a question about
whether the rats are in the same condition at all times. On the other hand, do we have uni-
form materials? There may be discrepancies because of the non-uniformity. We should also
include the toxicity of the smoke as well.

Birky: In the Japanese techniques you have a freely running cage. The mouse drives the cage.
The cage system that I have showed uses a motor driven cage. There is an effort at Carnegie-
Mellon to look at the torque that the rat imposes on the motor driven cage so that you can
look for incapacitation without seeing the animal.

Saito: In Japan, the rat is inside the rotating cage and the rat itself is moving the cage.
The other method is a rat on a beam.

Chaiken: Not being too familiar with toxicology fire testing, I wonder why the decision was
made in this test device to produce combustion gases at a specific temperature rather than
some type of programmed heating that might more or less reflect some physical process which
occurs in actual combustion, particularly where we have a priori knowledge as to when a spe-
cific material is going to give off something that is specifically toxic.

i

Alarie: I agree with the last speaker. For toxicity purposes the method which will produce
the most toxic gases from a sample is to program the sample in the heater at a linear rate
and let the sample degrade as it wants to degrade rather than putting all the sample at a
particular fixed temperature.

>

Birky: There is one other temperature at which you can carry out these exposures, at 460°C,
in addition to 15° below the auto-ignition temperature. The furnace could be used in that mod
if you wanted to use it. The reason that a temperature was specified was based on experience 1

with a number of materials. 15° below the auto-ignition was the worst condition in most cases
It may not be so in all cases.
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Saito Presentation

Saito: I would like to discuss factors affecting the gas toxicity in fire. First of all, I

would like to touch upon how best we could use the data obtained from experiments in actual
fire situations. I believe the applicability of the test results to the actual situation is

very important. Even if we get very good results from the experiments, if these cannot be
related to the building fire or the aircraft fire or even the fire in the residential area
and if this cannot contribute to the reduction of the people dying from fire then the experi-
ments are not useful. Because of this way of thinking I have decided to look at factors
affecting gas toxicity in a fire from the building construction point of view. And therefore
I would like to limit myself to those factors which contribute towards the better safety in

the building.

Toxicity of combustion gases depends on the chemical makeup of the material itself as well as

the environment which exists when the combustion takes place. Materials should be examined
at the temperature where the worst toxicity is emitted. Rather than discussing the worst
possible toxicity I will put more emphasis on the range of the temperature during which tox-
icity gases could be emitted.

There are two different types of toxicity - acute toxicity and chronic toxicity which might
have an effect later on. The acute toxicity should be evaluated as to how fast the toxic gases
could be emitted from the material. In the case of actual fires when the person is evacuated
from the site and is still breathing, we talk about what medical science can do to help this
individual. One of the reasons why we are looking at the short time toxicity is because it

is difficult to conduct a long experiment.

At present, we look at various commercial products as well as building material in order to

evaluate the toxicity of the various materials. The method we apply does not get an absolute
value of the toxicity of each material. We divide them into different groups to eliminate or
to find some of the most toxic materials.

The toxicity produced by gases has been obtained by the use of various animal experiments as

well as other combustion experiments. When we are looking at the acute toxicity during a

short time period, it is quite possible to predict the approximate toxicity of the material
using experimental animals. However, as it has been pointed out by Dr. Einhorn, if the gas

affects the nervous system, it would not suffice to conduct an experiment on animals only,

but we should proceed with a chemical analysis.

I would like to give some results of experiments where we have looked at temperature as well
as humidity and smoke to see how these factors would influence the toxicity of the combustion
gase-s. We tried to evaluate the toxicity of the smoke particles. There are three methods
of evaluating smoke. One we have talked about is in connection with the sensitivity of

detectors. Another method of evaluating smoke is the obscuration test. Thirdly, there are
experiments in which we look at the physiological influence of the smoke. We have used
particle size distribution as a parameter. For the second method we could use extinction
coefficient. When it comes to a physiological property of the function of the smoke, both
of these two methods should be used, because of the fact that it has a direct relationship
with the weight of the smoke.

The apparatus is very simple. There is a rotating mouse cage inside the desicator. There

are four cells and four animals are used for experiment. The smoke goes through a filter

and mice are placed inside small glass tubes. We analyse the gas present; as for smoke we
have to look into the weight as well as the particle distribution. Perhaps in that way we
might be able to get more accurate results.

In fires, we also get high temperature as well as humidity. Because of the coexistence of

high temperature as well as humidity, the toxicity appears to rise as the metabolic function
of the human being increases. 16 - 24 animals are put into a rotating cage in the exposure
chamber. When we vary the temperature as well as humidity, we are able to see the influence
of those two factors on the animals. Depending on the type of gas the temperatures as well
as the humidity effects will differ. As a representative of a toxic gas, we have used CO.

Especially in high humidity environment it is difficult to observe effects microscopically
and therefore I feel that this apparatus was very useful.
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We have looked into the influence of high temperature. The temperature seems to have a

great influence on high toxicity.

In Japan there was a large fire in a department store. The temperature at which deaths
were reported was when the temperature reached 60 - 80°C.

The evaluation of the smoke should be done to quite a high temperature. The volume of the

actual combustion as well as the size of the room has great influence on the result. When
we look at the smoke test, if we know the toxic potential of the gas, then we might be able
to predict the concentration of smoke at various points in the building. If we know the
temperature then we would be able to design a building which might be safer.

Einhorn: We have had a discussion on how a material is exposed to heat or a combustion
source and the nature of the products and concentration of the products resulting from this.

This is an area which needs a great deal of further discussion. We have studied for the

past several years natural materials, cellulosics, wood, polyurethanes ,
polycarbonates, and

nylon, with or without fire retardants, at heating rates from half a degree to one hundred
degrees Centigrade per minute with the type of techniques that Dr. Birky discussed, using
the conductive heating tube or the types of tube furnaces that Dr. Smith talked about and
the variable flux heaters in our NBS chambers. There is very close agreement between dif-
ferent laboratories using a similar method. However, there are major differences in the

product distributions and we do not see the same biological effect when we expose materials
to these different approaches.

Watanabe: Quite a number of people raised opinions regarding the method of heating. Perhaps
we should discuss heating methods.

Alarie: It is important to discuss heating methods. However, I think it is also very
important to discuss what we consider toxicity to be. Right now everybody is considering
time for an effect to occur as being toxicity. Unfortunately, this is incorrect. Toxicity
is not the time for an effect to occur. Toxicity is the amount that you need for an effect
to occur. Therefore, we could have the best combustion system, but if we are using the
approach of time for something to occur, we are not going to obtain the proper data classify-
ing materials that are unusually toxic. An unusually toxic material would be a material that

would kill either rats or humans when only a small amount of it is present. It is not the
same thing as saying "super rapid effect". Also we should not confuse super toxic or unusual]
toxic with what I would call 'dramatic' effects. When rats go into convulsions, it may be mot

dramatic, but it has nothing to do with unusual toxicity. And so if we want to compare the
toxicity of materials, we have to do it on the basis of the amount of material that will pro-

duce the effect, and not the time that it takes for the effect to come in. I would rather the'

we have the discussion on the toxicity first rather than the combustion.

Japanese: Since I am an amateur in this field, I do not know whether what I am saying is

correct or not. The toxicity could be obtained from the products of the concentration and
time and perhaps we might be using a different terminology talking about the same thing.

Alarie: I have data that will show that you cannot determine a toxicity index by multiplying
the concentration times the time.

Smith: We are in fundamental disagreement on this point. It is obvious and I agree with
Dr. Alarie, that toxicity is related to amounts required to produce an effect. However, I

am firmly convinced that one can arrive at an amount by suitably taking into account concen-
tration and time.

Alarie: Unfortunately, nobody has done it. The problem is that we are all dominated by the

time to get out of a fire. I agree that time is important, but toxicity is not time. Toxici<J

is the amount. If you look at the amount of wood (Douglas fir) to kill 50% of the animals,
it will take about 64 grams. If you take the amount of teflon to kill 50% of the animals,
it will be about .6 grams. There is a factor of 100 between those two materials. And so

teflon is unusually toxic compared to wood. Obviously the comparison is meaningless in the

real world because teflon does not compete with wood, but that's the only way that you can

compare toxicity - on the amount of material to produce an effect.
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Chaiken: When I asked about the temperature condition for which you set up the standard test,
I was not terribly concerned with toxicology or its definition but I was really concerned with
a screening test which will indicate if there is a problem with a new material that is to be
introduced for which there is interest in the toxicological hazard. If you have a system, a

test that takes thirty minutes to kill a rat with an exposure to wood products as far as a rat
is concerned, that is pretty toxic. But if you then put another material and employ the same
exposure and the rat dies in one minute, I would be a little worried about using that material.
I am talking about a screening test.

Birky: I am in between these opposing views. The point of difficulty that we are addressing
here is the position that a strictly classical toxicologist takes versus the question of time

to get out of the building and the questions of an animal model that is universally applicable
to all types of combustion problems. For example, if you are going to use incapacitation as a

criterion and time, there may be some materials that produce delayed effects which may show
up at the beginning or early in the exposure. So, in one sense, both views are right. There

1 are materials which may cause an effect in one minute. There are materials which will cause
a rather long-delayed effect in which fatality will not show up for three days. And so I

think the problem we are dealing with is trying to look at a multitude of toxic effects from
one particular view point and it is not going to work.

Einhorn: If one uses the modified Potts chamber as we have done under an NBS program, we can
show the effects in grams/nH producing incapacitation and 50% mortality in the flaming and
non-flaming mode. There is a major difference when a sample is suddenly exposed to radiative
flux. We find that in fire loss from flaming, we have high mortality, low blood pH.

Alarie: Toxicologists have always been concerned about differences between materials or chem-
icals. If something is four times worse than another, it is possible that in the real world
you will see a difference. If there is a factor of ten between materials, then the difference
is real and it will make a difference in the real world. If we are talking of difference of a

I

hundred and a thousand, that will make a real difference. We are wasting our time looking at

small differences which will make no difference in the real world.

Japanese: Perhaps if we could work on these two different ways of thinking, we might be able
to present something for the next meeting. Could we possibly have a paper on combustibility

,
or toxicity along the two different thinkings that were expressed today?

Levine Presentation

I
i
Levine: I will bring a different point of view, a more clinical point of view to the problem
of toxicity. We are looking at both civilian casualties and the fire fighters themselves to

|

determine clinically observable effects of exposure. I might also add several other compound-

r
ing factors, which are host related, one of them being the condition of the person or fire-
fighter in terms of cardiac reserve, his pulmonary functions, his psychological state, as

well as the physical forms or mode of particular agent or substrates that we are talking about.

There are not only different endpoints in terms of death, disease, disability, pulmonary
disfunction, but there are also different endpoints in terms of acute, chronic and long-term
latent diseases. Much attention has been directed recently to diseases such as cancer and

I genetic defects which may not be related to a one-time exposure. With some additives, they
may be more commonly related to repeated exposures of firefighters.

]
We have been working now for several years with the Applied Physics Laboratory Fire Project -

a joint effort to uncover the effects of inadvertent occupational exposures to fire atmos-

pheres. We looked at immediate effects of toxic atmospheres on civilians and on firefighters,
particularly by carbon monoxide and cyanide. We have looked at chronic long-term consequences,
particularly chronic lung and cardiovascular disease. In terms of firefighters in the City
of Baltimore, we have investigated a thousand men. We have recorded pulmonary function data,

j
EKG, blood pressure and extensive medical histories. We are now looking at changes that

develop in their lung function, related smoking and age, in Baltimore, Maryland and the USA
in general.

II
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Some of the interesting things we have found are that the standards, which are published for

pulmonary function are usually done in places where people do not have the exposure that we
have in Baltimore. The standards are not really true comparison standards for fire fighters.

We fortunately have another study ongoing that has looked at Baltimore people. We found also

that if you concentrate on social and economic status, we have a difference.

We also have dosages in terms of soot absorbed in the lungs identified by black sputum being
coughed up six to twelve hours after exposure. We are making a mortality study. We have
analyzed over 500 deaths over a 14-year period. We see a significant change in cummulative
effect, and a not quite so obvious change in long-term chronic exposures. One would expect
people exposed to high levels of carbon monoxide over a working lifetime to develop similar
cardiovascular changes, neurologic changes. They probably do, but whether or not they are
sufficient to cause death is questionable.

In another study which was done before I joined the group, biopsies were done on civilian
casualties, correlating levels of carbon monoxide (as carboxyhemoglobin) that caused death,

and the state of the coronary artery circulation. Persons who were severely compromised
would find exposure to CO much more toxic than some vigorous individuals.

We are comparing controls with firefighters who are exposed to the normal routine fighting
of fires. We are purposely excluding firefighters who have had obvious immediate traumatic
or medical problems. These are firefighters who felt healthy and vigorous in their work.

The general population of exposed firefighters have a significantly higher level of blood
carbon monoxide than a group of firefighters who were not exposed to the fire. A very small
percentage, maybe ten percent, have an exposure higher even than the highest controls, going

up to about 18 - 20%. If you question these men carefully, 8% admit to headaches, 2% to

nausea and vomiting and other symptoms. The mean level of carbon monoxide in the blood in-

creases very significantly with smoking habits. Compared to nonsmokers there is an elevatior
in every smoking category. One of the major factors in the toxicity of the fire in terms of

exposure to carbon monoxide depends upon the habits of the men in terms of smoking.

We try to see whether firefighters could decide for themselves if they were in a toxic
environment, using subjective measures. Our firefighters commonly called a fire a bad fire
depending on smoke density, the color of the smoke, or perhaps the heat. Firefighters using
subjective evaluations, really cannot tell what type of exposure they are getting, nor are
they able to pick up a colorless or odorless gas, or PVC decomposition product.

We looked at exposure by mask users and although you can show that continuous mask users
were fairly well protected from exposure to carbon monoxide, non-users were significantly let

well protected. People who use the mask intermittently were in worst shape. We take that tc

mean the the firefighters cannot judge the level of exposure they are being subjected to.

Because they have an aversion to wearing masks and at certain times tend to take their masks
off too soon, it appears that wearing the mask intermittently is as poor a form of protectioi

as not wearing it at all.

A casualty study was done in a prospective manner. We took all victims who were identified
as having been in a fire or involved with a fire. Of about 414 victims identified as such, \

were able to follow 346 to conclusion. If we look at the cause of the fire which resulted ii

casualties or fatalities, smoking and children playing with matches were by far the most comi

cause of fires. Flammable liquids and arson are not making as great a contribution as antic
pated. 65% of fatalities were due to careless smoking. It again may relate to host factors
whether the people were drinking or not.

We were able to follow most of the patients. There is a 7/1 ratio of casualties over fatal-
ities. A large percentage of the persons were just treated and released. Of the 55 fire
victims who did not survive, the largest number died of carbonmonoxide intoxication. All of

them died within the first 24 hours. Many of them died before they reached the hospital.

We have instituted some emergency training and have changed mask wearing habits in Baltimore
We also change resuscitation procedures so that patients get oxygen very quickly without any
question about whether or not they need it. People who are young and old present a greater
percentage of fatalities.
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Einhorn: All of the members of the American group on the UJNR panel were very impressed that

every Japanese fireman is personally fitted for a mask by a physician, and furthermore that

those masks were apparently in very good repair. We have seen in our studies a number of

:
people who have masks that do not fit properly or leaked. I wonder if that can be part of the

problem of this intermediate group?

Levine: Not only the fit of the mask but other technical problems such as how long the com-

pressed air supply lasts are important.

Einhorn: Are there any follow-ups after people have been released six months, a year or two

years later?

Levine: We have not got that far along. Let me return to your original question. The differ-
ence between continuous mask users and intermittent mask users is probably not due to the lack
of fit. But carboxyhemoglobin in mask users is higher than in controls and that may be due to

the leakage. They are not getting as complete protection as we had hoped.

Einhorn: The New York Commissioner told me that there are certain fire departments in the
Bronx and Queens where men go on fire calls in the morning and are busy all day. Do you see
a higher level among those people?

Chaiken: One of the major objectives seems to be to study fire fighters and the amount of

carboxyhemoglobin which presumably comes with the result of their work. Are there other pro-
fessional groups who possibly get exposed to even more CO during their work? Miners I know
get exposed to everything. If so, have you ever made .-rose-correlations with regard to

whether they are worse off than fire fighters?

Levine: Most of the studies that I am familiar with have been done on tunnel workers. There
has been one series of studies which was fairly extensive and looked at all sorts of parameters
of blood enzymes and liver enzymes. They have a shift change every two hours and do other
sorts of things because they are aware of the hazard. Fire fighting is unique in that one
cannot approach that side of it. Neither can you measure the atmosphere. Nor can you control
the situations, so it is somewhat unique. I do not know of anybody who has conducted the type
of long-term studies that we are doing with the firefighters in any group regardless of where
they are exposed.

Handa: Especially in the case of firemen do you have any tendency that they contract more
cancer of the lung or do they have more tendency to have heart failure? For instance, when
we look at the toxicity of various combustion products, perhaps we might take into considera-
tion some of the elements which might cause that kind of side effect, for instance lung cancer
or heart failure.

Levine: We are now looking at long-term chronic effects. This is complicated by the fact

that we live in Baltimore which is a very heavily industrialized area. There has been a study
done by the National Cancer Institute which relates cancer to geographic areas. The Baltimore-
Washington area in general has a higher lung cancer rate than our national average. So it is

extremely difficult to pull out how much of that is due to general pollution and how much is

due to firefighters' exposure. We have just looked at pulmonary functions and find that if

you take into account not only where people live, but their social economic status we can show
a definite difference.

Einhorn: Is anybody familiar with Peabody's cardiac studies in San Diego? They had fire-
fighters in a number of firehouses connected with portable cardiographs to see what happened
when they were eating or when the fire alarm went off.

Levine: There are obviously cardio-vascular functions in addition to the gas exposure in the
fire atmosphere. There are many deaths of firefighters due to cardio-vascular disease but I

am not sure that it is statistically greater than one would expect in the general Baltimore
population.
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Yamamoto Presentation

Yamamoto: When we talk about toxicity, we will have to use gases, and the route by which
those gases come into the body is through inhalation. The speaker confirmed this fact by
using cyanide. Depending on the way that cyanide is administered there is a difference in

blood concentration. One is by the oral method and one is by inhalation. The samples are
taken from a rat right ventricular blood. There is a big difference between those that were
administered by the oral method and those that were administered by the other method.
Although the samples we used are rather small we see similar kinds of results using rabbits
as well as rats.

When there is inhalation of HCN we have studied the data on the cyanide distribution inside
the body. We do not have too many experimental data. Therefore, I decided to measure the
concentration of cyanide in the blood in two or three places of the rabbit's body. We mea-
sured at the same time the blood PO2 because it determines whether somebody dies because of

acidification or not. Secondly, depending on the value of PO2, we can see what kind of gas

is involved and we can also see what kind of toxicity there was from that gas. The materials
that were used were PAN, silk, wool and gauze. They were all about 1.5 centimeters square
and everything except gauze weighed 20 grams. For gauze we used two kinds - one that weighed
20 grams and another that weighed 30 grams. The combustion apparatus that was used is in-

cluded in Reference 7 of my paper. The material was put inside the metal wire basket and
heated with an electric heater of 300 watts.

When we use rabbits in our experiments, they inhaled the combustion products through the
non-breathing bulb and through the tracheal canule. In the HCN inhalation experiment we
produced HCN by reacting sulfuric acid with sodium cyanide. The HCN that was generated was
led through a plastic tube and a non-breathing bulb or through a tracheal canule into the
experimental animal. The animal that was used for our experiment was a male rabbit of about
2 kilograms in weight. It was anesthetized by urethane.

In the combustion experiment, we used respiration stoppage as the ultimate index. If there
was no arrest of respiration even after fifteen minutes, we ended the experiment and took a

blood sample of the animal. In taking a sample of the blood we opened the chest, and first
took the blood from the left ventricle, then the right ventricle, then the descending vena
cava. We also measured carboxyhemoglobin with a spectrophotometer. Before exposure we took
blood from the jugular vein and measured the COHb of each animal.

The results of this experiment have been reported in the Japan Forensic Medical Journal. We
counted the respiration rate by the motion of the wall of the chest by the naked eye. For
PAN, silk, and wool, all the animals died during exposure. The mean survival time was 14
minutes for PAN, for silk 16.7, and for wool 21.9 minutes. The survival times are statis-
tically shorter for PAN compared with the other materials. The range in the difference of
survival time is about 5-10 minutes.

Between silk and PAN we did not see a remarkable difference in survival times. If the
amount of combustion gas inhaled becomes large, respiratory rate becomes faster too. Towards
the end we see a gasping kind of respiration. The time of this gasping respiration or the
intensity of such varied case by case.

In the gauze group three of the five animals died during exposure. These animals showed a

very severe respiratory depression after 20 - 40 minutes of exposure. However, after that
they seemed to recover.

Carboxyhemoglobin was 55-65% and for those that died during exposure, it was 85%. For PAN,
silk and wool it was lower, and for silk, the maximum value was about 10%.

We observed the trachea with the naked eye. For PAN we did not see a very big difference.
For silk, 6 out of 8 cases had some frothing. For wool, we saw both froth and soot. In the
case of gauze, three out of five cases showed black particles. When we did a microscopic
investigation, we looked into the lungs but did not see any big influences.
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Considering that the survival time for PAN and silk is very low, these are considered more
dangerous than wool or gauze. This is in accordance with the results in Reference 7. At

the same sampling sites we saw quite a difference in both cyanide levels and PO2 levels.
Because there is a correlation between cyanide and PO2 we think that there is quite a big
influence during the past part of the exposure, especially on the influence on respiration.
Towards the end there was heart failure or disturbance of heart function. Because of this

disturbance of heart function, the transportation of cyanide becomes more and more difficult
inside the body. In the left ventricle blood, we saw a remarkably high value of cyanide.

We see that this is very similar to the theory of Gettler that cyanide concentration is high
in the lung in those animals that inhaled HCN. We will have to look into respiration, the

measurement of heart function during exposure and also we would have to measure blood pres-
sure, ECG and ventilation.

In the silk groups we think that because of the gasping respiration that occurs and also
because of an acute cardiac disturbance that takes place the cyanide is not transported into

all parts of the body. Cyanide is different from CO in that it inhibits the utilization of
O2 of oxygen in the tissues. Thus, in the case of acute cyanide poisoning, there should be
a higher level of PO2 than in the case of acute CO poisoning. By using rats we see that the
PO2 level is very high. From these results we can see that for acute CO poisoning PO2 values
are low.

In the combustion experiments that we conducted, PO2 of gauze was lower than others and we
observe that it was not contrary to the results of CO poisoning. As for the wool, we could
not identify the dangerous substances in the combustion products. We did not see an abnor-
mality in the alveolus. What is the level of hydrogen sulfide in the case of wool? In my
opinion we would have to compare cyanide poisoning and sulfide poisoning from the point of

view of blood PO2. I orally administered sodium sulfide to rabbits. The results of this
are published in the Japanese Journal of Legal Medicine. PO2 of sulfide poisoning has a

lower value than cyanide poisoning but there is no big difference between the two. However,
there is a difference in the manner of the experiment. One was administered orally and the

other one was by inhalation. Therefore, we cannot supply the data directly to the combustion
experiments. However, we cannot exclude H2S as a toxic gas when we do this kind of experiment
on combustion products.

Levine: Is there any relationship between the elapsed time between the blood drawing and the
results that you get?

Yamamoto: When blood was sampled, it was put in ice. The time difference is only at the
most 30 minutes.

Alarie: Very often, the cause of death is being explained by a particular blood level con-
centration. In my judgment, at least at the present time, carboxyhemoglobin levels would
be much more reliable than the cyanide level. I would like to know if you agree with me on
that particular point.

Yamamoto: As a tentative standard of criterion, the cyanide level of blood, if it is between
2 and 3 micrograms per miligram, can be given as a tentative criterion. I did include this

discussion in Reference 1, so that you can look into it further.

Levine: We took a very cursory look at cyanide in dogs. We measured the amount of cyanide
in samples of blood over a period of time and we found for a constant dose of potassium cyanide
i.v. the measurable cyanide in the blood decreased so that after one half-hour, we could no

longer detect any cyanide. Blood was drawn one half-hour after injection and the cyanide
apparently was metabolized.

Halpin Presentation

Halpin: What we want to do in this particular project is to assess real fire incidents that

we investigated and see whether there would have been an impact on fire losses by putting
fire protection devices into residences and to see whether there would have been a different
outcome in lives saved, casualties, injuries or property loss. I want to emphasize that this

study was confined to fires in which we had at least one fatality.
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Three fire protection devices were postulated. One would be a smoke detector, a second would
be a smoke detector with a remote alarm capability directly to the fire department, a third
would be a suppression device similar to a sprinkler. There are many assumptions that have
to go into this particular type of study, but the two most important and very glaring assump-
tions are these. Operable equipment is properly installed. It must be properly maintained,
so that the equipment is doing what it is supposed to be doing and what people say it will
do. Secondly, upon alarm, people will act appropriately. An appropriate action means to

leave, remove oneself from the residence, call the fire department from some other place.

We obtain data from the fire investigator to reconstruct what has happened. We also go to

the fire scene and interrogate various people who know something about the fire. Through
this set of interviews and the information above, we evaluate this information and data as to

what happened in the fire from ignition to detection. We try to reconstruct what was happen-
ing at the fire. After we have evaluated this data, we will then make a judgment. If a

detector had been placed in this residence where we had the fire that we investigated, the

consequences are looked at case by case. The detector goes off and the people react. Would
they have been saved? Would there have been casualties? Would there have been less property
loss?

We had 73 fires in a one-year period. As to the cause of the fire, smoking again is very
prevalent. Matches are a prevalent ignition source. The most common area of the house where
the fire started is the living room with sofas and chairs, and the bedroom with beds. These
are the areas in the United States where much smoking takes place. Fires occur across the
clock with some peaking in the midnight hours to the early morning. This reflects the type
of fire caused by smoking. A smoking type fire is smoldering, slow to break out into a flame.
It is in a flaming stage when the humans do the detecting.

Let us assume that we decided to install some fire protection devices. The actual deaths
that were found in these fires were 114 deaths together with 119 other casualties. On the
basis of our judgment one can determine the numbers of people who would definitely have been
saved with detectors. We can identify situations where these devices cannot help. As an
upper bound the best that could be done would be "about 90% saving in lives and casualties.

This is primarily due to time saving. The smoking caused fires, we believe, begin as a

smoldering fire. Data that is available indicates that smoldering fires on an average take

90 minutes to two hours before they will break into flaming stage. We are assuming that a

smoke detector will respond on the order of 25 - 30 minutes after smoldering starts.

The dollar damage does not take into account other economic factors such as the loss of

income from the head of the household or the hospital costs for casualties. We have seen
in one year 73 fires with 2.6 million dollars' worth of damage within the State of Maryland.

In eight cases there were detectors present at the time of the fire. It is not safe to con-
clude that the detectors did not do their job to prevent fatalities. As an example, in

several cases the detector was in the house, but not installed. We had more than one case
where batteries had deteriorated and were not replaced. In one case where the detector
alarmed, the husband and wife had an argument whether they should leave the house. The
husband won the argument. They left, but then he decided to go back in to call the fire de-
partment. He died due to the toxic atmosphere. In another case, the alarm went off. A
young man looked out and saw a fire. There was a family discussion. Five people in the
family were trying to decide what clothes to wear, what valuables to get and save. Finally
they started to escape but their escape route was cut off by the fire. Another discussion
ensued. Four persons jumped out of a third story window and were saved. The father decided
he did not want to take this action and died in the toxic atmosphere.

Lyons: What kind of sensor did you assume would be used on the suppression system?

Halpin: On the suppression system I assumed a fixed temperature device would be installed
according to NFPA Code 13-D.
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Lyons: Your data suggests that many of these fires occur after midnight and were of a long
time smoldering measure which would explain the peak of fires near 6:00 a.m. I do not under-
stand how you can conclude such a large percentage of saves from a suppression system if

indeed we have many hours of low temperature smoldering as the cause of toxic gas.

Halpin: The conclusion was primarily based on the fact that we know the fire was detected
by the humans. 90% of the people were on the move. Many of these fires were also detected
in a room other than where the people were actually affected. When the fire broke out, it

got to a stage where the sprinkler would be actuated and knock down the fire and provide
enough escape time. We also assumed that there was an alarm with the sprinkler system.

Lyons: You assume that there is a detector or some other alarm?

Halpin: There is an alarm tied to the sprinkler system. When the sprinkler goes off, there
is also an alarm.

Benjamin: Obviously one has to have criteria in an exercise like this. It was that the
people would react appropriately. I am wondering if this is a completely wrong assumption to

start out with. In other words, if people were to react appropriately we might never have
fires

.

You show that within a few percentage points the number of people saved by smoke detection
and suppression equipment were about equal. And yet in another graph we see that there was
a rough relationship between the number of fatalities and the amounts of the house burned
indicating that the fires were large when there were large fatalities.

Halpin: Multiple fatalities do not necessarily occur when the burned area is large. As far

as the "area burned" is concerned it affects the property damage and contents more than life
safety.

Benjamin: There are some assumptions that are not clear. With suppression you may not have
had the large amount of damage to the house or multiple fatalities. The assumptions that you
have made which gave you this mix bothers me because obviously one can get any mix they want
and any numbers they want based on the criteria you start out with.

Halpin: One of the more important things I have found were the types of cases where nothing
could be done to help. 10% of cases had to be written off.

Birky: I would like to present some data on CO and HCN in human victims. In the Columbia,
Tennessee fire: This was a fire in which 42 victims were trapped in the jail. A cell padded
with synthetic material caught on fire. The blood data we have on ten of the victims shows
elevated COHb. We also have some fairly substantial blood cyanide levels (1.83 and 1.64

micrograms/cc) . We also did soot scrapings from the trachea and bronchi. I would like to

point out the very substantial levels of antimony. The question that was raised earlier about
the significance of antimony in long-term toxicity data, that is, in terms of the recovery of

the victims who have survived.

The materials we got from that padded cell were styrene-butadiene rubber, which had a very
high concentration of zinc and a covering material of nylon over coated neoprene. The tox-
icity data suggested that there had to be at least one other material in that fire. We
checked with the fire investigators who sent us these two materials: the antimony comes from
the PVC that was treated with a fire retardant and chlorine also is derived from the PVC.

The question that I am raising for your consideration is the significance of cyanide as com-

pared to COHb.

Lyons: I heard today that at a level of about 50% COHb, one must expect fatalities much of

the time. I was at a meeting in Arizona where I was argued out of that position. Some argued
that it must be 70% COHb. Before we start talking about cyanide, we should agree what consti-
tutes 95% probability of a fatality in terms of COHb.
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Japanese: We were talking about toxicity of gases and the relation between time and concen-
tration. Someone said that there is no relation there. I think that this is not an estab-
lished fact at all times. However, in some limited areas it can be established. I say this
because the objective of this Panel is to see what kind of gases are toxic in fires. This is

different from the problem of air pollution. If there is a fire in a building, we have to

get the poison gases out of that building. We have to think about toxicity over a very short
period of time. According to what was on the blackboard it is only concentration that is the
issue. Temperature and perhaps humidity can be a problem too. I think the time factor is,

in a limited range, an important factor as well.

Alarie: I would agree that with a very limited range of concentration and time, the product
would be a constant. But what most people have done is to extend the range much too far. In

inhalation toxicity concentration is much more important than time. Concentration always
dominates the picture, not time.

The way to get around the time problem is to fix the time. We should have a fire scenario
which may be quite different for escape from an airplane, escape from a train, escape from a

home, escape from a high-rise commercial building. We should say we want materials that if

they burn, we want a probability that the individual can escape within one minute, three
minutes, ten minutes, 30 minutes (whichever time you want to postulate). Then you test for
the amount of smoke that you can tolerate within that fixed time. The way to rate the material
is to fix the time and vary the concentration. What everybody is doing is to fix the concen-
tration and then let time vary. This means that when they fix the concentration, they locate
themselves somewhere in the fire because a fire will have a wide range of concentration from
a very small amount of smoke to a huge amount of smoke. That is the wrong approach.

Einhorn: Commenting on Dr. Lyons' question, in 1963 Schulte reported 70% carboxyhemoglobin
for death. Something we have seen in our animals and which Dr. Pettijohn has commented on
is that there is an incapacitation level with CO and other materials. If you have a high
concentration of CO in the lungs and breathing stops, there can still be a period of loading
after "clinical death" which might be 50% or so and still continue to load carboxyhemoglobin
because you still have a pulse rate. We have seen a few 70% COHb levels, but by and large
50-55% covers most of our deaths.

Berl: Many fire victims contain cyanide. Ingestion of CO alone is a very rare situation.

Einhorn: Unless you have a faulty furnace flue or a garage.

Chaiken: Can anybody say that fatalities or incapacitation in fires is due to CO + something
else or can the findings be explained by CO alone?

Smith: I do not think they can be explained by CO alone. In the average fire death we may
find 50, 55, 60% saturation. If you are thinking of pure CO, you had better think 75% COHb

as death. There are other cooperating factors in the average house or vehicle fire death.

Chaiken: Is there anybody who can cite hard data for the fact that HCN can contribute to

fire accidents and fire deaths?

Einhorn: From animal studies with pure CO, the COHb level at death was about 87 + 3 - 4%.

In wood fires it was 65 - 67%. This is a significant difference. In pure CO, 65% COHb would
not be the cause of death.
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It is believed that 15-20 percent of the fatalities in transport aircraft

accidents die from fire. There is some evidence which suggests that

in highly survivable impact accidents some of these victims may be
dying from the hazards produced by burning cabin materials. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has a major program in cabin

fire safety, and it is now particularly attuned to the interior materials
fire problem.

The FAA program is performed by three agency organizations: (1)

the National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC) in

Atlantic City, (2) the Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) in Oklahoma
City, and (3) the Systems Research and Development Service (SRDS),

which is the Washington program office. About a year ago NAFEC
and CAMI completed a cooperative study to evaluate the toxicity of 75

cabin materials. By testing a material under similar exposure con-

ditions, toxicity was measured at CAMI by direct animal exposure
and at NAFEC by chemical analysis of specific toxic gases collected

in the combustion mixture. Presently, a study is underway to deter-

mine the correlation between the analytical and animal toxicity data.

Another important study which was recently undertaken is the devel-

opment of a combined hazard index (CHI) for cabin materials. This

is a major contract awarded by SRDS to the Douglas Aircraft Co. .

The goal of this study is to develop a methodology for ranking materials
according to their total fire hazard, weighing the relative importance
of flammability, smoke and toxicity in a single index.

The preceding very briefly describes only some of the CAMI and SRDS
contributions to the FAA cabin fire safety program. The subject of

this paper is recent experimental results from the NAFEC portion of

the program.

First, an example of the problem - Figure 1 is the interior of a TWA
707. A sister ship of this aircraft suffered a low-impact, nose-hard
landing and resulting cabin fire at Los Angeles International Airport

on January 16, 1974. A photograph of the accident aircraft is shown
in Figure 2. There was no fuel spillage in this accident yet the

entire interior was gutted. The fire started at the collapsed nose
wheel and initially consisted of burning hydraulic fuel and rubber.

It then penetrated thru the floor into the cabin. Fortunately, there

were no fatalities because the passenger loading was less than 50

percent and evacuation was rapid, estimated at less than 50 seconds.

Note the much-more severe damage at the ceiling than at the floor.

In the rear of the cabin, the vinyl coating at the ceiling is disintegrated
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while the carpet is practically undamaged. Recent full-scale cabin

fire test data described subsequently in this paper also indicates

the significant differences in temperature between the floor and

ceiling. The NAFEC program ultimately seeks to improve our

understanding of the various events which occur in a postcrash cabin

fire, and to develop fire tests for cabin materials that will allow

confident selection of the safest materials.

The NAFEC FY -78 Cabin Fire Safety Program (Figure 3) is divided
into four major efforts: the development of new or the improvement
of available small-scale material fire tests for flammability , smoke
and toxic gas emissions; the initiation and conducting of physical fire

modeling studies; the measurement of full-scale cabin fire hazards
in a wide body aircraft under realistic postcrash conditions; and the

correlation of data from small-scale and large-scale material fire

tests. The first three efforts are currently active while the lab/

large-scale correlation effort is planned for next year.

In the area of laboratory fire testing of cabin materials, the greatest

activity by far is in toxicity. The development of the combustion
tube furnace is continuing. This is a pyrolysis test which was used to

evaluate 75 cabin materials in the recent cooperative study with CAMI.
The combustion tube furnace is being adapted to test composite samples
and to study its feasibility for testing materials under flaming-com-
bustion conditions. Concurrently, toxic gas s-ampling and chemical
analysis methods and an animal exposure system for utilization in the

C-133 full-scale tests are under development.

There are relatively modest efforts in flammability and smoke. In

flammability, 20 inservice cabin materials are being evaluated by
five popular test methods: the vertical Bunsen burner test, the E-162
Radiant Panel Test, thermogravimetric analysis and the rate of heat

release apparatus. We are searching for the "next generation" flam-
mability test that could conceivably someday supplement or perhaps
replace the current vertical Bunsen burner method.

In the smoke area, several modifications have been made to the NBS
smoke chamber, including installation of a variable radiant heater

(capable of 10 Btu/ft. ^-sec), a laser transmis someter and a load

cell for continually monitoring sample weight loss. The 20 materials
mentioned above are currently under evaluation in the modified smoke
chamber.
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The second major effort of the NAFEC program is physical fire

modeling. Work was begun in this area in the Summer of 1977. A
modest contract was awarded to the Factory Mutual Research Cor-
poration to evaluate the feasibility of pressure modeling vertical

specimens, and to fire test at elevated pressures the previously
mentioned cabin materials. At NAFEC, geometrically scaled

modeling tests are in progress to study thermal radiation, flame
penetration, and smoke and heat accumulation inside a cabin arising

from an external fuel fire adjacent to a fuselage opening. This work
is not Froude modeling per se, but is instead very exploratory scaling

experiments in search of gross trends in support of full-scale tests.

The third major effort is the C-133 full-scale, wide body cabin fire

test facility. The C-133 was created because there is an urgent need
for full-scale fire testing, not just of aircraft cabins but of other

environments as well. How else are we to learn what occurs in a

real fire to enable us to propose fire safety improvements or solutions?

The C-133 effort is divided into three phases. The first phase is in

progress and consists of determining the cabin fire hazards arising

from an external fuel fire adjacent to an open door in an intact fuselage.

We hope to understand from this work, for example, the relative

importance in a fuel-dominant fire of heat, smoke, and toxic gases, or

what bearing external winds have on the rate of cabin hazard buildup.

The second phase, which is scheduled for the Summer, consists of

determining for the same scenario the involvement and contribution

of interior materials to the overall cabin fire hazard. The third phase
consists of fire testing large samples as part of the lab/large- scale

correlation studies. During the 1 st and 2nd. phase tests in the C-133,
the visibility of inservice and advanced emergency lighting systems
will be studied under the realistic smoke conditions generated inside

the C-133.

This summarizes the NAFEC FY-78 Cabin Fire Safety Program. Com-
pared to past work in this area, a greater emphasis has been placed

on full-scale testing and ultimately on the relationship of these results

to laboratory tests. The remainder of the paper will describe some
recent work and data.

In the lab test area, one of the flammability test methods under
evaluation is the Ohio State Rate -of-Heat-Release Apparatus (Figure 4).

A specimen is subjected to controlled, simulated fire exposure con-

ditions and the combustion products are transported by a carrier
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air stream up through a stack. Usually the temperature of the exhaust
stream is measured to determine rate of heat evolution, although
smoke and toxic gas emission measurements can also be taken. This
test has a number of attractive features; namely, (1) capability of

vertical and horizontal specimen orientation, (Z) selection of incident

heat flux from a range of values, (3) determination of release rate

values, and (4) display of rate changes with time .

Figure 5 is a heat release rate history graph obtained for a wide body
honeycomb ceiling panel tested in the Rate-of-Heat-Relea se Apparatus.
Data is shown at two incident heat flux levels - 2. 5 and 4. 9 watts /cm2

.

The discrete peaks indicate the involvement initially, of the decorative
laminate or, later, the resin-impregnated fiberglas facing and honey-
comb core. For the decorative laminate, the heat release rate curve
is similar at both the high and low incident heat levels. For the fiber-

glas facing and honeycomb core, there is a gradually increasing but

minimal production of heat at the low heat level. However, at the

high heat level the facing and core ignite at about 30 seconds and release

significant quantities of heat, in excess of that produced by the decorative

laminate.

One of the major changes made at NAFEC to the NBS smoke chamber is

the installation of a Mellon furnace capable of 10 Btu/ft ,^-sec. Figure
6 shows the heater in a calibration position. Since sample weight loss

is also monitored using a load cell attached beneath the floor, the

sample remains stationary during a test. A test begins by hydraulically

sliding the heater, which is supported by two rods, in front of the sample
holder. A shield prevents any heating of the sample during warmup and
calibration of the furnace. Figure 7 is a photograph showing the heater

positioned as during a test, except that the specimen holder was removed
to allow observation of the heating coils. The heat shield is withdrawn
at the initiation of a test simutaneously with the movement in place of

the heater. The heat flux transducer for heater calibration is mounted
on the back wall of the smoke chamber.

The following discussion describes preliminary data on four materials

tested in the modified smoke chamber at different incident heat flux

levels. Figure 8 is a plot of specific optical density or D s versus

time for a honeycomb sidewall panel at 2.2, 5, 7. 5 and 10 Btu/ft .

2 -sec.

large increases in smoke production occur between 2.2 and 5 Btu/ft. 2
- sec.

or between 5 and 7. 5 Btu/ft. 2 -sec. . The smoke profiles are fairly

close at 7. 5 and 10 Btu/ft. -sec. The inflection points in the curves

correspond to ignition of the specimen. Thus, for a honeycomb panel

smoke production increases monotonically with incident heat flux.
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Figure 9 is a similar plot for a urethane foam seat cushion. The
results are opposite to those previously shown for a honeycomb
panel. Smoke production decreases with incident heat flux for the

urethane foam. However, the results are misleading because what
happens during a test is that the foam melts and drips from the

vertical specimen holder into a trough. The higher the incident heat,

the faster the foam melts and the less time it is exposed to the high-

flux radiant heat. Figure 10 describes the behavior of wool. In this

case, the peak smoke production was attained at 5 Btu/ft. ^ - sec. . The
smoke produced at the two highest heat flux levels, 7. 5 and 10 Btu/
ft. ^-sec. , was similar to each other (as was the case for the honey-
comb panel), but was positioned between the 2.2 and 5 Btu/ft. ^-sec.
values. Polysulfone, a fire-resistant thermoplastic which is under
evaluation for use in aircraft, is similar to the honeycomb panel in

that smoke production increases monotonically with incident heat. The
increase in smoke production at the higher heat levels, compared to the

"standard" NBS value of 2. 2 Btu/ft. ^-sec. , was clearly greatest for

the polysulfone as compared to the previous materials. One possible
reason is that polysulfone intumesces more at the higher heat flux levels,

exposing the char to even higher heat flux levels which, of course,
exist closer to the heater. Figure 12 is a bargraph which summarizes
the previous smoke data. At 2.2 and 5 Btu/ft. - sec. , the smokiest
material was urethane foam, and the least- smokiest was polysulfone.

However, at 7. 5 and 10 Btu/ft. - sec. a complete reversal occurs in

that polysulfone becomes the smokiest material. The least smokiest
at 7. 5 and 10 Btu/ft. -sec. is wool. Thus, smoke production clearly

depends on the incident heat flux level, and this relationship depends
on the nature of the material.

A photograph of the combustion tube furnace used for toxic gas emission
testing is shown in Figure 13. It is a flow-through type of test and
consists essentially of an annular furnace and temperature control

module, a quartz combustion tube for accommodating the sample, a

vacuum pump for drawing air through the system, a manifold for

dividing and passing the combustion effluent into four fritted bubblers
containing appropriate collection liquids, and a series of downstream
rotameters and a single upstream rotameter for controlling air and
effluent flow rates, respectively. The following test conditions are
usually employed: Furnace temperature of 600°C, sample weight of

250 milligrams, airflow rate of 2 liters /min. and test duration of

5 minutes.

Figure 14 contains the yields of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen
cyanide (HCN) for a series of aircraft cabin materials tested in the
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tube furnace under the above conditions. The materials are arranged
within each usage category in the order of decreasing toxicity, as

measured at CAMI. For the fabrics, the highest CO yield was
obtained from material No. 130, a cotton rayon blend, while the

second and third highest CO yields were produced by cotton, No. 93,

and rayon, No. 95, respectively. The modacrylic drape (No. 127)

produced the highest yield of HCN of any of the materials tested. The
wool (No. 88) and wool/nylon blends, Nos. 142 and 70, also produced
high yields of HCN, second to the modacrylic in overall ranking. Note
how the toxicity of the wools, Nos. 88, 140, 70, 82, and 96, decrease
with decreasing HCN yield. The coated fabrics produced only CO and
hydrogen chloride (HCR), in significant quantities, and the yields of

these gases were inversely related. A direct relationship was apparent
between toxicity and yield of CO. The flooring materials that produced
the highest yields of CO were the structural floors constructed of

Nomex honeycomb cores. The yields of HCN were greatest for the

wool carpets, Nos. 33 and 34, although these were significantly lower
than the wool upholstery fabrics. For the thermoplastics, the poly-

carbonates (Nos. 32, 116, and 113) produced the highest yields of CO
of any of the materials, significant yields of hydrogen bromide (HBr)
but no HCN. They were the most toxic thermoplastics. The ABS/PVC
materials, Nos. 100, 107, and 85, produced much lower CO yields,

high HC1 yields, and relatively low HCN yields. The CO yields of

the cargo liners varied from moderate to low, with only the polyester,

No. 10, producing HCN. The toxicity was directly related to the

yield of CO. For the transparencies, polycarbonate, No. Ill, again

produced the highest CO yield. Although the two polymethylmethacryl-
ates produced much lower CO yields, the fire retardant material,

No. 108, produced more than four times as much CO as the untreated

material, No. 109. However, the untreated material produced an

exceptionally high yield of formaldehyde.

Physical fire modeling tests are performed inside a building in order

to obtain control over the fire and good test repeatability (Figure 15).

Simulated ambient winds are produced by operating two large building

exhaust fans which draw air through a slightly opened overhead door.

Ducts of 4, 3, 2, and 1 foot diameters were tested to study the thermal

radiation from an external fuel fire into a cabin opening. Figure 16

shows a fire test with a 4-foot duct. The fire is observed to attach

to the duct and neck down to a size smaller than that of the pan. A 4-

foot-square pan was necessary to completely mask the door from

visual observation. Under quiescent wind conditions, the radiant

beat flux at the duct symmetry plane was invariant for the four sizes
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tested at a rough value of 1. 7 Btu/ft. ^-sec. . For the 4-foot- square
pan, the heat flux on the surface of the duct adjacent to the fire was
about 12 Btu/ft. 2_ sec. . A photograph of the inside of the 4-foot duct

during a test under quiescent conditions is shown in Figure 17. The
mechanical device provides remote traversing of a heat flux trans-

ducer at the symmetry plane. Very little flame penetration was
observed, as shown, in tests without simulated ambient wind and with
open-ended ducts.

The C-133 sencario consists of an airplane involved in a low-impact,
highly- survivable crash resulting in an external fuel spill fire adjacent
to an open door in an intact fuselage. Figure 18 is a photograph of a

typical test. In order to control the degree of flame penetration into

the cabin, a wooden barrier was erected to negate the effect of random
ambient winds and a fan provides adjustable simulated wind. As shown
in the photograph, even a fuel fire of moderate size (4 foot square in

this instance) produces high flames and thick smoke, and would appear
to be overwhelming. Larger and more realistic fires corresponding
to much greater fuel spills would be even more imposing. However,
based on other experiments and accident experiences, it appears
that ambient wind velocity and opening area are more critical factors

than the size of the fuel fire.

A drawing of the C-133 wide-body cabin fire test article is shown in

Figure 19. The fuselage diameter of a C-133 is 200 inches, which is

slightly smaller than that of a DC-10 (216 inches). Since the cargo
deck is located much closer to the belly than in a commercial transport,

an aluminum covered wooden floor was installed about 3 feet above the

cargo floor in order to provide a wide-body type of contour. The
installed floor extends from the cockpit bulkhead to the rear cargo ramp
a distance of about 76 feet. An 8-foot ceiling was also installed along

the length of the installed floor. The calculated volume of the interior

air space is 13, 200 ft. , making the C-133 by far the largest test bed
ever used for the study of cabin fires. Two standard wide-body type MA'

door openings about 60 feet apart were cut along one side of the fuselage

During present testing, an external fuel fire has been placed adjacent

to the forward door while the aft door allows for smoke and gases to

exhaust into the atmosphere. In order to assure use of the test article

for numerous fire tests, the aircraft interior was stripped of all

combustible materials, covered with a noncombustible liner, and
protected with a CO^ fire suppression system, along with steel sheeting

atop the fuselage skin surrounding the fire door, has provided a very
durable test article. Almost 50 fuel fire tests have been conducted
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without any significant damage except for extensive soot deposits.

The major emphasis of the present work is to attain repeatable

results from replicate fire tests. This is a prerequisite for per-
forming tests with a furnished interior in order to establish the

hazards solely from the fire involvement of interior materials.

Figure 20 is a temperature-time plot for five replicate tests at a

cabin symmetry plane location 35 feet aft of the fire and 3. 5 feet

above the floor. The fan was set to produce an average simulated
wind velocity at the fire door of about 6 mph. Two family of curves
are evident in Figure 20. On one family, the flames continuously

penetrated into the cabin, resulting in an ever increasing cabin

temperature; however, for the other family, the flames penetrated

for about a minute at the beginning of the test but later receded and
the resulting cabin temperature leveled off. The two-family behavior
was probably related to the ambient conditions, possibly in combination
with the steel-covered wind barrier. However, no correlation could

be made with measurements taken during each test of ambient wind
speed and direction, temperature, and relative humidity. For this

reason, the wind barrier and fan have been removed and testing is now
underway with larger fires to determine if predictable and repeatable

results are attainable with existing ambient winds. Nevertheless,
the data obtained with the wind barrier and fan presented in this

report provides useful information about the characteristics of a cabin

fire.

There was significant stratification of heat, smoke, and gases in the

cabin. A temperature-time plot at three symmetry plane elevations

located 35 feet aft of the fire door is shown in Figure 21. At 5 feet

6 inches, near the head of a standing person, the temperature was
considerably higher than at the lower levels, 3 feet 6 inches and
1 foot, closer to the head of a crawling person. For example, a

temperature of 200°F was reached in 30 seconds at 5 feet 6 inches

versus 2-1/2 minutes for the same temperature at 3 feet 6 inches.

The cooler region near the floor is extensive, as evidenced by the two

lower-level curves which are practically coincident over the first

several minutes. This qualitative behavior appears to prevail

through the cabin.

A better indication of the amount of heat stratification is provided by
a vertical temperature profile. Such a symmetry plane profile at a

station 3 5 feet aft of the fire is found in Figure 22 at various times

into the test. At this station the hot ceiling gas layer extended at

least 2-1/2 feet below the ceiling for the first 2 minutes of the test.
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By 3 minutes the hot gases were clearly extending closer to the floor

(note profile change at height of 3 feet and 6 inches between 2 and 3

minutes). Although only four data points were available to construct

each profile, to some degree it appears as if the cabin environment is

divided into two regions - a hot zone extending downward from the

ceiling and a cool zone near the floor. To a first approximation, a

two- zone model may be a good way of mathematically treating a cabin

fire.

Figure 23 shows the carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration history at 2

symmetry plane elevations located 35 feet aft of the fire. The CO2
concentration is slightly higher at 7 feet 11 inches (1 inch below ceiling)

than at 5 feet 6 inches. However, the degree of stratification of CO
was far more significant at this station. The maximum CO concentra-
tion at the ceiling sampling location was approximately 0. 5 percent
(or 5000 ppm). But at 5 feet and 6 inches CO was not detectable instru-

mentally with our gas analyzer (Beckman IR analyzer, Model 864)

which has a threshold detection limit of less than 100 ppm. Thus, it

appears that the degree of stratification of gases may be strongly

related to molecular weight. The amount of oxygen (O2) depletion at

this station was found to be insignificant. As expected, the lowest O2
concentration was detected near the ceiling, but never dropped below
about 18 percent.

The previous discussion has concentrated on the changes in cabin

environmental conditions with time or with vertical distance (stratifica-

tion). However, in a realistic, full-scale fire test article such as the

C-133, one expects and measures severe environmental changes along

the path from the fire to the point of ventilation into the atmosphere.
Figure 24 is a symmetry plane plot of the ceiling air temperature
against distance from the fire, at various times into the test. Tremen-
dous thermal gradients are evident with the greatest change occurring
near the fire. Two characteristics of the thermal gradients are note-

worthy. First, at any point in time during the test, the ceiling temper-
ature at the fire is about 500 - 700°F higher than at the exhaust door.

Secondly, the ceiling anywhere along the instrumented path is being

exposed to air temperatures increasing at a rate on the order of about

100°F per minute.

For the fuel fire scenario studied, there are three important preliminary
findings with regard to the cabin hazard characteristics:

(1) Significant stratification of heat, smoke, and toxic gases occur
during a cabin fire.
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(2) Heat and smoke individually are more hazardous than carbon
monoxide in a cabin fire dominated by burning fuel.

(3) Oxygen depletion is insignificant if the cabin is ventilated.
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Fig. 4. Ohio State Rate of Heat Release Apparatus
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BRIEF COMMENTS ON FIRE RESEARCH AT THE U. S. BUREAU OF MINES

by

Robert F. Chaiken

Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center
Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Fire represents one of the two most probable causes of major mine
disasters (defined by five or more fatalities) in underground mining in

the United States. Fortunately, the incidence of reportable mine fires
has declined since 1970; however, the potential for a major mine fire
disaster is ever present, as evidenced by the Sunshine silver mine fire
in 1972 where 91 miners perished. In addition to the potential hazards to

underground personnel, fire represents significant production and financial
loss, even today, due to the required sealing of working sections or even
the entire mine.

With the advent of the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, the

U. S. Bureau of Mines has greatly expanded their research and development
activities to improve overall mine safety with fire and explosion preven-
tion being just one aspect of this work. In the fire safety area our
objectives can be categorized in terms of:

1. Regulatory Criteria - Working with the Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA), we evaluate available detection and extinguishment
hardware; evaluate and improve flammability tests for approval and certifi-
cation purposes; evaluate inspection dust sampling techniques, fill gaps
in existing data; demonstrate the feasibility of applying state-of-the-art
fire protection systems to mining; and provide technical backup to MSHA
during accident investigations.

2. Improved Safety Techniques - We search for new methodologies for
detecting flames and incipient fires, seek to develop and justify small-scale
flammability tests by observations of small and full-scale fire tests;
develop f 1 ameproof ing systems and nonflammable materials; develop remote
sealing techniques and criteria for safe re-opening of a mine after a fire;
and seek new extinguishing agents for underground use.

3. Systems Analysis - Determine basic parameters such as quenching
diameter for coal dust-air flames, which determines the applicability of
pneumatic transport of coal; the spontaneous combustion of eastern and
western coals, which relates to the development of mining methods and venti-
lation plans for these future coal mines; the combustibility and toxicity
hazards of mine materials, which relates to the entire spectrum of fire
scaling; the influence of ventilation on mine fires, which relates to the
development of improved analyses of ventilation networks and escape plans.
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It is well beyond the scope of this brief presentation to discuss all

of these fire related R&D activities, but it should be noted that some of
our current research into fire ignition, detection, propagation and extin-
guishment should have direct application to the fire problem in large
office buildings. In many ways an office building does resemble an under-
ground mine with its interconnected system of ventilated rooms and corridors
- generally single level in the case of a coal mine and multilevel in the

case of a metal and non-metal mine. The mine fire hazards may be somewhat
more severe due to the industrial activity that takes place along with
heavy fuel loadings (e.g., timber, oil, plastics and coal itself) and long
and tortuous escape routes. In most instances major fire fighting tech-

j
niques can only be mounted from the surface.

The early detection of fires is believed to be extremely important,
particularly the detection of incipient fire conditions associated with
spontaneous combustion ignitions. The measurement of low levels of CO and
submicron particles combined with multi-tube bundle gas sampling techniques
appears to be a very useful approach in this regard.

The concept of ventilation control of mine fires is also under investi-
gation; however, the propagating mine fire, its spread rate, its heat and
fume production and its effect on mine ventilation is extremely complex.
Combined theoretical and experimental studies of fires in wood and coal lined
tunnels ranging from 1 ft2 to 64 ft2 cross-section are currently being carried out
to identify and quantify the various fire hazards, as well as to develop
appropriate scaling laws for predicting the influence of mine fires on mine
ventilation networks.

A significant aspect of all this fire research is a thorough understand-
ing of the material properties (as distinguished from environmental factors)
that determine the materials' combustibility. To this end, the pyrolysis of
various woods and coals is being investigated under fire-level surface heat flux
(i.e., 1 to 3 cal/cm2-sec) using a laser heating technique. Pertinent
parameters such as the rate of gaseous fuel generation as a function of

incident and absorbed heat flux are determined directly. Such studies
already have given us insight into how to improve the fire resistance of

I wood surfaces.

The progress which has been made in the above fire research is well
i documented in the more than 30 publications which have been prepared by

Bureau investigators since 1969. The reader is cordially invited to contact
the Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center for further details on our
past and current fire research program.
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ABSTRACT

The handy submicron level particle counter using low

output He-Ne laser (unpolarized , 8mW) has been designed for

in situ measurements on the basis of the response calculations

and the experimental checks on factors governing the signal to

noise ratio level. The sideway light scattering system at

right angle is the most available optical system in excluding

the miscellaneous contributions to noise level and the primary

component in enhancing the noise level comes from the carrier

gas. However, the present instrument with 9-steps for channel

isolation is so aligned to minimize the noise level primarily

by reducing the sensing volume in terms of squeezing the beam

diameter and the slit width. When necessary, it can detect the

particulate down to 0.07 jum by controling the nozzle.

Finally, the instrument can actually cover the correct size

distribution from 0.1 to 10 jum without detectable coincidence

loss under the environmental particulate concentration up to

5 x 10^ particulates per cm^.

The high concentration measurement can be acheived up to

1 x 10^-3 particulates/m^ on the basis of a derived equation for

the first order correction of the coincidence loss and cross-

channel sensitivity due to the counting loss, while the critical

concentration of the instrument with a few coincidence loss can

ordinarily reach 5 x 10^ particulates/nP . When applied to the

measurement of polypropylene 1

s smoke, a good coincidence was

obtained between the scattering cross sections from the observed

turbidities and those calculated from the size distribution in

terms of the correction of the coincidence loss and etc. On this

basis, the turbidities of several smokes and their stepwise coa-

gulation are characterized by the change in their size distribu-

tions.
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INTRODUCTION

Light scattering have provided available informations

in determining particle size and particle number concen-

tration for various aerosols and particularily its util-

ity is characterized in situ measurement of the objective

systems continuously and automatically on real time basis.

Generally, the performance of the instrument or the exper-

imental apparatus is governed by the following three char-

acteristics: (1) The resolution power on particle size

and high precision in the resolution. (2) The critical

concentration in excluding the coincidence loss. (3) The

minimum detectable particle size.

Recently, we are enforced to live or work under dust-

polluted environments and those dust within particle size

ranging from 0.05 to 5 ym are generally believed to inter-

act with our lung organs."'' Besides the study in the hy-

gienic field, it seems likely that the study on the size

distribution of aerosols has become the topics in many

fields for the solution of the problems induced by parti-

culates. To satisfy such requisition, the handy instru-

ment available for in situ measurements and of high reso-

lution power with minimum detectable particle size of at

least 0.1 ym is now demanded. The minimum detectable size

of the commercially available particle counters remains

2,3
presently at 0.3 ym ' and therefore, they are insuf-
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ficient to satisfy the minimum limit of the aforesaid need

for the measurement on the size distribution of particulates

ranging from 0.1 to 5 um. The minimum detectable size by

light scattering method reported in the literature up to

1975 is 0.176 Pmi"'
4 ' 5

For the detection of particulates with their size

below 0.176 Um, Schiel had pointed out the possibility in

detecting the particle of polystyrene latex particle down

3
to 0.109 ^m by his apparatus. Gravatt had also suggested

the possibility in detecting particles with diameter rang-

ing from 0.05 to 0.2 ym by attaching his special device

to the apparatus."*" However, in reality, there is no

indication of any literatures reporting the actual de-

tection of very fine particulates of 0.1 Vm diameter by

light scattering method, in so far as my literature sur-

vey is concerned. In 1976, Roth et al. succeded in de-

tecting the very fine particulates of diameter down to

0.07 Vm by their light scattering particle counter using

Ar
+

laser with high power output of 2 W. However, it

seems likely that the state of the art of the apparatus

with Ar
+

laser of such highpowered output must be not

portable and handy. Therefore, the measurement by using

such apparatus intrinsically meet much difficulties for

the in situ measurements of fine particulates in the

actual environments of the fields.
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Part I THE INSTRUMENTATION OF THE OPTICAL COUNTER FOR

SUBMICRON SIZE PARTICULATES.

The purpose of the present research is firstly to ex-

plore the possibility in the development of the techinique

for the portable and handy light scattering particulates

counter which is available for the in situ measurement on

the size distribution of particulates in the actual environ-

ments in every field. Secondaly, to pursue the properties

of combustion dusts from chimney, automotive engine, fire

and etc.

The new particle sizing instrument satisfying the said

requisition is composed on the light source with multimode,

unpolarized He-Ne laser of 8 mW output, the especially desi-

gned scattering cell connected to the flow system for the

sampling, detecting system, and signal processing system

with nine channels for the illustration of the size-distri-

bution. The minimum detectable size of this counter is pre-

sently set to achieve submicron size detection down to 0.1

jsm and to illustrate the size distribution of particulates

covering 0.1 to 10 jam in diam. Therefore, the present coun-

ter is available for determining the size distribution of

particulates in situ and their monitoring in the actual

environments covering every fields such as the monitoring

of dusts in semiconductor factory, computer room, air pollu-

tion by engine dust or by fall-out from factory chimney, the

smokes in the earlier stage of the fire in the building and

tunnels where the behaviours of small particulates are con-

cerned.

The present investigation is pursued by taking steps
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of the following four phases of studies: (1) Theoreti-

cal consideration regarding the evaluation on the magni-

tude of factors contributing to S/N ratio in the light

scattering particle sizing instrument, (2) Improvements

on the promotion of S/N ratio, (3) Instrumentation . and

the experimental check on the precision in the perform-

ance of the instrument by using standard uniform latex

particles, (4) In situ measurements on the size distri-

bution of combustion dusts of various relative refractive

indices in different actual environments of the fields and

the evaluation on their precisions.

I. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Numerical Computation

The scattering intensities from single spherical par-

ticles of diameter ranging from 0.1 to 10 ym are computed

on the basis of the Mie theory for various refractive in-

7 8
dices m. ' The scattering intensity I(r, 6 ,^) at obser-

vation point P(r, 9 from single spherical particles

with m by linearly polarized plane wave in x-direction and

with wave vector in z-direction is given by

2 2 2
I = I

o
[a,m,6)sin <f> + i2(a,m,0)cos /kr (1)

where, I , a , D ,
A, k, i., , and i n , is the intensity of

o p 1 2

the incident light, the size parameter (= ttD /X ), the par-

ticle diameter, the wavelength of the incident light, the
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wave number (=2tt/A) , and the dimensionless intensity

function composed of spherical Bessel and associated Le-

gendre functions and their first derivatives, respective-

ly. The ratio I/I means the differential scattering

cross section and its normalized function F is represented

by

2 2
F(a,m,6,^) = i- (a,m,9)sin & + (a ,m, 9) cos <b .

The numerical computation on the function F is pur-

sued regarding the following two items for various m; (1)

angular dependence of F, (2) particle size dependence of

F. The computed results regarding item (1) is illustrat-

ed in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) taking m and Dp as parameters at

A of 0.6328 urn and 6 of 0°
,

90°, respectively. Those re-

sults regarding item (2) is illustrated in Fig. 2, taking

6, <t>, and m as parameters at A of 0.6328 um.

B. Signal To Noise Ratio

The most important characteristics governing the per-

formance of particulates counter by single particle light

scattering method is its minimum detectable particle size

and the signal to noise ratio is deeply concerned with the

improvement in this precision of the instrument. It is

generally believed that the first factor governing S/N

ratio is one on the detector which transforms the scatter-

ed light from particulates to electric signal. As the
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Scattered light from small particulate is generally very-

feeble, it is recommended to select the photomultiplier

tube (PMT) preferentially among many kinds of photo-

electric detector. When the preamplifier with equivalent

resistance R is connected to the anode of PMT , the

power of S/N ratio at the anode of PMT is given by the

following equation taking the reduced noise the preampli-

fier at the input into consideration;

and AB is the planck constant, the light velocity, the

elementary charge, the Boltzmann constant, the intensity

component incident to PMT for the scattered light from

the single particle, the intensity component as the back-

ground, the intensity component incident to PMT among the

Rayleigh scattered light from air molecules in the scatter

ed volume, the quantum efficiency at the surface of the

cathode vs incident light with wave length of A, the

current amplication, the average dark current from the

surface of cathode, the noise figure of PMT, the noise

figure of preamplifier (PA) , the temperature at the equi-

valent resistance, the overall bandwidth at the anode of

PMT. The intensity of the scattered light incident to

h <3)
p

where h, c, e, k. P.
is
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PMT or P in Eq. (3) is given by

P
is - U (4)

where the integration is pursued around the region as de-

termined by the solid angle ft of the collecting optical

system of the scattered light. Similar integrations are

pursued for P and P . As the minimum detectable size of
a K

the particle is given by the one of the particle which

can provide P. with S/N ratio as equal to 1, we have to
is

enlarge signal components in the numerator of the quotient

in Eq. (3) as well as to reduce the magnitude of the sum

of each contributions of the noise in the denominator for

the purpose of obtaining the least minimum detectable size

of the instrument.

C. Signal Components

As the signal component in the denominator of the

quotient in left hand side of Eq. (3) is given as the product

of P_^
s
multiplied by i~A , we have to enlarge the contribution

of both term simultaneously for the deduction of S/N ratio.

The elevation in the magnitude of P. is concerned with
° is

following improvements; (1) The use of the high output

light source. (2) Squeezing of light beam to obtain high

illuminating intensity. (3) Reduction of the attenuation

of the intensity due to the optical system. (4) Collection

of the strong forwards scattered light. (5) Widening of
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the solid angle for the collection of the scattered

1 i ght

.

To satisfy the said requisitions item (l) and (2),

He-Ne laser of 8 mW output is used by squeezing the beam

diameter to 100 (J.m, which will provide ca. 10 W/cm as the

intensity of the incident light. The use of the high

output laser is not necessarily recommended for the

present objective in making the instrument portable for

the in situ measurement of particulate system in the

actual environments of the fields, in so far as the re-

quired lower limit for the measurements of the objective

system remains above 0.07 Um. For tne present objective,

the forwards light scattering system is also not necessari-

ly recommended except the case where the refractive indices

of particulate possess the greater contribution from the

imaginary part. The details will be referred to in the

succeeding discussions. The requisition regarding items (3)

and (5) should be sufficed generally. The second term in

promoting the level of the signal component is which will be

deeply concerned with the gain in the photo response of the

material used in the cathode of PMT vs the wavelength of the

light incident to PMT. The preferable cathode material of

PMT for He-Ne laser lieht source is given by the litarature.

D. Noise Components

The noise compoments constituting the denominator in
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the quotient in Eq . (3) are classified into the following

three, taking those from PMT and its PA as the primary ones

for the criteria of S/N ratio: (l) The noise component

issued by the fluctuations of incident light to PMT, (2)

The noise component issued intrinsically from PA.

The noise in (l) is constituted by the following ones;

(a) The fluctuations in the signal light incident to PMT

([the first term in the denominator of the quotient in the

Eq» (3)3* (h) Those in the stray light (the second term).

(c) Those in Rayleigh scattered light from air molecules

(the third term).

The noise in (2) are composed of the following ones;

(d) The fluctuation in the primary electron emission from

photo cathode in PMT. (e) The fluctuation in the emission

of the secondary electrons by avalanche at dynodes of PMT.

(f) The fluctuation in the dark current (the fourth term).

The noise in (l) includes intrinsically the contri-

butions by (d) and (e), and the noise in (f) is superim-

posed doubly by the contribution by (e).

So far there was no indication of any literaxu^.--

explicitly referring to the analysis on the cause of S/N

ratio for particulates counter particularily on the con-

tributions as far as possible. The details in each con-

tribution from (c) item which will govern the magnitude of

S/N ratio ultimately after excluding other contributions
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as far as possible. The details in each contribution to

S/N ratio are discussed in the followings:

The first term based on Pig : This comes from the

fluctuation in the signal light among other noises in the

incident lights to PMT and hence can not be eliminated

intrinsically any other external means.

The second term based on Pq : This term is particu-

larly concerned with the merit in the improvements on

the S/N ratio of the actual instrument. The stray light

incident to PMT is analyzed to be composed of each element

in the next equation:

P^ = P +P.+P + P + P . (5)B o L op e t

where P
q

comes from the contribution of the external light

into the system, P^ comes from the scattered light from

the window of the light source, P comes from the dif-6 op

fracted and reflected portion of the incident light and

deflected of incident . light by refraction depending on the

configuration of each elements composing the optical system

and sometimes due to the rough alignment of the optical

system causing small deflection of the optical path, P
&

comes from the scattered light of each optical element,

P comes from the reflected light from the optical traps

and is depending on the configuration of the traps in the

system and their shape. Therefore, the overall Pg at PMT

is governed by the mode of incidence of each elementary
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light to PMT which depends on the selection of light

source, utilized scattering angle, configuration of each

optical elements in the illuminating system, the cell and

collecting system of scattered light including the light

source in the alignment, particular! ly on the composition

and geometrical structure of cell system.

The result from the analysis of factors governing the

overall contribution of stray lights will suggest the

possibility in reducing Pg to its minimum by introducing

new devices to each optical elements and the new alignment

of the optical system.

As the exclusion of noises from the external stray

light by light chopping method can not be principally appli-

cable for the optical particle counter, the external light

rejection of PMT housing box is pursued so as to make the

rejection state obsecure to the photoresponse curve of PMT.

This is achieved feasibly by constructing the completely

closed housing system enveloping the cell adjoined to PMT

housing which reject the penetration of any light except

the incident window for the incident light by blackened

outer surface without any gap.

P^ and P^ are primarily due to the scattered light

from the glass itself of the optical elements in the system

including the one from the window of the light source and

also due to the scattered light from the dusts adhered to
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their surface. The former can not be reduced intrinsically,

while the latter can be eliminated by cleaning though tempo-

rarily. Consequently, some cautions should be taken for the

construction of device to minimize the latter contribution

and particularily , for the cell system to exclude the adhe-

sion of the flowing particulates system to the inner wall of

the cell. The aforementioned completely closed housing en-

veloping the optical system for the rejection of external

light will also work to exclude the intrusion of dust inside

the said housing and thus prevent the adhesion of dust on

the surface of each element except the cell and the inlet

window. For the prevention of the adhesion of particulates

flowing inside the cell, air curtain by the filtered circula-

ting air is employed to insulate the inner wall from the

flowing particulates.

For the detection of PQp , the elaborate cautions have

been taken especially for the alignment of optical system to

minimize the contribution of the reflected light from each

element particularly from the wall of cell confronting the

incident beam when a laser is used as the light source.

Pt comes from the reflected light from the light trap

confronting the incident beam by the insufficient absorp-

tion due to the inadequate configuration and structure of

the trap in the optical sytem. The most preferable location
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and structure of the optical trap depends generally on the

design of the optical alignment, utilized scattering angle,

and the structure of measuring cell. Rayleigh horn per

attached to the cell is concluded to be very effective for

laser light source.

The th i rd term : P^ is concerned with the scattered

light from illuminated air molecules ill the sensing volume

and is proportional to the product of the integrated

Rayleigh scattering cross section CJ^ of a single air

molecule by the number of air molecules N in the sensing

volume V . The integrated Rayleigh scattering cross

section of air molecules with respect to (u
, A.,, in V isr

c Rt s

given by

°Rt = °R
N

= VV k
B
T

' < 6 >

where p is the cell pressure, kg is the Boltzmann const-

ant, T is tne temperature of air molecules within the

cell, and b} is the light collecting solid angle, respec-

tively

-13 2
The mumerical value of CT^ is given by 4 x 10 cm

,

taking V
g

as 1.13 x 10
3

cm
2

, p as 1.013 x 105 Pa, T as

-29 2
273 K, and aDi as 1.4 x 10 cm /0.5 str. for nitrogen

Ht
10

gas.

The theoretical integrated scattering cross section

O at W corresponding to Q is illustrated in Fig. 3 as
s c

a function of the particulate diameter D where the case
P
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A is concerned vith the forwards scattering, B and C are

concerned with the sideway scattering around right nnyle

with l.he same collecting solid angle. The linearly

polarized laser light, is presumed regarding incident light

for case C, where is taken as 0.5 str. equally ond the

numerical value of in the aforesaid estimation is

marked laterally hy the dotted line as a reference level

in Fig. 3. On the above conditions, the numerical value

of O is given to be smaller than the numerical value of
s

. This means theoretically that the signal light from

the particulate of 0.1 \i m diameter is covered underneath

the Rayleigh scattered light of the environmental air

molecules regarding the larger of the instrument, even

if other components of P_ can be excluded completely.

Therefore, to attain the minimum detectable diameter of

0.1 |i m or below 0.1 f;m, following condition °^^-^
s

should

be realized for the optical system of the instrument.

To achieve the deduction of fit on ^ne Rft sis D f Eq

.

(6), following methods are pursued; (l) the reduction of

pressure within the cell by evacuation, (2) the reduction

of sensing volume V by minimizing the width of the slit

placed in front of PMT and by squeezing the diameter of

the incident beam by the objective lens per attached to the

light source, (3) the simultaneous use of both methods.

The details in the preferential choice of the method
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among them will be referred to in the succeeding section

regarding the test results.

On this point of view, the possibility in detecting

the particulate diameter smaller than 0.1 urn is examined

regarding the present He-Ne laser light source of 8 mW

output. As results, the minimum detectable size is ob-

tained to be 0,07 pm with S/N ratio of ca. 3 by squeezing

the beam diameter to 25 pm (1.6 x 10^ V/cm2), the slit

width to 50 urn and by setting the sampling flow rate as

33.3 cm 3/sec

.

The fourth term I^ t In so far as we presume S/N ratio

to be sim
t

" - concerned with the selection of PMT, and

therefore represent the noise component coming from PMT

as solely contributing to the S/N ratio of the system,

(S/N)
p

in Eq.(3) where F
p

= 6/(6- l) and 6 means the

average secondary electron emission ratio per dynode.

Consequently, the preferable feature of PMT required for

the present system remains good enough only to posses, the

higher value of 6 and the lower value of Ip where the

latter can be achieved by narrowing the area of the cathode

exposed bv the incident light. For example, the area of

the cathode of the presently available PMT remains to be

within 8 cm x 5 cm.

The fifth term : This contribution comes from the noise

in PA. Its magnitude measured at the output of PA is redu-
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ced to the one at the input and finally represented by

the reduced value as coming from the cathode of PMT . As

the current amplification of PMT amounts generally up to

the order of 10^, the contribution of this term is usual-

ly very small and therefore can be neglected.

E. Selection of the Scattering Method

The location of the light collecting system in the

instrument governs the S/N ratio of the system, and there-

fore the selection of the scattering method is also one

of the important factors which are concerned with the

level of the minimum detectable diameter of the parti-

culate for the instrument. Particularly, in the case of

laser light source where the contribution of P and P to
e t

the S/N ratio of the system are enhanced, the levels of

their magnitudes are governed by the selection of the

scattering method for the system concerned. The available

locations of the light collecting system in the particle

counter are usually classified into the following three;

the forwards type, sideway one, and backwards one.

Criteria on the level of stray light contributing the

S/N ratio of the system are pursued by the comparison on

the level of the noises, the signal light, and the vari-

ant range of characteristics to each scattering method

for the measurement of particulate distribution from 0.1
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to 10 urn regarding each scattering method. Particula-

rity, the detailed check are pursued hetween the for-

wards and the sideway collecting angle from 0.5° to 25.5

and 90° ± 2
r>°. The evaluation on the preference in re-

ducing P^ and P^ levels is pursued between both methods

as the first criterion relating to S/N ratio of the in-

strument which governs the level of the minimum detec-

table particulate size. The situation of the stray

light in the forwards scattering method is as follows;

(l) The intergrated intensity of scattered lights from

miscellaneous dusts adhered to the surface of each

element in the optical system is strongest in the pro-

pagating direction of the incident laser beam, (2)

Their components incident to PMT depend on another

soild angle which is determined by the peep angle of

PMT and the geometrical configuration of the optical

system, (3) The setting of the effective optical trap

is technically difficult due to the geometrical position

of light collecting lens system vs the direction of in-

cident beam.

As for the situation of stray light in the sideway

scattering method, the angular distributions of the in-

tensity of scattered lights from the dusts adhered to

each element composing the optical system are suggested
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by those as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, follow-

ing situations are presumed for the noises caused by

miscellaneous stray light; (l) The noise component

incident to PMT is expected to be small vs the level

of stray light from the dust as in the case of for-

wards scattering method. (2) As the light collect-

ing system is placed at right angle to the direction

of incident light, the technique in setting the good

optical trap for the incident beam is geometrically

very feasible when compared to the former method.

(3) Provided that some higher level of stray light

is still expected in the cell by the back reflection

of the strong incident beam from the Rayleigh horn

which is attached to the cell confronting the direction

of incident beam, the opportunity of its direct in-

cidence to PMT is very few for this method. Further-

more, another optical trap can be piaced to the cell

additionally confronting the location of light col-

lecting system for the elimination of the background

level caused by multiple stray light. Therefore, the

considerable lowering of P^ level and particularity

the extreme deduction of P^ level can be expected by

latter method when the strong incident beam is provided

by laser light source.

The difference between the modes in the D de-
P
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pendence of of both methods is pursued as the second

criterion on the selection of the scattering method.

On the basis of the computed results of the numerical

values of 0
g

in Fig. 3, it seems likely that there is

no indication of any remarkable difference between the

change of O
g

vs for the forwards scattering method

and the one for the sideway one regarding the parti-

culate diameter below 0.2 (im. This means no indication

of any superiority between of the former and the

one of the latter method for the detection of small

particulate of diameter below 0.2 [lm. The third cri-

terion on the selection of scattering method is concern-

ed with the superiority in the precision of determining

the size distribution of particulate system with par-

ticulate diameter ranging from 0.1 to 10 (im where the

greatly variant range of the order for the change of

Cs expected. Excluding the cases where the refractive in-

dices of particles possess the greater contribution from

the imaginary part, the range of the order of the numeric-

ally computed values of Og is from 10~6 to 10~13 in the

former method corresponding to the range of particle dia-

meter from 0.1 jum to 10 ^im, while the said range of crs in

the latter method remains within the comparatively smaller

range from 10~ 9 to 10" 1^.

As the variant range of Og needs the corresponding

width in the dynamic range of PA the lower the objective

level of the minimum diameter is,
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the higher preamplif ication is needed for the instru-

mentation. Although the use of logarithmic amplifier

seems likely to settle the trouble in the amplification

electrotechnically , this results in the lowering of

the resolving power for the precise detection of small

particulate in aerosol system with the wide range of

distribution for the particulate diameter. Therefore,

the scattering method with narrower variation range

of <r

g
vs the size distribution of particulate system

is intrinsically preferable for the detection of small

particulate distributed among the bigger ones.

F. Theoretical Requisitions

Finally, on the basis of the conclusions of each

item of the theoretical consideration, following con-

ditions should be taken into consideration for the in-

strumentation of the submicron size particle counter;

(1) The noise level due to P should be below the one
n

coming from the dark current of PMT or at least should

remain within the same order of the level.

(2) Provided that the condition (1) is satisfied, o
g

should be larger than <? for the detection of the
Rt

small particulate with diameter of 0.1 um or below

0.1 jum.

(3) Sideway scattering method is at most preferable
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to suffice the condition (l) and (2). Hence, it is

bettor for the detection of small particulates with

their diameter below 0.1 ^im among the distribution of

oilier bigger particulates in the environmental system.

II. INSTRUMENT

A. Target of the Instrumentation

Following items are the targets regarding the per-

formance of the actually operating portable submicron

size particulate counter; (l) Detection of small par-

ticulate with diameter of 0.1 jam, (2) High resolution in

the detection of particle diameter covering the wide

range from 0.1 to 10 fan. (3) High precision in particle

counting in each divided region of particle system. The

development of the technique to attain the first target

has been made possible along the guideline in the theo-

retical consideration. Before entering into the approach

for the means to attain the second and the third target

of the instrumentation, the overall explanation on the

composition of the instrument will be introduced for the

feasible understanding of the problems concerned there.

B. Composition

The actually operating instrument has been construct-

ed by taking those results from the theoretical survey
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into consideration. The outline of the state of the art

and the performance of the present instrument are summa-

rized in Table I. The overall composition of the instru-

ment is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 4. The

cross sectional view of the light scattering cell is

illustrated in Fig. 5. He-Ne laser SP-model 078-1 with

its state the art in Table I is used as the light source.

The scattering method is the sideway one at 90° objective

lens in the illuminating system and adjusted so as to

posses 100 nm diameter at the center of the cell. The

light collecting system is composed of two mutually facing

camera lenses, one narrow slit with its width of 100 jzm

and PMT in the housing tightly per attached to the cell.

Each element in the system is so aligned with center of

yz-cross section of the sensing volume and with the other

focal point on xz-plane including the aperture of the

slit by taking the z-axis to the propagating direction

of the incident beam and the aperture of the slit exactly

to x-direction. The realized solid angle of light col-

lection is 0.5 str. with semi angle of 25°. The material

of photoelectric cathode of PMT is S-20. The type of the

optical trap per attached to the cell is the glass Ray-

leigh horn with high reflective inner surface by clean-

ing and with black coated outer surface by high light

absorptive paint. The output pulse height at the PA
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is displayed digitally after the -treatment via the signal

processing circuit.

The sampling is pursued by the collection of the

objective, aerosol through the inlet of the flow system to

the cell. After ihe size measurement within the cell,

Die sample is send back to the environment by the air

suction pximp after passing by the reservoir 1, the filt-

er, and the flowmetwe 1. However, ca. 60a of the suction-

ed volume is introduced to the reservoir 2 and feeded

back to the cell again after passing by the flowmeter 2.

The particulates in the feedback flow to the cell are

filtered off completely and the clean up flow functions

as an air curtain to prevent the contact of the

introduced flow to the inner wall by sorrounding the

flow of the new sample from the nozzle marked as 9 in

Fig. 5 and thus reject the stain of the inner wall of the

cell. The function of the small conical hood marked as

8 in Fig. 5 and per attached to the incident .window 1 of

the cell is to perturb the inflow of the suctioned sample

there by pressure difference and thus effectively exclude

the stain of incident window 1.

By these particular design and attachment, the stain

of the inner surface of the cell is effectively rejected

vs the higher concentration of particulates in the samples

from the polluted environments.
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Tlie attenuation in the transmittance at the incident window

and exit window of the signal light is reduced by the

coaling of anti-refleeting film on their surfaces vs the

wave length of 0.6328 |J m of Hc-Ne laser light.

C. Rejection State of Stray Lights

The situation in the rejection of miscellaneous stray

lights is as follows; The rejection of purely external

light P^ is pursued by enclosing the whole optical system

with the blackened housing box tightly. The contribut-

ion of stray light from laser tube P
g

to PMT is rejected

by the nozzle 9 in Fig. 5 and so are for P^ from each ele-

ment composing optical system. The contribution from the

reflection of the incident beam is almost eliminated by

the Rayleigh horn 1 marked as 3 in Fig. 5 and the reject-

ion of the reflected light from Rayleigh horn 1 is attain-

ed by the hood marked as 10 in Fig. 5, even though the

contribution of that component is weak. Rayleigh horn

2 marked by 5 in Fig. 5 will work to eliminate the multi-

ple scattered light. The noise level of each stray light

by this composition of optical system will be referred

to in the succeeding section regarding the test results.

D. Electronics
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The approach to the second target for the realiza-

tion of the actually available instrument of the said

performance is achieved by the following throe means on

the basis of the fund amenta 1 mechanism of the counter;

(l) Bisection of the covering range of particulate dia-

meter from 0,1 to 10 pm into Range I (0.1 to 0.5 pm) and

Range II (0.5 to 10 urn) at particulate diameter of 0.5

pm corresponding to the allowable dynamic range of PA

in determining the particulate diameter with high resolu-

tion. (2) The squeezing of beam diameter by the lens

in the illuminating system for the size determination of

particulates in- Range I and recovering the original beam

diameter by taking off the lens from the illuminating

system for the size determination of particulate in Range

II. (3) Alternative measurements on each diameter of

particulate and their mimber in the objective system by

the switch of the channels belonging to Range I and Range

II at a constant interval of time usually taking 60 sec.

for the dilute concentration of particulate.

The Tightness in the bisection of the range of

particulate at 0.5 nm is justified by the situation in

the change of <JS vs D
p

in curve C of Fig. 3. The optical

bisection of ca. six figures range of a s
into each three

figures at q, of 0.5 pm fits the allowed dynamic range of

PA within three figures in the corresponding bisection
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of six figures dynamic range of PA on the electronic cir-

cuit side.

Even though the use of logarithmic PA seems likely

to bo effective for this objective superficially, this

loses the accm-acy in the resolution of particulate

liameter among their wide distribution and hence is not

available for the present objective. It should be mention-

ed that this bisection of the range of particulate diameter

is only possible for the side way scattering method where

the covering range of O
s stays within six figures cor-

responding to the size distribution from 0.1 to 10 um.

This type of bisection is not applicable for forwards

scattering method on the basis of the reason that the

figures of the coresponding dynamic range of PA exceeds

three figures and can not stay within the allowed dynamic

range of PA. Therefore, high order section more than

trisection is needed for this type of scattering method

to maintain the same accuracy in the resolution of parti-

culate diameter.

The requisition on the bisectional measurement of size

for particulate system with a wide distribution of their

sizes is also issued by the following reason; As the

number concentration of bigger particulate in Range II

is generally much lower than the one of smaller particu-

late in Range I, a greater counting error is expected to
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be inevitable for particulates in Range II, unless the

sensing volume is not enlarged by expanding the beam dia-

meter of the incident light. Hence, the present mecha-

nism is designed so as to remove the lens system for the

measurement of particulate in Range II during the alter-

native measurements of those in range I and Range II sepa-

rately at a constant time interval and the electronic cir-

cuits per attached to the system are provided to satisfy

the requisition.

As the third target, to realize the instrumentation

available for the in situ determination of the size dis-

tribution, channel isolation of the range of particulate

diameter is pursued by dividing the objective range from

0.1 to 10 m into the appropriate number of sections de-

pending on the need for the precision of the results.

The principle of the present channel isolation is illust-

rated in Fig. 6 regarding the designation of signal pulses

into a channel corresponding to a given range of parti-

culate diameter. The actual circuit is composed of n
c

number of EX OR elements forthe selective picking up of

the signal pulses by EX OR in the neighboring comparators

among n number of parallely connected ones and as ment-

ionpd above, the number of n can be given preferably, de-
c

ponding on the need for the precision. In reality, nine
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channels are employed for the present instrumentation

alloting four channels for Range I and five channels for

Range 11, respectively vhere four figures digital display

is supplied for each channel. Counting time is exchang-

able by eight steps from 1 to 600 sec, depending on the

number concentration of the particulates corresponding

to each range in the objective systems and synchronized

with the switching between Range I and Range II. The

electronic circuits for this purpose are so designed to

exclude those contributions from the extraordinary bigger

particles with diameters larger than the programmed upper

limit of particle diameter, presently 10 flm. It is also

designed to close the channels for the unneeded ranges

and to allot these resting channels to the needed ranges,

if necessary.

After eliminating the contribution of Pg by means of

the methods mentioned previously, the primary component

governing the S/N ratio of this instrument comes irom

the noise induced by Rayleigh scattering of the carrier

gases. This has been expected by the theoretical survey

in the foregoing section and will be certified by the ex-

perimental results in the succeeding section. This noise

component based on the Rayleigh scattered light is issued

as the random pulses from the output of PA. The order of

contribution of this pulse is estimated to be 3 nA as
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the average current reduced at the anode of PMT, as will

be referred to in the test results of the succeeding

section. Including this background level, the S/N

ratio defined by the mean pulse height illustrated very

low value of 1.5 regarding the signal light of polysty-

rene latices with diameter of 0.109 nm. To exclude the

noise from P , the noise pulse rejection circuit is em-
K

ployed in the present instrument. As P induced by Ray-

leigh scattered light incident to PMT is presumed to be

induced by Poisson process, the interval, the width, and

the height of this noise pulse is random and is on the

average ca. 200 nsec, 1 //sec, and 30 mV, respectively.

The average current of this noise is of 3 nA. On the

other hand, the width and height of the signal pulse

from polystyrene latices of 0.109 nm diameter is AO fisec

.

(constant) and 45 mV, respectively. Obvious difference

is recognized between the quality of the pulse from the

carrier gas and the one from the particulate. Taking

advantage of the difference in the pulse width parti-

cularly, the noise pulse can be eliminated by the cir-

cuit in Fig. 7, where the noise pulse of analogous nature

is transformed to digital one by comparater and then eli-

minated by logic circuit.

E. Method of Error Reduction
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The criteria here are primarily concerned with the

error in the counting of signal pulses from the authen-

tically ideal particulates system without any size dis-

tribution. Hence, the error concerned here is presumed

to be basically caused by the fluctuation in the height

of the signal pulse coming from the ideal particulates

of a given diameter. As the result of the experimental

checks, it is clarified that among many causes of the

fluctuation in the pulse height, the non-uniformity in

the special distribution of the illuminating beam is

remarkably concerned with the problem. The mentioned

uniformity is particularly requested for the present

case where the diameter of the illuminating beam is design

ed to be extremely narrower than the one of the coaxially

flowing aerosol flux. For the confrontation of this

cause, the unpolarized multimode laser with uniform

spatcial distribution of light intensity is employed in-

stead of the single mode one. The second cause of the

fluctuation in the pulse height of the signal light is

the non-uniformity in the areal sensitivity of PMT.

The confrontation of the cause is achieved by receiving

the scattered light fully on the light receiving surface

even to its periphery. The reason why the unpolarized

laser is preferably employed is due to the following:

The variation width of the theoretically fluctuating
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O becomes different depending on whether the incident

light is polarized or unpolarized above the particle dia-

meter of 1 um and the smaller variation width is given

for \inpolarized light as illustrated in Fig, 3.

Since the multivalued dismeter of the corresponing

particles is presumed theoretically for a given value

of cr
g> it seems likely that some error vill be imposed

principally on the counting by the selection of the nine

channel corresponding to a given height of the signal

pulse regarding the size determination for those particu-

lates with diameters bigger than 1.0 um. However, it

should be mentioned that O g changes vs Dp in Pig. 3

illustrating the repeated small fluctuation in its slov-

ly promoting level with a short interval vs the promo-

tion of Dp in the range above 1 um and the present channel

isolation by nine steps in total is adjusted to possess

a considerably wide range for each channel in the section-

ing of bigger particle diameter from 1 to 10 pm by four

steps. Therefore, equal opportunity is almostly endowed

between the counting of the pulse height from particles

of smaller diameters erroneously as belonging to the

bigger diameter channel and the one of the larger diameter

as belong to the smaller one regarding the case where

the actual pulse height lays close to the oritical one

on the border, say 4 pm in the sectioning of the channel.
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In reality, the results can represent sufficiently the true pat-

terns in the distribution of sizes of artificially composed aerosol

systems or can reflect the actual size distribution of aerosols in

the environmental system.

F. Coincidence

The coincidence effect can be described generally by the ex-

pression c = c
q

exp(-y), where is the true number concentration

of aerosol systems and c the measured one. The dimensionless

variable y is given by y = c
0^s*^

^n ^ e ^asis °^ these relations,

the true number concentration c
q

is obtained by taking the first

order coincidence losses correction;

c =-(l/V )-ln {l-YI i) , where T7, the coincidence loss,
o s * 1

(,

For example, provided that and T}^ is given as 7.85 x 10

3 -5 3
cm , Vfo respectively for Range I and 7.85 x 10 cm , Vfo respec-

5 -3
tively for Range II, c

q
is given as 1.35 x 10 cm for the former

3 -3
and 1.3 x 10 cm for the latter range, respectively. The at-

6 3 4 3
tainable c of the instrument is ca. 2 x 10 cm and 1 x 10 cm

o

for each range respectively using second order coincidence loss

calculation. The said c
q

level is the highest particulates con-

centration level of the environmental pollutants so far obtained,

as will be illustrated in Fig. 14 of the succeeding section.

IE TEST RESULTS

A. Reduction Method of CJ
K"t

The possibility in the reduction of was dicussed by three

different approaches in the previous section.
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Hence, the selection of the actually available method

with the least has been pursued on the basis of ex-

perimental checks on the predictions in the foregoing

disscussions

.

Firstly, following experimental checks is pursued

on the possibility by the reduction of cell pressure.

The situations of the generation of pulses from the

polystyrene latices are observed in terms of the change

of the output at PA by varying the cell pressure from

2 3
6.67 x 10 to 2.67 x 10 Pa. Although the uniformity

should be expected intrinsically in the height and width

of the generated pulse from these ideal-like particles ,

very extreme non-uniformity in the pulse height is

observed by the reduction of cell pressure, in reality.

This is presumably due to the following reasons:

The velocity of the particulate stream from the narrow

nozzle in the cell is extremely accelerated and exceeds

100 m/sec by the reduction of cell pressure, when keeping

the same sampling rate of 60 l/hr as before at ordinary

pressure. Hence, the reduction of cell pressure makes

the flow of particulates turbulent and unstable besides

the accumulation of dissipated particulates in the adjoin-

ed vortex flow within the cell. The former causes the

irregularity in the narrowing of the width and the lower-
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ing of height of the signal pulses detected at PMT, in

so far as the same time constant as those at ordinary

cell pressure is maintained for the resolution of the

signal. Besides, those particulates in the adjoined flow

causes the stain of the cell wall which increases P0p.

The reforming of the time constant needs the multip-

lication of electric circuits and this makes the instru-

ment not portable and hence not available for the in situ

measurement of aerosols in various environments of the

actual fields.

The photograph in Fig. 8 is an example illustrating

the horizontally visualized flow of incense smoke within

the evacuated cell in terms of the tomb by the extremely

thin and flattened laser beam ellipticitized through the

cylindrical lenses. The highly concentrated flow of ill-

uminating smokes along the center of the blackened back

ground of jet flow and the layered smoke motion along the

adjoined vortex within the cell are observed there.

It is concluded that, neverthless the reduction of

cell pressure is intrinsically preferable for the de-

tection of very fine particulates, this method is not

applicable to the present objective with the minimum

detectable size of 0.1 urn but it should be followed up

for the development of the instrument with the objective

minimum detectable size less than 0.07 um.
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Hence, the next possibility of the second approach by-

minimizing the sensing volume V
g

is explored at ordinary

cell pressure. As results, 7.85 x 10"^ crn^ is obtained

for Vs by squeezing both the beam diameter and the slit

width to 100 pm. This value of V
g

is three figures smaller

than the usual ones cited in the literatures^" and provides

the good uniformity in the height of the signal pulse is-

sued by the standard aerosol from Dov polystyrene latices

(0.109 urn)

„

The mentioned difficulty in the first approach can

not be avoided in the third approach in terms of the

combination of the former method by the reduction of cell

pressure vith the latter method and therefore, the third

one is abandoned presently. Hence, it is concluded that

the available method among the aforesaid three ones is

presently the second one in terms of minimizing the sens-

ing volume at ordinary cell pressure.

B. Noise Level by Pg and

The actual noise level of the present instrument is

measured. The average level of the total shot noise cur-

rent 1^ collected at anode of PMT is expressed as 1-^ =

Ij)^ + Ig + Ij^, where Ij^ is the average level of the

dark current, Ig and 1^ is the level of the shot noise

current by the background light Pg, and by the Rayleigh
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scattered light P
, respectively. I and I c is intrinsi-

K R o

cally constant vs the change in cell presure p, but IDK

is considered to be strongly dependent on p by Eq . (6).

The linear promotion in the level of I vs the change of

3
p in the range from 0 to 1.33 x 10 Pa is illustrated in

Fig. 9. Therefore, the cut on the ordinate by the

straight line is considered to be equal to I_. + I„ and
DA S

ID is linearly proportional to p. Regarding the eval-

uation of these by the separate experiment with another

PMT and with the sensing volume as much smaller than the

one in Fig. 9, 1^, is obtained' as 0.04 nA while I is° DA t

obtained as 3.04 nA and 0.14 nA at 1.013 x 10 5 Pa and

3
3.33 x 10 Pa respectively. Particularily , a smaller

slope is obtained for the increase of I vs p. There-
R

fore, the smaller the sensing volume, the smaller I_ is
R

obtained. At ordinary cell pressure, I , I , and I
R DA o

_o
is obtained as 3.0 nA, 0.04nA and 1.4 x 10 nA re-

spectively. Therefore, very small noise level of P is
B

realized vs the level of I_. where I . is small enough
DA DA °

for I even if I is reduced by squeezing the sensing
R R

volume for the present instrument.

C. Correspondence among Theoretical and Observed Values

The precision in the detection of particulate dia-

meter is pursued by the exactness in the coincidence of
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the theoretical behaviors of <r
s vs D

p
with the experi-

mental one on the basis of the change in the pulse

height vs Dp where the pulse heights of aerosols from

various polystyrene latices are reduced to the integrat-

ed cross sections by taking both the signal height and

the theoretical integrated cross section of polystyrene

latices of 0.481 ftm diameter as standards for the norma-

lization.

A fair coincidence is obtained between both behaviors

as illustrate in Fig. 10 where ten kinds of polystyrene lat

ices with particle diameter of 0.081, 0.109, 0.124 Mm etc.

are used as the samples. Those latics are each suspend-

ed in the superpurif ied water in the beaker, dispersed

by ultrasonic stirring, atomized in the purified nitrogen

atmosphere and then introduced into the measuring cell.

The penetration of fine dust into the system is prevent-

ed by the cautions cleaning of the walls of the experi-

mental equipment and by the preliminary purge of the

environment using purified nitrogen gas after filtration.

Then, the deviation in the diameter of each aerosols

from various polystyrene latices are checked by the pulse

height analyser (PHA) regarding the modes in their count

and pulse height. The peak value and the half width

value of each aerosol is checked from these size spectra

as are illustrated in Fig. 11. Regarding the details of
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the normalization in Fig. 10, those pulse heights are

normalized by the one from polystyrene latices of 0.481

Mm diameter and reduced to the integrated cross section

by taking the theoretical <rg corresponding to 0.481 pm

diameter as standard.

D. Detection of 0.1 /im Diameter

Even though the broad size spectrum is observed

for polystyrene latices with 0.109 Mm diameter, the

rightness of the present signal processing circuit

based on the pulse height of each polystyrene latics

in synchroscope including the one of 0.109 jum diameter

is established by the relation in Fig. 10 and it is also

experimentally verified by the check on the linear de-

crease of the count number of polystyrene particulates

with 0.109 urn vs each dilution by half amount in Fig. 12.

where the curve 1 and curve 2 represents the count number

in channel 1 (0.1~0.2 (im) and channel 2 (0.2~0.3 /urn)

respectively. The count in channel 2 for polystyrene

particulate of 0.109 /J.m is considered to come from the

coagulated particles which is caused by the duplicate

presence of the particles in the comparatively larger

mist droplets from the atomizer.

If necessary, the fine isolation of channel in the

particulate diameter range from 0.1 to 0.2 yum by the
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precision of present dynamic range of PA on the basis of

the standardization using polystyrene latices of 0.109,

0.124, 0.176 Mm diam. The isolation of channel down to

0.07 Mm diameter is also possible with S/N ratio of 3

by making a small improvement on the nozzle within the

cell and also by minimizing the sensing volume on the

basis of the standardization using polystyrene latices

of 0.081 iu.m diameter. The minimum detectable size of

particulates is estimated to be 0.065 Mm for the present

instrument, if necessary.

E. Cross Check Test.

To confirm the performance of the present counter,

several cross checks are pursued on the observed data vs

those of other counters which are obtained by the simul-

taneous measurement. The examples of the cross checks

tests vs Royco Model 220 counter and another optical one

with tungsten lamp light source are illustrated in Fig.

13 regarding the results of two different environments.

Those results in Fig. 13 (a) are concerned with simul-

taneous measurement on the size distributions of the

dusts in the company building by Royco Model 220 counter

and the present counter. Curve 1 is the one by the

former and Curve 2 is the one by the latter regarding

the atmosphere late in the afternoon. Curve 3 is the

one by the latter regarding the change in the number and
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the size distribution pattern by the perturbed atmosphere

due to the traffic of many office persons going home 30

minutes after the measurement on Curve 1 and Curve 2.

Those results in Fig. 13 (b) are concerned with the

results of the simultaneous measurement on the size dis-

tribution of welding humes by this counter (Curve 4) and

the ordinary optical counter with tungsten lamp as the

light source (Curve 5). Both measurements are pursued on

those by 100 time dilution of the environmental sample.

Good coincidence is observed between both results regard-

ing the size distribution above 0.3 \Ma diameter.
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Part II. APPLICATION OF THE OPTICAL COUNTER TO THE

DETERMINATION OF THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COMBUSTION

DUSTS

.

As the objective in developing the counter was origin-

ally to measure the engine dust from automobiles in the

metropolitan environments, the minimum detectable size of

the present counter is arranged to achieve the submicron

size detection down to 0.07 pm in diameter under the parti-

culates concentration range up to 10l0/m3 without any cor-

rection of the coincidence loss and the cross channel sen-

sitivity.

1. Engine Dusts:

As the application of the present counter, the

measurements are pursured on the miscellaneous urban en-

vironmental particulates which are considered to come

primarily from the authomobile pollutants. The measure-

ment are conducted under various conditions and environ-

ments sueh as passing through high way tunnel on the

moving test car, downtown street in rainy weather,

factorial area and residential area. Neverthless, the

results can reflect the actual size distribution and par-

ticulates concentration there when compared to the data

by other measurements and will be more dependable provid-

ed that the correction on the relative refractive index
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is conducted on the results. Those results are Summarized

in Fig. 14.

2. Smoke in Fire:

Anyhow, some method on the correction of the coinci-

dence loss and counting loss should be taken up for the

measurement of the particle size of the highly concentra-

tioned smoke particulates in the actual fire. The afore-

said difficulty have been settled by derving an equation for

the feasible correction in the first order approximation,

even though leaving some doubt on its accuracy.

On this basis, the following items have been pursued

for the study on smokes in fire by laboratory scale;

(1) Analysis of the optical densities or the turbidities

of smokes on the basis of the scattering cross section as

calculated from the size distribution of the actual smokes.

(2) Characterization on the difference in the size distri-

bution between smokes from smoldering and those from flaming

combustion.

(3) Model experiments for the clarification of the thick-

ening of smokes in an enclosure fire which is primarily

due to the growth of bigger particulates in the distribution

by the lowering of oxygen partial presure and secondly by

the stepwise coagulation among the aged particulates and the

nacent ones with a sise distribution of the smaller diameters.

Because of the high concentration of particulates as

expected in smokes generated from organic polymers in fire,
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the correction should be made on the count number for coin-

cidence loss and cross-channel sensitivity due to the loss

counting. R.Jaenicke reportedon the rigorous correction of

13
the coincidence loss. Although his equation satisfies the

need in the theoretical rigidity for low concentration, it

seems likely, it does not work for the correction of the in

situ measurement of such thick particulates system as the

nacent smokes in fire. Therefore, we derived an improved

formula for the correction of the coincidence loss in the

first order approximation on the basis of the total number

of particulates in the sensing volume. Then, in terms of

the theoretical curve representing the relation on the true

concentration of particulates and the count number of total

particulates, we pursued conventionally the coincidence loss

correction on the count number of each channel by assuming

the proportionality between the ratio of the count number

of a dhannel to its critical one and the ratio of the total

count number to the theoretically derived critical concent-

ration of total particulates in the sensing volume. The

statistial treatment of the coincidence loss as follows;

K is the number of particulates in the volume V, and V

is much larger than the sensing volume v. Assuming the K

particles are randomly distributed, the probability of giving

i particles in v simultaneously is given by the binomial

distribution.

Pi - )
1(-^^)K"1
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retical curve representing the relation between Nc and Co

from Eq.(2) illustrates a different pattern above the maximal

Nc which works in the coincidence loss correction better, as

compared to the former.

Therefore, the true number Co can be estimated in the

first order approximation from the displayed counts and thus

the instrument predicts the particulate number up to ca.

13 ?
1 x 10 / mJ on the basis of the above correction.

Smoke Generation ; The generation of smokes have been

carried out in a vertical electric test furnace at the hot

bath temperature of 400°C, 500°C and 600°C, respectively.

The particle concentration in the ascending hot current of

the combustion product have been measured by intaking the

current into the counter close to the sample plate in the

furnace. The concentration of the accumulated smokes and

their aging have been measured by turbido-meters in the smoke

box ( 50 x 50 x 50 cm ) placed above the vent end also by

intaking a portion of smokes into the said counter at a rate

of 2 liters per minute, simultaneously. The smoke concent-

ration in the box is estimated as the average of the cross

sections from the turbidities at 15 cm, 30 cm and 45 cm

apart from the bottom of the box, respectively, and the

intake of smoke to the optical counter is carried out at

30 cm apart from the bottom and right up the vent end of

the furnace.
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For v/V < 0.1 and K-*°° , the poisson approximation can

be applied and the probability of vacant PQ is described as

f ollws

.

V
K

P0 = e V

A count is established only when the sensitive volume v is

empty before a particle enters it. The number of particles

counted is

s r. -Co«v /1NNc = —-— vCo e (1)
W

where Co is the true concentration of particulates, W is the

slit-width and s is the aerosol velocity from the nozzle.

As stated previously, we pursued the conventinal cor-

rection on the coincidence of the count in a channel (i)

by assuming the following relation;

xt j M .max
Nci Nci , .= ki
Nc Nc^ax

Nci is the count number of channel i, Nc is the total count

TH3.X
number of all channels. Nci is the critical count number

of channel i which can be given experimentally at the decay

of the count number vs. the increase of particulates during

m3ix
the smoke generation, while Nc is the critical count

number of total particulates of all channels which is given

either by theoretical equation (1) or its modified one (2)

.

Nc - [ 1 - ( 1 - | )

C
°][ 1 + | ( 1 - j )

C
°] (2)

The latter seems to give better corrections. The theo-
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Samples ; The samples used for the experiment are as

follws; (1) polypropylene (2) polyvinylchloride PVC (3)

wood where 100 mg, 300 mg and 1.00 gr. of samples are used

for the test of each specimen. The smoke generation has

been varried out at the hot bath temperature of 400°C,

500°C and 600°C, respectively.

As has been refered to in the statement of the problem,

the concentration dependency of the size distribution of

smokes was investigated first for the smokes from polypro-

pylene at a hot bath temperature of 400°C as are illustrated

in Fig. 15. The presence of the iso-particulate concentra-

tion point is recognized between the size distribution of

smokes from 100 mg of polypropylene and 1.00 gr. of poly-

propylene sample where the growth of lager diameter parti-

culates is suggested in compensation with the decrease in

the number of smaller particulates due to coagulation.

The size distribution of the smokes directly from the hot

ascending current through the furnace is illustrated in

Fig. 16 below the size distributions of cooled smokes ac-

cumulated in the environment of smoke box. The growth of

lager particulates more than 3 urn in diameter is recognized

for the latter due to aging. To confirm the validity of

coincidence loss and cross-channel corrections as mentioned

in the previous section, the counter check has been carried

out on the time-dependent change of the cross sections of
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polypropylene smokes per 1.00 gr. of sample m^/gr. between

those obtained frome the turbidities in the smoke box and

those calculated theoretically on the basis of the size

distribution of particulates in the smoke box varying the

scattering coefficient (k) for each relative refractive

indices (m) . As are illustrated in Fig. 17, it is not too

far saying that the good coincidence has been obtained

between them in so far as the precision in the channel

isolation of the counter, the rightness on the correction

of coincidence loss and the cross-channel sensitivity due

to counting loss are concerned. Remembering the approxi-

mately of the simulation in replacing the complex refrac-

tive indices of the actual smokes smoldering by m = 1.6,

and not taking the complexity in the change of cross sec-

tions from both turbidities.

The size distribution of particulates do not necessarily

illustrate the proportional increase with the weight of

samples linealy at higher concentration of smokes, as are

shown in Fig. 17. The lowering is suggested to be caused

by the aging of smokes due to coagulation which will give

lower values of the scattering coefficient k close to 2

again and partly by the reduction of particle number due

to the dissipation of grown particulates onto the walls

of the box or due to their precipitation down to the floor.

The observed coincidence between the scattering cross sec-

tion from turbido-meter and the one from the size distri-
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bution at thin concentration is much deviated at high con-

centration of smokes. This will suggest that the excess

calibration on the number of particulates has been carried

out particularily at larger diameter on one hand. On the

other hand, the mean specific gravity of smokes at such

high concentration as the ratio of the weight of the col-

lected smokes particles by filteration vs. the calculated

volume of particulates from particle counter is also evalu-

ated to remain unexpectedly to be within ca. 0.3 - 0.4 pm.

Even after correction as illustrated in Fig. 18 , the result

will indicate still further shortage in the weight of parti-

culates, in so far as the estimation on the basis of the

weight of the collected smokes on the filter is concerned.

Hence, it is suggested that the surface of the white

smokes issued from the smoldering at comparatively lower

temperature (T= 400°C ) will be covered possibly by the

very tiny droplets of the condensed dew of the mixture of

water and irritant volatiles, while the body is composed

of oil soluble volatiles and fragments of polypropylene as

illustrated in Fig. 19. The former must be removed by

evaporation from the particulates on the filter during the

collection. The vaporization of these volatile fractions

will cause the reduction of density with other losses of

the recovering.

The most important factor governing the size distribu-

tion of smokes is the combustion temperature. The typical
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examples illustrating the remarkable contrast are the mutu-

ally opposing change of the size distributions between smokes

from wood and those PVC at the elevated temperature of the hot

bath from 400°C, 500°C to 600°C. As illustrated in Fig. 20

and Fig. 21, an obvious decrease in the number of larger

particulates above the particulate's diameter 3 um is obser-

ved vs. the elevation of hot bath temperature for beech wood,

while the remarkable growth of the number of larger particulates

is observed vs. the elevation of hot bath temperature regard-

ing the size distribution of PVC smokes as observed both at

furnace and smoke box. Generally, organic materials emit thick

smokes in smoldering combustion and their smokes are reduced

when they flame. However, PVC is the exceptional sample which

emit much thicker smokes in flaming combustion than in smold-

ering combustion. The results will suggest that the flaming

or the high temperature combustion must cause the change-

induced coagulation or carboneons smokes as in the case of the

soot formation.

When the organic materials burn in as enclosure, the oxygen

partial pressure lowers reversely vs. the growth of fire where

they emit usually heavier smokes than they do in an open environ-

ment under enough oxygen supply. The effect of oxygen partial

pressure on the size distribution of particulates in smokes is

shown in Fig. 22 for polypropylene at the hot bath temperature

of 400°C. The increase in the number of large particles in the

range above the particle size of 5 um has been recognized
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specifically corresponding to the lowering of oxygen

partial pressure, and therefore, the aforesaid increase in

the turbidity will be suggested to be primarily due to the

contribution of these particles.

Finally, the mode in the so-called aging of smokes

has been pursued on the basis of the variations in the size

distribution of particulates in smokes relatively . As shown

in Fig. 23, the growth in the size of smokes accumulated in

the smoke box has been recognized by means of the time-

increment of particulates in a stepwise change of their number

at a diameter of 0.5 um and ca. 5 urn, respectively. As shown

in Fig. 24 the size distribution of particulates in the in-

flowing hot current consists primarily of the smaller ones

lacking the larger diameter ones, while the size distribution

of those accumulated in the smoke box possesses the larger

diameter portion and the critical concentration exists at

around ca. 1()14 for the number of particulates accumulated in

the smoke box regardless of the number of particulates in the

inflowing flux. This is presumably due to the coagulation

between the aged smokes and the fresh ones which produces the

bigger particulates and the increase in the turbidity of smokes

in the box vs. time during the generation of smoke is suggested

to be primarily caused by this mechanism. Consequently, it is

suggested that the smoking behaviours of organic materials in

fire can not be represented exactly by the one in laboratory

scale and the cross check on the basis of the middle scale
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experiment will be necessary for the description of smoking

behaviours in terms of the one in laboratory scale. The

increase in the volume-surface diameter vs. time is illust-

rated in Fig. 16 for the accumulated smokes of polypropylene

in the smoke box during the generation.
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Table I. Tbe specifications of the instrument

Term Range I Rcngo II

Light source lrfiser (He-Ne, 8 mW, Multimode, Random)

Beavi diameter 100 u?n 1.2 ran

Sensitive volume 7. 85 x 10""^ cn? 1.13 x 10*"4 cm3

Sizing partiolo range 0*1 — 0,5 yxn 0.5 - 10.0 um

ChanneJ numbers 4 5

Siting particle rang©

in e?.ch channel

in pa

0.1 - 0,2 0.5 - 1.0

0.2 - 0.3 1.0 - 2.0

0.3 - 0.4 2.0 ~ 4.0

0.4 - 0.5 4.0 - 6.0

6.0 - 10.0

Measurable raaxiuum

concentrations
5.0 x 10

4
cm"

3
3.3 x 10

2
cm"

3

Counting time 1,5,10,50,60,100,500,600 each seconds

Plovr rate of aerosol 0.6 l/roin or 1.2 l/min etc

.

Display method Digital (four digit/channel)

Calibration Uniform latex particles (Dov ChemicnlJ

a) Siring range enn bo vrriable vhen noeoseary.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1(a) An oxrunplo of the calculated results. On the

differential scattering cross section. Angular

dependence of function F in Eq. (2). The parameter

is particle diaBietcr Dp.

Fig. l(b) An example of the calculated results. On the

differential scattering cross section. Angular

dependence of function F in Eq. (2). The parameters

are the angle 0 and particle diametor Dp.

Fig. 2 Particle size dependence of function F in

Eq. (2). The parameter is the scattering angle 0*

Fig. 3 Comparison between the integrated scattering

cross section of the instrument by forward and right

angle light scattering method with collecting semi-

angle 25°. The level of the integrated R&yleigh

scattering cross section CT^ of air molocules in

the sensing zone is by a lateral dotted line regard-

ing the values of ordinary sensing volume V
8

( = 1.13 x 10"3 cm
3
).

Fig. 4 Block diagram for the outline of the present

instrumental system.

Fig. 5 Cross sectional view of the present light

scattering cell. (T); incident window, (2); sensing

zone, (3); light trap 1 (Itaylcigh horn which serves
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a suction nozzle for the outlet of the aerosol),

(4); exit window, (5); light trap 2 (Rayleigh horn),

(6) ;
guide pipo for the inlet of the aerosol,

(7) ;
guide pipe of tho clean air, (8); protection

hood for the stain of tho inner surface of the

incident window, (9); aerosol nozzle, (uJ); outlet

pipe of the aerosol.

Pig. 6 The principle of the channel isolation shown

by a time chart.

Fig. 7 The principle of the noise pulse rejection

shown by a time chart.

Pig. 8 A photograph of the cross-section tomb of tho

aerosol flow within the light scattering coll under

2
the reduced pressure, at p 1.33 x 10 Pa.

Pig. 9 Pressure dependence of PMT shot noise current

(average values) issued from the illuminated sensing

zone. The results on the plot were those under the

reduced cell pressure by 7 stops.

Pig. 10 The correspondence betv/een the theoretical and

experimental values. The experimentally obtained,

pulse height values were reduced to CJ by the

standardization on the basis of the normalization

of pulse height by the one of polystyrene particle

of 0.481 pn diam end the theoretical cross section

of that particle.
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Fig. 11 Size spectra of polystylene latex particles by

pulse height analyzer (PHA)

.

Fig. 12 Count numbers vs. the relative particle concen-

trations of 0.109 jim polystylene latex particle

represented by the dilution ratio.

Fig. 13 Results of the cross check tests. Royco Model

220 counter and an ordinary optical counter with

tungsten lamp light source were used.

Fig. 14 Size distribution of particle concentration of

particulates primarily dusts and automobile pollutants

in miscellaneous environments.

Fig. 15 The concentration dependency of the size distri-

butions of smokes from polypropylene at hot bath temp-

erature of 400°C.

Fig. 16 The size distribution of the smoke from polypro-

pylene measured at 8 cm above a sample boat in the

furnace.

Fig. 17 Relation between the scattering vross section

estimated from optical smoke density (Cs) and those from

particle in terms of the number of particles and geo-

metrical cross-section for each size fractions and the

scattering coefficient (K) corresponding to their relative

refractive indices (m)

.

Fig. 18 Relation between the weight of sample and total

volume of smoke particles from polypropylene.

Fig. 19 Infrared spectral pattern of smoke from polypro-
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pylene.

Fig. 20 Changes of the particle size distributions of

smokes from wood at the bath temperature of 400° C,

500°C and 600°C.

Fig. 21 Changes of the particle size distributions of

smokes from PVC at the hot bath temperature of 400°C,

500°C and 600°C.

Fig. 22 The effect of oxygen partial tressure on the

size distribution of particulates in smokes from poly-

propylene at the hot bath temperature of 400°C.

Fig. 23 The time-increment of particulates in a stepwise

change of their number in the smoke box.

Fig. 24 The increase in the mean volume-surface diameter

vs. time for smoke polypropylene in the smoke box.

Table 1 State of the art of the optical counter.
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Table 1. State of the Art

Term LMD Roth

Laser He-Ne Ar
+

, He-Ne

power 8 mW 2 W, 7 mW

X 0.6328 ym 0.5145 ym, 0.6328 ym

beam diameter (0.1 mm) 25 ym elliptical 150 x 20 ym

intensity- (102 W/cm2
),

i « v 10 3W/rm 2 A x lfl
1
* W/rm 2

H -LU »»/ V— 111

Particle Size 0.07 ym 0.0 7 ymDpcnl nf*"i d tirvCoUl U t 1 UJl

Slit Width 50 ym 400,200,100,40 ym

Sensing Zone Volume 2.5 x io"
8

cm"
3 1.2 x 1 CT

8 cm 3

Piil^p Hi lval-
i on Timf 5 nsec

.

250 nsec.

Concentration 4 x 10 5
cm"

3
1 x 10 6

cm"
3

Ve loc i ty 4 . 7 msec
-

} 80 msec"}

AptosoI Flow Ratp 33.3 cm 3min 1
»-* • *-» 111 11 IJL 111 4 cm 3mini

Aerosol Nozzle Diameter 3 mm 0.2 mm

I llumination Coaxial Perpendicular

Mean Scattering Angle 90° 40°

Collecting semi Angle about 25° 20°

In Situ Measurement 0 A ,
x

Dimenss ion Body: 600x41)0x150
, Twin - Type n

^Travel Trank Size J

?
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Sarkos Presentation

Saito: I think the treatment of that material or the cover of the material is important.
What kind of treatment did you do for that kind of cover? And also I would like to know
what kind of conditions are necessary if you are to apply these material testings to real
cases

.

Sarkos: O.K. A small sample is placed in a boat and the material is exposed to heat on
all sides. We are trying to modify this so that we obtain what you might call one dimen-
sional heating, which you would expect for a material on the surface in a cabin. I don't
think we know what conditions we should test the materials under to simulate a real fire.
For the moment we are developing test methods that will allow us to use a complete range
of settings. In that matter when we do obtain large scale results we will be able to try
a different setting to see which produces the best arrangement of heat.

Einhorn: Gus , does this possibly indicate that maybe what one ought to do along the
fuselage is have occasional rows of seats out, and a door at floor level for exit and
systems with your 90 second egress time so people can get closer to the lower level rather
than having to stand up into the fumes and temperature at the higher area.

Sarkos: I still believe that the most important thing is to get out of the cabin as fast

as possible. If you're trapped it's certainly beneficial to drop closer to the floor or

safer as the NFPA has been telling us for years on their posters. I think what the data
does indicate is that we should concern ourselves more with the ceiling materials which
apparently will become more and more involved with the fire than those lower to the floor.

We've seen this in accurate aircraft accident investigations before we completed studies,
but I think now we'll get a better quantitative indication of the relative importance of

location.

Handa Presentation

Mulholland: First of all I would like to comment that we would very much enjoy having an

instrument like the one you described. It has the capability of measuring two orders of

magnitudes higher concentration than our optical particle counter, and of measuring parti-

cles five times smaller in diameter than our instrument can detect. I would appreciate

your defining the ordinate in your graph, which was called the number concentration. I

wondered if this refers to the number of particles per increment of diameter or the number

of particles per log increment of diameter.

Yesterday I did a little calculation as a result of some comments concerning the effects

of particle charge on the coagulation rate. This also concerns your observation that at

larger particle size, the Smoluchowski theory of coagulation doesn't apply because of

.particle charge. Using Fuch's equation for the effect of particle charge, it would appear

that very small particles are more affected by the particle charge than the large ones.

If we have two one micrometer particles one with a positive and one with a negative charge,

I estimate a 2 or 3% enhancement of the coagulation rate as compared to the rate for

uncharged particles. Maybe the explanation is that your particles have hundreds of charges

and that would give you a much larger effect.

Rockett: If you estimated dosage of a particle that enhances with a very small coke volume

I may be wrong but if you had focused the laser in this volume... I made very crude estimates

because I don't know of your instrument but I thought perhaps some of the small particles

might be getting a thermal dosage as high as 100 volts per gram. I wondered if you had

estimated this.

Handa: I agree with you completely.
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REPORT OF TECHNICAL SESSION
ON DETECTION AND SMOKE PROPERTIES

J. Miyama, Chairman

The session commenced at 9:00 a.m. on March 14, 1978. Without delay Mr. R. W. Bukowski and
Dr. G. W. Mulholland in turn presented a report titled "Detection and Smoke Properties."
Recent developments in smoke detector technology were outlined and programs to determine the

performance and reliability of detectors were discussed. Measurements were described of

size distributions, mass and number concentration and coagulation frequency of smokes using

the electrical aerosol analyzer, an optical counter and a monodisperse aerosol generator.
An instrument for determining the sensitivity of installed smoke detectors was described in

detail. This will be appreciated as an excellent replacement for the conventional punk
stick smoke method.

Mr. A. Watanabe of Fire Research Institute presented a general report titled "False Alarm
of Smoke Detectors" in collaboration with Jun Miyama of Sophia University. He summarized
the requirements for smoke detectors in Japan and statistics on false alarms. Technical
standards for smoke detectors have been revised by the Fire Defense Agency in order to avoid
false alarms. A dust test, transient voltage test and humidity test have been added for

smoke detectors.

Concerning the report presented by Smoke and Toxicity Load Committee (Japanese Association
of Fire Science and Engineering), Mr. Saito especially emphasized:

1) the relationship between the generation rate of smoke and optical smoke density
for fire-retarded materials.

2) the heavy influence of ventilation factors on smoke generation for compartment
fires.

On each presentation we had so much active discussion that we could scarcely finish our

session on time.
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REPORT OF PROGRESS REPORT SESSION ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR,
BUILDING SYSTEMS AND SMOKE CONTROL

G. Bates, Jr., Chairman

The chairman introduced these sessions by noting that the three (3) subjects had been
covered in depth at the meeting in Toyko, October 1976, and that only summaries of recent
work in Japan and the U.S. are to be presented at this meeting.

Human Behavior :

Professor John Bryan of the University of Maryland called the Panel's attention to the
Bibliography on Human Behavior in Fires that he had prepared and distributed to all present.
He then gave a verbal report with pictures of a major fire that killed 166 people at the
Beverly Hills Supper Club in Southgate, Kentucky, in May 1977. This fire is covered in
detail in a report "Reconstruction of a Tragedy" by the National Fire Protection Association,
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts, 02210.

This large supper club which contained over 2500 people was destroyed by fire. The deaths
were from 1200 people in one room - and were caused mostly by heat and smoke. Fire fighting
equipment was called and arrived promptly - but was not able to control the fire. The pic-
tures presented by Professor Bryan were most graphic. This fire has received a great amount
of study by many fire experts - with over 630 survivors being interviewed. There was no
evidence of panic - the people were rapidly evacuated by the staff - but too late for many.
Professor Bryan suggested that those interested in human behavior under severe fire condi-
tions should study the details of this fire.

Dr. Tadahisa Jin, of the Fire Defense Institute of the Ministry of Home Affairs, discussed
work in Japan on Human behavior. He divided this work into three areas:

1) Experience in Real Fires

2) Computing Simulation of Dynamic Evacuation of a Building.

3) Experiments in Human Behavior during Evacuation.

He noted the need to increase levels of efforts in all areas, to increase the flow of infor-
mation between the areas, and the need to find a way to obtain human data without live,

dangerous experiments. Dr. Jin did note that in Japan the building designer is the person
making use of data on human behavior in deciding how to design the next building. Some
recent papers from Japan on human behavior are listed in the report from Dr. Jin.

Human behavior under fire stress is an inexact science - but must be considered in the design
of fire protection of any system.

Building Systems :

Mr. H. Nelson of the NBS gave a paper on system design concepts by which the probability of

and problems of a building fire could be studied. He proposed a decision tree approach
which considered fire modeling, fire control, and people movement among other factors. He
also presented a grid approach covering questions of technical assessment, total building
control, flexibility and cost, and retrofit versus who makes decisions and how they are made.

He noted that the problems of the systems concept are proofing/validation of in-put data,

and understanding the results.

Mr. Tekeyoshi Tanaka of the Building Research Institute of the Ministry of Construction dis-

cussed the work by the committee of Fire Safety Systems. This committee is responsible for

research programs to develop technique for fire safety performance evaluation of a facility.
This committee divides its work into the following subgroups: Compartment Fire Groups, Smoke
Control Group, Detection and Extinguishment Group, and Evacuation Systems Group. These groups
examine subsystems concepts. A Total Systems Group and a Maintenance Systems Group work on

the composites systems concepts. Mr. Tanaka also reported on the research by the Committee
of Fire Safety Performance of Houses. This committee is making an analysis of 1000 home fires
and expects to have a good model of how a fire develops in a home.
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Systems is an area in strong need of application of knowledge and technologies used in other
fields

.

Smoke Control :

Mr. Irwin Benjamin of NBS and Mr. Tekeyoski Tanaka of the Ministry of Construction discussed
smoke control. The concepts of pressurized stairways and compartmentized buildings for smoke
control were outlined and examples of both types of construction were identified. There is

interest in total pressurization as an outgrowth of energy conservation environmental controls
in modern buildings. One use of such systems is to pressurize all floors except the fire
floor and to exhaust from that floor. Mr. Tanaka mentioned the problems in calculating smoke
movements in a building and the necessity to check all possibilities.

This subject is one wherein much experimentation and model development are still required.

The concept of smoke control by limiting/controlling the nature of materials which might be
subjected to a fire is also a goal of the aviation industry - and may be of value to others.
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REPORT OF TECHNICAL SESSION ON FIRE MODELING

H. Emmons, Chairman

Mr. J. DeRis and Mr. C. McArthur discussed the U.S. work on fire modeling. A number of

people are working the mathematical modeling of two aspects of fire.

1. The analysis of component problems such as the rate of growth of a fire, the
radiation from a flame to a wall, etc.

2. The complete history of the fire from ignition to flashover, eventually to

complete involvement of a large building.

There are two methods of treatment of fires and fire components:

A) Field Methods - the solution of the general partial differential equations.
At present, this is essential to research on fire components but computing
machines are far from large enough to solve a whole room fire.

B) Zone Models - which considers a fire as made up of distinguishable components
and their interactions.

A National U.S. Mathematical Modeling Committee has been formed by NBS and includes Modelers,
Users, and Fire Research Sponsors. This committee has discussed all current models and has
listed fire component research needs and placed them in order of priority. As we might
expect, Fire Spread and Burning Rate as effected by feedback radiation and vitiated air
effects were of top priority.

Fire specific models were mentioned:

1. Quintiere, NBS Model
2. RFIRE - Pape at IITRI
3. DACFIR - McArthur & Reese - University of Dayton
4. Computer Fire Code III - H. Emmons & H. Mitler, Harvard
5. UNDSAFE - Notre Dame University

In Japan, several models conceived independently but which are very similar to the above are
being developed. Mr. Tanaka presented the first three of the following reports: 1) SEMI

has tried to identify all fire components and their interactions. He prepared a chart show-
ing the level at which the various components and interactions are understood. This chart
is an indication of what basic research is still essential. 2) Mr. Tanaka has concentrated
his recent fire modeling efforts on the flow of fire gases through connected rooms. He uses
a simplified fire in a room of fire origin and analyzes the flow through a succession of

rooms and in a building of three stories. This is the first attempt to make a multiple room
fire gas flow study and appears to be very successful. 3) Morishita has attempted to develop
a quantitative statistical fire model. The fire records in Tokyo appear to be much more
complete with respect to details of fire progress than in the U.S. and permits the quantita-
tive evaluation of the probability of fire growth from one phase to another. The data is

procured by a person trained for the purpose of data collection. This is a valuable addition
to a statistical analysis since it attempts to make the predictions quantitatively. 4) Saito
presented the experimental results obtained using medium size models. He pointed out that

the burning rate in the early stage of fire is high when the internal materials are combus-
tible. He also suggested that in addition to A H, the surface area of the combustibles and
the volume of the compartment should be applied as controlling factors of the bufning rate
in the compartment in the early stage of fire. Furthermore, he presented an experimental
formula using these factors and experimentally proved that this formula is available for

semi-nature fire tests and model fire tests (the volume of the compartment: 0.13 - 27 m-*)

.
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REPORT OF TECHNICAL SESSION ON TOXICITY

A. Watanabe, Chairman

The session on toxicity was held from 1530 to 1630 on 15 March 1978 at the National Bureau
of Standards, and from 1000 to 1715 on 16 March 1978 at the Applied Physics Laboratory/The
Johns Hopkins University.

From the Japanese side, Mr. Yusa, Tokyo University, proposed the relative degree of toxic
hazard in the animal test. Mr. K. Nakamura, BRI, reported the collapse or death index, and

50% lethal concentration for CO, CO2 , HCL, HCN and their combinations obtained through an
animal test using mice.

Mr. Saito, BRI, introduced the Japanese method for toxicity evaluation, and showed the

problems in measurements. Dr. K. Yamamoto pointed out that for postmortem diagnosis of HCN
intoxication, the sample should be collected for as many parts of the animal bodies as pos-
sible.

From the American side, Prof. Einhorn suggested his philosophy of toxicity evaluation, and
referred to recent work. Dr. P. Smith, formerly with the Federal Aviation Administration,
and now a consultant reported inhalation toxicology research data obtained during the past

seven years. He suggested that the effect of co-existence of CO and HCN on humans becomes
additive only when one of the compounds is present at a nearly critical level.

Dr. M. Birky, NBS, introduced a proposed test method for toxic combustion products which is

based on a 30 minute exposure for rats.

Dr. M. Levine, Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health, stated that

firemen are exposed to low levels of CO and HCN and that intermittent use of face masks
does not adequately protect men.

Mr. B. Halpin, APL/JHU discussed, on the basis of the Maryland fire casualty study, the
predicted effect of fire detectors on life loss.

After hearing the honest opinions of those with first-hand experience, the members entered
into lively discussions.

Philosophies of evaluation of toxic hazard differ, and this problem will be discussed once
more on a progress report at the next panel meeting.
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RESOLUTIONS

The members of the UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety wish to express their satisfaction
with the successful 3rd Joint Panel Meeting held in the U.S.A., March 13-17, 1978. The
formal and informal presentations and the discussions on fire toxicology, on smoke properties

, \

and detection, and on fire modeling were stimulating, instructive, and well received. Excel-
lent arrangements for the meeting had been made by the Center for Fire Research/NBS and the
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University.

j

t

The Panel Members herewith resolve:

1. That the next (4th) meeting of the UJNR Panel on Fire Research and Safety be
held in Tokyo in February 1979.

2. That the following topics be discussed in-depth:

(a) human behavior in fires, (b) building systems and smoke control, (c) fire
and smoke retardants, and (d) fire investigation techniques.

3. That progress reports be submitted in the areas of toxicity, of detection and
smoke properties, and of fire modeling.

4. That the general format used during the 3rd Joint Panel Meeting be retained.

5. That Panel Members be encouraged to exchange information of mutual interest
through the respective chairmen.
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